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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Coil Making
THERE is little doubt that one of the
branches of radio component con-

struction which offers the most interest for
the home constructor is that of coil winding.

hustle of the last few days of rehearsal,
when, as often happens, part of the work
of many days has to be altered at fever
heat in as many hours, in order to fit in
some other angle, discovered during the
actual work with the east and orchestra.
But whether it be a recording or a live

more listeners

Film Festival

There are many different arrangements
which may be adopted, and the various transmission, " Gulliver's Travels " should
articles which we have published in the prove most welcome to listeners. Many
past on the subject have
always created considerable
interest. Although medium and long -wave coils of the

unscreened or screened types
may be constructed and offer

several interesting types of

design, the short-wave coils

are probably more interesting

owing to the fact that they
need only a few turns of wire,
and may be made in so many
different styles. A few are

illustrated on our cover this
week, and in our Short-wave
Section we give some details
of one or two novel lines of
As most shortwave receivers utilise plug-in
coils, it is a simple matter to
construction.

wind a new type of coil and

substitute it for one in use
and thereby ascertain the
differences in the coils. This is
not so simple with medium- or
long -wave coils and thus the

short - wave experimenter
undoubtedly finds coil -making

if the service to readers

is

to be maintained.

The

alternative of a reduction in the number of pages would have meant
both the sacrifice of several features for which the journal is valued
by its readers, and the loss of the services of our specialist writers
whose contributions form such an important part of our work. We

prefer to maintain our service and our features, knowing that our
readers would endorse our decision. We feel sure that we can rely
upon their loyalty and understanding in our difficulties.

We are doing our utmost to maintain during the war the high
standard which has attracted this loyal readership, and mode
" Practical Wireless " the only weekly technical journal. We have
an important part to play in the National war effort in helping to
train men for the various radio branches of the Services, and we
are gratified to know that many thousands of our readers are now
placing their technical knowledge at the service of the country.

THE EDITOR

Choral Half-hour
SIR HUGH ROBERTON will bring the
Glasgow Orpheus Choir to a B.B.C.

studio on .June 1st for a concert which will
be typical of this famous choir's repertoire.

The programme will include the Scottish
Psalm tune " Crimond," arranged by the

conductor, " My love's an arbutus," arranged by Stanford, and the famous

by Coleridge -

Taylor.

" Gulliver's Travels

AFTER having borne the strain of
the

of " Film Festival." Listeners

cost of paper, which forms such an important part in our economics,
as well as rising costs in other directions, have made the step un-

experiment.

producing

ishes, Douglas Moodie will produce a series of revived screen
successes with the general title

With much regret we announce an increase in the price of this
journal to 4d. as from this issue. The very heavy increase in the

one of his stand-by sources of

" Hiawatha's Farewell,"

WHEN the present series of " Monday
Night at Eight " programmes fin-

FOURPENCE A WEE K

avoidable

radio version of

" Pinnoehio," it must have been a great
relief to Gordon Crier, B.B.C. producer,
when he discovered that the revival of
" Gulliver's Travels " on June 3rd would
be a recording of the original show broadcast last January. Of all radio tasks, none

can be more harassing than that of the

producer responsible for the adaptation of
film musicals, particularly of full-length
Disney or Fleischer creations. Preparations

continue for many weeks, until the final

rail

+OW.

Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
1" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
1 Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.

I
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
I Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
1 for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. I
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
; practical nature suitable for publication in

Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only. and should
contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
t the Editor does not hold himself responsible for
manuscripts, every effort will be made to return t
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them if a stamped and addressed enrelope

I

is

enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the I
Editor shouldbe addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL

WIRELESS, George Newnes. Ltd., Tower house,1
! Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.E.
1

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

readers to touch with the latest developments, we give i

! no warranty that apparatus described in. our I
columns is not the sub3eet of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
T

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is 1
T specifically reserved throughout the countries signs- 4
1 tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

F. Reproductions or im:tations of any of these are I
'therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRE s LESS incorporates"Amateur Wireless."

will now have had an

opportunity of seeing the film, since it has
been generally released, and they may like
to be reminded of its colour and comedy,
and to hear again the lovely musical score.

are to hear the new series
each Monday. The first will
be
Alexander's Ragtime
Band" (a fortnight after

" Monday Night at Eight "

comes to an end), and others
will include ' The
Love
Parade," " Shall We Dance ?"
and

One Night of Love."

In addition to revivals, it
is hoped to give listeners a
radio version of Shirley
Temple's latest film, "The

Blue Bird," an adaptation of
Maurice Maeterlinck 't3 play.

Jutland
N. the eve of the twenty-

fourth anniversary of the

Battle of Jutland, a feature

devised and arranged by
" Taffrail " (Captain Taprell
Dorling, D.S.O., R.N.), and

produced some years ago, is

to be revived.

" Taffrail "

compiled the feature, which
will be produced by John Cheatle,
from his own writings, official records
and from the works of Mr. Winston
Churchill, Sir

Julian Corbett,

H. W.

Fawcett, and G. W. W. Hooper, Com-

mander George Von Base; who was first

Gunnery Officer of the Battle Cruiser
Derglinger, Shane Leslie and Captain A. W.

Agar, V.C., D.S.O., R.N. The programme
is particularly dramatic because, despite the

fact that there are no scenes built up in
drama form, some really graphic effects are

obtained by straight quotations of signals
sent out both before and during the
greatest sea battle of the last war.

Joe Loss and His Band

No fewer than nine broadcasts of dance

music will be given by Joe Loss in

the week beginning May 26th. The Loss
band, which is one of the most popular on
the air, has been carrying out a successful

tour of the provinces and has broken

It is probably the
only touring dance band that goes on the

several house records.

stage to play dance music pure and simple,
relying solely on musical appeal.

r
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INT Fi,RMITT KNT
Why They Occur, and How

to Locate

FAULTS 1
Them.

THE intermittent fault is one of the progress, the investigations into intermittent
most exasperating and can be one faults can waste a great deal of timeof the most costly of all troubles to time that cannot be charged to the job
which the modern radio receiver is heir. without customer's dissatisfaction, as many
The hours of time spent waiting for the service engineers will appreciate. After
symptom to exhibit itself are equalled only all, the customer's reaction can be well
by the wearisome search for the elusive understood. When a bill for several

By "SERVICE"
continuously

and simultaneously from
600 cycles per second to 1.5 megacycles.
The output from the instrument is normally

injected into the aerial circuit of the re.
ceiver, but may, if desired, be applied at

other points. The output from the receiver
which is being checked is fed back into the

Intermittent Fihult Test Device via an
standable for the customer to inquire as attenuator from whence the signal is
found that a general movement of the chassis to just what was wrong with his receiver, presented to a valve and relay combination
has temporarily rectified the trouble, and and on being told that there was a which indicates by means of green and red
that the locality of the fault is elsewhere partially -broken lead inside an I.F. trans- warning lamps, whether or not the receiver
former he will probably think that he is is operating normally. A bell is also incorfrom that inspected.
being grossly overcharged.
porated so that audible warning may be
It is not fair that the service engineer given whenever the red light is showing,
Types of Faults
cut his charges, but on the other but the bell may be cut out of circuit when
There are several types of intermittent should
hand he doesn't want any dissatisfied desired by means of a switch provided on the
source of the trouble.

Many times it seems

that the search is ended, only for it to be

faults, which may be summarised

as

follows :

Intermittent cessation of signals.
Intermittent drop in volume.
Intermittent distortion.
Intermittent instability.
Intermittent noise.
Despite the difference in the symptoms

the causes of the various troubles may
often be very similar. Although radio
receivers function in

accordance with
electrical laws, most of the above troubles

have their origin in mechanical causes.
Long experience and analysis of service
engineers' reports provide the following
list of typical examples of causes of

hours' work is presented it is quite under-

clients. The solution is to reduce the time

control panel.

more remunerative work while waiting for

Three Testing Channels

spent on the job and not to leave other

The fact that the three channels in the
the intermittent fault to appear. This
may be accomplished by employing a Intermittent Fault Test Device are in-

monitoring device that can be connected dependent of each other and due also to the
to the receiver undergoing a " soak " test, wide frequency band of the testing signal,
and which will give a warning when the the channels may be used for three entirely
output ceases or falls below a pre -determined different purposes simultaneously.
For
level. This enables other work to be example, one channel may be used for a
carried out in the meantime so that battery model tuned to the medium -wave
" waiting time " need not be charged to band; a second channel may be used to
the job.
provide a signal to an A.C. receiver which

intermittent faults :
Broken

connections

and

" dry "

soldered joints.
Intermittent earthing of H.F. screens,
valve shields, etc.
Oxydised tags or wires beneath
terminals.
Connections to the internal elements

of components faulty inside the

component.

Breaks in the winding of transformers,
chokes, etc.
Any of the above can, of course, create a

complete breakdown of a receiver, but it
is the extent of the fault that determines
whether the failure will be permanent or
intermittent. For example, a break may
occur in the primary windings of an
output transformer, but if the wire has a
cotton or silk insulation, the latter may
keep the ends of the break together so that
no cessation of reproduction occurs. With
enamelled wires, wax impregnation can also

exhibits intermittent fading on
its short-wave
band,

while the
third channel may
be used to provide
a signal for the
general repair of a
chassis.

This is very use-

ful, as once the
fault has shown

up, the circuit may

be checked in

section by connecting the H.F.
input to various
points. For ex-

ample, the signal

may be applied
across the I.F.'s,
thus eliminating

the H.F. oscillator

section of the

receiver, and then

to the gram.

cause this state of affairs. So long as no
sockets, thus
external movement displaces the ends of
eliminating
the
I he E.M.I. Service Intermittent Fault Test Device.
the wire, reception will be normal, but the
I.F. circuits ; in
slightest change in the physical disposition
other words, the
connections may be moved stage by stage
of the adjacent surfaces of the break will E.M.I. Fault Test Device
throughout
the
receiver
until the section
provoke noise and intermittent reception;
Such an instrument is the E.M.I. Service
but a further movement can just as easily Intermittent Fault Test Device which containing the fault is located. Naturally,
bring the ends together again in their enables receivers with " on/off " inter- during the progressive testing of the
original position so that reception is once mittents to be soak -tested in silence. Nn receiver the attenuator setting will have
be altered at each change of position to
more normal.
aerial is required, nor does the normal to
for the difference in gain introduced
service oscillator have to remain out of allow
Vibration and Current Surges
commission to provide a signal input to by the move.
(To be continued.)
It requires but the slightest vibration to the receiver under test. It contains its
cause such faults to occur-passing traffic own alarm device which by audible and
or a footfall on a carpeted floor. Loud visual means immediately proclaims the
reproduction from the loudspeaker can also fact tjiat the receiver has failed or has

cause the fault to appear, as can sudden sustained a serious drop in volume of

Because output.
of this, it is often very difficult to find the
The instrument is divided into three
seat of the trouble, as the slightest move- separate circuits to which three faulty
ment of the chassis when carrying out receivers can be connected.
investigations will affect the fault and so
The test signal originates in a multi give rise to erratic results.
vibrator circuit which provides, by means
Where a fair amount of repair work is in of harmonics, a signal frequency ranging

surges of current through the coils.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM.
From all Booksellers 6/- net, or by post 6/7 direct
from the Publishers. Eleoree Newnel, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
thampton Bt., Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Ic eas for Experimenters
Negative Feed -back Methods : Frame Aerials for Small Portables :
Coil -winding Positioning : Simple Output Meter : Flexible Chassis
Mounting : L.T. for "All -dry" Valves
NEGATIVE feed -back has been very
much to the fore recently, but there
are apparently many readers who
have not yet tried it. There is seldom any
difficulty in modifying an existing set to

be connected to the common negative, of wave -change switch, the centre terminal of

simple method is to connect a .5-megohm
fixed resistor in series with a .1-mfd. fixed
condenser between the anode of the output
valve and the cathode of the valve which
precedes it. The values given are not very

than placing the windings in series. As most
readers will remember, about 75ft. of wire

which is connected to the tuning condenser

course.

Frame aerials present some difficulty and to the grid of the first valve. This is a
when the portable is to be of very compact popular method of wave -changing with
design, and a method employed by one multi -range coils (and even with some two accommodate the system, and one very welt -known set maker is worth trying. In range tuners) and generally proves better

critical, and in the absence of direct instruc-

tions in valve manufacturers' literature it
may be found worth while to experiment
with one or two different condensers in
conjunction with a 1-megohm variable
resistor.

Variable Control

77te ex.?e/iiintemle.zri

Coil -winding
this case the aerial is made flat in the vertical
The above reference to coils and tuning
plane, and therefore it occupies a negligible circuits brings to mind a question often put
amount of space. The aerial may be wound to us by experimenters and constructors in
on a simple framework-the lid of a box will connection with the arrangement of coil
windings. They ask whether there is any
advantage or disadvantage in the two

alternative methods of placing the reaction
or aerial winding on a small former inside
the main one, or between the windings on a

The question of negative feed -back brings
to mind a suggestion made by a reader who
employed it in a quality amplifier. He used

single former. We have never found any

a .1-mfd. condenser, but wired that in

difference, provided that the basic design is
correct. In either ease the essential is to
have suitable coupling between the wind-

series with both a 200,000 -ohm fixed resistor

and a .25-megohm variable resistor, the
end of this being connected to the anode,

ings.

as shown in Fig. 1. The variable component

degree of feed -back which produced the
best results. In addition, he used a 25 mfd.
electrolytic condenser which was brought
into circuit by means of an on -off switch
ganged with the variable resistor. Thus,

may be some difficulty if a coupled aerial
winding were to be used in addition.

In that case it would generally prove

111

better to place either the reaction or aerial

when the variable control is set to its

winding

minimum position the switch contacts were

with the result that the large

electrolytic had virtually the effect of shortThis
circuiting the feed -back supply.
reader (Mr. O'Loughlin, of Oldham) assures

us that the arrangement has proved very
satisfactory.

It is an idea that other

readers may wish to try.

Ganged

1111

Fig. 1.-A negative feed -back arrangement where
control of feed -back is provided by a variable
resistor. A ganged switch is used to cut out the
negative feed -back when desired.

Portable -set Aerials

By making a few experiments it is

easy enough to find the best position of, say,
a reaction winding placed between medium and long -wave tuning windings. But there

allowed him to experiment to find the

closed,

is required for a medium -wave frame and
about 220ft. for long waves.

on a

smaller -diameter former

which would be mounted inside the main
tube. This actually provides a very convenient method of finding the optimum

position since the inner former can be

moved up and down in order to vary the
relative coupling with the two tuned windings.

After the best position has been

found, the inner former can be fixed, either

by wedging it by means of a couple of

bands fitting round it or by passing
serve-and the wire should then be liberally rubber
screws through both formers.
treated with wax or shellac varnish. After

Portable sets are very popular just now,
and there are probably many experimenters
who are working out designs for new ones. that has set, the supporting frame is removed
When using a simple " straight " circuit, a and the wire removed. The corners are then

Simple Output Meter

An output meter is often useful when
bent over, as shown in Fig. 2. A frame of experimenting
with a fairly powerful
for good results, although a built-in frame is this kind can be mounted in the carrying amplifier or receiver, and one of simple
more convenient. The best arrangement is case or on the receiver chassis by means of type which we recently fitted to an experito fit a frame aerial in the set and make four strips of wood or fibre placed across the mental set might be of interest. We simply
provision for a throw -out one in addition ; corners, as indicated in Fig. 2.
made use of an old triode valve and a milli all that is needed is a couple of turns wound
ammeter reading up to 2 mA, as shown in
round the frame and taken to aerial and Supporting the Wire
Fig. 3. It will be seen that the grid and
earth sockets. The earth socket should also
The wire used should be d.c.c., so that the' anode of the valve were strapped together,
cotering will absorb a certain amount of so that the valve acted as a half -wave
throw -out aerial is often almost essential

Temporary

former

the " dope." A simplified method of making

a frame aerial of this kind, which we have

rectifier.

a

found convenient, is to place a strip of

LS

thin paper round the former first, wind on
Wm n g
Flattened
ar corners

the wire, treat both papdr and wire with
wax or shellac and then turn the edges of the
paper over the wire. The whole assembly

sets fairly stiff, so that the corners can be

bent with little fear of the turns coming
apart.

Fibre

mountmg
Cho

When making a frame for medium waves
only wire of about 22 gauge may be used,
but a lighter gauge is required for the long wave winding. By following our suggestion,

however, it is possible to use 28 -gauge
Fig. 2.-A compact frame aerial may be made by
winding the wire on a temporary former aml
then flattening the corners.

wire without the winding being too delicate
to handle. We favour the method of using

two separate windings and bringing each

into circuit by means of a change -over

H-

Fig.

3.-A simple output meter, for which an old
triode is used as rectifier.
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Musical History -2
Further Notes on the Evolution and Progress of Music
by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
IT is not surprising that the

rise of

Christianity, coupled with the ever-

Schools of Composition

is also renowned for the rise of orchestral

Schools of composition now began to music, and the viol family of instruments
appear and develop, the first three being first comes into use. Three celebrated
to an increase in the study of music, and English, Franco -Flemish and Italian. John books of this period were the " Triumph
its possibilities. But side by side with this Dunstable was the founder of the English, of Oriana " (chief contributor Morley), a
went a narrowing of its character and and is one of the most notable names in celebrated: collection of madrigals, the
influence, and it is amongst the minstrels musical history. Two of his pupils, Dufay so-called " Queen Elizabeth's Virginal.
of England, the troubadours of France and Binchois, were leading lights in France Book" (chief contributor Byrd), and the
and the minnesingers of Germany that we and the Netherlands, whilst Italian music " Parthenia," a collection of virginal music
have to look to find the birth of modern culminated in the great name of Palestrina. by Bull, Byrd and Gibbons.
secular music, harmony and rhythm. English music owes much to Royal patronWhilst the English minstrel used chiefly age, and both Henry the Eighth and Harmony
to play an instrument, his French com- Elizabeth were musicians of eminence.
Harmony was gradually released from'
patriot would sing his melodies, and Queen Elizabeth's influence, as was the
compose verses to them as well. These case in the many branches of the public the restriction of the old modes, though
wandering and itinerant musicians gained life which she patronised, cannot be the Dorian remained a favourite. When
lasting fame, and many of their songs are exaggerated. One of the many musicians, the seventh was raised to form a leading
still extant. We know of them best, whose employment at the Chapels Royal note we had our modem minor scale.
Musica Facta first gave rules for the introgrowing elaboration of its services, led

-

perhaps, from such characters as the great

gave them the security without which they

French poet and troubadour, Francois could not have worked on their subject,
Villon, born 1421, and the fictitious but was John Merbecke, who died in 1585,
historically accurate Jack Point, the many of whose settings, including the
" Wandering Minstrel," in the Gilbert and Nicene Creed and. Gloria in Excelsis, are
Sullivan opera, " The Yeoman of the in wide use to -day. Thomas Tanis, 1520Guard."

1583,

and

William

Byrd,

1538-1623,

were two others among many important

musicians of the great Queen's reign. But

The Canon
The

fifteenth

century saw

the greatest name in music at this time

striking was Palestrina, 1525-1594. The music of

developments in music, due primarily to the Roman Church had fallen into such
the advance in counterpoint made by many bad repute that Palestrina was specially
notable Dutch musicians. Many of these commissioned by the Council of Trent,
men sang in the choir of St. Peter's, Rome, in 1562, completely to reorganise it, and
so, coupled with the purity of their style to write new music for its services which
of writing, we can conclude that the Roman should be a pattern for future ages. To
Catholic service exercised a great influence what degree he% succeeded is far beyond
on them as on music generally. A favourite the scope of this brief sketch.
form, which has never lost its popularity,
was the canon, a Greek term meaning a Development of Counterpoint
rule, a form of imitation where a melody
An important influence in the developcommenced by one voice is imitated by the ment of counterpoint, as of music generally,
other voices at specified intervals. "Three was the rise of the madrigal, during this

Blind Mice " may readily occur to the
mind as a suitable, if somewhat frivolous,
example.

Music was still purely vocal,

with the instruments performing the sole
function of acting as accompanists. The

duction of accidentals in the modes to
avoid tritones, and to form cadences. By

this means, the Lydian, beginning on F,

and with a flat to the B, is the same as our
F major scale. From 1450 harmony made
rapid progress, passing notes and suspensions being employed though the dominant
seventh did not yet receive modern treatment.
This very brief and rapid sketch of the
rise and development of music now arrives

at perhaps the most important and far-

reaching stage in its progress. The commencement of the seventeenth century saw
the definite establishment of our modern
major and minor scales; with their fixed
succession of notes, and their marvellous
and astonishing adaptability to emotional
and picturesque expression. This bad
momentous consequences.
The contra-

puntal design was to be eclipsed and

superseded by the monodic.

Hitherto,
music had been written almost exclusively
many parts or voices, all equal in imporsame period and the early seventeenth in
and moving along to set rules. In
century. The word is variously attributed tance,
search for a more suitable way of
to the Italian word madre-mother- the
words to music and the avoiding
implying a piece of poetry addressed to the setting
their almost complete subservience,
Virgin Mary, and to the Spanish town of of
we
may
say that "melody " was invented
the same name. Musically it is a work of a -hence the
term " monodic," or the

favourite of these was the lute, but the
organ, which was first given pedals in light pastoral or amorous character, but
about 1450, is often mentioned. The contrapuntal, i.e., with constant counter- writing of one part, usually in the treble
clavichord, the forerunner of the modern point, and intended to be sung by a chorus and apart from the others, with the reof the voices less important
pianoforte, and known then as monochord,
voices in three or more parts without the mainder
musically, and subordinate to the melody.
first saw the light of day. It is first of
aid
of
instruments.
A
phrase
of
music
mentioned in 1405 as the instrument of begun in one part is quickly though freely We would call it melody with accompanitable shape, oblong, and of four to five imitated in the other parts. Amongst many ment.
feet long, and about two in breadth.
excellent madrigalists, the greatest and,
We have arrived at the point when we indeed, one of the greatest names in Opera,'Symphony and Song
can, with reasonable accuracy, imagine English music, was Orlando Gibbons,
Although counterpoint was to develop
the world of music for the first time. It 1583-1625, whose anthem " Hosanna to into complexities, and to reach heights
was written in the modes already men- the Son of David," and madrigal, " The never dreamed of at that time, and to
tioned, or rather, those of them which met Silver Swan," are immortal.
with the approval of the Church. The type
The clavichord was superseded by the

remain with us always, it was to become
interwoven with, and an integral part of,

" authentic," which extended between two

revolution

of music was the single melodic line or spinet, which was played with a " jack" harmony, and not the sole means of musical
voice, which was of two varieties : the or quill. Many fine Italian specimens are thought and expression, 'as hitherto. This
in the South Kensington Museum. There

in music rendered

possible

keynotes-an octave-and touched both was also the Virginal-Queen Elizabeth's everything that we have to -day. Opera,
extremes in its course ; and the " plague," favourite instrument-the precursor of the symphony, and song in their modern form
which, though still of only one octave in harpsichord. Whilst the clavichord was date from the time when the words both

compass, cut across the keynote, which capable of making expression, being responfell somewhere in the middle of the tune. sive to the performer's " touch," the spinet
For accompaniment there wits the organ, and virginal were much louder, but totally
and choirs of men and boys.
expressionless instruments. This century

of the church service, or of the wandering
minstrel and troubadour, were given a line
of music capable of adequately expressing
their spirit and meaning.
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VELENGTH
Roll of Merit

on democratic lines. It is always impossible

HAVE received so many letters from
J readers now in the Army, Navy, or

As every member of a club is individually
and severally responsible for its financial

to find out the position of such clubs.

Air Force-many, I am glad to note,

position, which means that any member

serving as radio mechanics or operatives-

could be sued for a liability, it is somewhat
surprising that such clubs have any members
at all. They are usually run for profit, and
as such should be avoided like the plague.
A properly run club would have its officers
elected annually. It should hold regularly

' that I feel the time has come to publish
each week a roll of merit. I therefore

invite all of my readers on active service to
write to me giving their name and
their, home address, and I shall then

publish an alphabetical list each week.

weekly or monthly meetings.

By Thermion

If you who read these notes are on active
service, please write to me giving these

It does not matter what
branch of the service you are 'in-the

particulars.

I

Artillery, Aircraft Mechanic, Pilot, Radio
Operator, Seaman, Royal Army Medical We are making the same mistake in the
Corps, I shall publish your name if you present war. I suggest that the military
write to me. It is 'right that this journal should have no power over those engaged
should set on record the fact that it has in factories employed in the manufacture
helped in the National War Effort. I am of armaments. Many thousands of skilled
gratified to receive letters from readers who wireless technicians have been called to
pay high tribute to the service this journal the colours, and we have the anomaly of
'has rendered in helping them to obtain frequent appeals for those with wireless
posts in the Services. I hope to be able to knowledge when such men are already in
the Army as privates.
publish a column -of names each week.
There must be some straight and clear

thinking during the present war.

That Wonderful Ray

It should

have independant auditors, and it should not
be run for profit. Beware of the club which
has a self-appointed proprietor. You can

not be unaware of the personal investigation which I conducted into the affairs_of

a certain club not so long ago% This climb
had a high-sounding title which might lead

the unsuspecting to believe that it was a

national organisation. Its benefits were of

the airy character-free technical advice,
list of correspondents, etc. Usually such
clubs have something to sell, and also
usually at a fabulous price. Consult me
before you join any such club and part
with your shekels.

Man

power must be used to the best advantage. Stamped Envelope, Please
that the war is in full swing-at the An engineer best serves his country at his
readers please note that it is
NOW
moment of writing it is about ten days post and not shouldering a rifle. A WILL
essential for them to enclose a
old-what has .happened to those marvel- thousand tanks are worth more than a stamped
addressed envelope when a postal
lous rays which were going to stop aircraft, hundred thousand men. Wireless com- reply is desired.
is also essential to
motor -cars and tanks, and petrify the munication is a most important part of enclose the queryItcoupon
cut from the
human race ? What a powerful weapon modern warfare. Let us keep our tech- current issue. We cannot answer
questions
it would be if we could discover such a ray. nicians where they are performing work in sent in by non-readers, nor can we
reply
It would make war even more hideous, the best national interests.
by post to those who do not send a stamped
addressed envelope.
The increase in
postage rates makes it imperative for us to
enforce this rule.

even though it may be a little more merciful
than poison gas. There is not the slightest

possibility, however, of such a ray ever Price Control of Radio Sets
being discovered. The war has given, I
AS from June 10th, wireless sets, radio
hope, the final quietus to the amiable cranks
gramophones and gramophones, and
who drool their time away dreaming of accessories
and component parts for them, Pool of Pilots and Air Crews
death -rays.
as well as gramophone records, will be price

controlled under the Prices of Goods Act.

WITH the object of providing personnel

the further expansion of the
This means that it will be illegal to sell R.A.F. for
a pool of volunteers is rapidly
these
at
higher
prices
than
prevailed
on
being
formed.
All elegible young men now
THIS war will not be won by masses of August 21st last year, plus any justifiable
have an opportunity of serving their
men, but by masses of tanks and war -time increase.
country in the air.
aircraft. I therefore suggest to the GovernThis may cause certain set manufacArrangements have been made to speed
ment that every technician whose services
Reserve all Technicians

turers to revise their prices. Let us compare up the work of the Selection and Medical
one or two of them. Last July a certain Boards, and so to secure a large reserve of
receiver was placed on the market at 19 R.A.F. personnel. Applications will now
guineas. It is now £27 6s., an increase be considered from men between the ages of
of 7 guineas. Another launched at the 18 and 28 for training as pilots, and from
same time at £29 8s. now costs £35 14s., men between 18 and 32 for training as
an increase of 6 guineas. Can these increases observers, wireless operators and air -gunners.
officers-usually trained soldiers who would be justified ?
have been more useful at the front instead
All men between these ages, who are
medically fit and have received schooling
of doing a clerical job at home-visiting The Club Movement Expands
up to the age of 16 are eligible, so long as
munition factories and handing out calling up papers to all those whom they thought I OBSERVE with pleasure that the club they have not yet attested in one of the other
were not doing skilled work. The result is
movement continues to expand in spite Services.
well known. There was a shortage of of the war. A number of new clubs have
Applications should be made in the first
munitions. Some men were replaced by been formed, and many of them seem instance to the nearest recruiting centre.
women, and the Government at the time to be healthy. I have also noted with Suitable candidates will be interviewed and
was so ignorant of technical matters that some apprehension the formation of a medically examined as soon as possible, and,
they thought that women could immediately number of so-called correspondence clubs. if approved, be attested. They will then
perform skilled work. They produced more Many of them are founded by individuals be in the reserve pool of the R.A.F. and
scrap in a week than the average workman who appoint themselves more or less as be assessed for training in one of the three
in the whole of his career. Lloyd George proprietors of the club. The officers are branches of air -crew duties.
became Minister of Munitions, and fetched not elected by vote. They do not hold
Men who apply are advised not to relinthe skilled meu back from the front. From annual general meetings. They do not quish their civil employment until they are
that moment we began to win the war. produce balance sheets, They are not run actually called up for training.

can be utilised in the manufacture of raw
material should be reserved. Wireless, of
course, comes under that heading. In the
last war the military authorities had
supreme power over the population, and
could call whom they chose to the colours.
We had the fantastic situation of recruiting

Na.
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For the Beginner

RANGE AND REALISM
Why a Good Frequency Response is Essential for "Quality" Reproduction
and to Preserve Instrumental Characteristics
ZOOMP 4 Zoomp ! Zoomp ! goes the
double -string bass. Zing ! Zing !
goes the cymbal. These are two

front the original vibration-or fundamental
-which are responsible for the tone of the
instrument., or what is known in technical
items which are to be heard in practically language as the " timbre." The harmonics
any dance band, but which are hardly ever may extend as far in the audible frequency

because there is no response below about
200 cycles. If you can get one of these old

records-preferably of a military band-

and then when you have heard the effect of

this, cut down the top -note response on
range as 20,000 per second, but-here is your receiver by the reaction method, the
our first snag-the broadcasting stations of
HTIon your set, or perhaps the string bass, but Europe are normally permitted to work
whilst admitting that this may be true, do with a separation of only 9,000 cycles. Our
you hear them in their correct proportion receiver must, therefore, to avoid interheard on the majority of broadcast receivers.
You might say that you can hear the cymbal

compared with the remainder of the
instruments ? Look at Fig. 1. This is a

chart which shows the range of frequencies
produced by the majority of average musical
instruments and voices. It will be seen that
it is fairly extensive, but it gives only half
the story. We do not wish to give any facts
which will bore our readers, but there are

ference between stations, be arranged with a

circuit which will cut off at 9,000 cycles,
and consequently no harmonics above this
will be heard. What difference this can

1 to -5H.
choke

make may easily be demonstrated by

'0001 to

001

Mfd.

carrying out the following test on your own
receiver.

Anode load

certain things which must be explained if High -note Loss

resistance

you are to understand the problem which is
With the average receiver all that is
placed before your loudspeaker when you necessary to observe the effect of high -note
set it the task of reproducing the transmis- loss is to turn up reaction to the limit before
sion which is received by your aerial.
oscillation is reached. The quality of
music suffers, but what
FfiroveNcy
is more noticeable is

M. ,g,H

,P,g° c 2.°
on&

Olya
rvba
Kassa D46-0........>)

Awls -String
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Gu,tar
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note, and the
higher frequencies were
eliminated step by step
unt4 a ppint was reached
where there was no
distinction between the
same

Oar.;
'ii,c11)

---...
t

-..-

Nand

1,7

Conena

tltoflbee)-

Rae
,f0pra ,o
Piecol ,

may be corrected or compensated for.

Getting Bass

It is almost safe to say that, so far as the
low notes are concerned, we may ignore
our H.F. and detector stages and concenthree instruments. So trate on the L.F. and output side of Oilr
much, then, for the receiver. We will start at the loudspeaker,

rr..enp at

Yon"
Corne

speech becomes Fig. 4.-An arrangement
woolly' ; a violin for
resonance
sounds more like a 'cello, at producing
the higher musical

and similarly other infrequencies.
struments begin to lose
their identity. A special extremes yon obtain should be enough to
record was once repro- convince you that to obtain realism it is
duced by the B.B.C. essential that the lowest and the highest
during a talk in which frequencies must be reproduced, and the
a violin, piano, and following notes show the principal causes
euphonium played the of lack of both of these and how the failing

Warp

Cello
rromb

that

..--

higher frequencies. as this is the weakest link in the chain.

I--

.............m.=mos.
mtriec.

When we come to the Obviously, if we are anxious to reproduce
lower notes there is not the lowest frequency transmitted by the
the same need for B.B.C. we must use a moving -coil loudideplifon, but the rhythm speaker with a correctly designed valve.
section in dance bands It is hopeless to expect to reproduce a

contains the larger thirty -cycle organ note, for instance, on a
instruments such as moving -iron loudspeaker ; and therefore,
double -string bass, tympani, etc. The a good moving -coil speaker and an efficient
The
" depth" of a band is completely lost baffle are the starting -off point.

Fig. 1.-The ranges of different musical instruments and voices.

Fundamentals and Harmonics
This looks a rather formidable heading

for a paragraph, but actually there

is

nothing at all frightening in it. The
central note on a piano keyboard is known
as middle C. This is a note which vibrates at
a frequency of 256 per second. If, however,

by failure to obtain these iilstruments output valve should not be a pentode, if
with their Correct balance. Have you you are searching for idealism. Two superThese power valies (each with an impedance not
were very deficient in the low notes, and higher than 3,000 ohms) arranged in piksh-

any old gramophone records ?

you should try to obtain one and hear pull, with a correctly matched output

on a modern gramophone. Music sounds transformer, will deal with the largest of
this same note is played by the violin it it
terribly thin and lacking in life, simply
(Continued on page 245.)
vibrates sit the same frequency, yet there is a
distinct difference, and it is easily possible
to distinguish between the two instruments.
Why is this ? The note has the same period

of vibration, and a string forms the note,
why then should there be a difference ?
The answer lies in the word " harmonics."
When the middle C of the piano is struck the
string emits, in addition to its standard note

/nput

Fig,

2

(Left).-

Circuit diagram for
a standard push-

pull output stage.

(known as the fundamental), multiples of
this frequency which you can imagine as
octaves.

That is to say, the real note is

produced by the frequency of 256 cycles,
but there is also a vibration of double this,
or 512 cycles, 768 cycles, and so on, right
up the scale. These multiples are termed

" harmonics," and it is these, as distinct

Fig.

3

(Right).-

An efficient H.F.
filter arrangement.
1111milimr

V
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pickle bottles. Strips of celluloid are cut

SHORT-WAVE
SECTION

and attached by their ends to the sides of
the glass bottle. The wire id then wound
on top of the strips, round the bottle, in
the manner which the final coil will take -that is, with the required spacing between
turns. When completed the ends are fixed

in some temporary manner so that the

coil cannot come out of position, and the
collodion paint or other material is put on

across the turns, making certain that it

HOME-MADE
SHORT-WAVE COILS

gets

down

to

the

celluloid.

When

thoroughly dry the coil may be removed
by slipping a razor blade under the ends
of the celluloid where it was attached to

the bottle and then sliding off the coil.
A cheaper way of making the same type
of coil-provided that you have sufficient
spare bottles available-is to use the

Some Novel Methods of Coil Construction, and
Methods of Use.
By W. J. DELANEY

adhesive parcel strip instead of celluloid,
attaching this to the bottle and wrapping

the coil on the sticky side after this has
been moistened. When dry the bottle may
spring open to a slightly larger diameter, be broken and the coil will remain intact.
their own short-wave apparatus, and the turns will automatically separate
many do so with purchased or themselves. Such a coil is ideal as there is Coil Mounts
commercial components. It is quite true no solid material in its construction to
The finished coil may be mounted on a
that the tuning condensers should be introduce losses, and the only point is that small block of ebonite or ceramic material
reliable short-wave components, but the the coil will be rather fragile and must be and a similar attachment mounted on the
ALTHOUGH many constructors make

coils offer

a very interesting field for mounted in such a way that the turns

experiment and may be constructed on so cannot move, as such movement would
alter the inductance of the coil and reliable

tuning could not be effected. The simplest
way of locking the turns is shown in Fig. 1.

Here matchsticks or thin strips of ebonite
are slipped over or under the turns, and
bound in position with stout thread. If
you have suitable material available, a
better idea is to slip strips of celluloid
across the winding and anchor these to
the wire with some amyl acetate or similar

type of adhesive-a collodion paint, for
instance.

A Better Scheme
Fig. 1.-A very simple form of self-supporting
coil for short-wave working.

many different lines that they offer one of
the most interesting sections of constructional work. There are more variations
in short-wave circuits than are met with in
ordinary broadcast circuits and thus, apart

A much more robust coil may be wound,
especially for slightly higher wavelengths Fig. 2.-Here a solid former
where a spaced coil is not needed, by using preliminary coil winding. It

as a former one of the six -sided

glass

used for the

is

is

afterwards

removed.

baseboard or chassis. In the simplest
scheme the aerial and earth connections
may be effected by means of tapping clips,

and this will enable a single coil to be
wound without tapping points or joints.

from the methods of making up short-wave
coils, there are additional means provided
for test purposes. For wavelengths up to
100 metres it is possible to use bare wire,
and this in itself affords an opportunity for
connection or tapping at various places on
the coil ; the smaller coils, owing to the
fact that the adjacent turns may be

The complete coil will consist of the grid
plus reaction windings, and the aerial will

be tapped at one point and the earth at

spaced, providing even further scope for
novel schemes. In the simplest arrange.
ment the coil will consist merely of a few
turns of wire mounted in some way with a
plug-in

connector so that

wavelengths

In addition to this,
however, there may be a further two
windings needed-one for aerial coupling
and one for reaction, and it is in the
may be changed.

disposition of these that the individual can
find much of interest.

Fig.

3.-Tapping points may be obtained by
means of crocodile clips.

Single Coils
Dealing first with the simplest type of

Fig. 5.-How to arrange for plugging in the coil.

gauge may be used, and may be made
self-supporting. The usual method of

permits of two types of circuit, the standard
Reinartz reaction scheme or ordinary
capacity reaction control, Fig. 4 indicating
the two methods. Where a separate

another as shown in Fig. 3. This scheme

circuit which will be used for wavelengths
up to about 50 metres, wire of fairly heavy
winding such a coil is to obtain some fairly

reaction or aerial coil is needed the same

large diameter former of solid type, say a

cylinder about 2in. to 2jin. in diameter,
and to wind the wire round this with all

coil construction methods may be followed,

turns touching, maintaining tension on the
wire whilst it is wound. When the appropriate number of turns has been wound the Fig. 4.-Two different forms of reaction,

wire is cut off and released, when it will

obtainable by means of clips.

using a separate mount for each coil unit.
In this case it will be worth while making the

aerial and reaction coil -holders adjustable

so that the actual coupling between the
(Continued on next page)
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and thus not so much room is needed. The

adjustments obviously have to be made

(Continued from previous page)

more carefully with this type of coupling.
to the reaction condenser control. It will Switching
coils may be modified. This is in addition

be found that with very tight reaction

short-wave apparatus, owing to the losses
introduced by -the switches. However, it

may be carried out simply and without
much loss, by again adopting the clip
connection scheme and short-circuiting the

Where it is desired to make a coil to unwanted part of the coil, making this on
the earth side. The additional capacity to
earth may affect results, but this will
depend upon the wavelength in use, the

coupling, adjustment of reaction will shift cover a band of wavelengths it may be
the tuning point, or pulling may take place necessary to introduce wavechange switchas either reaction or tuning is adjusted. ing. This is not simple in the case of
In the best position, however, the reaction
control will be entirely independent of the
tuning control. Similarly, the position bf
the aerial coil will affect selectivity and

signal strength, and a position must be
found where the desired compromise is

effect being more marked
at the lower wavelengths
(high frequencies). If desired tapping clips may be
provided as suggested ,and

brought to sockets on a
panel. By previous set-

11,11111

effected. Thus a swinging adjustment will

permit the setting to be made for each

tings of the clips to cover
definite bands, a separate

band or each individual tuning setting as
desired.

earthing phigmay be avai I -

1111

The older form of movement resulted in
the coil being swung away from the grid
coil. This requires a fair amount of space
as the effects are not so marked, and con-

able on the panel, and

selection of the appropriate band thus made without opening the receiver.
This Permits a nabinet to

siderable movement has to be made in
order to achieve the desired result. If,
however, the coil is moved at an angle
relative to the fixed coil, as shown in
Fig. 6, a small movement will result in a

fairly considerable modification of coupling,

be used, and dust to be
kept out of the short-wave

Fig 6.-Two different methods of varying a coil for reaction
or aerial coupling.

Lon.q-D sta n.ce

ILstenerst CI u
Not So Good

of all members in individual areas, and
WE hope this is not going to become a their getting together so that they can
both practical and; theoretical
habit, but members will remember undertake
of an interesting nature. In this
that we opened our columns in the issue work
of last week with disappointing news direction we are quite prepared to do all
we can to help those members in any one
concerning the cancellation of QSL
to meet each other, and come to some
activities. This week, we have a word to town
arrangement regarding, say, a
say concerning the response to the pro- mutual
or monthly meeting. Such an
posed DX contest. Perhaps we are fortnightly
speaking a little too early, let's hope we idea, if properly developed, would add

set-and thus one form of
trouble is automatically
removed.

in the Services, and as he mentions, there
must be a vast number of other members
now in uniform ; therefore, if they care to
communicate with us we shall be, only too
pleased to hear from them. Member 462
goes on to say : " I am one of the first 501)

of the B.L.D.L.C., my number being 462.

I joined when the Club first started, in

fact, it was'14.3.36, when I Was stationed
at Londonderry. I have a letter signed by
the Secretary conferring the A.E.L., and
as regards tile hew certificate that is now
issued (the A.C.R.), what does one have to
do ? Although I have not sent away for

QSL cards I still have a comprehensive
log."

" Now, as regards the DX Contest,
I have a few remarks to make. What
about our Service members ?

They have

not long for listening, and the zone you
are, but at the time of wilting, the response considerably to the general interest, and mention, Australasia, well, we don't have
would
eventually
form
the
basis
for
inter
of members to the suggestion that such a town or inter -county contests. One district time to listen for stations, in, that area.'
contest should be held is most disappointing.
apparently fully alive to the possibilities Supposirig, for example, we are only able
Had the idea been put forward without is
of
this, and we quote an extract from a to listen from 7 until 10 p.m., we don't
any consideration of members' require- letter
much chance, but still, I will give the
ments, such an unsatisfactory response mean.from member 6311, to show what we stand
contest all the support ,can, should I
might have been expected, but bearing in
Since sending my last communication still be in England at that time. Semething
mind that we were only endeavouring to I have
several radio enthusiasts, es- that I am not sure about, apd, I suppose
satisfy the many requests for some such peciallymet
short-wave
listeners, in my district, other members of the C.W. listening class
activity, the disappointment becomes rather
so
we
have
been
able
to have quite a are the same, is do C.W. stations count ?
more acute.
conference,
and
at
last
I
have
been able to If a suggestion would not be out of place
Before the idea appeared in these
them to form a local radio club. I suggest that the listening periods are
columns, we had such a vast number of persuade
from 20.00 hours to 22.00 hours from
letters from members asking for a contest As none of these S.W.L.s were members Monday, to Friday evenings, and then
of
the
B.L.D.L.C.,
I
thought
it
would
be
the
matter
our
careful
that we gave
if they all joined, so that we should from say, 15.00 hours to 21.30 hours on,
consideration and formulated a plan of better
form,
so
to speak, one family with a com- Saturdays, and almost unlimited time on
In
spite
of
all
this,
it
would
now
operation.
mon interest. When the club is formed, Sundays. Restrict the barids to 13, 16,:
seem, however, that those members whose I will contact you again, and let you
requests we have endeavoured to meet are know of its activities, and also the results
no longer interested; therefore, unless a

marked increase in the number of those

19, 25, '31, and 49 metres, arid if amateurs

are being included in the contest, a veri.
of such experiments we may undertake. must accompany the entry of that station.

sure there are other S.W. enthusiasts For myself, I listen only on 10, 20, 40, and
willing to support the idea is apparent Iinam
the district, and I should like to get in 80 metres, and purely C.W. I do this to
within the next day or two, we shall have touch
my handkeep in so that when peace comes`,'
with them, as the more we can get
no alternative but to drop the scheme.
and we arc allowed to experiment witk
the club, the better."
We feel sure that all those genuine in We
would add that the member lives at TXs again, I shall be able to get my
enthusiasts will feel much the same as we 8, Hadley
Road, Ketley, Wellington, transmitting licence, and go on the air.
do about the lack of response, and we can Salop.
only hope that some good will come of it
in the form of greater active support from
all members.

What We Like to Hear
very definite way of keeping the
activities of the club up to concert
pitch is by the method we have so often
advocated before, namely, the contacting
OEN

The outbreak of the war just stopped me
from taking my full ticket.
" I find that receivers can be most
The First 500
interesting to make and pull apart, circuits
WE are very pleased indeed to receive a to be tested and ' hunches ' tried, with
most interesting letter from member

462, and we hope that it will be the forerunner of many similar letters from those
members who helped to form the first 500
of the club. The member concerned is

varying success, or failure, as the case may
be.

I find that a 1-v-1 gives splendid

results, in fact, a hot 0-v-0 using an H.F.
pentode, gives wonderful results when
used with a good aerial."
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Practical Hints
Protective Mounting for Pilot Bulbs
and

WHEN mounting
indicator lamps on a metal panel,
pilot

bulbs

r-,141111.MIEN

14=11.114IM. li.,4

1 THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS"' musthave originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay X1.10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

instead of buying special fittings I devised
the following method. A sin. hole is

drilled in the panel to take. the bulb.
Then a small rubber tyre-as used on

published on this page we will pay half -a-

/guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by

1

sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
tsent in must be original. Mark envelopes
"Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
NIMI.1113.

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the i
coupon from page iii of cover.
A novel method of mounting pilot bulbs
on a pond

a smaller -capacity condenser. When on
the higher frequency the trimmer should

be closed until the desired capacity for
180° coverage of a band is found. The
diagram and the formula will help in
To find the range
of the bandspreading arrangement, set the
trimmer and calculate with the bandspread
at maximum and minimum.
making modifications.

1

C-1

1

(7,

Where C is the total capacity of the band spreading arrangement and C1 and C2 as in
diagram.-P..Zeid (Boscombe).

Grips for Screwed Rods

doubt many readers have at some

NO time wished to hold screwed rod or

long bolts in a vice without damaging the
thread. With the aid of the grip illustrated,

may easily be done. Obtain nuts of
I cut this wire into sin. lengths, and this
various sizes-6BA, 4BA, etc.-and make

putting three, four and five pieces together,
the outside diameters. I then

found

small toy cars-is put on the cap of the bored holes with these above diameters
bulb and pushed right up to the glass. into 10in. lengths of sin. squared wood.
Then the bulb is put through the hole, Placing in the bored holes the pieces of
and another rubber tyre put on the back. cut wire, I wedged the centre of each group
The bulb is then screwed into an ordinary with a brass nail. Screw holes each end
M.E.S. holder. A little french chalk or make it easy to fit to any baseboard, etc.,
talcum powder will assist this operation,
because the tyres are slightly compressed
when screwed up. Sometimes it will be
found necessary to omit the second rubber
tyre if there is not room on the stem of the
bulb.-P. A. SHEARS (W. Horsham).

and temporary connections can be made
at speed by pushing the ends of connecting

wires in the appropriate group of spring

ends. A slight kink in the connecting wire
makes a tighter fit.-A. L. BANKS
(Sanderstead).

Quick Temporary Connections
DESIROUS of having a means of
making quick temporary connections,

Improved Bandspreading

An effective clamp for holding screwed rods

AN inconvenience commonly occurring
in a vice.
in short-wave tuning is the fact that
I devised the scheme illustrated in the a bandspread suitable for 180° tuning of the a cut with a saw as shown in the sketch.
accompanying sketches.
lower frequency bands is much too large The rod is screwed into the nut, and the
I obtained a length of curtain expanding
nut held in the vice as indicated. Slight

wire from a popular store ; this has an
interior hole of small diameter which just

3-30 littera

pressure holds the rod in a positive grip,
and does not damage the thread. In this
position any required operations can be
carried out on the rod. Should the nut

25m arta

blade inserted in the saweut will loosen it.-

holds the ordinary connecting wire.

Screw hole

tuner

bendspreed

grip the rod too tightly to be removed
when the vice is released, a screwdriver
W. HOWARD (Stafford).

A Simple Lead-in Device

I WAS recently asked to install an aerial
and earth system for a friend, but on
arrival at the house was told that on no
account would the owner consent to holes
being drilled in the windows or walls.

Three connections
made

An outside aerial could be erected, but the
problem was how to get the lead-in to the
receiver without leaving a window always
slightly open and without drilling holes.
The arrangement finally used is as follows.

Nat/
wedge

kink

44. Square wood
Curtain expending

wire /engths

A method of making quick temporary
connections.

Fez

An improved bandspreading arrangement.

for tuning in the higher frequency bands.
This can be overcome by fitting a small
trimmer of low minimum capacity such
as a 3-30 mmfd. in series with a 25 mmfd.
bandspread. The trimmer, or better still
another tuning condenser, should be
accessible for alteration. When tuning to
the high -frequency bands the trimmer is
opened, thus making the bandspread into

Two strips of fibre, lin. wide by 18ins. long,

were obtained, together with a strip of
copper (18 -gauge),

half an inch

wide.

This was placed centrally on one piece of
fibre and a hole drilled 6ins. from each end.
The other piece of fibre was similarly drilled,
and the three pieces were then riveted

together, the copper strip being in the
centre. The ends of the strip were then
tinned and the leads attached.-W.
WINOROVE (High Wycombe).
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What is Polarisation?
An Interesting Explanation of
Electro-magnetic Waves.

Important Characteristic of
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.
an

WHEN reading articles or listening to definition we have here a vertically polarised two cases cited serve to show clearly
discussions dealing with the pro- electro-magnetic radiation.
what is meant by the term polarisation.
pagation of electro-magnetic
This was the scheme resorted to by the
waves into space and their reception by B.B.C. when the first high -definition service The Influence of Contours
aerial systems, it is often found that the was inaugurated from Alexandra Palace. At
When dealing with ultra -short waves,
expression "polarisation" is used. Although the top of a very high lattice mast two
on the medium and long waves polarisation separate and distinct aerial arrays were however, this question of polarisation
is not important, with carrier waves of high - mounted as shown in Fig. 1. Eight radial presents special problems of its own due

frequency, such as are encountered in the arms held t iese arrays ro that a

ii form

short- ultra -short- and micro -wave regions,

different conditions exist. Much of the
failure to secure a satisfactory transfer of

AErf:At. ARRAY

energy from point to point can be attributed to an inability to understand what
is involved by the polarisation of an

FEEDER TUNING DEVICE
INSIDE MAST

energy from a transmitting aerial by a

true wave in the ether it would be a disturbance which would be found to travel
outwards at a constant speed and which R*DIAT(Di
'would retain the wave shape of the original
disturbance (remember the usual analogy

SOUND AERIAL ARRAY

other and although they are in

space

quadrature they rise or fall in amplitude
in unison, that is to say they are in phase
in so far as the time factor is concerned.

'Since these two effects are mutually depend-

ent upon one another, their influence
upon any aerial can be determined by
considering each separately if that course is

found desirable. It is generally a matter of
convenience as to which course is adopted,
but what must be remembered is that there
is a certain similarity between light waves
and these electro-magnetic waves.

As against this, however, it has been
established that with ultra -short waves

being able to use both horizontal and

1.-How the vertical propagation of signals on the
television dipole same wavelength and differentiate between
aerial systems were them at a distant point by employing horiarranged.
zontal and vertical aerials. If this had
been the case then it would have enabled
two different television programmes to be
radiation of vertically polarised signals radiated on the same wavelength, and so
could be obtained. The vision aerials were provide an alternative service without
at the summit of the mast, being designed
physically and electrically to suit the
Fig.

chosen carrier frequency of 45 megacycles
(6.67 metres), while the sound aerials

below were made to resonate to another
carrier frequency of 41.5 megacycles (7.23
metres).

An ordinary light source produces light
In order to obtain the maximum radiawaves which are vibrating in all directions tion
characteristics possible each dipole
and these are then said to be non -polarised. radiator
had separate elements, while spaced
Depending upon the physical shape and a quarter
of a wavelength behind was
position of a wireless aerial, however, the placed a reflector.
is shown clearly
electro-magnetic waves produced have a in Fig. 2, which is anThis
view of the
varying electric strain in one direction and vertical elements as enlarged
supported
a varying magnetic induction in a direction two radial arms. That the schemebetween
adopted
at right angles. It is these waves which justified itself was borne out by the
relaare said to be polarised (just as we can polar- tively long ranges obtained for satisfactory
ise light waves under certain special condi- ultra -short-wave television reception.
tions of generation), and if the earth's
When America initiated its own televisurface is regarded as the datum line the
accepted direction of polarisation is that sion service, however, the experts in that

provided by the electric component.

aerials were employed, the propagation of
horizontally and vertically polarised waves
was identical, provided the transmitter
and receiver heights were not great when

many peculiarities are encountered. There
is a definite rotation of the plane of polarisation and this rules out the possibility of

the point where the stone struck the
Now

the optical range of propagation and it
was found that within these limits and
when elevated receiver and transmitter

compared with the wavelengths used.

the ripple or waves which progressed from

the radiated radio wave has electric and
magnetic fields at right angles to each

waves have to pass after being radiated
from their own particular aerial array.
Recently at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers the results of some tests using
This investigation was undertaken within

Two Fields
Now, if it were possible to transfer the

surface in ever-increasing circles).

the country over which the electro-magnetie

wavelengths of 2 to 3 metres were described.

electro-magnetic wave.

of a stone thrown in a pond to produce

in the main to the geographical contour of

country came to the conclusion, after a
long series of experiments in the field,
that better results would be achieved if

Examples
horizontal polarisation of the radiated
To see how this fact becomes effective carrier wave was resorted to. Accordingly,
in practice let us regard a simple vertical all the aerial arrays used for transmission and

aerial such as a dipole, which is erected as reception in America are horizontal so that
far as possible in free space and whose in relation to the earth as a datum surface
length physically is slightly less than half the electric component is said to be horithe wavelength of the carrier wave it is zontally polarised. One of the main reasons
desired to radiate. The curves of current advanced for this opposite choice to British
and voltage shown for such an aerial in last practice was to the effect that the magniweek's issue show that the voltage varies tude of signal -to -electrical interference was
between maximum and minimum at the superior to that obtained by vertical polarextremities. There is therefore an electric isation. How far this will prove to be true
strain vertically, and the varying electric can only be settled when a vast number of
field produced functions in a vertical quantitative investigations have been cardirection, so that according to our accepted ried out and analysed, but in any ease the

REFLECTOR

Fig. 2.-A single unit
of the aerial, showing
the reflector.

using up additional space in the frequency
spectrum. Then, again, reflections and

refractions produce peculiar polarisation

effects, with the result that at any receiving

point it is advisable to have facilities for

orientating the aerial in order to determine
the position best suited to optimum reception conditions.
(Continued on page 241)
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Matching the Feeders
The Importance of Obtaining
Correct Dipole Aerial Loading

AERIAL

NOW that the fine days and longer a case of designing an aerial system which

evenings without black -out restric- gave the maximum response to the carrier
tions are with us, increased interest frequencies used for vision and sound signal
in the reception of short and ultra -short propagation. For the bulk of ultra -shortwaves is manifesting itself among the keen wave work an aerial, the dipole, is employed,
radio amateurs. The reason for this is not this being approximately equal to half
far to seek, for as recent issues of PRACTICAL the average wavelength it is desired to
WIRELESS have shown to readers, the need receive. A dipole aerial of this nature has a
for skilled radio technicians is growing measurable resonance effect, and is always
steadily as the importance of wireless tuned. It has a high impedance at the

communication becomes more and more
obvious. Furthermore, it is necessary to

ends, and a very much lower impedance
at the centre.

resumed both the short- and ultra -shortwave aspects of radio will be even more
important than pre-war, particularly the
latter, owing to television. During this
intermediary period, therefore, advantage

If the distribution of current and voltage
in this aerial is examined it will be found
to take tne form shown in Fig. 1. This is

look ahead to the post war period, and
understand that when normal life is Voltage and Current Distribution

drawn to indicate a complete cycle of
changes. The top half of this diagram
should be taken of every available circum- portrays how the current alters, being
stance that enables knowledge, to be distributed over the length like half a sine -

DD

AERIAL

FEEDER CABLE

Fig. 3.-- Using

a matching
transformer
Fig. 2. - Current
feeding with a dipole
aerial.

with a voltage -

fed dipole circuit.

4
FEEDER CABLE

It will be seen that the current

is

always a maximum at the centre and
zero at the extremities, while the voltage
is zero at the centre, and a maximum
at the ends. The degree of selectivity
or resonance exhibited by this simple

aerial depends, among other things, upon
the diameter of the wire employed,

and the thinner the wire the narrower

becomes the resonance curve. At the
centre of the aerial it has been found that
the radiation resistance is of the order of
70 to 80 ohms.
The knowledgeable
wireless enthusiast realises that to transfer
the maximum amount of energy from one
point to another there should be a proper
matching of the impedances at the terminating points. If this factor is not complied

Fig. 1.-Showing the current and vol age chang s for one complete cjcle in a
dipole aerial.

Facts which were accepted wave, while the lower half of the same
without corroboration should now be sifted diagram shows the voltage changes at
to find why certain things were done.
corresponding periods, being 90 degrees
In this connection it is found that an out of phase.
increased.

oft -neglected side is the aerial and feeder

systems used when short or ultra -short-wave

reception is resorted to. The collector of
the radiated energy and the means whereby

Ft4111

MAST

to know why certain steps were taken by
the skilled installation engineer who was
aware of these points.

(Continued on next page)
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important as the set itself. Any loss of
efficiency will manifest itself in the inferior
results achieved ; it is useful, therefore,

tively narrow band of waves for which it is

designed, the first criterion is therefore
to snatch the impedance of the feeder cable
employed to that of the aerial. Most of

rIi

this is transferred to the set for ultimate

conversion into intelligible results is just as

with there is a loss of energy and reflections occur in the line.
To transfer the energy induced in the
dipole aerial by the carrier wave or rela-
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A Measurable Resonance
When working over the broadcast band
of wavelengths it is the usual practice to
employ an aerial the physical length of

E

which is much shorter than the wavelengths

3' 00

of the stations it is desired to receive.
To cover the range, however, a tuned
loading circuit is incorporated and this
compensates for the fact. When working

ON CP

MA

BLOC

MICH-LIN

particularly the case when television transmissions were available, for it was then lust

BOUND mil. 7,IbG.
TINNED CAPPER Nj
AND SOLDERED

1O\

in the ultra -short-wave band this limitation
does not hold, and aerial lengths comparable

with the wavelength it is necessary to
receive is the common rule. This was

51355

ODOR
SECTION

TAM DIRECT
NEAREST GOOD
EARTH POINT
BOUND

soma a

SOLDERED

SOLDERED

Fig 4.-Illustratiaf; important points in one form of aerial and feeder installation.
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MATCHING THE FEEDERS
(Continued from previous Pagel

the high-qUality feeder cables used, especially the coaxial type which was so common
for television purposes, had an impedance
of the order of 70/75 ohms, so it is obvious
that to ensure an easy impedance match it

was merely necessary to split the aerial
at the centre and join the feeder cable direct
as shown at Fig. 2.

Useful Formula

If it is preferred to use a twin wire open

feeder, then matching must still be watched,

June 1st, 1940

On the other hand, cases arise where it was quite popular in the early days of the
would be far more convenient to join a ultra -short-wave television service. One
low -impedance feeder cable to the aerial at a company issued very careful instructions
position where the aerial impedance is high describing how the installation should be
as, for example, the end of the dipole where undertaken, and the pictorial diagram of
the impedance can be anything up to 2,500 Fig. 4 was used to illustrate the important
ohms. In this case it is necessary to inter- points. Anyone undertaking a similar
pose a transformer between the feeder installation at the present time will find
cable and the aerial. The simplest type for these hints worthy of notice. First of all,
this purpose is two parallel wires each one one leg of the half -wave aerial, and one
quarter of a wavelength long and separated leg of the quarter -wave section are made
by a distance which depends on the factors electrically continuous. To prevent any
as related by the, following -formula
strain on the feeder cable itself at that
section where it is joined to the bottom of
1/Z1 Z2 =276 log D
the H.F. transformer, an anchoring block
where D =distance between transformer holds the cable in a groove. This is seen
wires
at B, and the inner wire of the coaxial
r =radius of transformer wire
cable is soldered to the secondary leg of the
Z1 =impedance of feeder cable
transformer, while the metal covering or
Z2 =impedance of extremity of
braiding is soldered to the primary leg.

and it is therefore necessary to know how
the impedance of an open wire feeder is
obtained. There are several methods which
may be employed, but the simplest is to
use the formula :
aerial.
Buckle clips serve to hold the cable securely
Open wire feeder impedance =276 log -D
This form of connection is shown simply in place over the length of the run, and to
r
in Fig. 3, and it is interesting to note that prevent damage all bends should be underwhere r=radius of wire
this type of aerial and feeder connection taken with a reasonable radius. See C.
D =distance between wires.

L.F. Instability
Simple Causes and Methods of Curing an Annoying Form of Trouble
noticed that reproduction is simply dis- circuit of one valve to pass back to the anode
which is often present in high -frequency high-pitched ; there might be a constant definite and obvious feed -back or reaction

IN previous articles we have dealt at some

length with instability of the kind torted ; perhaps it sounds " screechy " or of a previous valve, thus producing a

amplifying stages, and hero it is proposed
to consider the low -frequency portion of
the receiver. It is somewhat difficult to
draw a distinct line between the two kinds
of instability which have been referred to

.r-Aitic

23400 avors

whistle accompanying all reproduction ; a effect. If the high-tension supply were of

whistle or " groan " might be noticed on low resistance those currents would pass
notes of certain frequencies or on loud through it to earth and cause no trouble
passages ; the noise which has been given whatever. High-tension batteries, when
the name of " motor -boating," due to its in good condition, have a comparatively
low internal resistance to L.F. currents
Fig. I.-Theoretical diagram showing how

L.PC/roke

sin

a-

2,a(ct
Earth

T

and, therefore, do not tend to produce
instability. But when the battery runs

Hr

- -4 -

;Clutout

4- it

24ed

as L.F. and H.F., since quite often the two
are interdependent to such an extent that,
for example, high -frequency currents are
the cause- of low -frequency instability and

In order to make this point
more readily appreciated, it might be
mentioned that in some receivers L.F.
instability of a violent nature can easily be
produced merely by running the loudvice -versa.

the detector and subsequent L.F. valves can
most easily be decoupled. The decoupling

down, its internal resistance increases and

there is a definite opposition to the easy

flow of signal current through it. The very
old, though obvious, idea of connecting a

components and wiring are shown by full large -capacity (2 mfd. upwards) condenser
lines.
across the positive and negative high-

tension terminals is a good one, since the
condenser provides an easy by-pass to the
L.F. currents.

similarity to the sound made by the
exhaust of a motor -boat, might make good
reception impossible. Instability can make

itself known in other ways, too, but one
of the symptoms referred to is in most
cases noticeable.

When an eliminator is employed instability is liable to be much more pronounced, due to the fact that it has, of

necessity, a much higher resistance. This
resistance is introduced by the chokes and

resistances which are essential for smoothing

Next we should consider what is the purposes. Even with an eliminator, howprime cause of the trouble, so that
we may be in a better position to

speaker leads near to the aerial -earth leads, localise the fault and to say exactly
or even to the terminals to which the latter which component or connection is
are connected. In the same way, the responsible for it. Broadly speaking,
pioximitg of the speaker and pick-up leads L.P. instability, like H.F. instability,
can often be the cause of serious instability, is due to a feed -back or uncontrolwhilst in a console type of receiver the lable oscillation effect. But instead
same kind of trouble might be introduced of the feed -back being one of high by running the loudspeaker wires close to frequency currents, it is low the tuning coils, or to the detector or S.G. frequency ones which are concerned,
and because of this it invariably
valve.
The, causes of L.F. instability above gives rise to effects which can be
referred to are perhaps fairly obvious ones, detected by the ear.

but they should always be looked for as a
preliminary to the further tests that might High -resistance H.T. Supplies

be applied to a set which is behaving
unsatisfactorily.

Detecting L.F. Instability

A very common source of the

trouble is the high-tension supply.
If this is of high resistance and the

anodes of the detector and low -

Before going any farther into the subject frequency valves are connected

4r

it might be best to decide just what we directly to H.T. positive through
mean by L.F. instability, and also how it the usual coupling components but
can be detected. As a matter of fact, this without the insertion of decoupling
is often the most difficult part of our task, resistances, etc., it is a perfectly
since the fault can manifest itself -in so easy matter for the low -frequency
very many different ways. It might be currents appearing in the anode

fraffle

Aerial

Wirichage

S'creetung &en&
Encasa29 L 5 Leads

Hr. --Lead

Fig. 2.-L.F. instability in portable sets can often be cured
by screening the loudspeaker leads with metal braiding.
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L.F. INSTABILITY
(Continued from previous page)

ever, it is often quite sufficient to connect
2-mfd, condenser between the output
terminals in order to reduce its L.F.
resistance to a reasonably low figure.

100,004) ohms or a second H.F. choke.
H.F. Bypass
method is of particular value in the
With some portables it is not enough This
case of short-wave receivers, although it is
simply to screen the speaker leads, because

there is a certain amount of H.F. current by no means useless with normal broadcast
leakage into the last valve. In that case, receivers, especially portables. Connections
a cure can generally be effected by connect- for the " stopper " are given in Fig. 3.
ing a small by-pass condenser between the
anode terminal and H.T. negative ; when

New Valves

from .001 to .005 mfd. will nearly always
prove suitable. It should be remembered
that if the capacity is too high there will

torily.

H.F. " Stoppers "

ity, and it

It was mentioned in previous articles on
a Class B output stage is employed, the H.F.
that the trouble could be
condenser should be joined between the due toinstability
fact that new and more efficient
two anodes, or alternatively, a condenser valves the
had been used to replace older ones
may be connected from each anode. The with which
the
L.S.
capacity of the condenser depends upon set worked
- valve, at least. the severity of the trouble, but a value quite satisfac-

Decoupling the L.F. Stages

In ev,..Ty case where the H.T. supply is
responsible for the trouble it is considerably
better to tackle the problem by decoupling
the detector
To

Reezd

Cerrart

This is done by

"Stopper'

inserting a

RaststOp
Choke

fixed resistance
of some 25,000

-wm-/-7.---,-1
ilFC IL '*
Cash !

Fig.

ce4...ppo4ox

ohms between
the coupling

H.,.

3.-Different methods of

component (re-

sistance,
choke,ortrans-

be some slight loss of the higher notes.

Although the method of by-passing
H.F. currents which reach the power -valve

is fairly effective, it is generally better to
prevent them from passing into the L.F.
amplifier at all. High -frequency currents
a n d should really be entirely dispensed with in
ronents and connections are tive,
ioining
a the anode circuit of the detector valve, but
indicated by heavy lines.
2-m fd .
fixed they do sometimes find their way farther
condenser between the " set " side of the into the set. The H.F. choke should
resistance and earth. The method just prevent their passage into the amplifier
mentioned is very well 'mown, but does stages, but it cannot be fully effective
not, by itself, always give the desired unless a by-pass condenser is connected
effect, especially when two or more low - from the anode of the detector -valve
frequency stages are included in the set. to earth. This is a point which is too frequently overIt is then a good plan to decouple the first
L.5. looked, alL.F. salve also, and this could be done by
though it only
ft Bowing the same method, but that would
Previous
calls for a
not prove very satisfactory, because the To
Valve
fixed conresistance would so cut down the anode
denser wired
voltage that the valve could not operate
as shown in
under efficient conditions. But if a small
2.512000
Fig. 3. 'The
L.P. choke were used in place of the resistprevereing the passage of H.F. former primcurrenis into the L.F. amplifier ary), and high are shown here.
New con- tension Posi-

ance the voltage -drop would be inappreciable and efficiency would not be impaired.

The output valve in any fairly modern
set is adequately decoupled by means
of the output transformer fitted to the
loudspeaker. but where a speaker of the

Ohm froreter

condenser may

have a value

Fig. 4.-When instability is due between .0001
to fitting a new high -amplifica- and .001 mfd.,
tion valve, a volume control but in every

Valve.
The kPrrsyous
ioa000 ohms
thing applies
eta
in respect to
L.F. instabil-a/'Wet

very same

is

very often

200.000 Ohms

6.8.production be- Fig. 5.-The amplification of

found that re-

comes almost on L.F. stage can

unbearably

poor when a
pentode is

fitted in place

easily be
reduced by using the connections

shown above, and explained in
the text.

of a previous small power valve, for instance.
Pentodes do give a certain amount of em-

phasis to the higher notes, but they should
not cause reproduction to become distorted

to the extent that it is accompanied by a
constant " whine." Many amateurs tolerate

this in the idea that the pentode naturally'
does not produce such good quality, although

it increases the output volume. The idea is
entirely fallacious, and if the effect mentioned above is noticed when changing over
to a pentode it is a sure sign that instability has been introduced. In the majority of
cases it can be removed merely by reversing
the connections to the secondary terminals of the L.P. transformer. .Sometimes,
a " stopper " is required before the difficulty

can be overcome, whilst in extreme cases
it is practically essential to reduce the
amount of amplification by replacing the

should be connected between the case the smallstill L.F. transformer and the grid estivalue which L.F. transformer by one of lower ratio.
gives the de- Before going to the expense of such a
in use, the last valve can be decoupled
of the valve.
sired result modification, however, it is a good plan to
satisfactorily by interposing a 1 : 1 transformer between the set and the speaker. should be employed, since the higher try the effect of fitting an L.F. volume
All the methods of decoupling which have values by-pass a small percentage of the control, as shown in Fig. 4, or of reducing
just been described are illustrated collec- higher audio frequencies as well and so tend the step-up effect of the transformer in the
way illustrated in Fig. 5. In the latter
tively in Fig. 1, the decoupling components to make reproduction rather low-pitched.
Another method of preventing H.F. method two fixed resistances are connected
and wires being shown in full lines, and
currents from passing into the L.F. amplifier between the secondary terminals of the
the others by broken ones.

older balanced -armature - type

is

is to insert a " stopper" in series with the transformer and the grid of the output
lead from the transformer or R.C.C. unit valve connected to the junction between
the grid of the first L.F. valve. The them. In some instances, the quality will
A prevalent source of L.F. instability in to
" stopper " may be either a fixed non. be improved by shunting one of the
portable sets is feed -back between the inductive
resistance of between 50,000 and resistances by a .01 mfd. fixed condenser.
frame aerial and loudspeaker leads. The
two are bound to be . placed fairly near
gathered from Figs. 1 and 2, the horizontal
WHAT IS POLARISATION ?
together, so that the difficulty is not quite

L.F. Feed -back

so easy of solution.

One.way of overcoming

(Continued from page 238.)

it is to screen the speaker leads by means Rotating the Plane
of a length of the special metal braiding
Some time ago the B.B.C. carried out a
sold for the purpose. This is slipped over series of field tests when attempting to plot
the wires, making sure that it does not the field strength contours of the signals
make contact with them, and connected to radiated from the Alexandra Palace. On
H.T. negative (which corresponds to the open situations free from intervening
normal earth connection of a fixed " objects likely to cause reflections, the plane
receiver) by means of a length of thin wire of polarisation remained vertical. Close

component was non-existent.
For long-distance communication on the
short waves both horizontally and vertically
polarised transmissions are used under
conditions of commercial or service commu-

nication. A lot depends on the form of
contact which has to be made, andintricate

problems of polar diagrams. have to be
solved in order to determine the nature
(see Fig. 2). Whilst on this subject it should to the base of hills, however, the signal of the aerial array best suited to each
be mentioned that the lengths of wire made was found to have components which were particular service. This is noticeable in

certainly not vertically polarised. A rota-. communication with aircraft from ground
tion of the plane of polarisation was defi- to machine and vice versa, while polariscreening purposes unless all the turns are nitely noted behind hills, but this could sation also has its significance in direction
soldered together. This is because the wire be attributed not only to the, hill itself finding.
forms a small inductance coil, and thus, but also to trees or other objects in the
instead of preventing H.F. pick-up, it path which influenced the nature of the
up in the form of coil springs and intended

for curtain runners are

not suitable for

actually assists in that direction.

The

wave. On occasions just below the hill

point is mentioned because it has come to erect remote from the transmitter aerial
our notice that a number of readers have it was found that the magnitude of the
made use of this apparently simple and horizontally polarised wave was in excess
inexpensive method of screening, with of the vertically polarised wave, and yet at
unsatisfactory results.
the point of signal generation, as will be

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM.

rom all Booksellers 51- net, or by post 8(6 direct

from the Pubhshers, George Nesenes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.S.
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A Universal Crystal Set
A Simple Receiver Designed to Enable the Beginner to Carry
Out Experiments with the Minimum of Trouble and Expense
By L. 0. SPARKS
AN efficient crystal receiver is un- The Circuit
doubtedly the most satisfactory
This follows the fundamental lines for a
piece of apparatus with which the receiver of this class; the essentials are a
majority can commence their activities. tuned aerial circuit to enable the maximum
It is not costly to construct or difficult to signal to be obtained from the desired
operate, and with the power now radiated station and a crystal detector or rectifier to
by the Home Service transmitters there are rectify the minute high -frequency alter-

few areas which do not come within the
effective range of a receiver of this type.

Unfortunately, however, distance between
transmitter and receiver does play a very
important part in the satisfactory operation

of a crystal set, and as it is not possible

to give exact figures for the effective range
of reception, owing to so much depending
on local conditions, it would be advisable

for the constructor to make one or two

inquiries from more experienced amateurs

in his area, before commencing the assembly
of a set of this type. Speaking in a general
sense, quite good results have been obtained

efficient pair of headphones, over distances

of 100 miles and more, but it would.
perhaps, be safer to put the best listening
maximum range at, say, 50 miles.
This problem of location of receiving

PH

REMOVE
INSULAT/ON
AND SOLDER

and if soldering material is

would be advisable to bind the base of the
twist with two or three turns of thread, or
it will be found that it will start to unwind

any tension is put on it during the
Fig. 1.-The funda- when
mental circuit showing continuance of the winding.
how the aerial coil is
tapped.

ear, a very useful asset when

him to reason out the whys and where -

2,

If these facilities are not to hand, then it

range, once he has become familiar with
his first set; therefore, it matters little if
the signals are slightly on the weak side,
as that will only tend to cultivate a keen

and compact, usually quite simple to wire
and assemble, and efficient, but from the
constructor's point of view it does not give
him much chance of " seeing the works,"
or of carrying out experiments to enable

considerations,

available, the twisted part should be
rendered secure with a thin layer of solder.

tious, something with a far greater effective

A set made with a modern type of

governing

When the turn is reached from which a
tapping has to be taken, the coil former
should be fixed in something so that it
cannot rotate, and holding the spool of
wire in one hand and keeping the wire
taut, the length of wire which will form
the loop, about 3ins., should have its

in Fig.

Structor beginner is concerned, be such a
governing item as it would appear at first
sight. It is not likely that he will be satisfied with a crystal circuit for long ; he will
wish to construct something more ambi-

commercial coil is, of course, very neat

and

enamel insulation removed. This can best
be done with a small piece of fine sandpaper. The loop is then twisted as shown

station with relation to the transmitter
eed not, so far as the enthusiastic con-

undertaking real DX work at a later date,
and make the operator experiment to try
to improve the efficiency of the set.

winding

therefore, it is of the simple solenoid type
and quite easy to make. It consists of a
single layer of wire wound on a former,
which can be a thoroughly dried cardboard
tube having an external diameter of 3in.
nating currents developed in the aerial The length should be approximately
and for ease of winding and general
circuit by the signal into alternating currents of a low or audible frequency which, efficiency, the wire is 22 S.W.G. enamelled,
in turn, flow through the windings of the although if double -cotton -covered is to
headphones and cause, by means of a hand, that can be used.
It will be noted that seven tapping
simple electro-magnetic system, the diapoints or loops are taken from the coil, and
phragms
of
the
'phones
to
vibrate
V
t frequencies corresponding to the these must be made during the actual
winding. They call for a reasonable amount
of care, otherwise there will be the danger
D
A
of the turns becoming loose. The way
the loops are formed is shown in Fig. 2.

with simple crystal receivers, when used
in conjunction with a good aerial and an

listening

tor with his initial experiences of coil

The total coil consists of 80 turns.
Tapping points are made at every 10th
turn from either end, thus, together with
the two end wires, providing 9 connections

in all. Make quite sure that the coil is
wound with all turns firmly alongside their
original sounds produced in front of neighbours and that no slackness exists.

the microphone in the studio of Secure the two ends by passing them
the transmitting station.

The quality of reproduction, provided

good headphones are used, is most satisfac-

through holes in the former.

Components

The other items required are a variable
tory, and owing to the complete absence
of any background noises, many listeners condenser having a capacity of .0005
(Continued on page 247)
who appreciate faithful reproduction will
find this simple circuit an ideal receiver for
individual listening. The lack of selectivity,
usually associated with a single tuned circuit

PL

does not in this instance become a
owing to the limited

MAKE END serious item,

SECURE effective range.
The tuned aerial circuit is formed by

HOLE
FOR FIXING
SCREW

the coil L and the variable condenser C
(Fig. 1), the circuit being completed by
the earth connection E. The crystal
detector is denoted by D, and in this
instance a detector of the semi -permanent
type is used to eliminate the irritating adjustments usually associated with those

Fig. 2.-Shows how the tapping loops are formed employing the fine spiral wire contact known
and how the ends of the winding are anchored. as a " cat's whisker." The signal voltages

developed across L and C pass to the

The set about to be described has
been so designed that such additional
interests can be secured, and what is even
more important, the coil can be made by
the constructor and used in valve circuits
fores.

as progress is made.

detector and, after rectification, through the
phones PH, one side of which, as shown on
the diagram, is connected to the earth line.

The Coil

This is intended to provide the construe -

Fig. 3.-A suitable layout and wiring fed

to

specified parts. M indicates the moving vanes of
the tuning condenser.
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A DX Log from Purley
SIR, -Noting the growing interest

0i2en tcy

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

in

short-wave DX that your correspondents show, I am sending you my results
in the hope that they may be of interest
to other S.W.L's. I have been DXing for
two years on and off and have heard 97
countries on 10, 20 and 40 metres, and
about 150 B.C. stations identified, of
which the best are : VLR, VUD3, XGOY,

JZK, CR7BE, CB960, OAX1A, HJDE,

A Reader's Den and DX Log
5111,-1 enclose a photo of my den, which

I hope will interest other readers.

My RX is an 0-v-1 (4.5-160 m.) 5v. superhet
(medium wave). The aerial is a 33ft.

outdoor Hertz, 20ft. high, running N.S.

Altogether 96 countries and 38 zones have

been heard

PK2D1, LUSAB, AD, YAG ; PY2HT ,

YV1RQ, VP3BG, TIWS, KGEI, XEWW,

My 20 -metre log includes
lEA, IM, 7AI, AQ, 6AC; OA3E, 4C ; CO7CX,etc.
8AE, 2BA, 2MA, SJK, 2VVM,
Ul, 2, 3 ; 6AK, 81L, 931J, CO7AS, 2UF, 2AM, 2BR, XUOA, LU5AN, 1LB,
W5HBH, HPD, HDC, HFL, BAU, JC; 4PB, 4BC, YV5AB, 9AC, HC2HP, PY2IT,
60PE, ATS, ZQW, FU, ZC, LYL, 1VINR, 2KT, 2IM, HKLAB, HK1BN
1113N,
BGW, CUF, EWE, RRS. AM, FJ, SC; CE3EU, PY2EP, TI4AC, KA1LB and
PR.A8,

All heard on telephony. T. B. WILLIAMSON (Purley).

7GAE, 9BELT, BDE, CHI, ZMA, DDY, W7BAW.

here.

Latest DX includes :

Phone - KAIRV,

Proposed Club for Bradford

K6NYD, K 60QE,
K6 QHU, K6PLZ,

Q LIZ ,-I suggest that a small radio club

be started in the Heaton district of

K6BNR,
KC4USA,
W6PDB, W6NNR.

Bradford. Will any interested reader please

HK2BD, KA1FG,
KA 1BN, KAIMN,
KA1SP, K6 QNX,
K6SAO, K6CGK,

Bradford.

C.W.-HC1FG,

apply, in writing only, to this address :
G. Harrison, 344, Heaton Road, Heaton,

K 6 P A H, KE6SRA,
HH2MC, W 6 B V M,

Correspondents Wanted

W6HZT, NNR, 1PV

(Arizona), OYY,

W9FYY (Colorado),

G.

VY, XU5WT and
X U 0 A.

All

received on the
mc/s

were
14

band. - K. B.

JACKLEY (N. Finchley).

KENSHALL, 23, Carpathia Street,

Garston, Liverpool, is anxious to get
in touch with any readers in Liverpool or
Lincoln who care to correspond with him.
F. J. Thody, Fairdene, Bramber Avenue,
Peacehaven, Sussex, would be glad to hear

W7GUR, HBB, ETK,

A comfortable corner in Mr. K. B. Jackley's den.

from any reader who has a copy of Wireless
Magazine for November, 1934, for disposal.

BRR, OKH, SDB, VHC, COI, MAB,

Back Numbers Wanted
BCQ, LTY, NAB, PIY, WMI,
I have been a reader of your fine PXN, WED. TKS, QOB, IAS, EXD and

paper for the last five years, and ever CAL. -S. GARNER (Wallington).

since I first bought it I have not looked
back from the practical side of radio. I

heartily congratulate you on a fine practical
paper.
I should like to correspond with anybody
about my own age (19) who is interested in
Public Address work and Home Recording,
with a view to exchanging ideas. I should
also like to get in touch with anybody who

has the issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
dated December 17th, 1938, and July 4th,
1936, for disposal. -R. F. L. Deram
23, Quay Street, Cardigan.

Parallel
SIR, -In a letter published in the
April 27th issue, Mr. G. S. Bragg
states that he used a .003 and .002 mfd.
condenser, in series, to take the place of
a .005 mfd. condenser. The total value of
these condensers is, however, .0012 mfd.
and I think that Mr. Bragg could get even

better results if he connected his two
condensers in parallel. -G. DAVIS (Isle worth).

& SOCIETIES

BRISTOL EXPERIMENTAL RADIO CLUB
Headquarters : 21. King's Corridor, Old Market Street,
Bristol, 2.
Publicity Manager : D. J. James, 40, Robertson Road,

Eastville, Bristol, 5.
THE Second Annual General Meeting of the above

Club was held at Headquarters on Tuesday,

PROBLEM No. 402.
AS Temple was experiencing some instability in his home-made S.G. Three
receiver, he decided that an improvement
could be effected by screening the top -cap
lead to his H.F. valve. He obtained a length
of the standard screened sleeving and

Condensers in Series and

RADIO CLUBS

slipped this over his connecting wire and
then tried the receiver. He could obtain no
signals at all when this was done. After
au examination he found that the screened
covering was in contact with the lead, and
he remedied this. When he switched on
again, however, he could obtain no signals.
Why was this ? Three books will be awarded
for the first three correct solutions opened.

Entries must be addressed to The Editor,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George Newnes. Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be marked
Problem No. 402 in the top left-hand

corner and must be posted to reach this

office not later than the first post on Monday,

June 3rd, 1940.

May 7th. The members' interest in the running of
the club was clearly shown by the two hours' lively
discussion that took place !
The following officers and committee were elected
for the year 1940-1941 :
Secretary : P. R. Dinham.
Chairman : D. J. James.
Treasurer : A. Taylor.
Registrar : J. E. Fry.
Publicity Manager : D. J. James.
Committee Member : W. White.

It was decided that meetings should continue
fortnightly throughout the summer, and that the
committee should endeavour to arrange a series of
" Field Days."
A very successful feature at a recent meeting was a
" Question Bee." The members present were divided

into two teams. For each round a type of trouble
likely to have been encountered by all members was
suggested (e.g. Hum, Instability,

cure for the trouble.

At the next meeting, on June 4th, Mr. W. White

will describe a new type voltage doubler power pack
that he has designed.
ROBERT BLAIR RADIO SOCIETY
Headquarters :

Logged on an 0-v-1 Receiver
SIR, -I noticed in your issue of April 27th
a 14 me/s log from Mr. C. Harvey, of
Wembley. Between March 18th and 30th

I only logged ES, LY, EAW's, and
OQ51M on CW.

I found condx very bad,

but since then I have got the following

on my 0-v-1 receiver. KA, ME, RV, LB,

CW, HC, HQ, DC, K4RJ and K5AA

(40 m.), K6LEI, MVA, OJI, KOV, OAS;

4344i4.,,t4tala

L.C.C.

street. Islington, N.7.

Solution to Problem No. 401.
Black overlooked the fact that sonic H.F. valves
have the grid taken to the top cap and thus when he
connected his meter to the top cap lead he was not
measuring the anode current and his test was therefore ineffective.
The following three readers successfully solved

etc.), and each

member, in turn, was asked to suggest a cause and

Evening Institute, Blundell

Hon. Sec. : Mr. H. Shelton, 5, Gordon House, Kings

Cross, N.1.

Meetings : Every Thursday and Friday from 7.30-9.30.

meeting of the above Society held on May 16th,

AT awe were pleased to welcome members of the
Fulham Radio Society, who paid us a courtesy visit.

A keen interest was taken in our Morse Code groups,
which after our last report in PRACTICAL WIRELESS
has grown considerably, and a demonstration of speed

forwarded to them :

was given by means of gramophone records which
have recently been purchased. Results were very

F. A. Vast, Finningley, Yorks.
J. Knudsen, 10, Third Avenue, Walthamstow, L.17.

After a very interesting evening a return visit was
arranged during the first week in June.

Problem No. 400 and hooks have accordingly been

\V. Farrell, 29, Bastwell Road, Blackburn, tines.

satisfactory.

.12k.44-4
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In reply
,
iociour letter

Could you give me the merits of the different
arrangements and say which is actually best

in practice ? "-G. F. (Cleethorpes).

most circuits the bias control forms
part of the screen potential -divider
and usually a minimum bias resistance is
1

joined between cathode and the bias control
potentiometer. Actually all that is needed
is a variable element between cathode and

earth, but by making this part of the

screen circuit the screen voltage is also
adjusted to a certain extent. By earthing
the arm of the control difficulties due to a

How Many Valves ?
" I am trying to design a very economical

so that

set,

I

can have all the modern

features with low initial cost and low cost of
running. I have decided on a triode -pentode,
I.F. and D.D. Pentode and enclose a circuit.

You will see I have A.V.C. and all other
features and should be glad if you would
criticise this for me."-E: E. T. (Bangor).

panel and " live " spindle are overFinally, the impedance of the pentode is metal
higher than the S.O. valve and your anode come, and by earthing one end of the

control as well the unused portion of
load may not be suitable. If you are using the
is short-circuited. So far as the
choke -coupling, we suggest the use of a finalcontrol
effect is concerned the results are
better H.F. choke, preferably one of the iclentical-the
amount of resistance between
type generally known as a " superhet "
cathode and earth is controlled and thus
the voltage on the cathode is also controlled. The actual connections are thus

choke.

L.F. Quality

" I recently scrapped a fairly good L.F.

WHILST the theoretical considerations

are quite in order, there are -some transformer, as I wanted to improve quality,
important Points which must be re- and was told that resistance -capacity
membered. First, the queStion of A.V.C. coupling was best. The quality is not now
With the arrangement he shown there is nearly so good, being deep and muffled
very little H.F. amplification and therefore compared with the original scheme. Can
there will be little actual volume- control. you tell me what is wrong to cause this
Amplified A.V.C. should _therefore .be em- effect? "-L. W. E. (Woodford).
ployed in this particular circuit. Furthermore, the use of the single L.F. stage would
RULES
tend to make the use of the set for gramoWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the

r

phone reproduction 'rather out of - the
question, and as shown the pick-up would

give very little output. From the other
point of view-namely, economy, the
arrangement is quite in order.

Rectifier Circuit
" I am making some modifications to my
set and propose to _obtain a full -wave
rectifying valve so that I can use this later
on in a straightforward A.C. set. My
present outfit is A.C./D.C. and the valve was
originally a half -wave rectifier in the usual
way.

Should I just use one pair of elec-

trodes in my new valve, or will this do any
harm to the valve? "-N. E. (Liverpool).
WE would not advise the use of one-half

of the valve as if this is carried on
for some time, when you eventually come

to use the two sections in a full -wave

fact that the Queries Service is intended only

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers
poraries.

described

In

our

contem-

(8) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be
for the reply. All sketches and
drawings Which are sent to us should bear
enclosed

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

separate department.

with every query.

the two halves would be unequal. We

ATRANSFORMER may be " peaky "
therefore recommend that the cathodes and
and giving you brilliance which is
anodes be connected in parallel so that the unnatural. Your change to R.C. coupling
valve may be used as a half -wave rectifier may have been good and the reproduction
in the usual way.
may be more balanced, but by contrast
with the reproduction you have been toler" I am finding difficulty in stabilising my
straight set, which has a variable -mu H.F.
pentode.

ating may make the effect sound less
brilliant and unnatural. On the other hand,
you may be using unsuitable R.C. values,

This was a replacement for a or the anode resistance may have so

straight S.G. valve, and I have fitted a fixed
bias (9 volts) as I prefer to . modify the
screen voltage, which I understand is in
order. The trouble takes the form of
whistling as a certain adjustment is reached,
and I am not getting so much amplification
as with the original S.G. valve. Could you

help me in this matter? "-D. H. (Peace haven).

max lotion bias giving minimum amplification. Therefore, the. valve in use may
be biased to its weakest point and a
decrease in bias should be tried. The

" In a mains set I am modifying I find
that there is a resistance in series with the

main H.T. smoothing choke. There is also
a smoothing condenser on each side of the
resistance. Does this offer a better smoothing than a choke alone, or is it some special
type of filter which is necessary in addition

to the L.F. choke ? "-F. M. (Penarth).

THE scheme is usually adopted to
reduce the total H.T., where the
mains unit is delivering a rather high
output. The choke would be found in
such a case to have too low a D.C. resistance

to provide the requisite voltage drop and
thus the resistance is added, with the
condenser on the set side to provide H.F.

by-passing. The smoothing offered is
negligible and you could, of course, replace

the resistance or leave it out, if the

is

not excessive or if you could obtain a choke
with the desired D.C. resistance capable of

reducing the H.T. to a suitable value with

the current which is flowing in the par-

ticular receiver.

rIMI NNW NMIN.O.M.P.1411 1.11M4

REPLIES IN BRIEF

I

The following replied to queries are given ifs

2

abbreviated form either because of non -emotional
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of
general interest.

N. W. (S. Yardley). You may be able to use a

standard mains transformer and rectifier, and if you

could supply details of the set we could specify suitable
components.
LC. McC. Y. (N.W.3.). The unit could be built with a

battery valve and the mains section ignored. However, we hope to describe a similar unit in the, near
future.

(Shoreham -by -Sea). The valves are not
V.
now made' and the circuit was only given out of

interest.

B . R. D. (Hereford).

The set may not be unstable,

reduced the H.T. on the valve that it is now but the trouble may be merely faulty parts or valve.
working at the wrong part of the curve and The noise when switching off is due to condenser
giving distortion. There is also the possi- discharge.ilT.(Bangor). The chassis would be too small and
bility that the speaker you had fails to give the crowding of the parts would undoubtedly lead to
good top -note response, and the effect of the trouble.
E. R.
R. (Birkenhead). The tube may be cardboard,
transformer was to emphasise top, tending but ebonite
or paxolin is much better.
thereby to mask the defect in the speaker.
N . W. (Aldershot). The set is really portable, and

Thus your change, whilst giving better
response in the circuit may not have the

THERE are a number of points to be desired effect owing to the speaker being
considered in this case. 'The G.B. unable to cope with the improvement.
voltage, the screen rating, and the actual
circuit adopted for coupling the H.F. to the Bias Control
detector stage. The variable -mu valve has
its amplification governed by the bias, the

H.T. Circuit

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street.
Strand, London, W.C.E. The Coupon mast be enclosed

circuit you may find that the emission of

Screen Voltage

therefore a matter of personal preference.

" In looking through some circuits
recently I was rather puzzled by methods
adopted in regard to the. bias control for

mains -type variable -mu H.F. valves. I see
in some sets you have connected the arm of
the control to earth, as well as one end of the
screen voltage is critical and your potentio- resistaqr. In others, you have only joined

meter or potential -divider may not he the end of the resistance to earth, whilst in

providing a suitable voltage for the screen, others only the arm is joined to that point.

if you use an outside aerial the input circuit would
have to be modified. The selectivity would be poor
otherwise.
A. H. E. (N.W.5). The valves are perfectly suitablO as substituted.
M. S. (Perranpoeth). We think the idea perfectly
sound and would consider it worth while to proceed
with the matter.
Q. U. S. (Horsham). Try increasing the voltage to
150. The valves are rated to take this maximum H.T.
P. T. (Chatham). The scale is a commercial product

and we sugg:st you write direct to the Premier Batik,
Company.

The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query

I
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RANGE AND REALISM
(Continued from page 234.)

grid swings, and obviously mains valves

with 40 or 50 volts grid bias will be sufficient

H.F. Stages and Top Notes
There only remains the question of the

H.F. part of the receiver, and as the
principal requirement of the detector is

for domestic requirements. The principal that it should be fully loaded, the H.F.

points to watch are-large grid bias and stage will depend upon your situation.
correctly -matched output transformer. As Obviously, close to a station, less H.F.
an input transformer is required for pushpull working, this must be of high quality
to avoid loss of bass, and preferably reststance-fed to avoid saturation of the core.
If the coupling condenser has a value of .1

amplification will be required than for the
reception of distant signals. One efficient

variable -mu stage should enable the English

stations to be received in this country
with high quality, but the foreign stations
or .2 mfd. a slightly resonant circuit is will naturally not be of quite the same
formed, and assists in the maintenance of a standard. As selectivity will be required,
straight line down to the bottom of the we enter the field of top -note response,
scale. Fig. 2 shows the circuit arrange- and the first point is therefore not to utilise
ments so far described, and the next problem too selective a tuning arrangement. Bandis the supply for this stage. We would not pass tuning, with a correct square peak

recommend a further L.F. stage if you are of 10 kc/s, will give adequate high -note
out for idealism. A detector operating on response for domestic purposes, but will
the power -grid principle will fully load the not prevent heterodynes. Reducing the
peak to 8 kc/s will help to avoid this form
of interference, laut the higher harmonics
will be lost. On the majority of transmissions the loss will not be sufficient to
spoil musical reproduction, and we "may
0001 to
001 M d

./ to
'5H

say, therefore, that from 8 to 10 kc/s

is good enough.. The choice of by-pass

condensers in this stage will affect the high -

note response also, and the value will
depend upon the remainder of the characteristics, of the circuit. Experiments should,
therefore, be

conducted with different

values to find the most suitable for the
particular range of response desired.

Tone Compensation
Much can be done with a receiver to

improve response by arranging tone correction circuits, and this is a most exhaustive

Fig. 5.-A similar arrangement to Fig. 4, but subject, and will only be briefly touched
designed for transformer coupling.
upon here. High' notes may be strength-

ened by resonant ',circuits in the L.F.
output valves and will give practically stages, a resistance in series with a constraight-line results.

The Detector
The main methods of detection are the
diode, anode -bend, grid leak, and power grid.

Without going into figures, it can be

denser being joined across the transformer
primary or the output choke. Bass response
may be improved by arranging a resonant
circuit in a parallel -fed transformer stage,
the fixed condenser used for coupling being
chosen in conjunction with the impedance
of the transformer primary. A reduction in
the high -note response (especially in the

stated definitely that the diode or anode
bend are the ideal methods, provided a
sufficiently powerful signal is applied to case of a pentode valve) will enable the
the detector. Power -grid is next and
ordinary grid leak, last in the order of

quality detectors.

noises.

THE Bulgin range of
switches, a selection

of which we list belowcomprises over 130 different models
mains,
toggle, rotary, and pushbutton. These switches
are known everywhere for
reliability and excep-

tionally Q.M.B. action.
The small rotary and
mains switches can, and
are, used for practically
every

radio and

and up-to-date types avail-

able, and it is possible to

assemble almost any combination desired.
The
Rotary midget selector
switches also have an

enviable reputation, and

the uses to which these
switches may be put are
considerable. They are

suitablq for wave changing, tone control, circuits
andebridges, multi -range
switches. Allthe complete
range of Bulgin switches
are contained in our corn.
plete Catalogue No. 163,
price 6d., post free upon
application to address
given below.

primary

top -note

response.

The condenser is unable to respond

to these quick changes and rounds off the
effect, and also has a different resistance
for various frequencies. Its absence in the
diode and anode -bend detector accounts lower notes to appear more prominent.
chiefly for the good response given by these These methods are illustrated in Figs.
methods of rectification, but in power -grid 4 to 6.
detection the value of condenser used is

so small-usually of the order of .0001, Loudspeaker Characteristics
that its effect is not too bad. The ideal
When choosing the loudspeaker it must
receiver should, therefore, employ diode or be remembered that the response curve
anode -bend detection, or a grid leak and may not be perfectly straight. For instance,
condenser of such a value that the par- some speakers are designed especially for
ticular valve which is employed works the reproduction of gramophone records,

on the correct part of its curve. To avoid and therefore, have a very definite cut-off
distortion due to the presence of H.F. at the higher frequencies in order to reduce
currents in the H.F. stage, an efficient needle scratch. The design of the actual
H.F. filter must be provided in the anode receiver or amplifier must, therefore, be
circuit of the detector valve. Fig. 3 arranged to work in conjunction with the
shows the best form for this, and provided actual loudspeaker which is in use, or a
a good make of choke is employed, the speaker chosen which has a straight-line
filtering is sufficient for normal require- response from the lowest to the' highest
ments.
frequency which it is desired to receive.

Mention

this paper and date.
Max.
Volts
250

List No.
S. 176

S.117-9

32

S.808
S.I 16
S.45

S.I80
S.81T
S.129

S.I14
M.P.I-3
S.200R
S.205R

S.I 13
5.1 86
S.I 84
S.I 85
S.230

Price

21//3

250
250
32
250
250
250
250

23

100

If 2/9
3/9

250250

5.36
S.39

Output
choke or
transformer Fig. 6.-Reducing

small

electrical need.
The Rotary wavechange
switches constitute some
of the most advanced

S.243 -8R
5.22 I -6R
S.227 -33R
S.220

H.T. 14

The grid condenser

is responsible for the slight failing of the
two latter forms of detection, and this is
due to its impedance varying at different
frequencies, and also its inability to deal
accurately with transients.
These are
sudden changes and are typified by such
items as cymbal crashes, pistol shots in
radio plays, and other similar " sudden "

SWITCHES

250
250
250
32
32
32
32
250
250
250

2/9
41

2/1/9

2/6
3/ -

4/-

5/6
6/6
2/6
1/6

1/-

1/2/6
1/9

2/2/6

S.I37

250

S.I 39
S.89
S.I 23

250

26
21/6

3/6
2/6

5.188
250250
3/3
S.236
250
1/9
R denotes Rotary type.

Plus 161% war increase.

RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL
modern

Servicing

re-

ceivers is easy with this
New Manual with its

280 pictorial and the-

oretical diagrams and
clear concise text. Solves
your problems.
Price

11-

post

free.

FOR ALL RADIO

COMPONENTS
This is an advert. of Messrs. A. V. Bulgin, Bye Pass Bd.,
Tel.: RI Prleuay 3474/3/6.
Barking, Essex.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of Issue.
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
1937

Crystal Receiver

.

..

.

..

The " Junior " Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

No. of

Blueprint.

-

27.8.38

PW71
PW91

Battery Operated.

One -valve : Blueprints, IL each.

AR -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One valver

.-

The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF
Pen)

Two -valve : Blueprint, is.

The Signet Two (1) & LF)

..

19.2.38

PW31A
PW85

27.8.38

PW93

24.9.38

PW7G

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Selectone Battery Three (1), 2 LF
(Trans))

Sixty Shilling Three (19, 2 LF
(RC & Trans)) _
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)

..

..

-

Summit Three (Hi Pen, I), Pen)

All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D

PW34A
PW35
PW37

PW39
PW41
PW48

Three) ..
13.4.35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF

PW49

Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC))

..

The Monitor (HF Ben, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (AB' Pen, D. Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG,D,P)
.. 14.837
F. J. Cann's Record All -Wave

..
Three (Ht. Pen, 1), Pen)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
..
2 LF (RC & Trans))
The " Eapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Trans))
..
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (III', Bet., Pen)
..
1938 " Trlband " All -Wave Three
(HF Pets, D, Pen)
F. J. Caitlin's " Sprite " Three
(HF Pen. D, Tet)
..
The " Hurricane "All -Wave Three
..
((SG, 1), Pen), Pen)
F. J. Canun's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, I) (Pen), Tet)
.

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG. D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

31.10.36

18.2.39
4.12.37

PW53
PW55
PWS1
PW62
PW64

PW69
PW72
PW82

Push -Pull)

..

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,

PushPull)

The " Fleet "

Short-wave Two

..

..

(1A(HF Pen), Pen)

27.8.38

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

(SG, D, Pow)

-

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) ..

The

Band -Spread

Three

S.W.

(HF Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen)..

Four -valve :

PAV63

3,9.38

PW83

3.6.39

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

PW90
PW18
PW31
PW19

7.1.39

PW38

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) .
Full -volume Two (SG det, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
A Modern Two-valver
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

..

Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three: De Luxe Version

..

Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

19.5.34

--

. Mar. '34

D, Pen) ..
PTP Three (Pen, D. Pen)
..
Certainty Three (SO. D. Pen) ..
5Iinitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 64. each.

..
..

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF

PW54

Lucerne Straight Four (SO, D,
..
..
LF, Trans)

PW70

PW20
PW34D
PW45
PW47

--

Aug. '33

-

£5 5s. Battery Four (HF.D. 2 LF) Feb. '35
The H.B. Four (SO, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
Apr. '36
HF. Pen. DDT, Pen)
Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
Super -quality Five (2 HI". 11, RC,

New Class B Five (2 SG, D,
Class It)

SUP E R H ETS.

Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.

Modern Super Senior

..

..

..

-

Oct. '35

. .

The Request All -Waver
.. June '36
1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet )
.

D, RC,

SG,

--

WX329
W5I386
WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379
WM359
WM366

AW393
AW447

-

Tyers Portable (S(4, D, 2 Trans)..

W31367
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America .. 15.10.38
AW429
Rome Short -Waver
..
..
AW452
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

-

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SG, det,
Pen)
..
..
..
- Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D. Pen) ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls, each.

RC, Trans)

. .

..

-

..

W141402

AW440
AW355

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

Experimenter's a -metre Set (D,

AW412
AW422

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
.
Empire Short -waver (SO, D, RC.,
Trans) ..
..
..
..
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
(SO, I), LF, P)
..
22.7.39

AW436

.. Nov. '35

WM397

AW435

W51337

WM371
WM389
WM393
WM396
WM400
A W370

Trans, Super-regen)
..
.. 30.6.34
The Carrier Short -waver (SG, D, P)July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

-

-

Superhet : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

Simplified Short-wave Super

Blueprints, Is. each.
Two -valve Maim Short -waver (ll,
Pen) A.C.

" W.M." Long -wave Converter ..
Three -valve : Blueprint, is.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.

-

13.1.40

-

Four -valve : Blueprint, Is. Dd.
Standard Four: valve A.C. Shortwaver (SO, D, RC, Trans)
..

WM320

WM344
W M340

WM352

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

6d.)
..
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
(1/6)

WM404

AW453
WM380

WM391

AW329
WM387

Radio Unit (Iv.) for Wh392 (1/-) Nor. '35

WM384

WM383

MISCELLANEOUS.

NVM331
W111381

WM313

Two -valve :

Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

WM350

AW438
WM390

Mains Operated.

AW42l

Five -valve :

Trans) ..
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D,
Class B)

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. July '33

QP21)

WM351
WM354

--

WM401

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Class B)

(SG, D, Pen)
..
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

rw51)

PW56

1936 A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) ..
Jan. '36

£15 15s.

Family Portable .(1F,
Trans)
Two HF Portable (2

AW437
WM271
WM327

Class B)

WM374

PVV86

Trans) ..
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen). . June'33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
Oet.'33
Pen)

65s. Four (SO, D, RC. Trans)
2fIF Four (I SO, D, Pen)

AW383

1), Pen) ..

World -ranger Short -ware 3 (D,

1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG,
PW23
PW25
PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW36A

Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.

Mantovani A.C. Three (HI' Pen,

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LI',

AW387

.

Home Lover's New All -Electric

PW77

Battery Operated.

One -valve : Blueprint, 1s,

.

W111394

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

--

..

AW403
WM286

Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (I), Pen)

Heptode Super Three A.C.
. May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super A.C...

Blueprint, Is.
S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

(SG, D. Trans)

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, ls. each.
Consoeleetric Two (I), Pen) A.C..
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) Ali
Two -valve :

pw65

"

£5 5s. S.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans)

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

-

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

PW67

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

PW30A

PW17

PW46

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to WirelessMagazine.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (BF
Pen, D, LF, P)!..
. May '35

B.B.C. Special One-valver

PW34B
PW34C

Wireless Magazine
...
1,4
The index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

'Varsity Four

" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF

STRAIGHT SETS.

1st. 1940) 4d. Post Paid
(Issues dated June 1st,
1940 and after)
5d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
4d.

PW68

Blueprint, 1s.

(Pen))

PW91

Practicai wireiess (Issues dated prior to June

1.10.38

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

F. J. Centre's ELF Three -valve
Portable (HI' Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
..

PW38A

PW4
PW11

8.5.37

2

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

1.537

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, 1), Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF Pen,

-

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW88

PW92

(D, Pow)

'

.. 23.12.39

PW89

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

..

Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One-valver
One -valve :

3.9.38

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)

Pen, D, Pen)

Battery Operated.

PW87

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HE

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

PW95

30.4.38

Mains 'Operated

A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen) ..

Four -valve : Double -sided Blueprint, Is. 6d.

Push Button 4, Battery Model ' 1 22.10.38
Pools Button 4. A.(' Mains Model'

Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW51

PW60
PW73

26.3.38

.

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D,
LF (RC))..
..

16.1.37

PW59

PW48A
AMATDUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set ..
.. 23.7.38 AW427
AW444
1934 Crystal Set .
AW450
150 -mile Crystal Set.

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, 1), LF, P)
26.9.36
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, 9
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
12.2.38

..
Pen)
F. J. Caitlin's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)

..

P W44

PIV84

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HP Pen,

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, I), Pen) ..
A.C. Three (SG. D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D. Pow) ..
D.C. Pre vier (HF Pen, D, Pen)..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)..
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,

" Qualitone " Universal Four

-

PW43
PW42

22,1.38

(SO), LF, Cl. B)..
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

HF Pen, l), Pen (RC))

--

PW78

Cl. B)

The " Admiral " Foto' (HF Pen,

P W52

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

het

PW40

28.8.37

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
D, Push -Pull)

5.6.37

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
Universal £5 Superhet (Three valve) _
F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

PW1u

(Pen), Pen)
29.5.37
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.33- 5
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF

Pen, I) (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can In some cases be supplied at
the following prices which we additional to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue is out of print.

;,.:

Harris Electrogram battery amplifler (1/-)

De Lnxe Concert A.C. Eleetrogram (1/-)

New style Short-wave Adapter
Trickle Charger (6d.)
Short-wave Adapter (1
_
Superbet Converter ( i!-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave ('onverter
(1/-1

-

Mar. '36

--

(I.-I-.

Afro) '36

Wilson Tone Mast. r (1 /-)
.. June '38
The W.M A (' sh.trr-wave Con -

ve. t r

WM392
WM398

WM399
WM403
WIA13.38

AW462
AW45a
A W 457

WM405
WM406

WAltsit
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ELECTRADIX=

A UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL SET
(Continued from page 242)

mfds., a semi -permanent crystal detector,
four terminals or sockets, one fixed con-

TOak_

OR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely fo teach the prin-

ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

The baseboard and panel can be cut out
of well -seasoned three-ply wood ; the

actual sizes are not very important, but
7ins. by 8ins. for each would be reasonable.

The variable condenser can be of the

solid -dielectric or air -spaced type ;

the

latter is preferable if it is to hand. The

semi -permanent detector can be obtained

from Messrs. Electradix Radios, if your

ILO

Layout and Assembly
The layout and wiring are quite simple,
as Fig. 3 shows. The tuning condenser and

detector are mounted on the panel, while the
coil and terminal or socket strips are
secured to the rear of the baseboard. When
mounting the coils, support it off the base-

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

you wish to pass a Radio examination,

indicate it below.

Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications

Second-hand Headphones.
Headphones -Various.
In good order, 2,000 ohms and 4,000 ohms, 5/-, 6i6

and 7/6. with cords. Western Electric, 2,000 ohms, 4/6.
PORTABLE FIELD PHONES.
Leather
cased W.D.
Portable
Exchanges in wood cases for 5 line*
etc. Service Field Phones are difficui

to get at the present time, but
have been able to find 100 ve

but serviceable and can giV
immediate delivery. Pig -skin eases,

morse key, mike and phone.

MORSE KEYS.
Service Keys
held in position by one screw at each end
available are all soiled and well
used, and ;we have both Army an
passing through the ends of the former and
Navy types. We also have
range of other keys. Service
the distance pieces.
Practice Keys, 3/-. 1. T.X. Practice KO
Keep the wiring as neat and direct as Dummy
on black moulded base, a good small key. 3/6. la,
Long Bar Type Practice Key,
possible, and see that all connections are
T.X.2, with cranked bar, 5/6.
tight. It must be appreciated that with a
2, Superior model B.2, with
back contact, a well finished
set of this type it is very essential to avoid
key on polished wood base,

any possible losses, and as these can be

7/6. 3, Operators' P.F. plated

particular attention should be paid to such

I.V. Superior ditto, nickel plated pivot bar and fittings.

items.

Address

pivot bar and terminals,
mahogany base, 9/6. 4, Type

LEARNERS' MORSE PRACTICE SET.

that the arrow heads represent the small

BUZZERS, small type, with cover, 1/6.fPower Buzzers,
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature, 2/6.

spring clips obtainable from
most radio dealers. The object of these will
be explained below.
crocodile

The "' Fluxite Quins " at work.

on polished base, 10:6.
Special
Duplex with Key Buzzer and Lamp for sound and visual.

It should be noted that the connections
X, Y and Z are formed with short lengths
(6in. should be ample) of flexible wire, and

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope.)

40 ohms, metal hook loop, with
cord. 1/3. Ditto D.3, 60 ohms,
with cord, 1/6. W.E. 1,000 ohms,
with cord, 2/-. 2,000 ohms Earpiece, with cord. 2/6.
L.R. DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
Pilot Signallers 120 ohms, Phones.
All leather headbands with slide
adjustment chin strap and 4 ft.
cord. Comfortable, 3/6. Sullivan
120 ohms, Aluminium Headbands.
3/9, cords extra.
HIGH RESISTANCE AND
RADIO PHONES. The most
sensitive is the adjustable
Brown's A Reed, aluminium

swivel headband 4,000 ohms,
35/6. 1,500 ohms. 21/6. 120 ohms, 17/8. Cords, 1/9.

introduced by poor or dirty contacts,

Age .

SIIllea'
PH

local dealer cannot supply.

ebonite tin. thick, the coil former being

the subject, marked X.

Name

For use with buzzer morse.
Useful as a circuit tester with
a pocket cell. Single Earpi5Ce

L.R. SOLO PHONES.

board by two small strips of wood or

Please explain fully about your Instruction in

If

denser, .001 mfds. (this value is not critical),
and, of course, a pair of 2,000 or 4,000 ohm
headphones.

Signal Work in Training Aids for Navy,
Army and R.A.F.

Operation
Assuming that an aerial and earth are to

hand, the aerial should be connected

101-.

Heavy Buzzers in Bakelite case, 3/6. Siemens Morse
Line Transmitters, with key and brass -eased Power

Buzzer, 1716. Magneto Exploders, 25/-. Field Telegraph
Sets with Sounder, Relay and Galvo, etc.
MORSE INKERS Tape Strip Recorders : portable or
table. Dot -Dash or Wheatstone. Cheap. Wheatstone
Strip Hand Perforators, 15!-. Paper Tape for Morse and
Wheatstone& green or white, 60. reel. Brass Tape Reels
in mahogany case, 2/6.
METERS. Lineman's Q I. & Galvos. Two ranges
with 1th5r1.e.e terminals for circuit testing. In leather

to the terminal A and the earth wire to E.
After joining the headphones to the two CIRCUIT TESTING. HORIZONTAL BRASS terminals PH., the clip X should be clipped CASED GALVOS, 7/6.
on coil connection No. 3, the Y clip on to CuiELseL2T5E-.STERS. Megger 3-0-3 moving coil. Aluminium
No. 2, and the remaining clip Z to No. 7.
When these connections have been made,
rotate slowly the tuning condenser, and the
local station should be heard. If no signal

ELLIOTT BATTERY TESTERS. Government Model
108, Moving Coil Ammeter and graded theo., 37,6.
TESTERS. Field A.C. or D.C. Vest

the detector by withdrawing the knob,

terminals. Universal versatile highgrade, moving -iron multi -range meter

Tester " Dix-Mipanta " Bakeis obtained, make a careful adjustment to Pocket
lite case, 21 in. by 3 in. No projecting

giving it a partial turn, and then allowing for service on A.C. or D.C. battery or
No projecting terminals. Three
it to gradually return. Don't turn it without mains.
ranges of volts : 0-7.5 volts I 0-140 volts ;
volts. In black Bakelite case, 2¢ in.
withdrawing it, otherwise the crystals will 0-300
by 25 in. 19/6 only.

As " Eh " said, when Haw -Haw " went dead."
" P'haps it's due to our 'planes overhead."
But " Ee," said, "Maybe
Other reasons there be
No Fluxite, for example," he said.

be ruined.

;

See that FLUXITE Is always by you -in the
house -garage -workshop -wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers -in tins, 4d., 8d.,
1/4 and 2/8.

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial -

complete with full instructions, 7/6.
I

-

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will NOT keep
round and true, unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple
-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

!

The FLUXITE GUN Is always ready to -put
Fluxite on the soldering Job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for ages. Price

MOVEMENTS. Full size, moving coil, P.M.,
Once a station has been heard, experi- METER
for adapting home-made multi -range testers. For 3 in.
ments can be carried out to determine the or 4 in. dials, 5/-, post 1/-.
best settings of the clips X, Y and Z. The ALUMINIUM FOIL 12 in. by 12 in., ed. sheet.
greatest signal strength will be obtained CRYSTAL SETS. In stock as previous adverts.
MUST KEEP YOUR BATTERY PREPARED !
with X and Y on connection No. 1. Greater YOU
on A.C. Mains. The NITNDAY will keep
selectivity and slightly less signal strength Charging
your battery fit without attention.
will be secured by tapping X and Y down Model N/A2l. charge 2 volts i amp.. 12/6.
the coil.
Model NAIR, Trickle Charger, charge 6 volts amp
The Home Service station (449 m.) 1716. N/B6/1, Car Charger charge 6 volts 1 amp., 24/-.
should be received with the variable con- Model
denser nearly all in. If it is tuned in with Model 741/86111 Car Charger, charge 6 volts 11 amps., 27/6.

the condenser half or more open, move clip
Z down to No. 7. If, on the other hand, the

Model N/C6/2. Car Charger, charge 6 volts 2 amps.. 37/-,
Model N/D 121, H.M. Car Charger. To charge 12 volts
1 amp.. 38/-.

1/6, or tilled 2/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " soft " soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE

condenser has to be full in, then the clip

FLUXIT

carried out by the constructor. At a later
date details will be given showing how to ELECTRADIX RADIOS
increase the range of this simple set and 218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.0.4
how to make use of the coil in a valve

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.), DRAGON WORKS,
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

5;- EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful

stand-by electrical and radio repair
can be moved up to, say, No. 5.
material and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 5/-.
The best setting for all the clips can only Post Free.
be determined by actual test, then Stamped envelope must be enclosed for Bargains List N
some interesting experiments can be
or for reply to all enquiries.

receiver.

Telephone : Central 4611
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Classified Advertisements
are accepted for these columns
at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ cash paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent. for 13,
10 per cent, for' 6 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
ADVERTISEMENTS

are allowed.

All advertisements must be prepaid.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
AIR MINISTRY.

AERONAUTICAL

INSPECTION

DIRECTORATE.

Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Examiners in the General Engineering, WIT and
Instrument Branches.
QUALIFICATIONS.

EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold facecapitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addressed to the

Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

CABINETS
A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets

(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel: Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
NEW Edition.

American Amateur Relay League
500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
inthrmation, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook;
Handbook.

approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make. 24 -hour service, moderate prices. -Sinclair
Speakers. Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
London, N.1.

to moving coil speakers.

Cones/coils

L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

WIRELESS
TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTORS REQUIRED IN ARMY UNITS.

PRINTING. -1,000 Billheads, 3s. 9d.; Memos, Cards,
etc. Samples free. - Creteway Press, 24, Busted,
Sussex.

BE TALLER !

Clients gain 1 to

!

Increased my height to 6ft. 31ins.

EMOLUMENTS.

Pay Sc. 3d. per day (7 slays a week). Clothing, rations

and aceommodation, or if this cannot be provided,

allowances at authorised rates. if married and otherwise eligible, family allowances payable in respect of
wife and children subject to allotment from pay.
CANDIDATES should preferably be tinder 35 and over

24 and
(a) Hold one of the following qualifications :Graduateship of the Institution of Electrical Engi-

MISCELLANEOUS

6 inches
!
ROM System
!

Never Fails. Fee £2 2.s. complete. Details 6d. stamp.
-.Malcolm Ross, IIMIHYTE, London, W.C.I.

neers.

Final (Grade 111) Crtitteate of City and Guilds of
London Institute Examination in Radio Communi-

range of Transmitting Keys, Practise Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. It.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

W.1.

" Book of Facts " Free. Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,
WIRELESS Code Courses.

W.C.2.

Lissen.

2 -point, 41. each.

Latest type, 71- cone with -

power and pentode transformer. Boxed. 15/- each.
CLOCK -FACED dials. 5' x 31". With printed 3 -wave
scale. 0x -copper escutcheon and glass, 3/6 each.
Ditto, less escutcheon, 2/8 each.
FILAMENT

transformers, input 200-250v., output

4v.4 amps., 4v.6 amps., 4/11 each.
MAINS transformers. Plessey. 350-0-350v., 90 m.a.,

4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 3/6 each.
MAINS transformer.
G.E.C. American windings,
350-0-350v., 65 m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.
MAINS transformers.
Wearite.
Type R.C.1,
250-0-250v., 80 Ma., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/11

(b) Be able to pass an examination on the following

All above are centre -tapped windings. Type R.C.5,
100 -watt auto transformer, 100-110v., 200-250v.,
reversible. 12 6 each.
All transformers 200-250v.
tapped primaries.
CHASSIS mounting valve -holders. American 4 -5 -6-

or

equations;
simple trigonometrical ratios and identities ; vectors.
Properties of electric currents ; heating of conductors ; magnetic fields ; unit of current ; ohms law ;
resistance in series and parallel ; potentiometer.
Magnetic effect of current ; fields due to parallel
wires ; field due to a solenoid ; electro magnets.
Meters.

Induction ; effect of rotating a coil in a magnetic
field.

Mutual and self induction and inductance : effect

MORSE TRAINING

PUSH-PULL switches.
3 -point, ed. each.
ROLA P.M. speakers.

each. Type, ]t,C.2, 350-0-350v. 120 In s., 4v. 2.5 amps.,
4v. 4 amps., 12/11 each. Type R.C.3, 350-0-350v.

Simple algebra, including quadratic

FULL

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
LISSEN 2v. screen -grid valves, S.G.215 and S.(1.2V,
3 6 each.
LISSEN 2v. battery pentode, 4 -pin side terminal P.T.2A

cation.
Higher National Certificate In Electrical Engineering.
Certificate of City and Guilds of London institute in
Radio Service work.
syllabus

MORSE EQUIPMENT

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

All candidates insist have good general education, be and P.T.225, 3/11 each.
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use LISSEN Iv. mains screen grid A.C.IS.G., 4/11 each.
micrometers and other measuring instruments.
LISSEN 4v. mains output pentode A.C./P.1'., 4/11 each.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch LISSEN rectifier valve V650, 2/11 each.
must have had practical experience in an engineering ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 5 valve A.C.
Latest
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing :dullard valves 7'.H.4.B.,
T.]).]3.4., Pest.
is desirable.
L.W., 4/350v. Ranges : short wave 16-48 metres.
(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have A.4..
Medium wave 200-560 metres. Long wave 800-2,200
knowledge of physics and training in light engineering metres. Size of chassis, 141in. long, 7jin. deep, height
or instrument snaking. Candidates with knowledge of overall Skin. Controls, tuning at side. Volume on/off
optical instruments are also required.
at side, wave -change, provision for pick-up. Com(c) Applicants for the wiT Brands must have practical plete with valves and knobs, 54/17/6. Special
knowledge. of WIT and electrical equipment with Speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/8 each.
technical training in radio communication equal
ULTRA SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen
to City and Guilds final examination standard.
inductance, 100 microhenries. Boxed, list, 2/-. Our
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of price, 1/- each.
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects, ULTRA SHORT and short wave double wound low not exceeding three calendar months, and will be resistance choke. Lissen iii -Q. resistance less than
paid iI3 10s. Od. weekly during training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 5s. 04. weekly during training is .05 ohms. Boxed, list, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
payable to married men normally residing outside LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders. Lissen Hi -Q.
the training area. On successful completion of training, Baseboard and chassis, 5- and 7 -pin, 10d. and 1,'- each.
candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen Hi -Q. 250
of S.:246, if 25 years of age or over, with a corresponding
D.C. working. Moulded case with feet .1 mfd. and 1
reduction of £12 per annum for each year under 25.on mfd., 6d. each.
joining (payable monthly in arrear) if service is satisROTARY COIL UNIT. Lissen Hi -Q. Four -band from
factory, and must be prepared to serve in any part 4.8-91
metres. can be selected by a turn of the knob.
of the United Kingdom.
With circuit. Boxed. list, 15/6. Our price, 6/11 each.
NORMAL age limits 23 to 60.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
CANDIDATES should indicate. on their applications insulation.
Brass vanes. Lissen Iii -Q. Minimum
for which vacancy they wish to be considered -a, capacity 5 micro
-micro farads. Two types. Boxed.
b or c.
With knelss. 160 nunfd. List, 7/6. Our price, 3/- earls.
APPLICATIONS must be made on Form 786, copies of 20 insuld. list, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
which can be obtained on application, by postcard
only, to : The Inspector -in -Charge, A.I.D. Training CONE speaker milt. Lissen. Complete with reed and
chuck. Boxed, 'I,- each.
School (I.C.S./REC. 53), Brandon Steep, Bristol, 1.
NON-COMMISSIONED

REPAIRS

fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
:satisfaction. Prompt service..

June 1st, 1940

of inductance on growths and delay of current.
Capacity ; charging storage and discharge of condensers ; through resistance and inductance.
Alternating currents ; vector diagrams ; effect of
resistance variation ; effect of L and C in an A.C.
circuit ; phase difference of currents : resonance in a
series circuit ; parallel circuit of L and C ; Q factor.
Elementary knowledge of valves , simple theory
of amplifiers, oscillators and detectors ; general
principles of radio practice.

150 ni.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 5 amps.,

15/- each. Type B .C.4, 500-0-500v.150 ma., 4v. 2 amps.,
4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.

7 -pin, 4d. each.

Octals, 61. each. Loctals, 10d. each.
7 -pin English type, 3d. each.
1 WATT resistances, Polar N.S.F., 4d. each ; 3/9 dozen.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
VOLUME CONTROLS. American C.T.S., finest made,
divided spindles. Length 21". With switch 2,000,
5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and
1
meg., 2'6 each. Wire wound, 5 watt (less switch),
2,00o, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 oluus., 2/ emit.
24 MFD. can type electrolytics, 450v. working, 1/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMER,

type R.C.D. Drop through.

Capped, 250/350v. 100 ma., C/T. 4v. 6 amps., 4v. 2.5
amp. Wire -ends, 10,6 each.

SPEAKER transformers, pentode output, 3-4 ohm.

the Under Secretary of State, War Office (A.G.(i.e.).
Hobart House. Grosvenor Place, S.W.1, to be lodged
by 601 June, 194).

matching, 3'- each.
11.1. wire -end type, bias electrolytics, 50 mfd., 12v.,
1;'6 each. Ditto, 50 mfd., 50v., 2/- each.
TUBU LARS wire -end, non -inductive paper condensers.
All sizes ins to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 dozen.
B.I. 8 x 8 mfd., 550v. working. Cardboard electrolytics,
3j5 each. Ditto, 16 x 8 mid., 4/6 each. Ditto, 8 mfd.
tubular, 2 - each. Ditto, 4 mid. tubulars, 1/9 each.
Ditto 2 infd. tubulars, 300v. working, 1j3 each.

Armstrong Manufacturin g Co., Wasters Rd., Holloway,
London, N.5.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE

All orders must include sufficient postage to cover.
Hours of business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays; 9 a.m.1 p.m. Saturday,.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30' 2 colour heavy

WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER

WEBB'S Radio Globe -superb 12" full -colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount.

QUIRIES

NEW CHASSIS
ARMSTRONG

CO.

SUITABLE candidates will be interviewed at local

the

following

A W38.-8-val ve

All -wave

recommending

economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality
reproduction.

ARMSTRONG

Model

Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including 6 watts push-pull output. Price £8/8/0+

5' war increase.

centres, and, if successful. will be enlisted and appointed
acting Sergeant -Tradesman. For those who are on
the Schedule of Reserved Occupations special arrangements will be, made to enable them to be enlisted.
APPLICATION

forms, obtainable by postcard front

Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
interest, please write for catalogue.

Radio Map of the World enables you to
Art Paper. 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.
WEBB'S

3,000

Speakers, P.M. and energised 4in. to 14in. in-

cluding

several

Epoch

18111. -Sinclair

Speakers,

Pultency Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

1W4

Post Paid. 2711i.-Webb's Radio. 14, Soho Street,

London, W.1.

'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS

IN

LETTERS.

ACCOMPANIED
UNLESS
POSTAGE (2

BY

BLOCK
EN-

FULL

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1.
TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

PREMIER RADIO

READERS' BARGAINS

BANKRUPT Bargains. Brand new 1939/40 models,
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

wave table receiver. Must be good and reasonable
price.-Roberts, Rural Structures, Amersham.

30% to 40% below listed prices; also Midgets,
portables, car radio. Send 24.1. stamp for lists.Radio Bargains, Dept. PM., 261-3, Lichfield Road,
Aston, Birmingham.

TRANSFORMERS for L.T. Rectifiers for charging
and safety, 12v. lighting, from 12/6.-Thompsons,

170, Greenwich High Road, S.E.10.

DENCO.-Ultra low loss S.W. components, receivers,
polystyrene insulation. Send 2d. for Catalogue.
Warwick Road, Clacton, Essex.

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are
still available ; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 1638, Strand, W.C.2.
COULPHONE Radio, Ormskirk,

Collard A.C. Motors.

12in. turntable, 27/6. Radiogram Units, 45/-. High
quality crystal pickups, 25/, Rola G.12 speakers,
energised, 52/6. G12 I'M., 65/, Guaranteed American
valves, 4/6 ea. Octal, 5/6. ld. stamp for lists.
LIMITED number of Meissner 3 -valve short-wave

RADIOGRAM, good tone and working order, also all -

In response to many requests, we have now pro-

duced an A.C. version of the popular Premier
Short Wave SG3 Kit. Complete Kit of Parts
with drilled chassis, all components, Plug-in
Coils covering 13-170 metres, 4 valves and full

Sky -champion, as new, used lh.

per week only. Owner joins Services, £14.-6, Elizabeth
Avenue. Christchurch, Hants.

instructions and circuits 54/10/-. Completely
wired and tested, 55/10/-. Send fur full details.

SPARE

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY -OPERATED

St, Edmunds.

components, good condition, cheap. List :
Denny. Sunnyhill Cottage, Hardwicke Road, Bury

KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams, and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/-. 3 -Band S.W. 2 -

WANTED, Radio testing meter,, tate price and make
to J. G. Hamer, 100, Gertrude Road, West Bridgford,
Nottingham.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

Valve

Kit, 22/6.

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
Coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1
Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/1
Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23/1
Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

..

Kit

..

kits in stock, price 21/- post free, complete except for
valve, which can he supplied if required. Send cash
with order at once to avoid disappointment. Large
stocks of all valves, all types of electrolytic condensers
Edgeworth Crescent, Hendon, N.W.4.

P.U. with arm, 19/6. Standard S.8. Model with

3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

RADIO Society of Great Britain. Reduced subscriptions during war. Details and "T and It, Bulletin"
1/-.-16, Asltridge Gardens, London, N.13.

TUITION

26/3

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit..

at least 30 per cent. below list.-Gilpin Electric, 32,

HALLICRAFTER

29/-

SPECIAL OFFER.
ROTHERMEL PIEZO
CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. New Junior

BRUSH

Postal Courses, radio television, test
equipment design, trade -test coaching for R.A.F.
posts, 1.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams. ; booklet free.Secretary, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, W.4.
PRACTICAL

(15-20 years) urgently needed to train
as Radio Officers for the Merchant Navy; military
exemption obtainable ; short training period ; low
fees ; boarders accepted. Write or call for full particulars, Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton,

arm, 29/8. P.C. head only, De Luxe Model, 19/6.
Special Offer of Record Auto -Changer Units for

YOUNG MEN

unspillable

ables, etc. 2/- each. Also 6v. 38 amp. accumulators,
slightly used, suitable for A.R.P. emergency lighting,
etc., 10/- carriage forward. Special terms for trade.
7 -strand best rubber covered copper aerial wire, 50 feet,

stop, Start and Rejector. Limited number only
at 54/19/6, Carriage Paid.

or Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.

OLDNAMS.-Ex-Police,

slightly

used,

`,v. 7 amp. Accumulators, suitable for Lamps, Port-

suitable for all purposes especially S.W. reception.
2/- post free. See also last week's issue.-London
Central Radio, 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2.

Gerrard 2969.

SOUTHERN Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic

Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 0" x 7' x 7,
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, Me. Value

85/-, 21/. the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
gl and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/0; Crystal Sets,
5/0 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/0 ; Crystal Detectors.
2/- ; Crystals, 0d. Marconi V24 Valves, 9d. " P.O."
Microphones on St!and, for use with any receiver, 5/-;
Telsen W340 Iron -core Midget D.R. Coils, 5/6; Morse
Tapping Keys, 31-; Buzzers, 1/6.
2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock ; Wood .9' x 7' x 7', 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6053.
.M.I.M.111..141,4.11.4.1.111=r41.11ri NN2

rl

A.C. Mains by famous manufacturer. Play 8
records. Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.

All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
120 MA. 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps., C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
75 MA., 5 v.2 amps., 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6/6
each. Input 100-250 v., 300-300 v. 60 ni.a. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/11. Output 325-325 v. 180
m a., 5 v. 2-3 amps.. 6-3 v. 2-4 amps., 12/6.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectifteation complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9 ;

6 volts at

amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6;

12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6 ; 6 volts at 2 amps, 37/6.
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
4 v., A.C. Types,

1
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"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES"
This

Handbook

unique

shows the easy way to

A.M,I.C.E.,
A .M . I Mech.E.,

A.C./S.G.
A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C.IV.H.P. (5 -pin) all 5/3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6.
A.C./PensI.H., 7/6 ; A.C.,P.X.4. 7;3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 , Double Diode Triodes, 7, q ; 350 v. F.W.
Rect., 5/6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 611 ; 13 v..2 amps.

Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5:6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 each. Full and Half -Wave Rectifiers,

6/6 each.

TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types

in stock. Standard tubes 5/6 each. Octal Base
tithes, 6/6 each.
PREMIER 1940 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
K ITS. Each Kit is complete with ready -drilled
chassis, selected components, matched valves,
full diagrams and instructions.
Completely

Kits of Parts Wired and
with Valves ',Tested.

4 -watt A.C./D.C.
.,
0 -wait A.C.
,,
8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C.
15 -watt A.C.
Short -Wade
PREMIER

£2
£2
£6
£5

6
6

2
5

0

6

£3 4
£3 4
£7 0

0

£6

6

6
6

2

0
0

£8 2 6
£6 14 0
Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trektul insulation. 15 mmf.,
1 19 ; 25 mmf., 1/10; 40 mmf., 2/-; 100 mmf.,
2/3 ; 160 mmf., 2/7 ; 250 rnmf., 2/11.

Coil Formers, 4- and 6 -pin, plain or threaded,
/2 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100 : 1

tatios, 4/3.

LISSEN Dual Range Screened Cells, medium and
ong waves, 2/9 each.
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Speaker Diaphragms
AT one time many constructors made
up their own loudspeakers, using

and as conductor with other ensembles. Palace Theatre, Manchester, in the Home
He is a brother of Pat Rignold, a member of Service and Forces programmes on June 8th.
the Cavendish Three, who has recently A studio variety feature which is to be
branched out for herself in a new comedy revived on June 6th in the Forces pro-

gramme is " Listeners' Letter Box,"
the ordinary magnet or moving -iron line.
starring Mae Bamber.
arrangement, and considerable interest
accrued from the many ingenious diaphragm " Band Wagon" from the North
designs which were evolved. With the advent
Scarborough on the Air
VARIETY programmes from the North
of the moving -coil speaker this phase of the
in the near future are topped by a SCARBOROUGH comes into the prohobby faded out, as the cone requires
grammes on two occasions in the near
mounting with considerable accuracy. How- broadcast of " Band Wagon " from the
future. On June 7th Kneale
ever, there are still many exKelley and the Spa Orchestra
perimenters who are interested
different types of cone material.

are broadcasting from Scarborough in the Forces pro-

those who wish to carry out
experiments in this direction

Party will be beard from the

in the results obtainable with

gramme. On the following day
in the Home Service and Forces
programmes, Richard Jerome's
" Rolling Stones " Concert

The method of marking out a
cone is not, apparently, well
known and for the benefit of

Floral Hall, Scarborough.

we give some valuable data in
this issue. It should be em-

phasised, however, that with
moving -coil units great care
must be taken in centring the
speech coil and further scope
for experiment is afforded in
the design and fitting of the

Fishermen All
WITH the title " To Catch

a Fish," David Scott

Daniell and Godfrey Baseley
have arranged a programme
about angling, to be broadcast
for Home Service listeners on
June 14th. Izaak Walton, who
was born in Staffordshire, is a

spider or retaining device. The
information' will also be of

value to those who have a

damaged speaker and wish to
carry out the repair for themselves, although it may be
mentioned that special replace.
ment cones, with speech coils

attached, are obtainable from
firms which specialise in this
branch of the work.

Oi ! Ben Calling !

source for the literary back-

They're the de Vere Sisters. Their theme, Kreisler's Caprice Viennois,"
is the signal for a quiet half-hour of songs and poetry on " Moon River,"
one of the oldest and most consistently popular broadcasts on WLW.
Left to right are Marjorie, Ruth and Billie, whose vocal arrangements
are heard nightly at 12.30 a.m. E.S.T.

" No.
serial, it

17," was broadcast as
familiarised thousands of

listeners with the Cockney character, Ben,
as played by Leon M. Lion. The same
actor will be heard as Ben in a new series
for the Forces, starting on June 7th.
Each broadcast will be concerned with a
separate adventure of Ben, who seems to

have a remarkable aptitude for finding
himself up to the neck in all manner of
different kinds of trouble.

Hugo Rignold and
Orchestra

HUGO RIGNOLD and his Orchestra
will be the " Band of the Week "

beginning June 9th. This will be Rignold's

first visit to Bristol with his band. He is
at present responsible for the musical
direction of " Present Arms," the new
Arnold -Foster revue at the Prince of Wales

Theatre in London. He has been heard
several times in the Forces programme,

the sport, and the coarse fisher-

man who lines canal banks in
his hundreds. The programme

Season.

Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
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All correspondence intended for the
enclosed.

His

fly fisherman as aristocrat of

comes appropriately on the
eve of th e opening of the Coarse Fishing

WHEN Jefferson Farjeon's thriller,

a

ground, and in this framework
it is hOped to have two types
of fishermen represented, the

t,

Editor shouldbe addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL ;

WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd.,Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our
readers to touch with the latest developments, we give
no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and a

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is I
t specifically reserved throughout the countries signa
? tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or invitations of any of these -are
; therefore expressly ,forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRE t LESS incorporates ' Amateur Wireless."
4

"I Want To Be An Actor"

THE popular feature, " I Want to be

an Actor," will be revived by Vernon
Harris on June 14th, and it is hoped that it
may develop into another series. In the
past, this programme has been run separ-

ately, but often as part of another show.
For instance,

it appeared

in

" Band

Wagon " at the beginning of the war,

On June 14th, however, it wfll come from

a Camp Concert, and all the potential
actors and actresses will be Army,
Navy, Air Force, A.T.S., W.R.N.S. or
W.A.A.F.S.

Heroes Who Feed the Nation
STORIES about the heroes who go to
fish in the war -racked North Sea in all

weathers and all dangers, will be told in a
talk on June 6th by a Scot, burly, cheerful,
rubicund Bailie Adam Brown, of Fraser.
burgh, who knows the fishermen well.
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Allipurpose Testers
Details

of Some New Test

Instruments

Testing of All Components.

Designed for the
By W. J. DELANEY

MANY experimenters, especially the for resistances to be compared. The scale Other Testers
" old hands," have made up their attached to the variable resistance has, of
No doubt many other applications of

own test apparatus. In many cases course, to be first calibrated for various
this will consist of a multi -purpose meter readings on each range of the selector stud,

reading volts, ohms and amps,

with,

perhaps, the addition of a valve tester.
Beyond this, very little is done, with the

result that insulation tests, condenser tests
and similar all-important work cannot be
carried out. It might be argued that a

" short " test is good enough for testing
condensers, but it does not always give a
sufficiently accurate indication of leakage
test for electrolytic condensers, neither
does it give actual readings of the value
of the condenser. It would appear, therefore, that there is room for a tester which

combinations will occur to the experimenter,

although the pair of terminals marked E although it must be pointed out that we
permit external standards to be added, so are unable to give explicit constructional
that ranges outside those obtained with the data or other information relative to this
built-in components may be obtained.
particular circuit which is only included
It will be noticed that there are several as an example of the type of apparatus
output terminals on this particular instru- which may be made up by the keen
ment, and by suitable combinations some amateur. There are, of course, dozens of
interesting tests may be carried out. other types of apparatus which may be
For instance, terminals 0 and 1 will give a similarly constructed, using either ordinary
high value D.C. which may be used for meters, or the cathode-ray indicator for
various tests, such as the application to 'a
condenser, with meter in series for 'break- actual indicating purposes. The use of
down tests. Terminals 0 and 2 give an the standard 1 or 0.1 milliammeter in an

may justly be called an " all-purpose " A.C. voltmeter which may be used for any all-purpose tester, reading various voltage
purpose to which such an instrument is and current ranges, and with the addition

instrument, and there are many different
lines upon which such an instrument may
be built up. Perhaps it would be most
useful if some actual constructional data
of such a tester were given, as this would
enable the various details to be followed.

applied-output meter, hum level indicator,
sensitive.

constructed from separate items. The
By connecting the test leads to terminals valve tester is another example, whilst a

The Circuit

10

The sketch shows a theoretical circuit

of a tester which, in addition to measuring
ordinary resistances, also tests condensers,
giving their actual capacity, the leakage at

low and high voltage, and their power
factor, and by taking tappings from a

of a battery also reading resistance ranges,

In this case the magic eye is, of is very well known and is, perhaps, the best
course, the indicator, and is extremely example of a combined type of instrument
etc.

if

External

a oi

tiFO.

Std.

/OM

500M/

C

C

5M12

O

B
Test

A

ZMeg.

-o

soonrn g

secondary of a further mains transformer
may also include a valve tester on the lines

0-03
MFD.

'Meg.

3

1MFD2

500,011

of that recently described in these pages.

It will be seen that the input circuit

consists of three mains transformers-one
for the valve tester (which in this case is
optional), one for the mains section used
for the high voltage test purposes, and one
for

'Filt'Filter Choke
er

a

the low voltage. These could, of

0

+0
20012

course, all be included on the one transformer, although this would mean that a

bi0,:10T

special component would have to be wound.
With the separate arrangement the

50,tfa

Theoretical circuit of a typical all-purpose tester.

individual transformers may be found on

Valve

hand or more readily obtainable. The
indicating device is a standard " magic

c)

Tester

0 and

3 the

instrument b e -

comes a D,C.
eye " or electron -ray tuning indicator of
valve voltmeter,
standard tyPe. When set up for testing,
for instance, the leakage of ordinary fixed sensitive from zero up to about 10 volts. In
condensers (not electrolytics) the plug-in addition to these standard forms of test the
test leads are inserted in the sockets C apparatus may also be included in part of
and the zero adjuster manipulated so that a circuit for testing the function of circuits.
the shadow in the tuning indicator is as As an example, it may be connected in the
small as possible. If, now, the two test A.V.C. line of a receiver to check the

leads are brought together (short-circuiting
the terminals C) the shadow will fly open.
If, therefore, a short-circuited condenser is
connected across the test leads, the shadow
will open, but if the condenser has perfect

efficiency of the A.V.C.

indication of the condition of a condenser,

tube,

set analyser or similar device is also capable

of inclusion in the list. Probably the

volt -amp -ohm tester is the most popular
on account of the fact that it is useful to
every listener, whereas the other types of

instrument mentioned are more specialised,
and thus only required by the service -man

or the very advanced experimenter. We
shall shortly describe a self-contained

instrument of this type for those who are
looking for a small all-purpose tester.

AMERICAN RADIO TERMS

insulation (equivalent to leaving the test
leads apart) the shadow on the indicator
MOST people probably know that a A circuit is usually called a hook-up in
will remain at the setting obtained with
valve is called a tube in America, America, and the act of wiring -up a comthe zero adjuster. Thus we have a good an abbreviation of thermionic vacuum ponent described by the same term.

a term often

used

in

English Unfamiliar names for various components

from perfect insulation to short-circuit, scientific textbooks. Two other American are : binding -post for terminal, tube -socket
and as there is a leakage dependent upon terms which are very reasonable and for valve -holder, with cushioned or floating
the capacity of a condenser the width of actually to be preferred to the British socket for anti-microphonic valve -holder,
shadow wil I give an indication of the internal equivalents because they are more explicit, loop for frame aerial, and headset for
resistance or leakage of the condenser and are radio frequency (R.F.) and audio headphones. Screening is usually called
thereby some idea as to its value.
frequency (A.F.) for H.F. and L.F. (as shielding, and when screen -grid valves were
applied to transformers, etc.). Reaction first introduced they were called shield Testing Resistors
in America ,is always called regeneration, grid tubes, although this has now given
The small transformer is wired to a and is obtained by means of a " tickler place to screen -grid tube. Theoretical
bridge circuit, and this has a number of coil " ; in this connection it is interesting terms are generally the same as in this
component standards which permit actual to notice that many scientific workers in country, although one sometimes comes
capacity readings to be obtained, and also England refer to reaction as retroaction. across capacitance " for " capacity."
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For the Beginner

SPEAKER MATCHING POINTERS
The Importance of Correct " Load" and Other Factors

however (A in Fig. 1), the increase of output
constantly in radio articles are " the with increasing load is not so great, 'while
optimum load of an output valve " after reaching the point B, further increase
and " speaker matching." These have a in load impedance makes little or no

output consistent with reasonably small
percentage distortion. In the curve reproduced in Fig. 2 the optimum load would

" optimum " of ideal value, which depends This will be made clearer by a reference to
upon the type and characteristics of the Fig. 2, which shows the same graph as in
Fig. 1, and in addition a further graph in
valve used.
The implication of the phrase " speaker the form of a dotted line. This line indicates

upon the optimum load.

TWO phrases which are cropping up

probably be taken as A. for with this value

appreciable improvement in the power practically the maximum possible output
is obtained, and the distortion is within
have their attention drawn too frequently output.
the limit of 5 per cent.
to them if " quality " is to be the real aim
It may be remarked that the distortion
of the set user.
Distortion
curve plotted in Fig. 2 is the second harThe first phrase means that in order to
It would appear, therefore, as if any monic distortion curve. In the case of a
obtain the maximum output from your set
output valve the third harmonic
the impedance of the apparatus (loud- value of load impedance between, say, pentode
speaker and so forth), connected in the C and D in Fig. 1, would give much the distortion is likely to be snore serious
harmonic, and must be
anode circuit of the output valve must at same output, and thus the optimum load than the second
any rate be approximately equal to an value is not critical, but this is a mistake. taken into consideration when deciding
very special significance, and readers cannot

is that if the impedance of your speaker differs
snatching

greatly from the optimum load

of a suitable output transformer

or tapped choke, or distortion
will arise. It is in this connec-

order to determine accurately
the correct ratio for the output
transformer, it is necessary to
know the optimum load for the
valve and the impedance of the

and then to
perform a mathematical calculation which, although fairly
simple in itself, is apt to puzzle
loudspeaker,

We must now consider why an output
transformer can adjust matters if the
impedance of the loudspeaker does not

happen to be more or less equal to the
optimum load. First of all, what is the
impedance of the speaker ? It is not
necessarily the resistance of the speech

of your output valve, matters
must be adjusted by the use

tion that the amateur frequently
encounters difficulty, for in

Adjusting Matters

winding. The opposition the winding offers
to alternating current is different from that

which it offers to direct current, and,

-4

moreover, is different for every frequency.
It is usual to use for the purposes of calculation, the impedance at a definite frequency

Fig. I.-A curve showing the relation
between output and load.
ti

8
0

iron speaker to be the same as its resistance,

ANODE LOAD

those whose maths have become

-usually at 1,000 cycles. This figure is
quoted by most speaker makers in their
catalogues and leaflets. In some cases,
however, the resistance only is quoted.
In that case, you will not be far wrong if
you consider the impedance of a moving

the percentage distortion of output for and of a moving -coil speaker to be about
different outputs. For a definite set of one -and -a -quarter times its resistance.
If the speaker impedance is greatly difconditions, that is, grid bias, anode voltage
Optimum Load
load, and output of a valve depends ferent from the optimum load for the valve
In order to assist readers over this and
with which it has to work, a transformer
problem we propose to discuss briefly why upon the strength of the signal voltage of suitable ratio must be used to balance
each valve has its " optimum " load value, applied to its grid. As the characteristic matters. The primary winding of the transof the valve is not quite straight,
how a transformer can " match up " a curve
former is connected in the anode circuit
speaker to a valve, how the essential there will be a certain amount of distortion, of the valve, and the speaker is connected
calculation should be made, and, finally, to and the distortion will be greatest at full in the secondary circuit of the transformer.
submit various methods whereby this calcu- output, because in order to get this full If the turns ratio of the transformer is
lation may be simplified to a considerable output the grid swing will cover more of correctly chosen, the primary winding will
the curved portion of the characteristic.
degree.
you will see that the distortion curve form a suitable load for the valve, while
To begin with, then, why is there an Thus
indicates
greater distortion at big output the speaker winding will form a suitable
" optimum " or best value for the load in
load for the transformer. The correct value
than
at
low
output.
the anode circuit of an output valve ?
of the ratio of the output transformer is
It
has
been
found
by
experience
that
as
You will, of course, agree that the power
calculated from a formula. We willnot worry
much
as
5
per
cent.
distortion
can
be
output of a valve is represented by multiplyyou with a long explanation of how- the
ing together the effective variations in the permitted without seriously impairing the formula is deduced, but will give it to you
anode current of the power valve and the quality of reproduction, so Dm published right away :
value of the effective A.C. voltage drop optimum load is selected as that value
(Continued on next page)
across the load. In the case of a simple of load impedance which gives the biggest
set the load is the speech winding of the
speaker. It should also be clear to you that
if the impedance of the speaker (that is;

a bit rusty.

the opposition it offers to varying currents),
is very small compared with the impedance

of the valve itself, the voltage drop across
the speaker will also be small, and naturally
the power expended in the speaker will be
small.

0

ti
Fig.

2.-This curve

shows

The relation between the output and the the relation between output
load impedance for a given valve can be and load with the addition
calculated, and can also be determined
of distortion curves.
experimentally. If corresponding values of

5.

0

10%

load and output be plotted in squared

paper, the resultant curve will be of the
form shown in Fig. 1. Here, you will
observe, at low load values the output is
small, as we would expect, but the output
increases fairly rapidly as the load is
increased. Beyond a certain load value,

5°4

ANODE LOAD

'
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will be an awkward number like 1.82, or
something similar. There is no need to try

(Continued from previous page)

these graphs all you have to do is to divide

the optimum load by the speaker im-

to purchase a transformer with an odd

Transformer ratio =
/Optimum load of valve in ohms.
V Impedance of speaker in ohms.

pedance. Then find a point on the upright
scale of Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 corresponding to
the result of your division. Follow this
point horizontally across the paper until

sort of ratio like that, for the actual value

is not quite so critical, and the nearest
standard ratio to the figure you obtain

For those who 'are not mathematicians,
we must explain that this means that to
ascertain the correct ratio you divide the
optimum load of the valve by the speaker

you meet the curve, and then follow

from your calculation will, in many cases,
be found satisfactory.

the point downward until you meet the
horizontal scale at the bottom, on which
you can read off the correct transformer
ratio. Two curves are provided, one for

impedance, and find the square root of the Helpful Data
result. The answer to this little sum is the
For the convenience of non -mathematical

accurate value of the transformer ratio.
Of course, in many instances the result

use when the result of the division is com-

readers, the graphs reproduced in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 have been prepared. To use

paratively small, say under 150. and the
other for higher values up to 4;000.
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Fig. 3.-A matching chart for low -resistance speakers.
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Fig. 4.-A similar chart to Fig. 3, but for high -resistance speakers.

Balanced Feedback for

harmonics is shown in Fig. 2.

Multi -stage Push-pull Amplifiers
Curing a Form of Instability
WHEN- negative feedback is applied a push-pull output stage is

Here an

additional feedback path is taken from the
anode of V2, and whereas that from VI is

applied to the cathode of the valve V,

the additional feedback is applied to the

grid of this valve. The connections may, of
course, be reversed, but in either case, the
effect is to cancel out all even -order har-

that even monic potential differences between the
grid and cathode of the input valve V.

to multi -stage amplifiers, it is harmonics generated by the output valves
often found that phase changes are cancelled in the common output circuit.
in the amplifiers and in the feedback In the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, these
path may exceed 180 deg., with the result even harmonic components which, of course,
that negative feedback may be converted exist in the separate anode circuits of each
into positive feedback and consequently valve, are fed back, and although these commay cause oscillation at some frequencies. ponents may thereby be reduced in the
In the case of amplifiers having output anode circuit of the valve VI, they will
transformers, this difficulty can sometimes be increased in the anode circuit of V2 and
be overcome by taking the feedback voltage furthermore, the usual cancellation effect
from the primary winding of the output in the common output circuit will no longer
transformer instead of from the secondary take place.
winding. An example of such an amplifier
is shown in Fig. 1.
Modified Feedback Circuit
This form of feedback connection, howA modified feedback circuit which does
ever, gives rise to a disadvantage in the case
of an amplifier having a push-pull output not interfere with the desirable cancellation
stage, as in Fig. I. One ofthe advantages of effect of the push-pull output stage for even

Fig. 1.-Standard push-pull amplifier with feedback taken
from the primary of the output transformer.

a

The output valves VI and V2, therefore,
normally carrying out their suppression

effect and no even -order harmonics appear-

ing in the input circuit, none appear in the
load circuit of the amplifier. The proper
balancing out of even -order harmonics
in the input circuit is easily effected by the
correct choice of the feedback -path parameters. The arrangement does not, however, balance out odd -number harmonics
in the input circuit and there is, therefore,

cancellation of these harmonics in the

output circuit in the normal manner with
feedback.

Fig. 2.-Additional feedback is provided in this circuit-balancing
out even harmonics.
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are most appreciated by the fighting
services. A small number of educational
textbooks, including foreign language

An Appeal
ONE of my readers, whose address I
may not give, belongs to a battalion
which is isolated in a remote part of the

teaching manuals, will be of value. Newspapers, whether published daily or weekly,
cannot be accepted.
Books and magazines intended for the
free collection must be clean and in good
condition and should not have any address,
wrapping or packing. They must not be
posted in letter boxes, but handed in over

country, and is -without radio. He wants to
know if any reader has built the Gas -mask
Box Receiver described in our issue dated
May 11th, and who is prepared .to left him

have it so that they can listen in to the
news. Any reader anxious to help may
obtain the address of the applicant by
addtessing a postcard to me, marked J. W.

By Thermion

Our 400th Issue
GRATEFUL acknowledgments of all is best equipped to do. Readers of this
those letters I have received con- journal, I have no doubt, are mostly
gratulating us upon our 400th issue which skilled at some particular job, apart from
appeared a few weeks ago. Let us hope that radio. Those, however, who have conthe war is over by the time we reach our centrated on radio will find opportunities
half -century mark, which I am certain will will exist for them to help the National
be celebrated, like the victory we hope to War Effort. At the time of writing it is not
achieve, in some signal way.
possible to forecast exactly how the Government will apply the Act, which applies to
everyone, rich and poor alike, skilled and
The News
THE vital difference between this war unskilled.

and the last lies in the fact that we
now have wireless telephony, and it is

possible to listen in to the news broadcast by

each country. Thus, whereas in the last
war, we had to wait for a considerable time

before the news reached us from the fighting

front for broadcast through the Press, it

can now be transmitted within a few
minutes of its happening.

Obviously each country interprets the
of war in a different way.

happenings

Whilst there may be the tendency for each

country to place the best interpretation

upon the news, I think every British listener

will agree that this country presents the

the counter at one of the many Post

Offices nominated for the purpose. No
acknowledgment can be sent to donors,
but they may rest assured that their
gifts will be warmly appreciated by the
men.

Any book or magazine addressed to an

individual or to a particular unit or hospital,
or ship, must be sent by post and fully pre-

paid in the ordinary way.

Sabotage by Noise

NOW that practically every industry
in the country is working at top
speed, and employees are operating day
and night shifts, under the strain of
The- " Radio Engineer's Pocket securing maximum output, it is about
time that drastic steps were taken to safeBook "
their rest. One has only to visit
IN response to an insistent demand we guard
suburb to hear the blatant blare of
are issuing in pocket -book ,form the any
loudspeakers which, due to the
series of sheets which were recently con- numerous
and lack of consideration
cluded in this journal under the title of thoughtlessness
those people who appear to lack the
"Radio Engineer's Pocket Book." We had of
sense of feeling, are shattering
intended readers to cut these out and slightest
peace of the whole neighbourhood,
themselves make up a little pocket book. the
does not seem to dawn on such people
So many readers, however, have missed It
some of their neighbours might be
their copies, and have been unable to that
to sleep, so that they can
obtain bffek issues in these days of paper attempting
their work, at night or early
shortage, that we are producing the sheets resume
in a fit condition. Bearing in
in book form. The book has the addition morning,
that every ounce of effort is now of
of a list of contents, and a fully cross- mind
vital importance to the nation's welfare,

news fairly and without exaggeration. It
does not pretend to belittle the gravity referenced index. It is bound in stiff boards, the owners of the sets which are responsible
of the situation. The wireless, however, with round corners, and will be sold at 3s. 6d.,
such discordant noises are doing
exerts a remarkable influence in helping or 3s. 9d. by post. It will be ready shortly. for
much to reduce the efforts of those on
to keep up the morale of the nation, and we
whom
so much depends.
can feel but pity for the Germans-and Books and Magazines for the
It is hoped that all readers of PRACTICAL
others !-who are kept in ignorance of the
Forces
WIRELESS will appreciate that during the
facts when such, facts go against them. The
truth must prevail in the long run. If THE Postmaster -General announces that summer months, when one naturally has

until further notice, books and windows wide open, a room appears to act
German methods are to prevail by force,
life will, indeed, lose its interest for those magazines may now be handed in at most as a soundbox, and causes the output from
who hold the sanctity of veracity dear. Post Offices in England, Wales and Scot- a loudspeaker or gramophone to radiate
land for the use of sailors, soldiers and and carry over a very wide area, and that
Honesty must be the best policy.
airmen. But at the small Post Offices they will take every precaution to see that
where all collections are made by postmen the volume of their loudspeaker is only
" The Radio Training Manual "
on foot or on cycle, a notice will be exhibited sufficient for the occupants of the room,
great has been the demand for our informing the public of the nearest office and not for the whole neighbourhood.
S° presentation book, " The Radio which will accept them. The scheme will
Training Manual," that we have had to not apply to Northern Ireland, the Channel
reprint it. Thousands of copies have been Islands, and the Isle of Man.
The PRACTICAL WIRELESS
despatched, and hundreds of letters of
The Post Office will convey the books
congratulation have been received here. without
charge
to
a
central
depot
which
is
Another successful PRACTICAL WIRELESS under the direction of the Admiralty, the
effort.
War Office and the Air Ministry, whence

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Property and Persons

distribution of the books to the various
units of the Navy, Army and Air Force at

THE recent legislation mobilising the home and overseas will be effected.
entire resources of the nation gives
Donors will use their judgment as to the

the Government complete control over all
property and every individual. Any person
may thus be ordered by the Government
to do a- particular job. It is _essential, of
course,
ourse, that the person be given the jnb be

kinds of books and magazines that will be
acceptable, but the experience gained in
the last war in connection with a similar

scheme conclusively proves that novels
and weekly or monthly illustrated magazines

By F. J. CAMM
(Editor of '`Practical
Wireless")

716

Net

Wireless Construction, Terms.
and Definitions explained and illustrated in concise, clear language
From all Booksellers or by pest 8/- from Gear°,
Neumes Ltd., Tower House, Sontharnatan Street.
Strand, London, W.C.2.
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ELECTRONIC BREVITIES
A Few Notes on Cathode-ray Tube Developments
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.
High-pressure Testing
THE degree of accuracy associated
with the working of a cathode-ray
tube, no matter what its particular
application may be, is dependent upon a
number of inter -related factors. First
of all, the electrode system, whether of the
simple form suitable for electro-magnetic
focusing and deflection, or the more

If the last-named there is every support Electrode Shaping
for the argument, since the larger picture,
The shaping of mirror surfaces to certain
without any increase in line dissection,
results in a coarser grain, and in conse- geometrical patterns for the purpose of
quence viewing must be undertaken at a producing light beams of a definite character
greater distance away. The pm -war ten- is well known, and this same principle
dency in this country and developments has been applied with success to the
abroad all tended towards the use of large electron microscope. It is now learned
television pictures, this being a relative that electron multipliers have been designed
term in so far as home sets were concerned, with shaped cathodes. In many types of
but a matter of 20ft. or more for big -screen this device it is found that there is a bad

complicated assembly which has to rely
on electrostatic deflection and focusing,
working.
Unfortunately, the noise level at the cathode surface, and this
has to be jig assembled. Proper align- theatre
of television will always be saddled coupled with leakage effects due to stray
ment of the electrodes to prevent the science
electron stream from fouling any of the with the drawback of receiver obsolescence, fields, etc., produces a non -uniform performance characterplates during its travel from the point of
istic. In an endeavour
generation at the cathode surface to its
to overcome some of
final point of impact on the fluorescent
powder coating on the interior of the front
glass face has to be guarded against. In
many cases this entails a special shaping of
the individual electrodes, and in this same
connection must be remembered the formation of the electrostatic field which is

these

troubles,

the

photo -sensitive

cathode which is acti-

vated initially by the

from the orificed anode before they depart

incident light variations being converted
to electrical signals

risk of a flash -over from the high -voltage

shape. The plane of
the first multiplying
grid stage is then

charged _with accelerating the electrons

on their short and rapid journey. The
connections at the cap itself must be so
positioned that there is not the slightest

is made of a concave

pin to one of the lower voltage, and the
material used must be immune from
leakage. Apart from all these items,
however, comes the important one of the
The technician's
glass envelope itself.
work will be wasted if the glass container
shows the slightest defect. The shape of

positioned inside the

on the ability of the tube to stand up to

cathode by light acti-

vacuum variety, for with the larger sized
tubes the external atmospheric pressure
becomes enormous. If during the process
of manufacture the annealing has not been
correct, a fracture will appear in the glass
wall and the vacuum be destroyed. It is
for this reason that the final pressure test

focus or direct them-

tube walls so that it
coincides

with

the

centre of the circle of
which the cathode sur-

face arc forms a part.
The primary electrons

this envelope has a very important bearing

released

normal service usage when it is of the high -

vation then tend to

the

selves in

a stream
the centre
section of this first
multiplying grid stage.
This avoids the
necessity for special
focusing arrangements
in the initial stage,

towards

of the completed tube becomes so im-

portant. A reference to the accompanying
illustration shows how this is undertaken.
A metal cylinder with appropriate pressure

and by arranging a

guard electrode the
free space between the
guard and first grid

gauges has a perfect fitting top cover

which is normally held down by a series
of U-shaped hand screws. Once the tube
has been placed inside the tank, and the
cover screwed down so that it is airtight,
a pump applies an external pressure up
to three atmospheres for a period which
averages half an hour. This will ensure a
very stringent factor of safety, and if the
envelope successfully survives this operation it is reasonable to suppose that it will

from

is

shielded. The sub-

sequent path of the
An important part of cathode-ray tube manufacture is the final pressure

testing, and the illustration shows a tube about to undergo this process.

electrons as the
secondaries

are

re-

leased by impact at
each stage follow s

as definition or other changes are made normal practice, so that the final current

while the present methods of transmission collected represents a multiplication factor
and reception are employed. That is to of anything up to 100,000.
unless a complete control of reception
function satisfactorily in any of its multitu- say,
can be exercised from the transmitting
dinous applications.
end, changes of picture standard will need
alterations to a receiving set. It is for this

Looking Ahead
ALTHOUGH

it would seem

reason perhaps above all others that so

attention has been given to the
of no much
American Du Mont system where this

immediate concern in view of this
country's other activities, there appears
to be an undercurrent of comment in
relation to the degree of definition for

admirable feature exists. If any post-war I
matters are being dealt with by the
authorities at the present time it would seem

opportune to adopt a bold policy, and

television pictures. The bulk of this investigate all that would be involved in a
discussion is taking place in America, material increase in picture definition.
although it is known that certain European Surely some scheme could be devised where
countries are giving the matter serious existing set -owners would not be penalised
consideration. It is as yet difficult to and future set -owners would have removed

say whether this is materialising because at one stroke all thoughts of changes in
of the public reaction to existing standards, definition because of the choice of a really
or is due to the desire for larger pictures. high standard.

WORKSHOP
CALCULATIONS I

TABLES AND
FORMULLE
By F. J. CAM M

316

or by post 3/10 trom

GEORGE NEWNES,

LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2.
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Making Speaker
Diaphragms

DIAMETER OF
SPEECH COIL
FORMER

SPEECH COIL
FORMER

CONE

Valuable Hints and Data for Constructing
Paper Cones
IT is quite obvious that with either a speaking, the material should be

stiff,

moving -coil type of loudspeaker or light, and free from unevenness in thickness.
with a simple cone unit with moving A light, thin material will, as a rule, give
iron or balanced armature movement, the a reedy tone, whilst a heavy, thick material
actual part which is responsible for the will give a deep tone, although this may be
sound is the cone itself. This has to move modified by the actual substance from
with a piston -like movement, and its which the cone is made.

Fig. 4.-Cut off the apex of the cone for a
speech -coil mounting.

and it will be noted that a strip of the
material has to be left inside the angle
for joining purposes. We will not give the
various formulae for ascertaining the radius

of the circle required for a given size of
cone of a given angle, but the small table
Apart from the dimensions of on page 256 will assist you easily to find
the cone there is the angle to be a required size for normal use. The angle

The Shape of the Cone

considered. If the cone is too generally used is approximately 45 degrees.
shallow it will be difficult to move
and will not, therefore, give good
reproduction. If, on the other Making the Cone

hand, it is too deep it will suffer
from a focusing effect. That is
to say, it will radiate in a narrow
beam in a straight line and sig-

To make the cone, obtain the material
which it is decided to use, and describe a
circle according to the predetermined size
BEAM.
of the cone (see the next paragraph). In
nals will only be comfortably order to enable the edge of the cone to be
heard when standing directly in held in a suitable manner a further circle
Fig.1 .-The angle of the cone is important. front of the speaker (Fig. I). For should be described about tin. outside the
If too flat, if will require greater power all normal purposes it will be first circle. Now mark out the segment
for operation, whilst if too deep it will found that an angle slightly over angle from the centre point, and about
tend to focus the sound in a narrow beam. 45 degrees will be Most suitable, 5/16ths of an inch inside one of these
and to obtain this angle a circle lines mark a second parallel line. This
function is to cause varying air pressures should be drawn on pa per of the will give an overlap for a joint, although
so that a reproduction of sound is enabled desired size, and the sector Al hich is cut an alternative method for joining, and one
FOCUSSED
IN A NARROW

to reach our ears. It is essential, therefore,
that the cone should only move in accordance with the impulses which are fed to the
operating mechanism, and it must not intro-

duce other movements of any kind to the
surrounding air, or distortion will be the

result. There are quite a number of
additional movements which can be intro-

duced by a wrongly designed cone, and
these include such things as cone resonances, vibration of the Cone surround,
focusing effects, and various kinds of
buzzing or jarring effects something like
the noise of a comb -and -paper musical
instrument.

Cone Materials
Dealing first with the actual material

from which a cone should be constructed,
there is a very wide choice. Unfortunately,

SECTOR CUT OUT
TO ENABLE CONE
TO BE FORMED

it is not possible to lay down a direct Fig. 2.-Marking out the cone.
Note the angle
Fig. 3.-A lapped joint is preferred by some
medium for any one type of speaker,
of the cut-out section.
constructors.
owing to the fact that a certain amount of
" coloration " is permissible. Thus, if a
receiver is known to be rather on the deep out td form the cone should be roughly which is sometimes preferred from the point
or boomy side, it is quite in order to employ a right-angle. In Fig. 2 this is illustrated, of view of breaking up a resonance, is

shown in Fig. 3. For this method it will
be necessary to mark a parallel line 5/16ths

a cone which will add a certain amount of
brilliance, and vice versa. Where a
speaker is being designed primarily for

gramophone record reproduction it is also

quite possible, and in fact preferable, to
design a brilliant type of cone in order to

of an inch away from each of the lines of the
STRIP OF PAPER
OR CARO

make up for lack of brilliance in the

gramophone record. Among the many
materials from which to choose may be
mentioned the drawing paper known as

similar adhesive, that is, one which is
unaffected by dampness or heat, and will
ensure

DRAWING PIN

Kraft paper should be of the grade which
goes 120 to the ream. The other materials

are not graded in any way, and it will,
therefore, be necessary to experiment in

order to find a suitable grade. Generally

shaded area in Fig. 3. Fold the cone
over so that the join is correctly over-

lapped, and cement with Durofix or some

Bristol Board, Kraft paper, ordinary brown

paper, vellum (such as is employed for
lampshades), and buckram. The Bristol
Board for normal purposes should be of
the type known as Two Sheet, and the

right-angled section. Cut out the area
inside the two closest lines as shown by the

Fig. 5.-Marking out a circle when large compasses
are not available.

a reliable joint.
Leave to
thoroughly dry before proceeding further.

If the cone is intended for use with a

moving -coil type of speaker, the point of
the cone will have to be cut off, and the
most accurate method of doing this is to
join up the cone before cutting, and then
to slip the speech coil over the apex and
mark its diameter round the cone with a
(Continued on next haze)
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of course, 6.1in., and to rule two lines, of rattles or other noises arising from a
radiating from the centre to the circum- poor joint. With the moving -coil instruference, forming a segment with an angle ment the small points must be cemented

(Continued from previous page)

Using a sharp penknife or a razor
blade, cut off the apex slightly above the of 65 degrees.
As regards apex angles, for instance, it
pencil mark and then cut up to the line in
a series of small points as shown in Fig. 4. should be possible to secure quite enough
data by selecting three or four representaMarking out the Diaphragm
tive values-say, 90, 120, and 150 degrees-

pencil.

to the speech -coil former, using the type
of adhesive above mentioned. In this
case, however, it is absolutely essential that

the speech coil shall be parallel with the

axis of the cone and it will, therefore,
The diameter and apex angle of the and experimenting with cones having apexes be worth while to make up the small
of these angles. There is no necessity to
make up a separate cone for each different
diameter you wish to try out, if you adopt
the simple expedient
now described. The
cone paper is marked
WOODEN FORMER TO
out with a number of
ACCOMMODATE SPEECH

finished cone depends on the radius of the
" development circle " and the angle of the
segment that is cut away to form the cone.

Fig.

6.-How

to

mount the cone and

speech -coil to
obtain

concentric

COIL

2 8A
ST UCCI NG

SPEECH COIL ON
WOODEN FORMER

accuracy.

CONE

STOUT BOARD

develop-

arrangement shown in Fig. 6. The upper
wooden former must be just large enough

to enable the speech coil former to slip over,
and the cone is placed on the lower base as

shown, and the speech -coil former is then
slipped down into its position and the
points stuck down, a rubber band holding
them in contact until set. The edge of the

ment circles, instead cone must now be turned in order that it
of only one; the may be stuck to some suitable surround,
radius of the smallest and to ensure a parallel and evenly

circle may he that
needed to form a
cone, say, 6in. in
diameter, and that

turned edge the small tool illustrated in

Fig. 7 must be made up. Two thin pieces
of wood, about tin. wide and 2in. long are

rounded at one end as shown, and these
of the largest circle are nailed together with a piece of material
may be suitable fora from the cut-out section of the cone sandwiched between them. The end of the strip
must be cut quite square and it should be
In the absence of fitted so that there is a space of kin. between

cone, say,
diameter.

16in. in

proper drawing in-

struments, the circles
(or arcs) can be
marked out by means
of the simple expedient shown in Fig.

the points of the wooden strips and the
edge of the cone material. Holding the
cone in one hand, and the betiding tool
in the other, insert the edge of the cone
in the small slot, and whilst you run the
tool round the edge of the cone carefully

The following table gives useful data on 5. The strip of paper is pivoted at the lever over the edge and after running
dimensions and angles. In this table, A centre of the desired circle by means of a round the cone once or twice you will have a
represents the apex angle, S the segment drawing -pin ; a small hole for the pencil point neatly turned edge.

angle, and R the ratio of the radius of is pierced in the strip at a distance from the
the development circle to the diameter of drawing -pin equal to the radius of the circle
that is to be described. The pencil and
the coneA (approximately) :

WOOD

strip of paper are then swung round in a

complete revolution about the drawing -pin

0.71

105°
84°

90°
100°
110°
120°
130°
140°
150°

that acts as a pivot, and a perfect circle is

0.65
0.61
0.57
0.55
0.53
0.52

65°
48°
34°
22°
12°

thus described on the cone -paper.

Mounting the Cone
If the cone is to be used with a moving iron unit the point will have to be snipped

To illustrate the use of this table, let us off and the cone clamped between two
suppose that you wish to make a cone with cone washers, and felt between will be
PIECE OF
an apex angle of 110° and a diameter of 10in. found useful in this connection.
Felt
CONE MATERIAL
From the table you will see that you need to washers are placed between the metal
describe a development circle with a radius and the paper cone and when the split Fig. 7.-A novel tool for turning the cone edge
of approximately 10in. x 0.61in., that is, collet is locked tightly there will be no fear
for fixing purposes.

:V',

Vibration and Tuning
MANI users of superhet receivers of
the

self-contained type

(that is,

those with a built-in speaker) may have
noticed that with some stations the signal
appears to fade in spite of the inclusion
of A.V.C. circuits. This is, perhaps,
only noticeable on very loud signals, and
it will be found in the majority of cases
that it is due to vibration. If the A.V.C.
is working properly, a loud signal should
not fade, although it may be found that

NotesFrom the
;Test Bench
vibration of the tuning condenser vanes,
or Y. the entire condenser, may have a bad
effect. If the condenser is of a solid, well-

built type it may vibrate as a whole with
little effect, and this is preferable to a
rigid mounting, which might result in

a weak signal may vary in strength.
This is due to the fact that the initial the separate vanes in one section vibrating.

signal does not provide sufficient control. The condenser may be mounted for this
The loud signal, however, offers ample purpose by fitting rubber grommets on
variation in bias for the controlled valves, each side of the holding -down bolt.
and therefore no variation should take
place. If, however, the tuning condenser Cabinet Repairs

or any wiring in

WHEN overhauling a receiver it is a
good plan to overhaul the cabinet
appear to fade, due to the actual readjust- at the same time, and there are a number
ment of the frequency in the tuned circuit. of devices now obtainable .for giving a
Wires should be so short that the variation finish to a damaged cabinet.
Scratch
subject

to

the tuned circuits is
movement, the signal may

is not sufficient,

to

upset

tuning,

but

eliminators may be obtainedlbr light marks,

but where the cabinet is chipped or cracked,
ordinary wood filler should be used. This

should be stained to match accurately the
of the cabinet, and then inserted
into the crack. It should be left for a day
or two to shrink in (putting on slightly

,finish

more than is needed to make a level finish)

and then with a hard block and a .fine
grade of sandpaper it should be levelled
off, taking care not to mark the cabinet
on each side. A good sharp razor blade
may be used instead of the sandpaper.
The entire cabinet should then be thoroughly cleaned free from grease with a
rag slightly moistened with methylated
spirit. An excess of spirit should not be
used as it will strip the polish. A good
polish reviver may then be rubbed on.
:

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.
Any of our readers requiring information
and advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks or
Designs, should apply to Messrs Rayner and;
Co. Patent Agents of Bank Chambers, 29,1

Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, who 1:
will give free advice to readers mentioning this :
paper.
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owl
Test Prod Accessories

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

WHILE using my test meter recently,
I noticed that the test prod

provided was not always
suitable for making connections to various
circuits. This is particularly noticeable
generally

when making current measurements, and
Thin steel knitting
needle

Test prod
systofiex sleevog

Ela-vna plug

i

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

i

LESS" must have originated some littl e dodge
which would interest other readers. Why

not pass it oh to us? We pay £1-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half -a - guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor, S
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
iStrand, W.C.2. Put your name and address i
on every item. Please note that every notion !
Isent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
1.4.11-11.1411

fNM. 11111..1.1.10111111.....114=01

Crocodile cfip
Grub screws

Heavy carte

joining plug
and terminal

P1 will connect it to the negative pole of
A, while another bell -push P2 connects

it to the positive terminal of B. Thus

the bell -pushes P1 and P2 can change
the direction of the current and thus change
the direction of the motor. It is important

that the field magnets of the motor are
permanent magnets, since a motor with

electric field magnets will not reverse its
direction of rotation when the current is

reversed. A rheostat can be inserted at

R to control the speed of tuning.
With this arrangement I am able to tune
my wireless set from a different room. The

station names are illuminated on my
extension -speaker by a method described

411.S.1

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 268.
14011/04140.11.0.11.11. NNW 1.1=11.1.1.0.041.4 1.111.1.11,11...0.11/1

in a previous issue.-ERNEST HUMBURGER
(Dollar, Scotland).

A Safety -pin Filing System
constructors will at some
time or other have experienced

MANY

main, which may be used by many other the difficulty of finding a nut or a washer

Banana plug
Small battery plug

Soldered

Test lead

mfd. fixed condenser in series with the
earth lead.-J. DILL (Plumstead).

Socket.

Motor -driven Remote Control
I RECENTLY built a remote -control

$111
N

receivers. If you cannot arrange an outside
independent earth, try connecting a .0002-

Mese handy fitments facilitate testing work.

SMALL /e40/0
0.eete-crAw,c4i

device which may interest some readers.

it'opre.e.r

It is extremely simple in construction and
it ii required to leave the meter in circuit very effective. It consists of a toy electromotor which, after being suitably geared
while the controls are operated.
To overcome this difficulty I found the down, is coupled to the tuning control.
The motor axle carries a cog -wheel A
following accessories indispensable. Two

banana sockets are soldered to the test
leads and several plugs to fit these are
obtained. These plugs are attached to
crocodile clips, spade terminals, etc., as
shown in the accompanying diagrams.
Thus the most suitable fitting can be
attached to the test leads with the minimum of time and trouble.-J. G. WHITE
WHEN arranging the layout of a

modern receiver, too many constructors are under the impression that it
is absolutely essential to have all the
controls on the front panel, with the result

LARCEXZE
../ACETY.-0/N5

(Fig. 1) which

Fig.

If

drives the

cog -wheel

2

B. The ratio

of A to B

should be be-

tween 1 to 3
and 1 to 5.

A novel dodge for holding nuts, washers, etc.

On the axle of just the right size for the job in hand.

(Dublin).

Improving the Layout

merr

-+

of wheel B is An excellent " filing system " which immefixed a worm diately enables one to overcome this diffiwheel W, culty is shown in the accompanying sketch.
which en- Large safety -pins are used to hold washers,
gages in a nuts, split -pins, etc., of various sizes, and
cog -wheel C,

if the pins are suspended by hooks in the

having about tool chest, or from a shelf above the work

bench, they are always at hand when

that the appearance is often marred by a
badly arranged, or an excessive, number

required.-D.

LANIE (Hendon, N.W.).

of knobs.

It is not sufficiently realised that it is

quite in order to locate the volume control,
wave -change or radiogram switches at the
side of the cabinet, as this often facilitates

THE FLYING
REFERENCE BOOK

wiring and avoids bringing unnecessary
wires to the front of the panel.
By adopting this procedure the stability
of a circuit can often be improved, as grid
and anode wires can be kept isolated from
each other and certain connections made

much shorter.-L.

SPUR

by F. J. CAMM
Fig.

I

(Birkenhead).

A simple motor -driven remote -control arrangement.

Interference from Neighbouring Sets

-Is a Complete Guide to

All Types of
Aircraft, which is especially Valuable at the
Present Time.
It is packed with Facts and Figures
Relating to All Branches of Flying.
The Second Edition, Just Off the Press,
is Right up to date.
Price 5s. from all booksellers, or 5s. 6d.
by post from : The Publishers, C.

TO minimise interference from neigh- 30 teeth. The axle T of the wheel C is coupled i
bouring sets it is a good plan to by means of a connecting piece to the tuning
arrange your aerial at an angle to the control rod. Fig. 2 explains the wiring.
nearest aerials instead of parallel to them. A and B are two 41 -volt flashlight cells. I Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower House,
An independent outside earth is also The negative pole of the one is joined to
Southampton Street, Strand, London,
advisable, and in certain cases it is advisable the positive pole of the other, and a tapping

to resort to a capacity or counterpoise LI is taken and connected to the motor.
earth rather than a connection to a water. The lead L2 divides at D. A bell -push

W.C.2.

!.
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Outline of Musical History -3
The Progress of Music during the Seventeenth Century, by Our Music Critic,
MAURICE REEVE
is typical of the " French " style, whilst that took four or five minutes to perform,
father of modern opera, and his any of Bach's orchestral works could be including repetitions. There were two

THE Italian musician, Monteverdi, is the

" Arianna " and " Orfeo," produced cited to illustrate the " Italian " vintage.
in 1607 and 1608, made great sensations.
The vast improvement in organ building Debussy and Ravel
effected during the century brought with it
Couperin composed large numbers of
a succession of great performers and writers exquisite pieces for keyboard instruments,
for it, including the Englishmen, Bull and whose charm, grace and tenderness are still

kinds, the Sonata di Chiesa," or Church
Sonata, and the " Sonata di Camera," or
Chamber Sonata. The former contained
slow or fugal movements, whilst the latter

a potent musical form which reached its
Side by side with these developments zenith in the master works of Beethoven.
Naturally, the scope of the present series
went the rise of virginal music, which
culminated in the famous Fitzwilliam collec- of articles enables us only to mention the
tion of over three hundred pieces-pre- most illustrious names in musical history ;
ludes, dances, fantasias and variations- those only, in fact, who are considered to
by such brilliant musicians as Byrd, Bull, have affected the historical course of their
Mundy, Richardson, and the two Farnabys. art.
Although it appears that the contem-

born those two great giants who have
strided the stage ever since, anti whose

that the human voice was ever likely to of the Scarlattis, including Corelli, who
have among the family of the instruments. perfected violin playing and violin music.
A brilliant school of French and Italian Nor must the name of Stradivarius (1650musicians, including Corelli, Vivaldi, Vitali, 1737) be omitted, whose violins are still
Verucini, Tartini and Somis as the most prized as the finest and rarest in the world,
notable, established its present reputation and are worth huge sums.

the limitations, of the prima donna or

were usually based on dance rhythms.

Prior to the foundation of modern " sonata
form " by Haydn, these examples reached
their perfection in the "sonatas " and
suites ' of J. S. Bach and Handel.
tween them they established the form and minated in our own time in the powerful
character of the modern fugue.
The year 1685 is in many ways a memorpersonalities of Debussy and Ravel.
Couperin was also the inventor of the rondo, able one in musical annals, for in it were
Philipps; the Dutchman, Sweetnick; and the admired. He was the founder of that
Italians, Frescoboldi and Buxtehude. Be- impressionistic school which has cul-

Virginal Music

work and influence are likely to last for the
ages to come :

J. S. Bach and G. F.

Handel. Consequently it was also the year
from which we can date the rise of German
music, which was to dominate the scene

for' the next two hundred years and to
eclipse the then existing French and

Italian supremacy.
porary system of fingering virginal music Italian Masters
Chief of the many Italians of this period
almost precluded the use of either thumb
or fifth finger, the brilliance, originality were A. Scarlatti, already mentioned, and Decline of Latin Music
and difficulty of these compositions were not his son, Domenico (1683-1759). The father
One of the chief reasons for the decline
dimmed by the subsequent works of either had a powerful influence on opera, whilst of Latin music was the ever-growing
his
son's'
"
500
sonatas
"
have
been
the
J. S. Bach or Handel a hundred years later.
dictation of the performers. Composers
Yet another stage in the development delight of all subsequent generations of ceased to write according to their inspiramusic
lovers.
Domenico resided for most tion but under the tyrannical sway of the
of music was the evolvement of the violin
from the old viol. Dating from Tieffen- of his life at the Spanish Court, and his virtuoso, and more especially the singers.
works
abound
in the gaiety and vivacity The Italians were particularly guilty.
brucker and the Amatis in the early sixteenth century, it met with much prejudice of that life. Many of the leading Italian Their operas became mere vehicles for
and opposition, but Monteverdi's experi- musicians of this and the period immedi- vocal display, and their composition literally
ments with it proved it to be the only rival ately following were pupils of one or other " dictated " by the wishes, or more often

and fame. Paganini, in the early nineteenth
century, was the logical culmination of the English Music
earlier masters' pioneer work.
Although English music cannot boast
of all this lustre at this period, it contains

many eminent names, amongst whom
The famous French school of the reign is one generally reckoned our greatest
of. Louis XIV made a great impression on musician prior to Elgar : Henry Purcell
music, and most of its work is still beloved (1658-1695). When the Merry Monarch,
by modern musicians. Its founder was J. B. Charles the Second, returned to the throne
Lully, 1633-1687, though its most illustrious of England after his long exile, he found

Famous French School

member is unquestionably Francois
Couperin, 1668-1733 ; and its most pro-

tenor. The plots were reckoned to be of
no account, and the action was frequently
in the worst taste. The executants of the

coming century had to realise that they
were the servants and not the masters
of music, and that it was the composers'

word that was to be the law, and not
theirs. There were to be no short cuts to
fame with Bach or Handel, and even

to -day, with our revolutionised methods
of training and performance, the St.
Matthew Passion and the 'Messiah are so
difficult as to be only within the reach of
the most skilled professional musicians.

that music had become much too grave and
sober, under the influence of Cromwell and

found thinker, G. P. Rameau, 1683-1764.

the Puritans, to suit his lively disposition.
So he sent Pelham Humphrey to France

followed by a meditative slow movement,
and a lively finale in conclusion.
These types profoundly affected musical
form for over a hundred years, and Mozart's
descent from their influences is easily
traceable. Handel's Overture to the Messiah

The word Sonata is not used here in its i the publishers :
present meaning of a long, complicated, "GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),

IA Dictionary of Metalsi
the quintessence of the French genius. specially to study with Lully and to see
whether
he
could
infuse
into
English
Lully was the inventor of the overture, and
I
and Their Alloys I
his name is linked with that of a great music some of the joie de vivre and high
spirits
which
abounded
in
contemporary
Italian, Alessandro Scarlatti, 1659-1725.
Edited by F. J.
The growing resources of opera called France. Humphrey not only proved an
able
ambassador,
thoroughly
justifying
his
This book is a handy and straightfor an " overture " of larger proportions
and more dignified character than had master's confidence, but an even better i forward compilation of salient and useful
master,
for
Purcell
became
his
pupil,
and
facts regarding all the known metals, and
hitherto been in use; consequently those
written by Lully became known as the Purcell's music abounds in those qualities 'nearly all the known commercial alloys.
which
Humphrey
had
sought
across
the
iChapters are also included on polishing,
" French " and those of Scarlatti as the
" Italian," overture. The French example channel. His " Dido and /Eneas " was ,2 metal spraying, rustproofing, metal colour the
first
English
opera,
and
one
of
the
ling, case -hardening and plating metals, as
consisted of a slow, solid introduction, a
well as numerous instructive tables.
quick fugato, and a quiet dance measure first anywhere.
The book costs 5s., or by post 58. 4d.,
at the end. On the other hand, the " Italian "
Sonatas
Iand is obtainable from all booksellers or
type commenced with a robust allegro
Couperin's music, like Moliere's comedies, is

emotional and highly varied work in three
or four movements. The sonatas of

Scarlatti and his contemporaries

were

short movements in simple binary form

Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W .C.2.
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A Universal Crystal Set -2
Showing How Additions Can Be Made to Increase the Volume and Range
of This Simple Set

By L. 0. SPARKS

THE keen beginner will not be com- to substitute a power or a steep slope will not be amiss for those making their
pletely satisfied for any length of pentode valve, such as the Cossor 215P first venture in this direction.
time with the crystal set which or 220 H.P.T., respectively, in place of the
was described in the issue of last week.
The Circuit and Layout
He will have the natural desire to replace
The component marked T represents an
the headphones with a small loudspeaker
Phones
and make some attempt to increase the
effective range of the circuit.
The former is not a very difficult matter,
but it must be appreciated that as soon as
we start introducing valves into the
existing arrangement, it becomes necessary
also to add such items as a 2 -volt accumulator, a 60 -volt or 120 -volt dry high-tension
battery and, if the valve is used as an L.F.

"TT

I

Phones
On

+

set
HT

amplifier, a small dry grid -bias battery,
together with, of course, such additional
components as the proposed valve circuit
requires.

Apart from the batteries, it is highly
possible that the other parts can be secured

Fig. 1.-When 'phones are to be used, this single
valve amplifier will give adequate output.

at a very low cost, bearing iri mind, the triode previously mentioned. Such an
surplus components which are now offered arrangement, especially if the transmitting
by many advertisers in these pages. At station is within 30 or 40 miles, will give
this stage of the beginner's activities, it is most pleasing results.

ordinary low -frequency intervalve transformer.

These are made with different

ratios, i.e., generally speaking the ratio can
be taken to denote the relationship between

and the values vary between 1.5 to

25megn

L.S,

O

50,000 a
005Inte,
/no t

05mtd
50,000 n

G,8.-2

1,

1, to as much as 7 : 1. An
average ratio is in the neighbourhood of
3.5 : 1. In this instance, however, the
written 1.5

/0,000 a

2mfd

I.

the number of turns forming the primary
winding to those forming the secondary,

20.000n

2mti

Fig. 2.-The practical arrangement for Fig.
A pentode valve can be used if desired.

:

'ratio is not critical, but in view of the
fact that the signal from the crystal is on
the weak side and we wish to obtain as
much amplification as possible from the
one valve, it will be advisable to use a
component having a high ratio rather than
the reverse. If you can obtain one having a
ratio of 5 : 1 or 7 : 1, so much the better.
The primary is connected to the 'phone

terminals of the set, and it will be seen
from Fig. 1 that the secondary conveys
the signal to the grid of the valve, but at

/meg n

this point a certain amount of amplification

has already taken place, due to the ratio
or step-up effect of the transformer. The

valve itself provides further magnification,
G8

-

G

8 -3

Fig. 3.-A circuit capable of giving ample loudspeaker results from a crystal set input.

with the result that the 'phones or loud-

speaker connected in its anode circuit,
receive sufficient power, depending on the

type of valve used, to produce a greatly
Before passing on to the more powerful increased replica of the original signal.
not essential to buy expensive new parts,
The whole layout is shown in Fig. 2. The
as such procedure can be left to later con- circuits, a word or two about Fig. 1,
together with Fig. 2 which shows the transformer is fitted to the left of the small
structional efforts.
practical arrangement of the same circuit,
(Continued on next page)

Increasing the Volume

LS

The quality of reproduction obtained
from a crystal circuit is very good and it
is

this particularly good characteristic

which renders the output so ideal for

amplification. If reasonable care is taken

with the design of the amplifier and the
selection of the parts, including the loudspeaker, the resultant output will he

satisfying to all, including those with a

Fig. 4.-Pie complete
wiring and layout for

The amount of apparatus required will
depend on the requirements of the constructor; therefore the following remarks

the

most critical musical ear.

should be noted. If it is desired to increase
the volume for headphone use only, then
the simple circuit shown in Fig. 1 can be

employed. in conjunction with a triode
valve of the H.L. or L.F. type. If the
headphones are to be replaced by a small
loudspeaker, for use in a small room and
with medium volume, it will be advisable

three -valve

am-

plifier shown in Fig. 3.

260
A UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL SET -2
(Continued from previous page)

baseboard (7ins. by 7ins.), so that easy
connections are possible with the 'phone

terminals of the set. The necessary voltages

for the filament, anode and grid -bias are
provided from the appropriate batteries
via flexible leads, all of which are clearly

indicated on the plan view. An on -off
switch is wired in series with the L.T.
negative to control the filament supply
while the new 'phone terminals are con-

LATEST
PATENT NEWS

Group Abridgments can be obtained from the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment
of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2s. each.

NEW PATENTS

and the positive H.T. supply. With an
H.L. valve, quite good results can be
obtained with 60 volts H.T. when 'phones

essential for complete satisfaction. If a
pentode valve is used, a five -pin valve holder will be necessary and its fifth terminal should be connected as shown by the
To enable this unit to match up with the

a volume or tone control could be added at
a later date.

A Larger Amplifier
For those requiring a more powerful
output, sufficient to provide reasonable

reserves under all conditions, the circuit
shown in Fig. 3 is recommended. This
arrangement makes use of three valves
employing transformer and resistance capacity couplings. The input is the same

Latest Patent Applications.

8524. -Crowther, B. M. -Cathode-ray
tubes. May 11th.

8345. -Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Offen,
F. J. -Pick-up control mechanism
for automatic gramophones. May
i
9th.
Italians
Magnet
8525.-Fabbrica
Marelli.-Radio-receiving appara1
tus. May 11th.
1 8461. -General Electric Co., Ltd., and
Biggs, A. J. -Wireless receiving sets comprising dial lamps. May
10th.
i
!

II

as the single -valve circuit, but in place of

a high -ratio transformer, it will now be The " Radio Training Manual "
permissible to use one of a more average
Letters of Congratulation
ratio, say, 3.5 : 1.
The output from the first valve, a Cossor " T HAVE received my copy of the
1 ' Radio Training Manual,' and must
210HF, is fed into V2 by means of an
L.F. transformer having a ratio of 3 : 1 or say it seems a real mine of information.
3.5 : 1, and it should be noted that a volume

control is connected across the secondary
winding. This is provided to enable the

signal at this point to be adjusted to the
most satisfactory value for V2, and to

Considering these days of paper shortage,
I was impressed by the quality of the paper
in this book. I would sincerely recommend all would-be service enthusiasts to
apply for this manual. Please accept my

prevent the possibility of overloading when congratulations on a fine book at such a
a powerful signal is received. The volume low price."-GEo. B. COTTON (Liverpool).

of the output from the complete circuit

HAVE just received my copy of the
Radio Training Manual' and I
thus allowing the listener to suit his own "wish 'to
thank you very much for such a
requirements.
well -printed book, the quality of
The second valve should be of the L.F. handy,
being very much above the average
type -the Cossor 210LF is ideal -while paper
style of book.
the output valve, V3, is of the power or for" this,
I have your Everyman's Wireless
super -power class. One having a similar Book,'
also your ' Wireless Constructor's
characteristic to the Cossor 220P will be
will also be controllable by this adjustment,

found most satisfactory.

13th.

!

May

8432. -Russell, E. W. R. -Radio -transmitting, etc. aerials. May 10th.
8453. -Standard Telephones and Cables,

arresting a turn -table control knob,
etc., in a predetermined adjustable
position. May 14th.

crystal set, it is advisable to fit a panel

-Sound recording systems.

8324.-Rusch, H. L. -Method and -appa-

8689. -Cole, Ltd., E. K. -Device for

dotted line.

it will be the on -off switch, but if so desired,

1"

8654. -Hammond Instrument Co.Electrical musical instruments.
May 14th.
8655. -Hammond Instrument Co. Electrical musical instruments.
(Cognate with 8654.) May 14th.
8656. -Hammond Instrument Co. Electrical musical instruments.
(Cognate with 8654.) May 14th.
8596. -Radio Corporation of America.

These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by
permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can be
obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- weekly
(annual subscription, £2 10s.).

are used, but with the other types mentioned, using a L.S., 120 volts are really

7ins. by 7ins. to the baseboard, although at
this stage the only component to mount on

VNI.1.11141.01,41111.14M1.0.8.414111111.11.1.11.01111.11MINI.M.0.011.11

r041E.11,41014111.00411=.1.1W(1111141!/1411111.011.1M04=1.1

nected in series with the anode of the valve

11111111P
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ratus for recording the broadcast I
station to which a radio -receiver is

tuned. May 9th.

Ltd., and Wolfson, H. -Cathoderay tubes. May 10th.

Specifications Published.
520941. -Garrard Engineering and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Offen,
F. J. -Record -delivery mechanism
for gramophones and the like.
520915.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
Smyth, C. N. -Sound -reproducing
apparatus such as radio -receivers.

521028. -Jones, W., and Pye, Ltd..

Television and like systems.

Printed copies of the full Published

Specifications only, may be obtained from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the uniform

price of ls. each.

RADIO CLUBS

& SOCIETIES

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY
Headquarters : 17a, Oldham Road (near Free Library).
Secretary : K. Gooding (G3PM), 7, Broadbent Avenue,

Ashton-under-Lyne.

Meetings : Wednesdays, 8 p.m. and Sundays 2.30 p.m.

ACTIVITY is still high, particularly with regard

to superhet construction, and for the benefit of

new members and beginners a special Morse class is held

every Monday at 8.30 pan. This is in addition to the
practice given at the commencement of the Wednesday
evening meetings, and the instructors (Messrs. J.
Partington (G5PX) and F. Bottom (G3FF) report that
good progress is being made. Mr. Harold Hattersley
now holds the dual positions of social -secretary and
librarian.
At a recent meeting Mr. J. Cropper (G3BY) gave an
excellent lecture on " The Principles of Class A and

Class B Audio -amplification," which was much
appreciated, and at the close a keen discussion took
place amongst the members.

At an early date Messrs. J. Cropper and W. P.

are to recommence their popular series of lectures
Encyclopmdia,' and have always wished for Green
on " Principles of the Superheterodyne."

edition that contained all the
Letters from members serving with H.M. Forces
Although three valves are used, no a smaller
read, and it was resolved that all members on
principles of radio, and I have got were
difficulty should be experienced with the main
active
service become honorary members for the
duration. The secretary was also asked to give
layout or wiring, as these are clearly it now.
" I am a service engineer, and it will be publicity to the fact that any radio amateur in the
indicated in Fig. 4.
the book of books for me, as there does not

seem to be a thing missing from it.
Components
"Also, may I thank you for your recent
The components used in both of the
circuits described are standard parts, and articles on the type of questions likely to
the writer has purposely avoided specifying be asked at the examinations for radio
any particular makes or types as the layout engineers for the R.A.F. ? One of my
is not so critical that various makes cannot
be used. The only request made is that the
constructor takes the precaution of satisfying himself that all the parts he gets together

for the constructional work are above

friends (not a reader of PRACTICAL WIRE-

LEss) wished to go in for this branch, and
asked my advice. I gave him all the articles
of this series that had appeared, and as it
turned out there was only another one to

suspicion, from an efficiency point of view, come. He studied them all, and was the
and that they are of the values specified in only one to pass out of his batch. I thank
you again for him !
the diagrams.
" I am really a ' reader from No. 1,'
and I congratulate you on keeping up its
NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
publication during these difficult times.
A Complete Treatise on the Design. Construction and Operation of all Short-wave Equipment.

Price 5/- or 5/6 by post
from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Carry on ! Your

Radio Engineer's Note

Book' is also much appreciated, and I

district, whether O.H.M.S. or not, would be welcomed
at the clubroom.

CHRIST'S HOSPITAL WIRELESS SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: It. L. Denyer, Lamb.B. Christ's Hospital,

Horsham, Sussex.
r`iiW1NG to the large number of wireless enthusiasts
V throughout this school, the above wireless society
was formed on February 11th this year.
Since then tilt society has been meeting twice a week.
One of these meetings is devoted to the encouragement

of members to build their own sets. Since these
meetings are held in the seience laboratories here,

members have at their disposal almost every kind of
meter and testing instrument needed.
At the other weekly meeting lectures are given
regularly by members. Mr. H. D. Sills, the president,
gave an interesting lecture concerning the theoretical
side of transmitters. R. L. Denyer, the secretary,
lectured on " Headphones and Loudspeakers ; " K. V.
Roberts on "Tile Elementary Principles of Wireless; "
D. Millar on " H.F. Coupling ; " T. R. Munro on " Com-

ponents" and "Short-wave Receivers ; " J. A. Bladon

on "Valves ;" J. B. C. Bennett on " L.F. Amplification,"

and G. S. Tucker on " The Electronic Theory."

The society has recently purchased a recording
already have one book full of those handy apparatus,
but owing to the present international
' What's What' tables." -R. G. HAmosoN situa tion,has found d itficii it v in ni it i ni ii he necessary
t

(Newcastle -on -Tyne).

blank discs.
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and also reduces the damping effect on the
tuning circuit.. In general, it will be found
that the voltage applied to the detector can,
with advantage, be rather higher than usual.

SHORT-WAVE
SECTION

S.G. Reaction

A modification of the oircuit given in

Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, but in this ease an

H.F. pentode is used as both detector and
reactor. The anode proper is employed as
detector anode, while the screening grid
serves as anode for reaction. It will be

EXPERIMENTAL SHORTWAVE DETECTORS
A Few

seen that the reaction circuit shown is
unconventional,

although

standard

a

arrangement could equally well be used.

Circuit Arrangements which are Worthy of Trial
By THE EXPERIMENTERS

Throttle -control is illustrated, and therefore

the reaction winding is in series with the
H.T.-anode supply and the reaction condenser is wired between the reactor anode
(screening grid) and earth. The condenser

IN any " straight " short-wave receiver means of obtaining the best setting for is therefore in the nature of a variable

the detector is by far the most import- smooth reaction control. Another com- by-pass. Consequently, reaction coupling
ant stage, but it does not always ponent which deserves mention is the is reduced as the capacity of the condenser
receive the attention which it deserves. The .0002-mfd. grid condenser used to feed the is increased. This form of reaction is
value of a good detector circuit is shown
by the fact that many experimenters who
25,000
have specialised in the single -valve, or Fig. 1.- A double -C1 \
HT*
Det.-L.F. type of short-wave receiver often detector arrangement

obtain better results than those given by where one triode acts

100,00011

as a leaky -grid detecmore elaborate superhets.
Our experience indicates that, in general, tor, and the other
provides reaction.
an H.F. pentode used in a standard regener-

T1

2500011

LE

0001MFD 'mom

"

000/

1

0003 r

T'MED

s

M11
5

2MFD
arm.

T

MFD

entirely optional in
detector circuit, and

any

regenerative

is shown to add

variety to the experiments which may be
carried out.

Fig. 2.-This circuit is
comparable

Additional Reaction Control

H.F. pentode acts as a

circuit is the method of feeding H.T. to the

with that
shown in Fig. 1, but an

double triode valve.

ative circuit proves the most satisfactory

short-wave detector, but nevertheless there

second valve.

This is not essential but it is

generally found to improve results-probably because it prevents the " grid -leak
attention and which provide ample scope bias " from being applied to the reactor

are many other systems that

deserve

for experiment. One of these is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The arrangement is by no means
novel, but there are probably many readers

Another small point about the reaction

reactor anode. A 100,000 -ohm potentiometer is used, and is connected in almost
the same manner as it may be if the valve
were used as an H.F. amplifier. The potentiometer is not an essential feature of

the circuit, and could be replaced by a

variable or fixed resistor. It is, however,
(Continued on next page)

H.T.+

who have not tried it. As may be seen,
there are two triode valves, and these are

/0,00012

2500011

25,00011

virtually in parallel.

Separate Detector and Reactor
The main object of this circuit is to
separate the functions of detection and

1111-71-1

1

MFD

0001 MFD.

HFC

rgleneration, or reaction. Thus, the valve

on the left acts purely as a detector and

-000/

feeds into the L.F. stage. The right-hand
valve does not detect, but is used to feed

back H.F. into the common grid circuit.
Most of the values are standard, and a
receiver with this type of detector is used
in precisely the same manner as one with

O

INFO

----- - LF

000/

S

between the anode of the detector valve

0/

MED.

MED.

M11

the usual single triode. It will be noticed
that a small by-pass condenser is connected

and earth.

HEC.,8

.0001

2 WO

# 0002

Because of this, it may not be

MFD.

necessary to insert an H.F. choke in the
anode lead ; if any instability or reaction

MED.

difficulty is experienced, however, a choke
can be inserted at the point marked with a
cross.

A variable resistor is shown in the anode
circuit of the " reactor " valve, and although
this is not essential it provides a convenient

V

Fig. 3.-Two triode detectors used in an anti -fading circuit.

Each is tuned to a

different wavelength on which the same programme is being radiated.
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The idea is that the two wavelengths, be tuned to a few stations on, say, the 31metre hand ; a few dial calibrations can
again be made. Afterwards, when it is
wished to receive a programme which is

particularly if they are on different bands,
not likely to fade in the same way and
very useful in practice since it can be set are
the. same time. Thus, as one fades it is
very accurately and-if a good, " silent " at
that the other will be at or near
component is used-it can be used as the probable
" peak." And since the output from
main reaction control, the variable con- its
detectors is combined and fed to the
denser serving only for final adjustments. both
L.F. amplifier and speaker, the two
Should the potentiometer be used in this same
signals will blend and provide a
manner it may be found better to replace received
output. It does not often work out
the .0003-mfd. reaction condenser by one steady
quite as well as that in practice, but the
of about half this capacity.
is often very effective, and is
Connections are shown for a doublet arrangement
aerial in Fig. 2, but ordinikry aerial and certainly worth experimenting with.
Ordinary six -pin plug-in coils may be
earth leads can be used in the ordinary way.
(Continued from previous page)

put out on two wavelengths, one circuit can

be tuned to a silent point and the other
one tuned to the required signal, using the
original calibration as a guide. The second

circuit can then be tuned until the pro-

gramme is brought in at increased strength
and free from interference. Alternatively,

a switch could be placed in the filament
circuit of each valve, so that each in turn

could be put out of use while the other was

used, and both detector circuits can be being tuned ; this is a better practical
standardised, using the connections which method.
It may be thought more convenientAo
have been found most satisfactory for a

Double Detectors

An entirely different detector arrange- single detector. It is desirable that the coils
ment is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is one should be mounted at right -angles to each
which we have used in experimental form other, and if they are not fairly well separfor a number of years and which is also ated a screen should be placed between
used in modified form in many special them. Coupling between them is inclined
receivers intended to provide reliable long- to produce some peculiar " beat " effects
distance reception. It will be seen that and to make the set unmanageable.
there are two complete detector valves and
circuits ; that is, in addition to there being

two triodes, each has its own tuning and Method of Operation

reaction circuit, and therefore acts as a

regenerative detector. Either can be used

independently or both can be used together and tuned to different wavelengths.

The arrangement is of chief value as a
means of overcoming fading, and it is
normally intended that each detector be
tuned to a different transmission when the
same programme is being put out on two
wavelengths or by two stations.

turn, but this is not satisfactory because
it generally affects tuning to a very slight

That means that both circuits
may have to be re -tuned together after
degree.

initial rough tuning has been carried out.

Component Values
The component values shown are simply
average ones, and need not necessarily be

It might appear that operation would followed. In fact, the best method is to
start with a Det.-L.F. receiver which has
culty after a little experience has been proved satisfactory and then to duplicate
gained. As a preliminary it is a good plan the detector and tuning circuits. When
to remove one of the valves, and then to this is done, do not overlook the fact that
tune the other one to a few well-known it may be necessary to reduce the value of
stations, making a note of the dial readings. the decoupling resistor, since the current
This may be done using a coil for, say, the flowing through it-and hence the voltage
19 -metre band. Then replace the valve drop across it-will be doubled when the
and remove the other, which should then extra valve is connected.
be very tricky, but there is no great diffi-

ritish, long -Distance

Aistenerst Ciub 4;,-A
AT the time of going to press we have
not received sufficient support to
enable us to tell you that the DX
contest is proceeding satisfactorily. As
mentioned in these columns last week, the
failure of more members to send in their

disconnect the aerial lead from each coil in

Ferranto (W6NDH) using an A.V. beam
aerial directed to North America."

Shacks and Dens
would
WE members

like

to

remind

our

that we are always
very pleased to receive photographs of
their shacks or dens, or any interesting

piece of their equipment, so perhaps those
ropes, halyards, pulleys, insulators and the who combine photography with radio will
aerial wire itself. After a winter as severe let us have examples of their work. Glossy

as the one just past, it is highly probable
that the time devoted to such items' will
not be wasted, as; it is surprising what
serious damage can be done to such parts
cards saying " Yes " to the idea would as the usual aerial system' incorporates.

prints are preferred as these are better

to postpone the contest until greater interest should collapse, while dirty insulators or
damaged aerial wire can seriously affect
is shown.
Eefore taking this as a criterion of indi- the over-all efficiency of the installation.
Every opportunity should now be taken
yidual members' desire to take part in
Some active listening, we must undoubtedly to experiment with the numerous types of

available, there is nothing to prevent the

for reproduction purposes. From the many
photographs received (we are not able to
publish all submitted owing to poor lighting

and lack of detail), it would appear that

A frayed halyard, a corroded wire or the idea of what constitutes a station varies
be abandoned, and as the cards have not pulley; can be responsible for most un- widely. While admitting that a great deal
been received we have no alternative but pleasant results if any part of the system depends on the equipment and space
mean that the whole project would have to

realise that a vast number of members are aerial suitable for reception purposes, but
either with the Services or on work of when undertaking such work, tests must be
national importance, which has curtailed spread over a prolonged period as it is
the time normally devoted to their bobby. impossible to judge the efficiency of an
It is hoped, however, that in view of these aerial by one or two evenings' results.
conditions, the younger members will seize Particular attention should be paid to
the opportunity to show what they can do ; the logging of the stations received during
therefore, we suggest that it is up to them such trials and their direction with relation
to become more active, so that a full and to the receiving station, thus enabling the
interesting programme can be- maintained operator to obtain useful data concerning
ai;id the club's progress continued under systems which have directional properties.
these difficult times.

Aerials

IT is usual at this time of the year

for amateurs to start thinking about
Overhauling the existing aerial arrangement and trying out other types about
phich they have read during the winter

amateur making his installation look businesslike and arranging the apparatus and
wiring in some symmetrical order or system
consistent with efficient operation. One

has only to look into an enthusiast's den
to gain a very good opinion of the class
of work undertaken, and incidentally, the
abilities of the owner.

Contacts Required
' l'HE following would like to make
I.
contacts with other members in their
area. Where possible it is hoped that
such contacts willresu It in personal meetings

and the formation of groups.
Manchester.-Member 6563, 34, Sandileigh Avenue, Withingstone, Manchester.

The Byrd Antarctic Expedition
would like to thank member (Many thanks for your interesting letter

WE 6291 of Wembley. for his letter,

and for the information he gave concerning
the above expedition. He states : " The
Snow Cruiser of the Byrd Antarctic Expe-

and log.)

Scarborough.-Member 6673, c/o 112,
Westborough, Scarborough, E. Yorks.

Devon.-Member 6168, Higher Swetdition (KC4, U.S.A.) can now be heard combe Farm, Nr. Sidbury, Devon.
Glasgow.-Member 6630, of 10, Turriff
months. In view of the fact that it is really quite well round about 07.00 to 08.00, on
essential to maintain any aerial system a frequency of 14.14 me/s (phone), using Street, Glasgow, C.S.
Bromley.-Member 6724, of 39, Lakeside
in good condition, both mechanically and a power of 100 watts. The cruiser, at the
electrically, it is up to all members to devote time of the last contact, was six miles Drive, Bromley, Kent.
Coventry.-Member 6248, of 89, Marla few hours, now that the fme weather is here, from the West Base Camp of the Antarctic,
to a complete examination of masts, guy- and the station is operated by Felix borough Road, Stoke, Coventry.
4.
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INT FRMil 11 T ENT 'PAULI S 2
Further Notes on Locating Them.

By "Service"

(Continued from page 230, June 1st issue)

itself after the set has been operating a
nections to be pulled, pushed or twisted little while, in other words, not until the
as to establish the condition of the joint. receiver has thoroughly warmed up. The
AVERY useful feature of the wide so
screwdrivers or even metal -tipped reason for this may be due to expansion
frequency band, signal source is Metal
drivers should not be used as when upon heating. In other cases, the increase
its application for trimming oscil- trimmer
metal blade makes contact with bare of heat softens waxes or varnishes, the
lator tracking condensers. The standard the
tags, etc., noises will be created changing of which affects the contact
type of oscillator gives a fixed frequency wiring,
may give rise to misleading diagnosis. between broken connections. Rise in temsignal, and the ganged condenser has to be which
With regard to small components such perature can also make evident faults in
" rocked " about that point whilst trimfixed condensers, resistances, etc., firm loudspeakers such as distorted speech -coil
ming is in progress. This is usually a as
on the lead or tag where it enters formers, or out -of -centre speech coils.
somewhat lengthy proceeding which is pressure
casing will generally disclose any break When only cool after a short test run the
greatly simplified by the type of output the
the component.. Coupling con- speech coil may just clear the pole pieces,
from the Intermittent Fault Test Device. within
can cause aggravating trouble in but when the latter get really warmed up,
All that is necessary to trim oscillator densers
direction when they go " open circuit," their increased size and that of the speech
tracking condensers is to adjust for maxi- this
as reproduction ceases, or assumes a very coil, although very slight, may be sufficient to
mum output-no rocking is necessary.
or strangled quality, but voltages give rise to distortion or buzz due to foulIt will be appreciated that a monitoring weakcurrents
at the various test points ing of the speech coil on the sides of the gap.
device as described above will not dis- and
When a chassis or loudspeaker unit is on
not affected, and therefore give no
close the cause of an intermittent fault, are
to the cause of the fault. A coupling the bench undergoing test, it wil I probably
but only the fact that the receiver has failed. clue
condenser with an internal short-circuit never attain anything like its normal
No service instrument yet designed will do would,
of course, divert H.T. to earth working temperature due to the abnormal
that, but mention should be made here of and to the
circuit of the following ventilation, ventilation which is not present
the Rider Chanalyst which is the nearest valve and sogrid
when the units are in their cabinets. It is
indicate its presence.
approach to this ideal piece of equipment
probable that the fault may not show up
that has been devised to date.
under such conditions, and in any case it
This instrument is an " Analyser -de- " Whipping " of Chassis
The " whipping " or stressing of a chassis will take a long time for the necessary
luxe " and incorporates electronic volt-

Trimming Oscillator Tracking Con-

allow wires adjacent. to joints and con-

densers

temperature to be established. This waiting
meters, I.F., H.F., and L.F. outputs, power can cause perplexing symptoms, the chassis time can be considerably cut down by
level indicators, etc. The features, however, performing or not performing according providing cardboard or plywood covers

which are of interest in our present considerations are those concerned with the
analysis of receivers suffering with inter-

to whether it is in or out of its cabinet. that can be placed in position over the
Most chassis rest on supports at each end

chassis or speaker unit so that heat is not
and in large chassis there may be sufficient dissipated.
The covers should not touch
"
sag
"-unnoticeable
to
the
eye-to
effect
mittent faults. The Rider Chanalyst May be
the
units
in
order
that they may be removed
strain
on
a
connection
so
that
electrical
connected to such a receiver so that five
the fault occurs without the units
channels are under the influence of five contact is broken, or to cause a bare lead when
in any way. Care should be
eparate circuits in the receiver. Tuning to just touch a nearby tag. When the being disturbed
not to run units too long under such
indicators in each channel are then adjusted chassis is on the test bench it is probably taken
conditions without periodic inspection,
awl the receiver left on test. When the supported differently, so that the stressing otherwise
the temperature rise may be excesintermittent fault occurs, the change in of the chassis is altered and the fault sive, resulting
in more harm than good.
one or more of the indicators from normal " cleared." For this reason a lifting of the
Another precaution often worth adopting,
discloses immediately the circuit of the chassis at one end while it is switched on is whether
or not covers are used, is to place
worth while to see whether any interreceiver in which the trouble lies.
undergoing a test run on its side
A combination of this type of analyser mittent reproduction results. The chassis aorchassis
end so that practically all parts of it are
with a monitoring device goes far in should not be handled roughly, but just available
for inspection when the fault
simplifying the servicing of intermittent slowly raised and lowered to allow different
itself ; investigations may then be
receivers and in localising the trouble. stresses to flex the chassis and components. manifests
proceeded with without moving the chassis.
Then a careful examination of the circuit

wiring and components should disclose the
actual fault.
Having localised the seat of the trouble,

By the use of suitable equipment and

Working Temperature

working along the lines suggested in this -

There is an important consideration to article, the sting may be taken out of
servicing intermittent receivers, and the
types of intermittent faults, and this is job assume a more normal perspective
working temperature. Symptoms may be among service repairs with consequent
leads to the loudspeaker or to grid clips on that the fault only commences to manifest saving in time and temper.

commence the search for the fault by
attention to the simple things first, such
as valves loose in their sockets, frayed
valve caps, grid clips touching the top_ of
valve screening cans, loose screening cans
(causing intermittent instability), etc. After
this preliminary examination the chassis
wiring and components should be visually

be kept in mind when dealing with certain

1

By F. J. CAMM.

inspected.

As stated in the early part of this article

the majority of intermittent faults are

aggravated by vibration, and it is obvious
that movement may be applied in an effort

to find the trouble, but care must be

1
1

exercised in using this method of attack.
Carefully prodding and pressing suspected

items is the most successful way, using
pressure that will move only the joint or

1

1

'lead undergoing test without communicat-

ing the movement to any neighbouring
wiring or component.

1

Trimming and Wire Dressing Tool
The implement or tool used for these

investigations must be of insulating material

and there are types on the .market which
have slots in them at certain angles which

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD

WORki"

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 7/6, by post 8/-.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 3/6, by post 3/10.
COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULAE
3/6, by post, 3/10.
NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/4.
THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA 3/6, by post 4/ WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS 3/6, by post 3/10.
DICTIONARY OF METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS 5/-,

by post 5/4.

iI
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lightness-could be incorporated in the set,
but I find that when in the open "a speaker
sounds very faint unless the volume control
is turned well up.
I should be interested to correspond with
any other readers who may have experimented on the above lines.-B. C. CLAY,
28, Scott Lane, Riddlesden, Keighley.

Listening on the 40m. Band

think there can be no possible
doubt now that the sun -spot maximum
end in the case of a horizontal aerial. An
in the orientation of a horizontal has been passed and that the predicted
QIR,-Though it has been quite a time alteration
aerial
will
be found to give a variation in effects are true. " Twenty metres " is
b.-)
since I last wrote, I am still a regular signal strength of as much as five to one in dying and " forty " is coming to life.
reader of your valuable magazine, which I some instances.
However, with the solid block of weak
have been reading even before it took over
In the case of American stations, of American C.W. that almost completely

A Southport Reader's Den

Amateur Wireless. I would like to conthere are thousands, there is no
' gratulate you on the high standard you which
point
in
readers giving more than one
have consistently maintained. The present from any district on a particular date.series of Radio Engineer's Pocket Book V. S. WALLACE (Norbury).

are unsurpassed for their great value and
guidance in helping fellow constructors
in the radio field.
I enclose a photograph of my den,
trusting it will be of interest to other readers.

The lay out consists of three receivers :

-

occupies the whole forty -metre band in the
early morning, and the tremendously

powerful broadcast of the daytime and
evening, DX listening on that. band
becomes extremely difficult with simple

A Light Experimental Portable receivers.
I think conditions seem worse than they
SIR,-I have read with interest the are-so few stations operating (coindiscussion on your Readers' Letters paratively), and so few beams on England.

page with regard to small portable receivers.

two short -wavers, home constructed through
the guidance of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

I should like to compare logs with "others in

this district and hear their views.-J. E.

Rippengal, 38, Wellesley Crescent, Twicken-

and the other a commercial 5 -valve set
including rectifier. There is also a P.A.
amplifier. These last two are not visible

ham, Middx.

on photo.-Enic A. WRIGHT (Southport).

Correspondents Required

A DX Log from W. Sussex
am sending this DX log I made
during May. I am surprised that Mr.
Kidd cannot receive Canadian stations.
Certainly in the daytime it is a hopeless
proposition, but I have been receiving
CJCX and CHNX quite regularly from
02.00 onwards at very good strength.

ACOLLINS, 3 Glencoe Road, Parkstone,

Dorset, desires to get in touch with
.
a reader about his own age (16 years) who
is interested in general radio work.

J. Sibley, . 134, Cumberland Road,
Plaistow, E.13, would like to correspond

with a wireless beginner in the locality

My set is a 5 -valve commercial superhet,
and aerial is a 44ft. 6 -wire cage inverted L

about 19 years of age.

R. E. Westover, 245, Walton Road,
Woking, Surrey, wishes to get in touch

running due E. to W. I submit the following log during last month.
Phone stations on 14 me/s were : Wl,

with an old hand in this district who would
be willing to assist in set construction.

ES5D, 2G, 1E, 2F; LY1F, 1J, 1G and

1,X1BF ; C060M, 7CX ; CX2C0 HA6Q,

2B, 7P; CG9BA ; PY1GR ; KAEV1E, IRV;
CX2AY ; LU5DD, 5CK, 4KZ ; XU8QA.

The main broadcast short-wave stations
heard during the first week in May were :
WCBX, WMBI, WGEA, WCAB, WPIT,

en0610775

A corner of E. A. Wright's den,showing part of
his equipment.

WRUL, WRUW, WRCA, WLWO, WBOS,
WGEO, CHNX and CJCX, VP3BG, I have an Ultra 4-v. superhet battery
de
HP5H, VONG, HCJB, PSH (Rio
portable receiver at present, and it weighs
Janeiro), 10.22 mc/s ; MTCY, J2I, CR7BE, in the neighbourhood of 201bs. I find it
VOMZ, VODQ and HP5G (very remarkable too heavy to carry very far. Of this weight,
news bulletins) on 25.47 m.
5lbs. is H.T. battery and 3tlbs. accumulator.

All the above stations were received at
very good strength between the hours of
19.00 and 03.00. I shall be very interested
-to hear from any short-wave listeners and

The remaining I 'Vbs. is about equally
divided between speaker and set chassis.

c/o Mrs. Coleman, The
Northfields Lane, Eastergate,

eliminated it would effect a greater saving
in weight.

guarantee to answer all letters.-R. H.
GRANT-DAVIS,

Goldings,

W. Sussex.

An Appeal

PROBLEM No. 403.

using a straight -three battery

receiver for some time, Matthews
AFTER
thought it would be an improvement if the

screen voltage of the H.F. valve were

made variable. He made a rough test and
found that there was certainly an improvement with different voltages and accord-

ingly he fitted a potentiometer in place
of the series resistance formerly used to
feed the screen. He found this worked
very well for two or three weeks, but then
he noted that volume had decreased and
the performance gradually deteriorated.
Why was this ? Three books will be
awarded for the first three correct solutions
opened. Entries must be addressed to

To my mind, the elimination of the accumu-

lator does not reduce weight much-i.e. if
a dry battery is used, but if H.T. could be
With this in mind I have been working out
details of a small set on the following lines
and am now carrying out experiments on
the design. Briefly the idea is to have a

The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George

Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes

IR,-However clever one may be as
o...) an operator, and with the most small receiver, say 3 -valve superhet for

must he marked Problem No. 403 in the

top left-hand corner and must be posted
headphone reception with H.T. supplied by
to reach this office not later than the first
post on Monday, June 10th, 194%
short-wave stations which cannot be a Bulgin vibrator and transformer (homereceived unless the date, time of the day, made as small as compatible with efficiency)
and reflecting conditions are favourable, and a small L.T. battery ; possibly a 4 -volt
Solution to Problem No. 402.
so that a bare recital of stations heard really Varle,y dry accumulator of cycle -lamp size,
When Temple screened the lead he unfortunately
conveys very little. If published logs are which would give a maximum of 8-10 hours' introduced
a short-circuit between the lead' and the
to serve any useful purpose it is essential continuous service.
screening. This short-circuited the H.T. through the
A second unit consisting of trickle charger, choke and owing to the fine wire this was burnt out.
that the date, exact time to the minute in

ambitious apparatus and aerial, there are

24 -hour nomenclature, frequency in kc/s

when he corrected the short-circuit the
and speaker if required, would remain at Accordingly,
set failed to function as there was no H.T. on the

of any station heard home and the set portion would stand on
should be quoted, and what is far more this and be coupled by a small plug and
important to know than the apparatus socket so that the L.T. accumulator would
(or

wavelength)

employed is an accurate description of the

always be kept fully charged ready for use

bearing of the aerial, the lay of it in the as a portable when required.
A small speaker unit--moving-iron for
case of a.dipole or the position of the free

valve.

'The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 401 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them :
L. Edwards, 7, Coed Afon, Llangollen, Denbighshire ;

G. W. Nailer, '27, Oxford. Street, Swindon,-Wilts
B. C. Reed. 298, Malden Road, Gleam. Surrey.
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Meter Switch
" I tried to make use of a meter in my

In reply

set as indicated on the attached sketch, but
twice It has burnt out when switching on.
Can you tell me how to avoid this, as I do
not want to have to keep having it rewound ?

66tirrfour letter

better plan, however, in view of t,he fact
that the meter is only needed to indicate
YOUR scheme was not sound, as the the conditions when the set is actually

Increasing Volume

centre -tap on the input circuit would
be very erratic. A much better plan, and
one which has been recommended on many
occasions, is to use two resistors across the
transformer secondary, taking the junction
the two resistors to G.B. Alteinatively,
1 -valve amplifier, or a preselector I could of
component (potentiometer) could
use before or after the set, without altering abevariable
used and adjusted for an exact electrical
the 2-valver ? "-C. W. M. (Arundel).
centre. In your case, however, we think

" I have a 2 -valve short-wave set, and
I find that the output of it is very small
when it is tuned to American and other
DX stations. I wonder if you can let me
know if there is a 2 -valve amplifier or

pointed out in recent articles, it is
A' possible to add an H.F. stage or
preselector to increase the range of a set
and also to add L.F. stages to increase
volume. The points to bear in mind are
that the H.F. stage will increase selectivity
and will not make a great deal of difference

to the volume of stations now heard,

although it may bring in stations at present
not heard. On the other hand, L.F. stages
will increase volume (proportional to the
amplification of the new, stages) but may

at the same time introduce difficulties
due to the fact that weak backgrounds

There does not appear to me to be any
way out in this circuit."-B. G. (Radlett).
THE burn -out was due to surge, and the
meter should preferably be on the
other side of the condenser. A much
working, would be to fit a switch or push-

button to contra' the meter. You can

obtain a small pusn-switch or temporary
position push-button

which

could

be

operated when the reading is desired.
Alternatively, a plan which we have
recommended on previous occasions is to
fit a closed-circuit jack in the circuit, and

at other points where a reading may be
it would be better to use R.C. coupling, desired, and to fit the meter with a plug
taking the output from the cathode and which could be inserted as desired. Shunts
anode of the L.F. stage in the usual way. or other devices could be included so that
This valve would then act as a phase - they are added when the meter is plugged in,
and short-circuited when the plug is out.

r

.

Cleaner Interference

RULES

" Could you tell me how to prevent the
noise in my set when the vacuum cleaner
is switched on ? There is a terrible noise
in the set, and this happens no matter what
part of the house the cleaner is in. Can I
fit anything to the set to save interfering
with the cleaner ? "-N. E. R. (Manchester).

I We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing

In our pages, or on general wireless matters.

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

now hardly noticed may be brought up
and give an apparent loss of selectivity.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of

to decide what to add, but in your case

(8) Suggest alterations or modifications to

could always be added at a later date
to improve selectivity.

enclosed

A stamped addressed,envelope must be
for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear

YOU can obtain a special flex -lead
suppressor device which is inserted
in the leads from the mains plug to the
cleaner. There are two types, and the
flex must be cut and the device connected
to the ends of the cut leads. It is quite
small and will work effectively without

Coils for All -waves

with queries as they are dealt with by a

lead to your set would also prove effective,

It is, therefore, not always a simple matter
we think a
single

L.F.

2-L.F.

stage would be best, or a

stage with a pentode valve.

H.F.

receivers
poraries.

described

in

our

contem-

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

upsetting the action of the cleaner. You
may find that condensers across the mains

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

separate department.

" I am modifying my set to all -waves,'
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
and wonder if it would be possible to retain
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, Loudon, W.C.2. Tile Coupon must be enclosed
my present two -band coils, as I find they
with every mien,.
give me adequate selectivity and the dial
MEM ,104=1/41111.1111M.14111Erl FIINW111.0141411..01100.111i
I am using is calibrated for them. If this
is so, could I add short-wave coils without inverter, and would give more reliable
upsetting the dials or coverage of the
existing coils ? Your advice on the best

way of carrying out my idea would be
appreciated."-A. I. (Hove).

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are given is

abbreviated form either because of non-compl ianee
with our rules, or because the point raised is sot of

general interest.

C14=.14M1.14111110.1M11.11111.0./.0.M1100.1E.11. 01411NJ

Eliminator Screening

" I have Just made up an eliminator from
short-wave coils there are one or parts taken from an old mains set and when

switch is employed at present, you could
replace this with a multi -contact switch

irINNIN11.0.114.11.04111.111,114111111.1.114 .1110.1111.1.11=1.11.101.

results than your present scheme.

ALTHOUGH it would be possible to add
two difficulties. If a +separate wave -change

if the set is mains operated.

connected to my battery set I am very
disappointed with results.

There is bad

H. H. (Manchester, 10). The ('smiler ('nurse would
no doubt be of the most use t o you. We have published

several articles on the subject. We regret that we

cannot give, at the moment, any Indication as to
J. RUC. (Davenport). We think Eleetradix Radios
.1

the items you require.

cP°isaissibuitl:Itiliyes.

hum, and in trying to trace this, following
A. M. (Glasgow). The best we could recommend
be a three -valve (Detector 2 I..F.) arrangement.
and then add coils so that very little details given in one of your books, I find would
G. T. (Cambridge). The impedance offered was
difference (if any) should be found in the that the position of the eliminator affects much
too high. Try a small load, and then measure t lie
present tuning. On the other hand, if the results. In one place the hum is very output. You will find that it is directly proportional
the circuit in question, and a good A.C. voltmeter,
self-contained coils and switches are now weak, but I have to use very long leads. in
accurately would be of the greatest assisbeing- used, you will have to arrange that Does this indicate that I shall have to calibrated
tance.
when switched to short waves the entire screen the unit more perfeCtly ? At present
8. E. A. (Ashbourne). Ordinary 22 D.C.C. wire would
coil assembly is out of circuit and separate it is in a copper -foil -lined box and it is be perfectly suitable. The details have been pubT. B. (Twickenham).
short-wave switches, if you need more than separately earthed."-S. A. (Peterborough). lished
several times. You will find them all collected
one short-wave band, will have to be used.
ALTHOUGH movement of the unit affects together in handy form in " ('oils, Chokes apd TransWe suggest you study the Bulgin catalogue,

hum it may not indicate that screening

above, your final choice must depend upon
the existing arrangements.

receiver, and therefore it may probably be

where you will see various short-wave is necessary, as there may merely be
coils and multi -contact switches which interaction between the mains transformers
may be adopted, although, as mentioned and a transformer or similar item in your

placed quite close to the receiver but at

such an angle that the interaction

is

You should, therefore, try this
Push-pull Working
before making any further modifications.
" I have tried out push-pull, but find that On the other hand, copper is not adequate
it is not so good as my ordinary output for screening a mains unit, as this material
valve. I enclose my old circuit and the is not suitable for L.F. screening, although
arrangement which I tried, and if this is ideal for H.F. screening. Theoretically,
not good, enough, perhaps you could tell you need an iron screen, but this may be
me how else -to try it, as I have been told obtained by using an ordinary tin box and
avoided.

it Is so good."-J. E. R. (Hemel Hempstead). earthing this.

formers."

W. P. L (Lianwrst). Bind the point before soldering.
It would be worth while to bend each end !sick before
soldering, so that the wires are locked together. This
will give added strength.
C. M. (King's Lynn). A secondary rated at 350 volts
60 mA would be quite suitable.
M. E. T. (Gillingham). You cannot now use appara-

tus of the type mentioned: You will have to wait
until after the war to carry on your experiments.

H. G M. (Bantry). A full-scale of 12 volts would be
most suit -able. Make your tests from day to day.
A. B. (Woodford). So far as we can trace. the wave-

length is 49.94 metres and power 20 kW.
r....11111.11411=.114=111.101/

The coupon on page 268 must be
attached to every query
1411.0411.1
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These Blueprints are drawn full size.

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of Issue.
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.

1937 Crystal Receiver

..

The " junior " Crystal Set

No. of
Blueprint.

-

.. 27.8.38

PW71
PW94

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
Beginners' One -valver
.
19.2.38
The " Pyramid " One-valver (131?
Pen)
27.8.38
Two -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

..

The Signet Two (D & LF)

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

(Trans)) ..
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
.

-

(RC & Tram))
..
..
..
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Peal)

All Pentode Three (Hi: Pen, D

24.9.38

--

-

PW31 A

PW85

Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (D, ^2 LF
(RC))

..

..

..

..

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..

--

The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
.. 14.8.37
The Centaur Three (SG,D,P)

F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave
..
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
.
.
2 LF (RC & Trans))

The " 13apide " Straight 3 ( ,
..
..
2 LF (RC & Trans))
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave

PW10
PW34A
PW35
PW37

PW51

PW53
PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64

31.10.36

PW69

18.2.39

PW72

4.12.37

PW82

PW78

..
..
(I1F Pen, D, Tet)
The " Hurricane "All -Wave Three
.
..
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
F. J. Camm's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)

PW87

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P) ..
.
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

..
Nucleon Class B Four (SG, ii
..
(SG), LF, Cl. B)..
..
Cl. B)

..

..

Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D, Pen)

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,
_
..
D, Push -Pull) ..

26.3.38
30.4.38

HF Pen, D, Pen (RC)) ..

..

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

..

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SO, Pow)

..
..

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

..

(D, Pow)

..

Three -valve Blueprints, Is. each.

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
..
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
_
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) _
..
A.C. Three (SG. D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)..
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
..
..
..
..
F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2

LF (RC)) ..
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Yen, Th.
..
Pen, Westector, Pen) ..

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)

..

_

_

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
..
Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark (IF Fen, iii,

-

..
..
Push -Pull)
..
Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
_
..
Push -Pull)

-

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Blueprint, 1s.

Simple S.W. One-valver ..

The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (Hl' Pen), Pen)
..
.. 27.8.38
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW84

PW89

Trans)) .
The Band -Spread S.W.

(HI' Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
Blueprint, 15.

Four -valve :

" Imp " Portable 4 (1), LF, LF
(Pen))

S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valvo)

PW83

3.9.38

PW90

7.1.39

-

PW18
PW31
PW19

PW38

PW50
PW54
PW56
PW70

PW34D
PW45
PW47

PW88
PW38A
PW91

1.10.38

PW68

-

p7765

-

PW63

B.B.C. Special One-valver

PW77
PW86

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) ..
Full -volume Two (SG det, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
A Modern Two -valuer
Three -valve :

Blueprints, 1s. each.

£5 5s. S.O. 3 (SG, D, Trans)

..

Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three : De Luxe Version

PNV48A

..

D, Pen) _

PTY Three (Pen, D, Pen) ..
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen) ..
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

-Class B) ........Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG,
..
Four -valve :

Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

65s. Four (SO, D, RC, Trans)
2H1' Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

..
..

Self-contained Four (SO, D, LF

Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Five -valve :

Super -quality Five (2 HI', D, RC,
Trans)
..
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
.

-

Mains Operated.
Blueprints, 1s. each.

Two -valve :

Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C...
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)

AW403
W111286

WM394

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Home Lover's New All -Electric
Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.

AW383

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,

D, Pen) ..
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) ..
.. Jan. '36

WM374
WM401.

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

. July '33

.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LF, P)...
.. May '35
SUPERB ETS.

Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.

-

Modern Super Senior
_
`Varsity Four
..
.. Oct. '35
The Request All -Waver .
. June '36
1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)
Heptode Super Three A.C.

.

" W.M." Radiogram Super A.C...

. May '34

WM329

WM3s6

WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379

WM359
WM366

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class B)
Family Portable
Trans) ..
Two HF Portable (2 SG, 5,

AW393

AW447
WM363
WM367

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans):
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Battery Operated.
Blueprints, 1s. each.

One -valve :

S.W. One-valver for America
Rome Short -Waver

-

.. 15.10.38

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SG det,
Pen)
Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..

.AW429

AW452
WM402
AW440

.
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC',
Trans) ..
.
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)
.. 22.7.39

WM313

Simplified Short-wave Super

W111397

WM337
WM351
WM354
WM371
W51389
W111393

WM396
WM400

AW370
AW421
WM331

WM350
WM381
WM384
WM404

WM320

Class B)

W31344

Class B)

WM340

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF,

Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

AW412
AW422

D.,

LF, Trans)
15 Is. Battery Four (HF,D, 2 LI') Feb. '35
The 11.K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (111' Pen,
Apr. '36
HP Pen, DDT, Pen)

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set

AW437
WM271
WM327

--

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

AW435

--

less Magazine .

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

19.5.34

.

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wire-

AW387

Trans)
..
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D. Pen).. June'33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
Oct.'33
Pen)
..
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
.
Mar. '34
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

(SG, D. Trans)

Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC',

Amateur Wireless
4d.
Wireless Magazine
...
1/4
.,
The index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the des-

QP21)

Blueprints, Is. each.

:

1st. 1940) 4d. Post Paid

(issues dated June 1st,
1940. and after)
5d. Post Paid

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

Battery Operated.
STRAIGHT SETS.
Blueprint, 1s.

.

PW20

PW95

PW30A

1.935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG',
PW23
PW25
PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW36A

PW60
PW73

--

Two -valve

12.2.38

PW44
PW59

3.6,39

Practical Wireless (Issues dated prior to June

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
PW43
PW42

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
AW427
Four -station Crystal Set ..
23.7.38
..
AW444
1934 Crystal Set .
..
AW450
150 -mile Crystal Set

PW17

PW67

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, 1s.

One -valve :

PW46

Three

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve

PW4
PW11

PW34B
PW34C

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

1.5.37
8.5.37

----

-

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

PW92

--

.. 23.12.39

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

(SG, D, Pow)

I'W40
PW52

Battery Operated.

One -valve :

3.9.38

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
.
26.9.36
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, 'D

..
..
)
Pen
The " Admiral "BFour (HF Pen,

Push Button 4, Battery Model '.. 1 22.10.38
Push Button 4. A.C. Mains Model

Experimenter's Short-wave Three

.. 28.8.37
Three (HF, Det., Pen) ..
1933 " Triband " Ali -Wave Three
..
.. 22.1.38
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
F. S. Camm's " Sprite " Three

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
Universal £5 Superhet (Three valve)
..
..
..
..
F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 ..

Four -valve : Double -aided Blueprint, Is. 6d.

PW49

13.4.35

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW76

..
..
..
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
..
..
..
(Trans)) .
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (IF
.

---

1.6.37

PW93

PW39
PW41
PW48

Three)

..

F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet ..

F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super.
het 4
..
..
..
..
" Qualitone " Universal Four .. 16.1.37

(Pen), Pen)
..
.
.. 29.5.37
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, 'Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.3.35
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

SUPE RH ETS

Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)

Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue Is out of print.

RC, Trans)

AW355
(17',

Trans, Super-regen) .
.
30.6.34
The Carrier Short-waver(SG, D, 'P) July '35

AW438
WM390

Four -valve : Blueprints,1s. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

-

Superhet : Blueprint, 1 s..6d.

.. Nov. '35

AW436

WM383

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
Pen) A.C.
13.1.40

" W.M." Long -wave Converter ..
Three -valve :
Blueprint, Is.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Four -valve : Blueprint, is. 6d.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..

-

AW453
WM380
WM35:.

WM391

MISCELLANEOUS.

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price
6d.)
..
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
(1/6)

.

---

Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35

Harris Electrogram battery amplifier (1/-)

De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (V-)

.

. Mar. '36

New style Short-wave Adapter
Trickle Charger (6d.)

Short-wave Adapter (1/-)..
Superhet Converter (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
(1/-)
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)

.. May '36
.. June '36

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (1/-)

-

AW329
WM387
WM392
WM398

WM399
WM403
WM388
AW462
AW456
AW457
W1)1405

WM406
WM403
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IMPRESSIONS
ON 111-111-1 WAX

WHICH ROOM

A REVIEW OF THE LATEST
GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
FOLLOWING on an amazingly successful
album devoted to the' complete
musical score of " Gulliver's Travels," the

is most convenient for your set ?

of Walt Disney's latest sensation,
" Pinocchio," featuring Cliff Edwards,

MANY serious radio experimenters
prefer to operate their sets in the
privacy of their own " dens." In such

to sound " natural " in a large cinema

cases a good extension speaker is essential
to serve the other members of the houseBut
hold with popular programmes.
wherever the set is placed, there are
numerous occasions when it is incon-

Decca Company have now issued one

Juletta Novis, The King's Men and Victor
Young and his Orchestra.
Faced with the problem of whether to
follow the film exactly or whether to
provide the maximum of graphonic entertainment, it was wisely decided to follow
the latter. A record (sound track) made

tends to sound unbalanced in the average
home. The new Decca album, therefore,
contains all the " Pinocchio " music, but
recorded not for the cinema but for your
home.

Wherever possible,

the original

film " voices " have been used, but even

here there has been some recording licence.
Cliff " Ukulele Ike " Edwards, whose vocal

doubling is responsible for so much of
Jiminy Cricket's appeal, is used to great
advantage. Decca F 7436/9.
A recording contract of great importance
was signed recently when it was arranged
that future recordings by both the orchestra
and the band of the Royal Artillery should

be made by Decca. The orchestra has a
record this month of " Toreador et
Andalouse " and The Night Patrol " on
Decca F 7463, while the band makes its
debut with " By the Waters of Minnetonka "
The Grasshoppers' Dance " on
and

venient to confine your listening to one
" Extension speaker listening "
provides the only satisfactory solution.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate
Stentorians - the economically priced
room.

speakers which do

full

justice to the

CADET CABINET

£2 3 6

Chassis models from 19/3.
Cabinet models from 21/6.
Literature on application.

finest sets.

lentonan

THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER

FOR ANY SET

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO.

LTD., MANSFIELD,

N OTTS.

Decca F 7464.

Vocal
INIMITABLE Norman Long has a comic
cameo in Nice Kind Sergeant " on
Decca F 7461.

He has coupled it with

" In our Village A.R.P." Adelaide Hall
revives two old favourites with recordings
of

ARMSTRONG

Apologise for delay in delivery of some models,
this unfortunately has been unavoidable owing to
the present great difficulty in obtaining raw
materials.

Chloe " and " Begin the Beguine "

ELECTRADIX
Still at 218; UPPER THAMES STREET

on Decca F 7460, while Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon introduce several novel angles
into their record of " There's a Boy
Coming Home on Leave " on Decca F 7458.

On the reverse side they sing " With the
Wind and the Rain in your Hair." Vera
Lynn records a broadcast success in
" When you Wish Upon a Star " from the
film " Pinocchio." and " I'm Praying
To -night for the Old Folks at Home " on

SIGNAL GEAR

LIGHTING SETS
CHARGERS AND

Decca F 7444.

Charlie Kunz records yet another of his
popular piano medleys of up-to-the-

RECTIFIERS

solos are provided by Sidney Torch with a
medley of popular tunes on Decca F 7448.

INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

minute tunes on Decca F 7457. Organ
Brunswick
ANEW song that has endless potentialities

for the witty is " Confucius Says "
on Brunswick 02957, played by Guy
Lombardo and his Royal Canadians.

The

band couple it with " I'm Fit to be Tied."
A new Brunswick record is of topical interest

in that it contains the popular " Alice Blue
Gown."

The tune will have a renewed

appeal when the film of " Irene," in which

Anna Neagle is starred, is shown over
here. Brunswick have chosen Florence
George-she's Bing Crosby's sister-in-law-

to make the record-Brunswick 02884.
She is accompanied by Victor Young and
his Orchestra, and on the reverse side she

has chosen a very old favourite from
" Rose Marie "-" Indian Love Call."

8 -valve All -wave SuperMODEL AW38.
heterodyne chassis. This All -wave Radiogram
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling 8 watts, and gives good

quality reproduction en both radio and gramophone, for an economical price of 8 gee. Plus
5% war increase.
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38
chassis, 21 :1 :0. Plus 5% war increase.

See Last Week's
Advertisement

We suggest Model AW38 together with matched

speaker at £9 : 9 :0, plus 5% war increase, complete, represents the most outstanding value on
the market to -day
PAPER RATIONING
We are reluctantly compelled to charge 6d. towards

the cost of our Illustrated Catalogue in future.
which gives full details of our complete range.
Write for your copy to -day !

ARMSTRONG MANFG.Co

WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)

'Phone NORth 3213

1940 STOCK LIST FREE,
but send stamps for postage

and replies to :-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4.
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Classified Advertisements

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
AIR MINISTRY.

ADVERTISEMENTS

are accepted for these columns
at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent, for 13,

10 per cent. for 26 and 15 per cent, for 52 insertions
are allowed.

All advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word

printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.

ALL communications should be addressed to the

Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless." Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

AERONAUTICAL

INSPECTION

DIRECTORATE.

Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Examiners in the General Engineering, W/T and
Instrument Branches.
QUALIFICATIONS.

All candidates must have good general education, be
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use
micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have had practical experience in an engineering
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing
is desirable.

(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have

CABINETS
A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets

(tindri lied) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel: Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
NEW Edition.
American Amateur Relay League
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical

information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook ;
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

knowledge of physics and training in light engineering
or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge of
optical instruments are also required,
(c) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical

knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training in radio communication equal
to City and Guilds final examination standard.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects,

not exceeding three calendar months, and will be
paid £3 108. Od. weekly during training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 5s. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally residing outside

the training area. On successful completion of training,
candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary
of £246, if 25 years of age or over, with a corresponding
reduction of £12 per annum for each year under 25 on
joining (payable monthly in arrear) if service is satis-

factory, and must be prepared to serve in any part
of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 23 to GO.
CANDIDATES should indicate

on their applications
for which vacancy they wish to be considered -a,

bore.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British,
make. 24 -hour service, moderate

Pulteney
London, Ni..
Speakers,

Terrace,

any
prices. -Sinclair
Copenhagen Street,
American,

APPLICATIONS must be made on Form 786, copies of

which can he obtained on application, by postcard

The Inspector -in -Charge, A.I.D. Training
School (I.C.S./REC. 53), Brandon Steep, Bristol, 1.
Only, to :

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
Radio Map of the World enables you to
Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.
WEBB'S

locate any station heard. Size 40' by 30" 2 colour heavy
REPAIRS

to

moving coil

speakers.

Cones/coils

fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

MISCELLANEOUS
PRINTING. -1,000 Billheads, 3s. 9d.; Memos, Cards,
etc. Samples free. - Creteivay Press, 24, Busted,
Sussex.

WEBB'S Radio Globe -superb le full -colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount.

Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street,
London, W.1.

'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

READERS' BARGAINS
Complete. Steel cabinet, as new. Sell
or exchange. Offers. -Nash, 21, Sandwell Avenue,
Darlaston, Staffs,
PILOT 0-V-1.

RADIOGRAM, good tone and working order, also all -

wave table receiver. Must be good and reasonable
price. -Roberts, Rural Structures, Amersham.

Valves, PM22A's, FC2A's, VP2B's,
VPTis, SP2's, HL2's, SG's, etc. Resistors, Condensers, OPT's, 1 Eliminator, V/C's and good portable
COMPONENTS,

MORSE EQUIPMENT

aces., JSK2's, etc., etc. -Apply Childs, 94, Abbey

Road, Warley, Staffs,
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

WIRELESS Code Courses.

"Book of Facts" Free, -

Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kiugsway, London,
W.C.2.

3,000

Speakers, P.M. and energised 41n. to lain. inseveral Epoch l8in.-Sinclair Speakers,

cluding

Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

COUPON
This coupon is available until June 15th, 1940,

and must accompany all Queries and Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 8/6/1940.
.4111.11.611.141111100.100411.0.114111111414111114114/M11,11=1.110

LISSEN 2v. screen -grid valves, S.G.215 and S.G.2V,
3/6 each.
LISSEN 2v. battery pentode, 4 -pin side terminal P.T.2A
and P.T.225, 3/11 each.
LISSEN 4v. mains screen grid A.C./S.G., 4/11 each.
LISSEN 4v, mains output pentode A.C./P.T., 4/11 each.
LISSEN rectifier valve V650, 2/11 each.

ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 5 valve A.C.

Latest

Mullard valves T.H.4.B., V.P.4.B., T.D.D.4., Pen.

A.4., L.W., 4/350v. Ranges : short wave 16-48 metres.
Medium wave 200-560 metres. Long wave 800-2,200
metres. Size of chassis, 1411n. long, nin. deep, height
overall Skin. Controls, tuning at side. Volume on/off

at side, wave -change, provision for pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, 24/17/6. Special

Speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.
ULTRA SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi -Q.
inductance, 100 microhenries. Boxed, list, 2/-. Our

price, 1/- each.

ULTRA SHORT and short wave double wound low -

resistance choke. Lissen Hi -Q. resistance less than
.05 ohms. Boxed, list, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders.
Lissen Hi -Q.
Baseboard and chassis, 5- and 7 -pin, 10d. and 1 /- each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen Hi -Q. 250
D.C. working. Moulded case with feet .1 mfd. and 1
mfd., 6d. each.

ROTARY COIL UNIT. Lissen Hi -Q, Four -band from

4.8-91 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11 each.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi -Q. Minimum
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. Two types. Boxed.
With knobs. 160 mmfd. List, 7/6. Our price, 3/- each.
20 minfd. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
CONE speaker unit. Lissen. Complete with reed and
chuck. Boxed, 1/- each.
PUSH-PULL switches.
3 -point, 6d. each.
ROLA P.M. speakers.

Lissen.

2 -point, 4d. each.

Latest type, 7i" cone with

power and pentode transformer. Boxed. 15/- each.
CLOCK -FACED dials. 5" x 3V. With printed 3 -wave
scale.
Ox -copper escutcheon and glass, 3/6 each.
Ditto, Ices escutcheon, 2/6 each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output

4v.4 amps., 4v.6 amps., 4/11 each.
MAINS transformers. Plessey. 350-0-350v., 90 m.a.,
4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 8/6 each.
MAINS transformer.
G.E.C. American windings,

350-0-350v., 65 m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.

Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.
MAINS transformers.
Wearite.
Type R.C.1,
250-0-250v., 80 MA., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9111
each. Type R.C.2, 350-0-350v. 120 MA., 4v. 2.5 amps.,
4v. 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type R.C.3, 350-0-350v.

150 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 5 amps.,
15/. each. Type R.C.4, 500-0-500v. 150 ma., 4v. 2 amps.,
4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.

All above are centre -tapped windings. Type 1t.C.5,
100 -watt auto transformer, 100-110v., 200-250v.,
reversible, 12/6 each.
All transformers 200-250v.

postage extra. -Box No. 206, c/o Practical Wireless.

CHASSIS mounting valve -holders. American 4 -5 -67 -pin, 4d. each. Octets, 6d. each. Loctals, 10d. each,
7 -pin English type, 3d. each.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

1 WATT resistances, Polar N.S.F., 4d. each ; 3/9 dozen.

Brand new 1939/40 models,

makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
30% to 40% below listed prices; also Midgets,
portables, car radio. Send 21d. stamp for lists. Radio Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road,
Aston, Birmingham.

SOUTHERN Radio's Bargains.

densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel,
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic
Condensers, Volume Contrpls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9' x 7' x 7',

15/- the Kit.
21/Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150

Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

tapped primaries.

ALL Guaranteed, Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Con-

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

LATEST Stentorian Senior, TM. Speaker, as new, 30s.,

BANKRUPT Bargains.

MORSE TRAINING

June 8th, 1940

85/-, 21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
1 and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Lond-speaker Units, 2/6; Crystal Sets,
5/8; Westectors Type W2, 2/6; Crystal Detectors,
2/-; Crystals, 6d.; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d. "P.O."
Microphones on Stand, for use with any receiver, 5/-;

Telsen W349 Iron -core Midget D.R. Coils, 5/6; Morse
Tapping Keys, 3/-; Buzzers, 1/6.

All sizes up to 2 meg.

VOLUME CONTROLS. American C.T.S., finest made,

divided spindles. Length 24-". With switch 2,000,
5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and
1 meg., 2/6 each. Wire wound, 5 watt (less switch),
2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 ohms., 2/ each.

24 MFD. can type electrolytics, 450v. working, 1/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, type R.C.D. Drop through.

Capped, 250/350v. 100 ma., C/T. 4v, 6 amps., 4v. 2.5
amp. Wire -ends, 10/6 each.
SPEAKER

transformers, pentode output, 3-4 ohm.

matching, 3/- each.
B.I. wire -end type, bias electrolytics, 50 mfd., 12v.,
1/6 each. Ditto, 50 mfd., 50v., 2/- each.
TUBULARS wire -end, non -inductive paper condensers.
All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 dozen,
B.I. 8 x 8 mfd. 550v. working. Cardboard electrolytics,
3/6 each. Ditto, 16 x 8 mfd., 4/6 each. Ditto, 8 mfd.
tubulars, 2/- each. Ditto, 4 mfd. tubulars, 1/9 each.
Ditto 2 mfd. tubulars, 300v. working, 1/3 each.

All orders must include sufficient postage to cover.
Hours of business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays; 9 a.m.1 p.m. Saturdays.
PLEASE

WRITE YOUR ADDRESS
LETTERS.

IN

BLOCK

WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER
ACCOMPANIED

EN-

2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Govern-

QUIRIES

Gerrard 6653.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.0.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

ment Stock; Wood .9' x 7" x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.

UNLESS

POST(2

BY

FULL
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

PREMIER RADIO

GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES

In response to many requests, we have now produced an A.C. version of the popular Premier

PUBLIC ADDRESS, 8-10 watt amplifiers, 200/240 volt
A.O. mains using 2 PX4's in parallel, less valves, 32/6
each, carriage 2s.

instructions and circuits 14/10/-. Completely
wired and tested, 25/10/-. Send for full details.

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, useful for all

test work or television. Input 200/240 volts, output
5,000 and 7,000 volts output, 6/6 each, post 1/-.

200/250 volts input, 12
and 24 volts at 4/6 amps. output, suitable for model
trains, etc., 15/- each, post 1/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/240 volts input, 50
volts 8 amps. output, useful for small ears, etc., 15/ each, post If-.
RAYCRAFT MAINS RELAY UNIT, complete with
10,000 ohm relay mains transformer, rectifier. C'ondensers etc., 12/6 each, post 1/-.
PUBLIC ADDRESS HORNS for 8 -in. speakers, size
40in., with 30in. flare (non-metallic), 30/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS,

A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS, approx.

I

h.p., 1,440

r.p.m., 200/240 volt 50 cy. I phase. New condition,
27/6 each.
Motors as above.
37/6 each.

Complete with 2 ratio gear -box,

75, Lee High Rd.,

Lewisham, London, S.E.13.

VAUXHALL-All goods previously advertised are
still available; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 1634 Strand, W.C.2.
COULPHONE Radio, Ormskirk.

Collard A.C. Motors,

Radiogram Units, 45/-. High
quality crystal pickups, 25/-. Rola G.12 speakers,
energised, 52/6. G12 P.M., 65/-. Guaranteed American
valves, 4/6 ea. Octal, 5/6. ld. stamp for lists.
DENGO "Pocket Two" midget dry battery receiver,

£2/15/0. Ideal for present conditions. Send for details.
-Warwick Road, Clacton, Essex.
RADIO VALVES. Boxed, tested (list 7/6).

Manufac-

turers' surplus clearance of 5 -pin 4 v. A.C. Triodes,
equivalent Marconi-Osram MH4. Mallard 354V. etc.,
2/3 Each, lost free, P.O. with order.-J. Kilen,
28, Richmond Road, London, E.4.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2. SEE LAST WEEK'S ISSUE FOR
OUR BARGAINS.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES
Reduced Hil,crip-

RADIO SeMely of Great Ilritain.
tions during War. latails and "T and It bulletin
Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
" H.A.C." one -valve Short-wave Receiver, famous
for over 5 years, now available in kit form ; complete
kit of precision components, accessories, full instructions, 12/6, post 6d., no soldering necessary ; descriptive folder free on request.-A. L. Bacchus, 109,

YOUNG MEN

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY -OPERATED

or Wireless College, Colwyn Bay,

KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete

teristics and have elementary knowledge of the theory
of wireless. Youth or woman eligible. Apply giving
full particulars, including salary required, to CosmOs
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Brimsdown, Enfield.

BOOKS

3 -Band S.W. 2 -

3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9.

Valve Kit, 22/6.

Coils to t one from 13 to 170 metres.
1
1

1

Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit
Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
Kit
..

..

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit.*

3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

20/-

23/26/3

29/-

Kit
..
.
68/ ROTHERMEL PIEZO
SPECIAL OFFER.
CRYSTAL
PICK-UPS. New Junior

BRUSH

P.U. with arm,

19/6.

need this war atlas when you read the newspapers
or listen to the wireless bulletins. "Newnes CompreYOU

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid Instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in

Standard 0.8. Model with

P.U. head only, De Luxe Model. 19/6.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, complete with Transformers, fain. P.M. 12 6, Sin. P.M. 16/6, 10in.
P.M. 22;6, G i2 P.M. 66/,
ENERGISED SPEAKERS, Plessey Sin., 175 ohm
Field, 7/6 ; 7.000 ohm Field, 7/6; with transiOrti writ

Rola (i12 Energised, 1,250 or 2,500 ohm,

59/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.

hensive War Atlas" will make the progress of the
conflict understandable in all its aspects. 8 pages of
war maps, including the Scandinavian countries,
Western Front, Balkans, and all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
With war strengths of the Armies, Navies, and Air
Forces of the Nations.-Of all newsagents and booksellers, Is. 6d. net, or by post ls. 9d. from the Book
Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
KNOW

House,

what to do before the doctor comes.-Learn

from the new book, " First Aid For The Householder,"
and your knowledge may be the means of saving a life.
Deals in simple language with all kinds of injuries
and their treatment, war -gases, shock, and the minor
ailments of everyday life. Clearly illustrated.Of all booksellers, is. 6d. net, or by post ls. 9d. from

the Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

All brand new and Gudranteed.
Input 110 v. ;111(1 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
120 m.o. 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps., C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 326-325 v.,
75
6 v. 2 amps., 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6/6

A RADIO Consultant for All-" Everyman's Wireless

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at * amp., 11/9 ;

THE whole amazing science of wireless is contained

each. Input -560-250 v., 300-300 V. no ma. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/11. Output 325-326 v. 180
in.a., 5 V. 2.3 amps., 6-3 v. 2-4 amps., 12/6.

6 volts at * amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6;

12 volts at 1 amp., 24j6 ; 6 volts t 2 amps., 37/6.
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
4 v., A.C. Types,

A.C./H.L. A.C./L.,
A.C./S.G.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P.
all 6,3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6.
A.C.1PensLH., 7/6 ; A.C4P.X.4. 7:3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 350 V. F.W.
Rect., 5/6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 6/6 ; 13 v..2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 each. Full and Half -Wave Rectifiers,

6/6 each.

Book," by F. J. Caitlin, explains the operation, upkeep,
and overhaul of all types of wireless receivers. Illus-

trated.-Of all booksellers, 5/-, or by post 5/6 from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept..), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

in " The Outline of Wireless," by llalph Stranger.
The entire theory of reception is clearly explained.
Over 800 pages. Illustrated-Of all booksellers, 10/6,
or by post 11/- from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

AMATEUR and professional servicemen will find all

their radio problems solved in " The Practical Wireless

Service Manual," by F. J. Comm. Illustrated.Of all booksellers, BF, or by post 0/6 from George

Newnes, Ltd. ( Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

in stock. Standard tubes, 5;6 each. Octal Base

"THE Mathematics of Wireless," by Ralph Stranger,
deals simply and fascinatingly with this essential
branch of radio knowledge.-Of all booksellers, 5/-,

PREMIER 1940 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES. all types
SUITS, 6/6 each.

Each Kit is complete with ready -drilled
chassis, selected components, matched valves,
full diagrams and instructions.
KITS.

Completely

Kits of Parts Wired and

RADIO Valve manufacturers require Junior Engineer.
Applicants should be conversant with valve charac-

(15-20 years) urgently needed to train
as Radio Officers for the Merchant Navy; military
exemption obtainable; short training period; low
fees ; boarders accepted. Write or call for full particulars, Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton,

with all components, diagram, and 2 -volt valves.

Hartington Road, S.W.8.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Secretary, 1.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, W.4.

Short Wave SG3 Kit, Complete Kit of Parts
with drilled chassis, all components, Plug-in
Coils covering 13-170 metres, d valves and full

arm, 29/6.

121n. turntable, 27/6.

television, test
equipment design, trade -test coaching for R.A.F.
posts, I.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams.; booklet free.PRACTOAL Postal Courses, radio

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

EPOCH LARGE P.M. SPEAKERS, 10 ohm speech
roil; handle 10 watts, 10 -in. cone, 32,6 each.
EX-G.P.O. GLASS -TOP RELAYS, with platinum
points, new condition, 10/- each, post 6d.

WESTON ELECTRIC PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL P.A. HORN SPEAKERS (2) only, 75/- each.

TUITION

4 -watt A.O. amplifier

with Valves
£2

6

or by post 5/6 from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
W.C.2.

r WE SUPPLY LATEST MODELS OF

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS ON

Tested.
£3

6

4

0

4 -watt A.C./D.C.
£2 6 6
£3 4 0
£6 2 6
£7 0 0
6 -watt A.C.
8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C.
£5 5 0
£6 2 6
15 -watt A.C.
..
£6 14 0
£6 2 6
PREMIER
Short -Wave
Condensers all -brass
construction, wit's Trolitul insulation.. 15 mmf.,
1/9; 25 mmf., 1/10; 40 mmf., 2/-; 100' nifilf,
2/3 ; 160 mmf., 2/7 ; 250 mmf., 2/11.
Coil Formers, 4- and 6 -pin, plain or threaded,

EASY TERMS

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST &
" SEEMS. PROMPT DELIVERY. CARR. PAID.,

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
" WINDER," ARDINGLY RD., BALCOMBE,
SUSSEX (Evacuation Address).

1/2 each.

UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direet'ana 100 :

ADVERTISE

.

Turn those surplus components into cash ! The classified

columns of " Practical Wireless " are scanned by most of
our readers. Here you will

find a ready market for your

surplus components. Special
rate of Id. per word (minimum
I I-).

Send your advertisement with P.O. to :Advertisement
Manager,
" Practical
Wireless," Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

1

Ratios, 4/3.
LIMN Dual Range Screened Coils, medium and
long waves, 2/9 each.

STRI

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/ please add Ill. postage. All enquiries must be

1,

accompanied by 21d. stamp.

Chassis socket

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
111 PAGES .

.

. PR!CE 6d. plus postage, 2)d.

GET YOUR

COPY

TO -DAY

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167,
Lower Clanton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

'entral 2878

or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2381

STRIPS
ief

and PANELS
for all
purposes.

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.,
I, Church Road, Leotherhead, Surrey.

HIGH PAY!

AND SECURITY FOR

GINEERS

Now is the time for every man interested in any branch
of Engineering to equip himself for a position of responsibility and high pay by becoming Technically Qualified.
Practical experience alone is not sufficient ; it is the man

who has studied the technical side of Engineering and
Modern production methods who can
command big money
The Engineer who can place a few
letters after his name such as

A. M. I. E. E.,
A.M. I. Mech. E.,
A. M. I. P. E. (Associate Member Institution of Production Engineering) will
always stand head and shoulders above

the unqualified man.

FREE 208 -page HANDBOOK
Send to -day for " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This remarkable guide describes
the easiest way of passing the A. M.1. C. E.,

E . E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A. M
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.VV.T., A.M.I.A.E., and similar
A. M .1 . Mech. E.,

The handbook also gives details of
branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Motor, Aeronautical, Radio and
Draughtsmanship,
Engineering,

Examih*ions.
Courses

in

ElectricaI,

all

ProductiOn
Tracing, Inspection,

Government Work, etc.,
of our Nationally

the unique advantages
organised Employment Department.
and

describes

TEAROFF HER E.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you are earning less than £10 a week.
you cannot afford to miss reading
EERING OPPORTUNITIES." You shoula write (or
send the Coupon) for a copy of this 208 -page guide to the
best -paid posts immediately FREE and post free.

/

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF/

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

I

409a, Shakespeare House,

/

17-19, Stratford Place, W.I.
Please forward Free of cost or obligation of any
kind, your 208 -page Handbook " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES."
Name

a

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Address

409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
1
17, 18, & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I. 1
RN Mtn a =MI Mi MN 10

-

:4/ I@ CM MN 1111.1

M.M Mili AM

NM OM MI MI ///
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TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS

1^3yPT.trc7p7Ivi

Modern circuits of every type. Diagrams and instructions for assembling and wiring. Including Circuits
for Battery and Mains -operated Receivers, Adaptors. Units. Portables, Short -Wave Receivers, All -wave
Receivers, Amplifiers. and a Room -to -room Communicator. This is a complete guide to the construction of
all types of receivers, from crystal sets to superhets, from battery sets to mains sets, from all -wave to
short-wave sets, from amplifiers to a room -to -room communicator. All of the circuits described have
been built and tested, and in many cases wiring diagrams have been included.
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These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descrinthins AA these vets can in some cases be supplied at
the tolioiving prices which are additional to the cost
of liae.Blueprint. A -dash before the Blueprint Number

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Dale of Issue.
CRYSTAL
Blueprints, 6d. each.

1937 Crystal Receiver

SETS

..

-

27.8,38

The " Junior " Crystal Set

STRAIGHT SETS.

l'W71
l' W94

Battery Operated.

One -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One -valve[

..

PW81 A

19.2.38

The " Pyramid " One-valver

27.8.38

Ten)
. .
The Signet Two (1) &
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

24.9.38

1'W93

Silectone Battery Three (1), 2 1,F

PW10
PW34A

Leader Three (SO, D. Pow)

Summit Three (HF Pen, 1), Pen)

All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
29.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
Hall -Mark Three (SO, D, Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (1), LF, Pen (RC))

F. J. Canna's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, I) (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

..

Cameo Midget Three (1), 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)

Batti ry All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

l'W 76

16.3.3- 5

13.4.35

PW 35
PW 37

PW39

I'W4l

1'W 48

PW49
PW51

PW63

-

21.3.36
14.8.37

PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64

31.10.36

PW69

18.2.30

PW72

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PW78

22.1.38

PW84

26.3.38

PW87

.. 30.4.38
..
(891, D (Pen), Pen)
Push -Button"
J. CallITII'S

PW89

(RU))

The Monitor (11F Pen, 1), Pen)
The Tutor Three (HF Pen. 1). Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, I), 1') ..
F. J. Canines Record All -Wave

..
Three (HF' Pen, D, Pen)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (ll,
2 Lt. (RC & Trans)) ..
The " Rapide " s Straight 3 (1!),
..
2 LF (RC & Trans))
F. J. Canun's Oracle All -Wave
..
Three (BF, Pet.. Pen)
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
..
..
(Hie Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Camel's " Sprite " Three
(BF Pen, I), Tet)
The " Hurricane" All -Wave Three

Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, 1), LF, P) ..
..
Fury Four (2 SC, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SO, I), LI`,

Nucleon Class B Four (SO,

3.9.38

PIV92

L5.37
8.5.37

PW4

D

Battery Ball -Mark 4 (HF Pen,

..
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
..
111' I'en, 1/, Pen (RC))

Unique (11F Pen, I) (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
..
F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D,

2

LF (RC))..
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector. Pen)
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (I1F
Pen, D, Pen)
four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SI), SG, H, Pen)..
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,

Hall -Mark (HF

Pen,

D,

Univeisal Ball -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)

,

, .

PW 43

Two -valve : Blueprints,

Midget SII(PI
The " Fleet "
tt
(1) (II Pen), Pen)

is. each.

14

(D,

1'C11)

Two

;INT

1'W73

..

(SO; D, Pen)

.

"imp." Portable 4 (D,
(Pen))

LF
.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, Is.
S.W. Converter-Ad:114cl (1 vats.-)

---

£5 Is. 8.1;.3 (SC, D. Trans)
..
Lucerne Ranger (8li. 1), Trans) ..

..

l'W29

7.1.39

PW35C
PW35B
PW36A

PW38
PW50

PW64

19.5.34

--

Trans) ..
Transportable Three (SG. D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SC, D, Pen).. June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
..
Oct. '33
Pen)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pert)
Mar. '34
£3 3s. Three (SO. D, Trans)

1935 £6. 6s. Battery Three (SG,
PW23
PW25

1), Pen) ..

--

PT P Three (Pen, D, Pen)
..
Certainty Three ISO, D, Pen) ..
Minitithe Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
I'en)
..

-

-Self-contained Four (SG, I), LF,
.. Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SO, D,
..
..

65s. Four (SG, I), RC, Trans)
211E Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

..

Class B)

PW70
PW20

Five -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

PW34D
PW45
PW 47

PW88

lit' Pen, DDT, Pen)

..

.. Apr. '30

Suer -quality Five (2 HE, D, RC,
Class B Quadradyne (2 SC, D, LF,

Class 11) ..
Net, ChM B Five (2 SO, D. LF,
Hass 13) ..

May '35

..

'Varsity Four

-

'35

Oct.

The Request All -Waver
June '36
4935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)'

*sins

Sets :

Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

Helitode Super Three A.C.
W.M." Radiogram Super

-

Alay '34

PW 48A

AW427
AW444
AW450

Holiday Portable (50, D, LF,
family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans)
Two HF Portable (2 SO, D,

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SO, del,
Pen)
.. Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (I), Pen)

Empire Short -waver (8(4,

WM371
WM389
WM393
WIII890

-

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

AW412

WM354

..

Trans, Super-regen)
.. 30.6.34
Vile Carrier Short -waver (SO,D,P) July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

(HS' Pen, D, RC, Trans)

1),

-

..

RC,

Standard Four -valve Short -waver
.. 22.7.39
(SG, 1), 1.1e, 1')
Superhet : Blueprint, Is. 6d.
Simplified Short-wave Super .. Nor. '35
Blueprints, ls. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (U,
Pen) A.C.

-

" W.M." Long -wave Converter ..

Three -valve : Blueprint, is.

Emigrator (SO, I), Pen) A.C.
waver (SO, 1), RC, Trans)

..

.

AW438
1N7d39l)

AW430
WM313
WM383
WM:397

AW453
WM380

-

WM391

MISCELLANEOUS.

-

-

WM350
WM381
WM384

Harris Electrogram battery amplifier (1/-)
..
He Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (1/-)
.. Mar. '36
New style Short-wave Adapter

W M404

(1/-)
Trickle Charger OM.)

'

Short-wave Adapter (1/-)

Superhet Converter (10..

(3 111340

AW355

WM352

Blueprint, 11. 6d.
Standard Four -valve A.C. -ShortFour -valve :

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
(I/6)
..
Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nor. '35

WM344

rvn(4),:i

Two -valve :

AW370

WM320

4W452

Mains Operated.

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price.

WM331.

WM:366

-

WM400

AW421.

WM359

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
Blueprints, Is. each.
.. 15.10.38
AW429

RC, Trans)

Wii1351.

WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379

A W447

S.W. One-valver for America
Rome Short -Waver

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (U,

W M 337

WM386

IVM363
W19367

One -valve :

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

WIN271
W M327

WM329

AW393

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
World -ranger Short-wave :3 (1),

AW437

WM401

Feur-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

AW387

AW435

WM374

PORTABLES.

QP21)

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

LS', Trans)
£5 5s. Battery Four (11F,D,2 LF) Feb. '35
The IL IC. Four (SO, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,

PW56

I'W77

A W42.2

IS Luxe Version

Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

PW19

,

14.05-

-

1')

Modern Super Senior

PW68

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

(SG, I), Trans)

1936 A.C. Radiogram
(11F, D, Pen) ..
Jan. '36

£15 15s.

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
.

3.6.30

AW383

All Metal Four (2 SG, 1), Pen) .. July '33

PW63

-

Melody Rama'r Two (1). Trans)
Full -volume TM', (SC let. Pen)
Lucerne Minor( II. Pen) ..
A Modern TW11-N ver

Monte Lover's New Ail -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
Mantovard A.C. Three (11F Pen,

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

PW30A

Blueprints, 6d. each.
.. 23.7.38
Freer- tation ( rystal Set
1934 11-:,1 8,1
150-mile(-is.4111 Set
STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.

PW 90

PW18
PW31

PWS8

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

Two -valve : Blueprints, I s. each.

PW67

Three -valve t'lflueripitute, 11. each.

Pen, 1), 1,F,

1.10.38

AW403
WM286
WM394

Unicorn A.C.-11.0. Two (1), Pen)

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF

F. J. (Storm's ELF Three -valve

Four -valve : Blueprint, Is.

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, Is. each.

Economy A.C'. Two (I), Trans) A.C.
PW95

PW91

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Portable (HF Pin, I), Pen) ..
l'arvo Flyweight Midget Portable

Two -valve :

Ouisoeleetrir Two (H, Pen) A.C.

27.8.38

(SA;, D. Pow)

Three

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL. WIRELESS Blueprint

MOO

PW38A

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
(111' Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen)

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
produce and it is expected that Celia Lipton

My Day's Work
will again delight with her singing of
SPEAKERS
in the series entitled " My
the
part
of
MANY beginners are confused when ".Over the Rainbow," in
Work," to be broadcast on June
looking through radio catalogues Dorothy, the little girl who is whisked 15th,Day's
will be Albert Jennens, who will
by the wide ranges offered in some single away on the crest of a tornado, to the describe
his job in a big glass works in
lines. Coils may be all classed under one wonderful land of Oz.
Choosing a Component

North-West Worcestershire; Walter

heading and all modern coils are designed to cover a given range, being
wound to inductance values set out by
the Component Manufacturers' Federation. L.F. transformers, however,
are available with various ratios and
inductance values and these confuse

Levick, of Tamworth, who will tell how

he keeps the " roads " clear in a coal

mine ; an interview with George Jones
(the Warwickshire Miners' Secretary),

and II. Van Bylevelt, manager of a

cycle depot in Birmingham, who will
give some hints to those who, owing

some constructors. Similarly, there are
many different patterns of H.F. choke,

to the petrol control, are riding a
bicycle for the first time.

and this is a most important item in
some circuits. Accordingly, in this

"Rhapsody in Black"

issue, and also in the next, we endeavour

to explain the functions of chokes in
various circuits and how to determine
the type of component for separate

THE Music Goes Round-And

Round " came to the end of a
most successful run a few weeks ago,
and listeners to afternoon programmes
have probably missed this weekly spot
of sparkle and sophistication. However, Roy Speer, its producer, and
James Dyrenforth, its new -style com-

purposes. Resistances also have various
ratings and this again offers some confusion. The values are, however, fixed
according to the voltage to be dropped

or the purpose for which they are required and the wattage may easily be
calculated. It is the same with most

pere, have put their heads together
and already announce a successor
called " Rhapsody in Black." This

other components, but the choke is
undoubtedly the chief stumbling block

series, which begins on June 19th, will
bring to the microphone the Negro in
all his moods-from the splendid sim-

and we think the various difficulties

will be easily overcome when the facts
are properly understood.

plicity and intensity of the spiritual
to the amazing rhythms and other
manifestations of Harlem and New

Thirsty Work

Orleans.

fourth in the series of Maurice

THEBrown's " Thirsty Work " pro-

grammes is to be broadcast to the

Forces on June 14th. This time, Brown A modern portable field radio transmitter and receiver. Note
has taken the B.B.C.'s mobile recording
the aerial -earth arrangement and battery supplies.

unit to a village on the borders of

Northamptonshire and Rutlandshire where
he found some excellent singing in the local

his successful season at the Dor-

" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

connoisseurs on his particular rendering of
swing ; and on June 16th he will broadcast
as the band of the week. This is Winnick's
first visit to the particular B.B.C. provincial

'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
W.C.2.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

songs listeners with the Forces will hear
are of a more general character and one

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

number includes animal noises. The artists

studio from which he is to broadcast,

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Such articles should be I
written on one side of the paper only, and should i
contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst 4

in the programme will include a gamekeeper,

a forester and farm -labourers.

the Editor does not hold himself responsible for t
manuscripts, every effort will be made to return
them if a stamped and addressed envelope is
All correspondence intended for the 4
enclosed.
1,

film

musicals of the last few years

Editor should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,

belongs to the recently released " The
Wizard of Oz." It is possible that Jack

Southampton Street, Straml, W.0.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of

Beaver's radio version of the score was even

more colourful than the original; certainly
it contributed considerably to the success
of the broadcast. The revival of the radio
version of this odd but successful adaptation of a classic American fairy tale will be

broadcast on June 17th, within three

months of its first production, and will be
second in the impressive list that makes
up " Film Festival." Douglas Moodie will

Band
MAURICE WINNICK has just finished

chester, where he has won high praise from the

Editorial and Advertisement Offices:

inn. This programme will be slightly
different from the three previous ones in so
far as it will not be purely local. The

Second Film Festival
ONE of the richest scores in

Maurice Winnick and His

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our
I
I

readers in tourh with the latest developments, we give

no warranty that apparatus described in our

columns is not the subject of letters patent.

Copyright in alt drawings. photographs and

; articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
i specifically reserved throughout the countries signat tory to the Berne Convention and the

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are
therefore expressly forbidden.

;

LESS

PRACTICAL WIRE -

incorporates " Amateur Wireless."

f,

though probably not his first engagement
in the city itself, as be is a much travelled
man, who had toured most of the music halls of Britain with his own band before
he was twenty-one years old. Perhaps he
developed his taste for travel in his first
job in a cinema orchestra, and made up his
mind as he accompanied with appropriate
music the exotic scenes of the silver screen
before him, that he would visit those scenes
himself. Anyway, Maurice took on the job

as band -leader on one luxury liner after
another, and his job took him three times
round the world. He studied dance music
in New York, and learned there to play the
clarinet and the saxophone ; but the violin
is the instrument which he prefers, and with
that he leads the first-class band he is conducting to -day.
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A Simple Capacity Tester
A Handy Bridge for Measuring the Values of
Condensers and Other Capacities
must have a maximum of ,001 mfd. to give mfd. and .004 mfd. are required. These
a sufficiently wide range, and in the case of should be connected in turn to the " capa-

the original model two .0005 mfd. mica city test " terminals, starting with the
dielectric ganged condensers were used, smallest capacity and increasing in steps.
but one of the old straight-line capacity Switch on the buzzer and set the single type of .001 mfd. would be equally suitable.

.*Bah'ery

hame

of Bu33e7.

ated

lerrnatat
gaiteve.

Fig. 1.-Wiring diagram of the simple capacity tester.

THE necessity for some simple form
of apparatus for capacity measurement, such as that described
here, must have been felt at one time or
another by every wireless enthusiast.

The time and labour of fault location in

in the earphones will be drowned required. It should be noted that with
by the vibration of the armature. three or four condensers practically the

whole of the range may be covered by

Construction

JoMakgg

pole double -throw switch for the right range

These are very often to be had (the .001 mfd. in circuit for the lower range,
from wireless stores.
and the .5 mfd. for the higher), then tune
Use a " mosquito" or high - the .001 mfd. variable for minimum signals.
note buzzer for preference, and
Each zero position obtained should be
one which is not too noisy marked accordingly. For the second range
mechanically, otherwise the note values between .1 mfd. and 2 mfd. are
series and parallel connections.
For
Wiring and construction should example, a .0002 mfd. and a .0003 mfd.
present no difficulties, since will give readings for the individual values,

there is surprisingly little com- and also for .0005 mfd. when joined in
plication about the unit. It should be parallel. Two .5 mfd. condensers will
possible to assemble and complete the give .25, .5 and 1 mfd. readings, and so on.
whole job in an hour or two. When the
The scale may be calibrated directly,

bridge is ready for work the scale must, of that is, the actual capacity values written
course, be calibrated on both ranges, and on the scale, or, alternatively, a scale
divided

service work on commercial receivers may
be reduced with such gear. To the experi-

used and the
readings plotted

menter, of course, there are innumerable

wajo in which the ability to measure capacities will prove of interest and value.
The bridge described here is extremely
effective, employing as far as possible

Ocv,11(61

somewhat sim-

Jelephones

have on hand, or which, at any rate, may be
purchased with very little outlay.

The action of the instrument is very
easy to understand. If an alternating or

in the form of
a graph. The
first method is

0003 Mid

_je

parts which constructors are likely to

How It Works

int o

degrees can be

A

On- reff

5wifeh

pler and quicker

to read,

dif31,337
rel3a/tery

B

values

to be
estimated

Net

from the curves
plotted with
three or four
points. Where
the first method

intermittent potential such as that obtained
. from a buzzer is applied across the points

A and B of the bridge circuit, shown in

ocv Mid

Fig. 2, the current may be considered to take

two paths-one through the point C and the
two condensers in this arm, and the other
through D and the two condensers in this
arm. Now it is possible by so arranging the
values of the four condensers to obtain a

while

the second
method enables
intermediate

is used it is a
good

idea to
make the pointer double
ended, in which
ease one half of

k Pole tbu6/e.7hrome

Switch

Fig. 2.-Theoretical circuit d iagram.
condition when the potential at C is the
same as that at D.
this presents no difficulties, suitable the circle may be used for the lower
In this case no current will flow through while condensers
of marked capacity must range, and the opposite half for
the telephones which are connected across fixed
be
available.
For the first range two or the higher range, thus avoiding confusion
these points, and no note will be heard. three or more condensers
between .0001 between the two sets of figures.
This is actually secured when the capacity
AC bears the same ratio to the capacity
NM MIII00,4111MHEINNIMI.01.11/1411=1.111114

CB as the capacity AD does to DB. Thus,
if AC is .0003 mfd. and CB three times as
much, AD could be practically any value,

and so long as DB was three times the

i

By F. J. CAMM.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 7/6, by post 8/..
I EVERYMA
BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.

value of AD no note would be heard. By
making the capacity in AC variable it is

!

ably calibrated scale and the unknown
condenser is within the working range.
The range of measurement available by
tuning AC from zero to maximum will

i

possible to calculate any unknown capacity
connected in AD, provided AC has a suit-

it COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS

SIXTY TESTEDIRELESS CIRCUITS 3/6, by post 3/10.
COILS, CHOKESWWIRELESS
and TRANSFORMERS 3/6,bypost 3 10
i PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
i WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULAE

/.

i
i
I
I

3/6, by post, 3/10. i
The values used here have been chosen t NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/4.
by calculation and experiment to give two 1 THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA 3 / , by post 4/I
ranges of capacity measurement most use- i WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS 3/6,
6 by post 3/10. i
ful for receiver test work while using the 1 DICTIONARY OF METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS 5/-,
condensers which are most likely to be on
depend upon the choice of the value of DB.

hand.

So long as the circuit arrangement

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-,

and capacity values are adhered to, it

1

or form of the unit. The variable capacity

1.,,...,

matters very little as to the actual layout

by post 5/4.

by

post 6/6.

All obtainable from or through Newsagents or from Geo. Newnea. Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton St.. Strand. W.C.2
NIMOI

i
I

i
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For The Beginner

CI- OOSING A CHOKIK-1.
Details of Various Chokes, and Their Importance in the Circuit
choke has, in addition to its impedance,
which is only operative on alternating
there is one class which seems to be current-a certain amount of resistance,
rather neglected-namely, chokes. This which is effective with both direct and
may be due in part to the somewhat insigni- alternating curre,nt. The resistance, apart

with high -frequency chokes. Their appli-

condenser.

via the coupling condenser to the tuned

AMONG the various types of components
which go to make up% radio receiver,

cations are many, but in all cases they are
used primarily to " choke back " or block
the passage of high -frequency currentshence their name. For example, a choke is
ficant form of its diagrammatic representa- from any increase owing to high -frequency frequently inserted in the anode circuit of a
tion, and in part to the fact that in many effects, is unvarying in value, and depends high -frequency valve, between the anode
eases-though not in all-the exact value entirely upon the length, diameter and and the H.T. + terminal (Fig. 1), its object
of its electrical properties is not so critical, material of the wire. The impedance, on being to permit the flow of the mean anode
current, but to oppose the flow of the radio so far as circuit efficiency is concerned, as
frequency variations, which are by-passed
those of, say, a tuning coil or a variable
But, however this may be, chokes of one

type or another do play rather important

Fig. 1. -T he
position of the
choke in a standard H.F. stage.

parts in the receiving equipment of to -day,
and when it is desired to purchase one it is
well worth choosing a type which is in every
way suitable to the job in hand and likely
to give long and satisfactory service.

Functions of a Choke
In order to be able to make a wise

To

tuned

grid circuit of the detector valve. Of course,
it is not absolutely necessary to use choke -

fed tuned -grid coupling-the older tuned anode circuit is just as effective, but tuned grid coupling has the advantage that the
moving plates of the tuning condenser may
be earthed because the coupling condenser

isolates the tuned circuit from the H.T.

grid circuit

supply.

Then a high -frequency choke is often

H.F Valve

selection, however, it is necessary to understand exactly what a choke is, and what are the other hand, is not constant in value-it
its functions in a circuit, as well as the varies according to the frequency of the
different kinds of chokes, which have been alternating current, being higher at high
evolved for different purposes. To begin frequencies than at low frequencies. This is
with, then, a choke is, essentially, a coil of because the " back E.M.14." depends upon
wire, and its principal property, on account the rate at which the magnetic field changes,
of which it finds application in radio and the rate of change is, of course, greater
circuits, is impedance. This at once calls when the frequency is higher.
for further explanation.
It is for this reason that a choke should
You all know that when a direct current is
passed through any piece of apparatus, the never be specified as a choke of so many

used in the anode circuit of a high -frequency

valve without a tuned -grid coupling, in
such sets as portables (see Fig. 2). Its

action is very similar to the first application
except that the extra amplification obtainable with the tuned circuit is not achieved.
A third use for a high -frequency choke is in

the anode circuit of a detector valve, as
indicated in Fig. 3.

Here its function is to

pass the direct current component of the
anode current and also the low -frequency
modulation, at the same time, due to its

ohms impedance, because although it is high impedance at radio frequency, choking
possible to measure the impedance, it is back the radio -frequency component which
apparatus, resistance being the opposition necessary to state at what frequency the is thus diverted through the reaction coil.
which the apparatus offers to the flow of measurement is made. It is customary,
current. If, instead of passing a direct therefore, to specify a choke as of so many Special H.F. Chokes
It is clear that chokes for any of these
current through the apparatus, we apply an henries or microhenries inductance, for,
alternating current, the apparent resistance knowing the inductance, it is possible to purposes should have as high an impedance
may, or may not, be the same as when a calculate the impedance at a given fre- as possible at the frequencies at which they
will be operated. As the range of fredirect current was applied. If the apparatus
quencies to be covered in radio reception is
consists of or contains a coil of any kind, value of the current flowing is limited by

what is known as the resistance of the

the

very wide, it has been found impossible to

apparent resistance to alternating

current will be much greater. In fact, it is
possible to design a coil which has a very

HT+

small resistance to direct -current flow, but

a very large apparent resistance to the
passage of an alternating current-and

A4/F Choke

Impedance

Now why should a pcoil "offer a higher

H F Valve

direct current ? The answer is, because it
possesses the property of inductance. As
the alternating current grows from its

H F or
Detector
valve

,

bourhood, and the growth of the magnetic
field within the coil induces another electromotive force in the coil, in opposition to that

\
circuit

Reaction

zero value to its maximum value, a magnetic

field is built up in the coil and its neigh-

Fig. 2. - Aperiodic
H.F. coupling includes
a choke as shown here.

Now let us see in what ways the special

circuits.

Chokes

are

high -

frequency side, owing to the lower frequency,

The first point to make certain when

that is to say, it limits the value of the properties of chokes are employed in radio
current. This opposition is termed " impedance," and it is measured in ohms in the
same way as resistance.

'

frequency chokes, suitable for use on either
the medium or long broadcast bands. These
are the chokes usually specified in normal
broadcast receivers. For short-wave working, special short-wave chokes are marketed.
On the other hand, for use in superheterodyne receivers, on the intermediate -

it is necessary to employ chokes of higher
inductance than for ordinary straight
broadcast receivers. For use in the anode
Fig. 3.-The stan- circuit of a detector valve as in Fig. 3, a
dard reaction H. F. choke of the standard type is correct.
choke.

originally applied, and thus tending to quency. This is, however, seldom necesprevent the original current from flowing. sary on the part of the constructor, as in
Similarly, when the alternating current is most set designs the correct inductance is
dying away, a back " E.M.F." is self- quoted.
induced, tending to maintain the flow.
The coil thus presents a different form of
opposition from that due to pure resistance, H.F. Chokes
although its effect is precisely similar,

There have, therefore, been developed what

may be termed " general purpose

such a coil is called a choke.

opposition to alternating current than to

design one type of choke which can be
used indiscriminately on all frequencies.

used for various

purposes in both the radio -frequency and
low -frequency portions of r&eivers, as well

One point must be made clear --every as in power supply units. We will begin

choosing a high -frequency choke, therefore,

is that it is of a type suitable for the

frequency upon which it will be used-or
rather the band of frequencies. This will

be clearly stated by the maker, and you can

hardly go wrong on this score if you tell
your dealer for what purpose you require
to use the choke. Practical values for
H.F. chokes are given in the table over page.

Next, we must pay attention to the

design of the choke. In order to obtain
(Continued on next page.)
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the necessary amount of inductance, a large
number of turns of wire have to be wound
on the choke. These turns act as the plates

of small condensers, so that there is a

tendency for the high -frequency current
to pass from turn 'to turn through this self -

June 15th, 1940

The next point calling for attention is, enclosing them completely in metal cans
the matter of interaction. It is obvious or covers. Here, however, a further risk
that a choke comprising a number of turns may be introduced, for if the screen is so
of wire will produce a considerable magnetic designed as to be close to the choke winfield of its own, and the magnetic effects ding, the screen and the choke will in
may cause unwanted cowling with other their turn act as the plates of a condenser,
parts of the circuit, resulting in instability. and valuable high -frequency energy will
Conversely, the windings of the choke may be by-passed to earth and lost. Hence in
in their turn pick up either by ,magnetic or selecting a screened H.F. choke, choose

capacity, thus defeating the object of the
choke, which is to block off one circuit to electrostatic coupling, impulses from some
the passage of the high -frequency current other part of the set, which again might
and shunt it along another path. The introduce unstable operation.
higher the frequency the easier it is for the
radio -frequency current to take this short Reducing Interaction
out past the choke ; so another feature of
The self -field of a choke can be reduced
a good high -frequency choke is low self- by winding the coil in binocylar form, i.e., as
capacity-or what is termed ow -loss con- two coils side by side. This results in a
struction. This is particularly important much more concentrated field, having very

one in which there is generous spacing
between the windings and the case.

Finally, the general mechanical design
of the choke should be sound. We must
usually trust to the maker to see that all

internal connections are well made, and the
winding properly insulated between sections
and between the wire and the case. But we
can select types which have sensible

much smaller external influence. For
many purposes,
Self
D.C.
however, especially
Purpose
Inductance
Capacity Resistance in modern sets, it
200/500 is desirable to
Coupling for S.G. valves . . 200,000/500,000 1/3 mmfd.
300/800
Standard H.F. Coupling.. 100,000/200,000 2/4 mmfd.
the high Ordinary reaction
.. 50,000/200,000 1/3 mmfd. 200/700 screen
frequency chokes by

terminals or connecting -lugs, and fixing

Converting or Adapting?

the domestic set into an intermediate

in the case of short-wave chokes.

Clearing
By H.

Up a
J.

Present-day

Problem

BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.

degree of audio gain existing, and also the
some interesting practical notes were frequency response. One thing that must
furnished concerning the use of a short- be guarded against is insensitivity in the
wave converter, and at the same time adapter unit. If long range working is not
mention was made of the use of an adapter. desired then a straightforward detector
There always appears to be a certain circuit alone, similar to those which from
measure of confusion existing concerning time to time have been featured in these
the exact functions of these two units, and pages, will suffice. A series of plug-in
as at the present time there are many people coils may be used to cover the necessary
who are turning their attention to the short- band, but it is neater and less troublesome
wave end of the spectrum it is useful to to use a multi -range coil, provided it has
examine the position in regard to the two efficient switching incorporated, and is
ways in which the home receiver may be properly screened. So many of these
made to function, although the normal range units fail because of poor switching, so be
is only medium and long waves. There is sure to obtain a coil from a manufacturer
little doubt that for the very best results it of repute.
is preferable to employ a short-wave or
ultra -short wave receiver designed solely Increasing Range
_
for this purpose, but questions of expense
When it is felt desirable to increase the
arise, and provided the home set would
normally be inactive during those periods listening range of the adapter, then a stage
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS, dated May 25th,

when short and/or ultra -short wave listening of high -frequency amplification can be made
is to be indulged in, then on the face of it to precede the detector valve, and this two -

there seems no reason why this set should valve combination can then work in conjunction with the audio -frequency side of
not play its part.
the home set. Give the adapter a good
chance to prove its efficiency by using a
Different Functions
aerial installation, and if
Regarding the two units themselves an satisfactory
working on the ultra -short waves study the

holes which are in convenient positions, and

will take screws or bolts of reasonable
size, and we can see to it, too, that
the choke we buy is of a general design
which will withstand normal usage without
damage.

frequency amplifier of a superheterodyne
set. This part of the home set should therefore be very efficient, and as a general rule

the receiver itself is left tuned at some
position on the long -wave band-the best

setting is found by experiment-and all
ordinary tuning is undertaken with the

converter unit. This can be a first detector
only, or when higher sensitivity is desired,

and more distant listening is necessary,
then the detector stage can be preceded
by a high frequency stage. For useful
working details the reader is referred to

page 218 of PRACTICA.L WIRELESS, dated

May 25th, where a typical H.F. and

detector converter unit circuit was described.
On the score of cost it is generally found

that the adapter is cheaper, but when performance is of the greatest importance the
converter is usually capable of providing
the better results. Very useful operating

knowledge of the short and ultra -short

wave bands will be acquired, and this will
pave the way to the ultimate desire of constructing a special complete set which can

be used independently of the one doing

duty for domestic listening.

NEWNES'

I PRACTICAL

JOURNALS

adapter is usually a short-wave detector notes published recently in PRACTICAL
which is designed to cover the short or WIRELESS in order to ensure that any dipole

Practical

ultra -short wave band, or both, and is arrangement falls within its correct category.
plugged into the detector stage of the Pay particular attention to the disposition

ordinary broadcast set so as to adapt it to and length of interconnecting leads between
its new purpose. The term converter, on the adapter and set, otherwise instability
the other hand, is used when the device will mar the working. If the home receiver
functions as a result of changing one is A.C. mains driven, remember that by
frequency into another frequency which cutting out the normal H.F. and detector
comes within the scope or range of the loads the volts from the rectifier unit will
-home set. The double combination then rise. This may cause trouble, and if the
becomes a superheterodyne receiver, the same rectifier unit is not employed to feed
high frequency side of the home set working
as the intermediate frequency amplifier.

the adapter, then it may be found advisable

a dummy load to equal the
With these two facts clearly in one's to introduce
consumed by the non -working part
mind it is now a much simpler matter watts
to see which method is better suited to meet of the home set.
individual requirements. Turning to the
adapter first, since only the low frequency Converter Unit
side of the home set is to be brought into
Coming now to the converter unit, it
commission, .the quality of the results must be remembered that this functions

obtained will depend very much on the

by making the high frequency section of
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all

VELENGTH
at useful working speed. He has become
thoroughly acquainted with the operation
and mechanism of the more widely used
Service armaments. He has learned the
rudiments of air navigation. And, more

THE Postmaster -General has announced

that a Defence Regulation dated
May 29th provides that apart from
certain authorised exceptions, no person

practical than any of these, he has com-

shall use, or have.in his possession, or under
his control, any wireless receiving apparatus
installed in any road vehicle. Any wireless

pleted a course on the visual Link Trainer,
and so has a theoretical knowledge of the
proper handling of an aircraft.

receiving apparatus, even if it is not fixed

regulation to be installed in a vehicle if it
is in the vehicle in such circumstances that
it can be used or readily adapted for use.

By Thermion

On May 31st the Postmaster -General land, 169,392 ; Italy, 1,135,000 ; Japan,
cancelled all ordinary wireless receiving
licences for the installation and working of

wireless apparatus in road vehicles.

In
the absence of special authority, therefore,
all persons who have wireless apparatus in
motor -ears, or other road vehicles, must

take immediate steps to remove all such
apparatus, including aerials, from these
vehicles. As the time limit set was June

2nd, no doubt all motorists have complied
with this new regulation by this time.

The regulation applies whether the vehicle
is in use or laid up, but the wireless licences

3

/

Car Radio Taboo

in position-for example, a portable set
-will be deemed for the purpose of the

2
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4,666,058 ; Latvia, 154,106 ; Lithuania,
79,081 ;
Palestine, 43,777 ; Portugal,
90,856 ; Rumania, 319,708 ; Switzerland,
605,574 ; Yugoslavia Belgrad, 107,785 ;
Ljubljana, 22,151 ; Zagreb, 35,433.

Radio Engineers' Manual
'THE " Radio Engineers' Manual " which
1 we are publishing in pocket -book
form will be issued very shortly. I make

this statement in reply to those readers

who are anxious to obtain a copy. When it

respect of these vehicles should be is ready the usual announcements will be
retained by the owners. No refund of made in this journal.
licence fees can be made, but the question
whether any allowance can be made in Foarpence a Week
respect of their unexpired periods will be THERE has been a gratifying number
considered when the time comes to remove
of letters from readers thanking us
the present embargo, and to issue fresh for increasing the price to 4d. rather than
licences for the use of wireless apparatus in adopting the alternative of reducing the
road vehicles.
number of pages. All readers seem aware
I am surprised, however, that the of the difficulties with which publishers and
Minister has ignored the possibility of editors have to contend at the present Uwe.
in

Moreover, he has been imbued with a
spirit of discipline which has not robbed
him of his individuality, or his initiative,

but has brought home to him a keener

realisation of the trust that has been
placed in him. At the same time he has

been taught Service etiquette and the

modus vivendi of Service life. He is not
an automaton ; he is one of the thousands
of new citizen -airmen of the British Empire.

Air Force Require Radio Men
to 50 can now serve in the Royal
MENAir
upForce
proVided they have ex-

perience in radio work. A new Blass of entry

has just been created to provide personnel
for the maintenance of Air Force wireless
equipment of various types. The age limits
for radio trade entrants are from 18 to 50.
Large numbers of pilots, air observers and

wireless operator/air gunners are required

for the R.A.F. at the moment. Young
men of good education, with dash and
initiative-especially those in age groups
which have not yet been registered-are
asked to volunteer now.

Application can be made at any Comor to any local

bined Recruiting Office ;
Labour Exchange.

bicycles carrying portable transmitting and
Jamming Haw -Haw
receiving apparatus. Such vehicles should An All -dry Receiver
I SEE that one of the daily papers has
have been included in the Order, in my
worked itself into a fine frenzy over
all
-dry
valves
have
not
HITHERTO
Also,
it
seems
to
me
that
it
will
be
view.
amusing broadcasts of Lord Haw -Haw.
been available to members of the the
highly dangerous for a member of the
The daily paper seriously suggests that the
public to purchase a portable set and carry public. I understand, however, that they time has come for the ruthless and conit home by car. I do not know whether are now released, and that the Editor is tinuous jamming of Haw -Haw. This, they
this will restrict the sale of portables, designing a receiver incorporating them. think, will choke the pestilential lies thrown
because people will be apprehensive that Such a receiver will be of immense use to so glibly into the air by Goebbels. They
the possession of such an instrument may our readers in the Army, to air-raid wardens, go on to suggest that even if the Germans land them into trouble. Obviously, a and to others who for one reason or another retaliated by jamming our radio, we could
picnic party seen strolling towards some are without accumulator charging facilities. still, through our telephones, listen to our
fields with a hamper and a portable wireless
own broadcasts. This suggestion is too
Newly -trained Citizen Airmen
set would be suspect.
ridiculous to need much comment. Haw months ago a Second -Class Air- Haw broadcasts in English, and as I have
SOME
Reserved Occupations
craftman arrived at an R.A.F. yet to discover any Englishman who .takes
Training Wing. He was then merely the slightest serious notice of him, except
THERE seems little likelihood that the Initial
transported civilian ; to -day he is a trans- when we want a little light entertainment,
schedule of reserved occupations aformed
Service man. He is a finished pro- I cannot see why we should run the risk,

will impose higher age limits on those duct of the " I.T.W.," and as a Leading even if that were possible, of retaliatory
engaged in the skilled sections of the Aircraftman awaits his posting to a Flying jamming measures. To suggest that we
wireless industry. I mention this because School.
should listen over our telephones to our
some newspapers have been indulging in
What has happened to this man since the own broadcasts is just too absurd. In the
Wishful thinking, and' spreading false
he walked into the Service ? He has first place, less than half of the listeners
information about the intentions of the day
learned the new and improved foot drill have telephones, and in the event of air
Ministry of Labour.
syllabus. He is no guardsman, perhaps, attacks, we should not be able to listen in,
but he is a smart airman and that, in itself, as all telephonic communications will be
Licence Figures
is a credit both to himself and his instructor. suspended, as of course, will be the broadTHE U.I.R. (Union Internationale de He has completed a physical training course casts. I suggest that newspapers should
Radiodiffusion) recently published from which he has learned that the business investigate the possibilities of their suggesa table giving the number of licence of maintaining a healthy body can be tions before they make themselves, as well
for wireless receivers issued in each country. effected under the guise of thoroughly as this country, look ridiculous. As most
of them have a radio expert on the Staff,
Here it is : Belgium, 1,148,659 ; Denmark, enjoyable exercise.
He has revised his mathematics up to why are they not permitted to advise ?
834,565 ; Dutch East Indies, 90,385 ;
Estonia, 90,876 ; Germany, 13,945,022 ; matriculation standard. He has learned to Is it because some of the alleged experts
Hungary, 511,410 ; Iceland, 16,755 ; Ire - receive and transmit morse code messages

themselves propound these amusing theses ?
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Musical History -4
The Music of Bach and Handel, by Our Music Critic,
MAURICE REEVE
AT the close of the seventeenth century, melodists who ever lived. This is not
music had " attained its majority " ; meant to suggest that the one could not
it was now about to reach its write fugues, nor the other beautiful
maturity. It was to be launched on a melodies ; far from it. But, broadly

course which it has followed down to our speaking, that is where their two styles
own day, only diverting from it to its own lay. Both men's work is on the loftiest
peril. Many of the writers already men- imaginative plane, Bach's perhaps especially
tioned had produced works which have owing to his lifelong association with the
since achieved immortality. Harmony and Church.
melody of ineffable sweetness were at
Although so closely associated in the
composers' command. The forms they minds of most people, and always thought
fashioned in were for the most part small, of together and analysed as a pair, neither
and it was in this sphere that the coming man ever met the other. In fact, there is
century was to mark the greatest advance no record of either having ever heard of
and achievement.
The
Beethoven the other or of the other's music !
Symphony had still a hundred years to
Speaking idiomatically, these two great
wait, and Don Giovanni and the Chromatic masters
may be said to have conquered
Fantasy almost as long.
the musical world for Germany. It was
certainly a conquest that lasted far longer
Range of Colours
than most of Germany's conquests in other
The musician's palate had acquired a domains ! Actually, a dynasty of German
wide range of colours. The modern giants followed them right down to Wagner
diatonic scale had reached its definitive and Strauss, and only to -day does German
form though chromatics were sparingly music show an appreciable decline from
used. The dominant seventh, without this supreme standard. The sequence of
preparation, was common in modulation, great names that Germany produced from
and figured bass was brought into practical Bach to Strauss is extraordinary, and not
use. Monteverdi is credited with being even the great lines of Italian or Dutch

the inventor of the perfect cadence, and
other writers as well as himself used the
diminished triad. The orchestra did not
yet include the violin, which may sound

G sharp is B sharp and not C, which are
not one and the same note as you can prove
by singing the notes instead of playing
them.

Furthermore, if you begin the

sequence with B sharp instead of with C,
you will get further and further away from
the original tonality until any combination
with it becomes impossible. Therefore, to

modulate from D major to D flat major

is impossible if both scales are accurately

in tune, as one requires F sharp and the
other G flat, which are not one and the
same note.

Perfect Intonation
In Bach's day there were two ways of

facing this problem. One was to merely
accept " perfect " intonation together with

the many restraints that it imposed on

musical thought and development. The
other was to abandon exact purity in order
to obtain the enormous benefit of being
able to employ every key within the framework of the one piece. Very much in the
same *ay as in " summer -time," where tile
call twelve -o'clock eleven, in order to enjoy

certain advantages which are denied us
otherwise so " equal temperament " calls

painters, or of English men of letters, G flat and F sharp one and the same thing,
surpasses it. The German musicians of for the sake of increasing the range and
the eighteenth century rescued music from scope of musical composition. By " flatten-

the disgrace that was rapidly overtaking ing " here and " sharpening " there-by
rather like talking of strawberries and it at the hands of unworthy men elsewhere. telling a few " fibs," as one might sayor
cream only to find that there is no cream ! As almost all of them were associated with everything that music has to offer is
But it was taking an ever larger part in the Church, it was but natural that their brought within the range of those big
things with the growth of opera, and the work should lay chiefly in the domain of enough to use it. The rules governing
erection of opera houses and their permanent church music or of music with a " churchy" whether a note shall be deemed G flat or
orchestras. The madrigal declined, and flavour such as Bach's organ masterpieces. F sharp are very strictly observed grammawith its eclipse came that great wave of
Although this led to extremes of conser- tically. But both are now combined in
church music so indissolubly linked with vatism at the other end of the scale, it the one string, and the same key on the
the two names of Bach and Handel. But was just what music wanted to free it piano keyboard.
once the works of Couperin, Monteverdi, from the base and impure elements that
Bach took the side of the reformers,
Scarlatti, Purcell, etc., had been assimilated, had entered into it. After the pendulum and proved his wisdom by writing his
music could look forward with confidence had swung with equal violence in both immortal " 48 Preludes and Fugues in
and assurance to producing the men capable directions, the even greater masters of the
of leading it up to the heights which were late eighteenth and early nineteenth

All Keys for the Well -tempered Clavier,"
works which display a range and variety
so apparently destined for its occupation. centuries were to restore the equilibrium of harmony, modulation and contrast
It was not to be disappointed.
with a series of master works each con- that would have been impossible of achieveBach and Handel were two such men. taining a perfect amalgam of all that was ment under the old rules, but which set
By the greatness of their vision and their best from the past plus their own genius the standard for all future ages.
grasp of the problems before them, they and prophetic visions, balanced to an exact
created work, far in advance of anything nicety, and to remain supreme for all
previously fashioned, or even conceived. time.
Bach, in particular, was a most daring
Of even greater importance to the future
harmonist, and he has, to this day, remained of music than the mere writing of magnithe greatest of contrapuntists, and his ficent works was Bach's insistence on
organ works are still the pride and glory " equal temperament " of the strings of the
of all that instrument's repertoire, never harpsichord. We have noted the establishby F. J. CAMM
having been surpassed in grandeur, nobility ment of major and minor keys, and the
-Is
a
Complete
Guide to All Types of
or technical resource.
great increase and variety of modulation
Aircraft, which is especially Valuable at the
which they rendered possible. But a great
Present Time.
Handel's Music
difficulty still remained to be overcome.
It is packed with Facts and Figures
Whilst much of Handel's music remains If a diatonic scale is exactly in tune, only

THE FLYING
REFERENCE BOOK

.1

unknown to all but the connoisseur, the the most closely related keys can be
" Messiah " has obtained such a unique blended with it ; any remoter relationship
position in the hearts and affections of the would sound intolerable. If you play on
English-speaking peoples that Sir Henry your piano these notes : C, E, G sharp,
Hadow does not exaggerate when he says and the octave of C, you will notice that,
that it might almost be regarded " as a on your keyboard, the top C is the exact
part of Holy Writ." Whilst Bach was the octave of the bottom one, and that the
great master of elaborate and complicated intervals between each two notes is the
texture. Handel was one of the greatest same. But the true major third from

i
T.,

Relating to All Branches of Flying.
The Second Edition, Just Off the Press,
is Right up to date.
Price 5s. from all booksellers, or 5s. 6d.
by post from : The Publishers, C.

Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, i
W.C.2.
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Frequency Response
A Simple Explanation of Response Curves and Their Meaning, With
the Methods of Drawing Them
RESPONSE, as applied to a receiver or
amplifier, is generally understood as
the variation in output for an input
of given voltage over a range of frequencies. Thus it is customary to give a response

curve or graph on which the output (or a
factor representing variation in output)

is plotted against the frequency of the

" crowded." It is customary to use a
This
might be made without the use of the logarithmic scale for frequency.
speaker to be used with the set. And if means that the distance from zero to
sent the ideal, since measurement of output
the response curve of the speaker " dipped "

100 c/s is equal to that from 100 to 1,000 c/s,

and from 1,000 to 10,000 c/s.

Thus, the

scale is more " open " at the lower fre-

dy 7-x.

input signal. It would be possible to show

eyr1;fftemie,t1

quency end.
Fig. 2 shows a response curve for a well-

known L.F. transformer of the parallel -

the output in milliwatts and the input in
eyes per second, but it is more usual to below, say, 150 cycles and above 2,000
plot frequency against a decibel scale. cycles the audible output would fall
The graph would then be of the form below and above these points.
On the other hand, if the output from
shown in Fig. 1, which would indicate that
the receiver or amplifier was in the the receiver went up below 150 and above

fed type. It will be seen that it gives
uniform amplification to audio frequencies
between approximately 110 and 12,000 c/s.
but that the amplification falls off at either

sound output may
remain constant

which give " straight line " output from
as low as 50 cycles to well over 10,000

4

loo

transformAlts

in

That is usual in all

the lower -price range,

2,000 cycles, the

but it is possible to obtain transformers

over the whole

cycles.

Although components of this type

frequency band, are excellent when used with valves for
due to the receiver which they were designed they may be no
compensating for more satisfactory than others costing far
the losses in the less if used in conjunction with any other
speaker. This valves or in a circuit other than that for

/0000

1000

end of this range.

Frequency (cyc/es/sec)
Fig. 1.-Response curve (practically "straight line'') for a high-fidelity

principle can be

applied to almost
every component

amplifier.

used in a receiver,

r

which they were primarily intended,

Aural Effects
In considering frequency response it is

for it is obvious also necessary to bear in mind that, for
that if losses in practical purposes, the ear plays an imporone
50

component

tant part. Its sensitiveness is comparatively

are evened up by low at frequencies below about 100 cycles

/000
100
Frequency (cycleslsec)

/0, 000

Fig. 2.-Curve for a well-known parallel -fed L.F. transformer. Broken
lines show how the curve can be modified by changing circuit constants as
explained in the text.
30t

corresponding and above about 6,000 cycles. The importgains (or negative ance of this is especially pronounced at the
losses) in another low -frequency end of the audio range.
the output may Because of this, frequencies below 100
still be " straight cycles are almost inaudible to many
line."
people, and particularly when accompanied
There is another by harmonics. For example, the frequency
important point range of a piano is from 70 to 6,500 cycles,
which should be but few people would recognise any differconsidered.

20

This

is the scale to

ence if,

in reproducing piano music, a

receiver did not respond to frequencies outwhich the graph side a range of about 100 to 5,000 cycles.
is drawn ; if the
There is another important aspect of the
4,000 8000
100
500
1,000 z000
scales are " open," question, which is concerned with the setvariations in ting of the volume control. If the volume
Frequency (cycles/sec)
response are far seemed (to the ear) to be constant over the
Fig. 4.-This transformer curve is of different form from that shown in
more pronounced frequency band between, say, 50 and 10,000
Fig. 2, since frequency is plotted against amplification ratio.
than if the cycles with the volume control turned full

divisions are

" quality " class, since the output remains
constant over a wide range of frequencies.

The input is provided by means of a
modulated oscillator, which must be a
precision instrument if useful results are
to be obtained, while the output may be
read on an accurately calibrated output
meter or valve voltmeter.
In addition to the complete set, individual
components such as transformers, pick-ups

and speakers can be tested for response.
Here again, it is now

and curves drawn.

customary to plot frequency against a
decibel scale.

Frequency Compensation
For present purposes it is not essential
that the decibel system be fully under-

stood (it was explained in our issue dated
May 11th), for we are mainly concerned
with the variation in output over the range
of audible frequencies.
Theoretically, a
" straight-line curve "-consisting of a
straight horizontal line-would indicate a
perfect receiver, amplifier or component.
In practice, however, that may not repre-

50

(Continued on next page)
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Fig. 3.-A scientific method of plotting a response graph for a high-grade loudspeaker. This is
more " detailed" than usual, for in most cases the graph is drawn as a smooth curve.
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of special apparatus such measurements the main curve. These show how the frecan be made. Thus we may have a graph quency response of the parallel -fed transsimilar to that shown in Fig. 3, which is a former represented can be varied by chang-

on, this condition would not apply when the copy of one prepared by the National
control was turned down. In fact, if volume Physical Laboratory for a certain loudwere reduced so that a 1,000 -cycle note speaker. It will be seen that variation
(to which the average ear gives maximum in sound intensity is plotted against a freresponse) were just comfortably audible, quency scale, whilst on the right of the
frequencies below 23 cycles would ptobably graph there is a scale referring to the acousbe completely inaudible, whilst frequencies tic pressure. Despite the fact that the
over about 3,000 cycles would scarcely be response curve in this case is a very wavy
heard. This is the reason why various lire the speaker to which it refers is a highmethods have been employed with grade instrument.
This becomes more
" quality " amplifiers to combine a tone evident if a mean or average line is drawn
control with the volume control. It also through the wavy one, or if it is noted that
helps to explain why it is often claimed the variation in acoustic pressure does not
that good quality reproduction is impos- fall below 5 or rise above 35 dynes/sq. cm.
sible when the output is less than 5 watts, The latter expression, by the way, is simply
even for a receiver used in the home.
a measure of pressure corresponding to the much larger units of lb./sq. in.

ing the capacity of the feed condenser. The
full line shows the response when using a
condenser having the usual capacity for this
position of .5 mfd., whereas the broken lines

Sound Output as Air Pressure

Fig. 4 actually refers to a poor transformer.
The curve rises steeply to about 3,000 c/s
and falls almost to zero at 50 c/s. A curve

It is not an easy matter to measure out- Modifying the Response

at the bass end of the scale shciws the change
brought about when the capacity is reduced

to .1 mfd. This means that, in this ease, the
use of the lower capacity gives a " bass lift."

The broken line extending to the right of

the curve shows the effect of Connecting a
.5-megolim resistor across the secondary
terminals.

Another method of drawing a trans-

former response curve is shown in Fig. 4,
where it

will be seen that the vortical

scale represents the amplification ratio, the

base line showing frequency, as before.

put in terms of sound, or rather in terms of
As another sidelight on frequency response for a gOod transformer, correctly used
air pressure, which is a measure#f sound it is interesting to refer to Fig. 2, where drawn to this scale would be very similar,
as it strikes the ear drum, but by the use broken lines are shown as " offshoots " of in shape to that given in Fig. 2.

How Frequency Modulation Works
A Simple Explanation

of

the New Transmitting System

ANY listeners have heard that a current and even save man power-because within the capacity of the transmitter. In
system of broadcasting has been the management can let the transmitter Frequency Modulation there are no volume
tried out and adopted in certain run " wide open " all the time and does peaks as regards the power being radiated ;
parts of the U.S.A. which is claimed to be a not have to have an engineer who is also -a all that volume does is to swing the carrier
great improvement on existing systems. trained musician constantly watching a frequency. So a 50,000 watt Frequency
This new arrangement is known as frequency volume indicator, ready to turn the volume Modulation transmitter can be built to
modulation, and in view of the increasing up when the programme level gets lost in the deliver 50,000 watts all the time, and handle
interest which is being shown in it the follow- background noise, and to turn it down when the full dynamic volume range of the music.
prove of interest. a soprano hugs the microphone or the
They are taken from a talk by ,Lee McCanne, orchestra plays too loud.
" Limiter " ; " Discriminator "
of the Stromberg-Carlson Mfg. Co. and are
In Amplitude Modulation, the broad In a Frequency Modulation broadcasting
reprinted from the American publicationr
" Radio To -day."

Just what is Frequency Modulation ?
And how does it differ from Amplitude

Modulation, the kind of radio broadcasting
we have all been hearing up to now ? It is
simply a different method of superimposing
the programme on to the carrier wave. Let

(a) Is

us see what it looks like on the charts on

these pages.
Now whether we are dealing with Amplitude Modulation or Frequency Modulation,
we start with the same kind of radio carrier
wave, and also the same kind of telephone
'current " programme wave " as picked up
by the microphone. With Amplitude Modu-

lation, the programme wave is combined
with the carrier in such a way as to change
the power of the resultant wave. It adds to
the power part of the time, and subtracts
from the power another part of the time so
that the wave radiated by the broadcasting
station appears as shown at (c).

a

radio carrier

wave of constant amplitude ; and (b) is a pro(a)

gramme

or audio

wave

for modulating (a).
(b)

casting station has to be built to handle station the microphone amplifier is made to
four times the rated power of the station on affect the oscillator valve directly, changing
volume peaks. The Stromberg-Carlson the frequency of the carrier rather than
station WHAM, for example, is rated at
50,000 watts but it has to be built with a

being indirectly added to it by a mixer.

part of the time and slowing it down needle swinging too high. This compressing
another part of the time so that the resultant of the " dynamic volume range " in itself
wave from a Frequency Modulation station affects the musical quality of the programme. Suppose that an orchestra has
looks like (d).

assign control to the strongest signal coming

without changing its power. In other words, have to squeeze that volume range down to,
the broadcasting station operates at full say, 50 decibels, in order to keep the quiet
power all the time. That means that it can passages up above valve noise and studio
be much more efficient, use less valves, less noise, and to bring the loud passages down

wipes out rather effectively any Amplitude

At the receiving set you have the same six
valve functions and two more ; the detector
circuit in a Frequency Modulation receiver
In Frequency Modulation the same
programme wave does not change the power and it would even go above that if the uses three valves instead of one. One of
of the carrier at all but is made to change its engineer was not there to turn the volume these extra valves is called a " limiter"
frequency, speeding up the carrier -wave down when he sees his volume indicator valve, and its purpose is to fix upon And

Broadcast Advantage

large enough power supply, valves, tuning
system, and aerial to handle 200,000 watts,

in at the particular wavelength or fre-

quency to which your receiver is tuned.
Thus the strongest signal gets control.
The chart shows you immediately the enough instruments to make a maximum
The other extra valve is called a " disadvantage which Frequency Modulation noise equivalent to " 100 decibels " volume criminator," its function being to wipe out
offers to the broadcasting station. The level when everyone is playing his hardest ; any noise or signal other than the strongest
programme is superimposed on the carrier an Amplitude broadcasting station might signal coming in. The discriminator also
Modulation station that might be broadcasting on the same wavelength to which

you have tuned your Frequency Modulation
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receiver and, since most static is essentially Otherwise, the strongest signal takes control aerial is important, as well as the height of
an Amplitude Modulation signal, the and the other one is wiped out. To prove the broadcasting aerial. This distance

discriminator wipes that out, too. The this, three FM transmitters all broadcast- limitation is the one limitation to good
effect is to eliminate' natural static, man- ing different programmes on the same Frequency Modulation broadcasting ; it
made static, in fact, practically any kind of channel were set up. One was at Albany, will be necessary to erect transmitters in
noise. A good Frequency Modulation another at Troy, the third at Schenectady every large population centre before we
system eliminates the carrier " hiss " and -all 12 to 17 miles apart. Engineers went can all be assured of this new and better
most of the valve noises from the broad- out with a receiver on a truck, trying to kind of reception.
On the other hand, within its service
casting station as well as any hum modula- find a place where they could get intertion and valve noise in your receiver. You ference-bring in two of these stations at range, a Frequency Modulation station
do not even know a Frequency Modulation once. They could not find it. In fact, gives reliable reception, day or night, even
radio is turned on until the music plays.
that got down to a space of a few inches, through thunderstorms. Listeners located
that outside this space they would get only at a distance from the city but within
Troy or Albany or Schenectady-depend- range of its FM transmitter will probably
Static -free
That shows how little residual noise there ing on which direction they moved the truck, get better and quieter reception than they
is in this system. As one writer put it, this while inside this small area the programme would from an AM transmitter in that
kind of radio can "transmit silence."

(Of

course, noise in the studio may still be

picked up by the microphone. Also when
Frequency Modulation stations are broadcasting gramophone records there may be
some needle noise.) But in eliminating most

1

of the noises and distortion that might

is the carrier and
audio wave combined in

(c)

occur, Frequency Modulation brings radio-

from a tone quality standpoint-down to a
simple static -free long-distance telephone
system.

Modulation,
Amplitude
whilst (d) is the same
combination in Frequency
Modulation.

(d)

To show you how quiet and clear and
static -free this new system is let me say

that movie producers are interested in

Frequency Modulation to give better sound
recordings on their films. Under this plan,
rather than taking portable sound -recording

apparatus out " on location," which may
be mi!cs away from Hollywood, they will

use the best sound recording equipment at
the studio and will transmit the programme to that point by Frequency
Modulation radio.
Before leaving this subject, let me point
out why a Frequency Modulation receiver

to another.

same city. Listeners located beyond the
range of the FM transmitter will, of course,

Two to Four Horizons

as heretofore. High -power cleared channel

would flop back and forth from one station

In the ultra -short waves, Frequency
Modulation radio acts like light, and
acts much like television as regards the range
of the transmitters. Given enough power

must be a little more expensive than an
ordinary radio. Remember there are two
more valves in the detector circuit, and a and a high aerial, Frequency Modulation
tuning eye is also desirable, so that a good stations seem to have a fairly reliable range
Frequency Modulation radio should have up to two horizons and a possible service
eight or nine valves minimum. To take range (to listeners not located behind
full advantages of the better FM tone, the buildings or mountains or in valleys) up
audio amplifier stage must be a good Class to four horizons; Height of the receiving
A distortionless amplifier.
The loudspeaker must be designed to respond to
high tones and overtones beyond the range

of many of the loudspeakers being produced to -day, and it must have a suitable
baffle.

In Frequency Modulation, if the broadcasting ,station is an Armstrong wide swing transmitter sending out high fidelity,
then the tuning system of your receiving set
must be designed to admit or accept the full
frequency swing of that transmitter. Up to
the detector valve, that receiver has to be
good. Otherwise the whole reception is

Moreover, an eight -octave FM receiver
is worth the extra cost because you will be
able to get the full high-fidelity programme
without static and without interference.
That is the odd thing about FM. Frequency
Modulation transmitters broadcasting on
the same channel just do not interfere with

the FM Broadcasters,
Inc., is a combination of AM and FM
Commission by

stations whereby the cleared chagniels on the
regular broadcast band will be used for long-

distance and rural coverage, and FM channels will be used for reliable local service.

OWING to the fact that the con- rest of the coil is wound. After the winding
structional details of the coil used has been finished a length of paper or

in the Gas -mask Box Receiver (which was Empire Tape Fn. wide should be wrapped
described in our issue of May 11th, 1940) round 'the lower end of the winding,
were given in our issue of September 30th, its position being about Fn. from the

FM channel, but it must accept the wide receiver mentioned above, by increasing
band of frequencies on each channel. That the diameter of the coil former from ltin.
means, if you want a cheap FM receiver, diameter to 2in. The length should be
the maker can economise on the cabinet, 2%in. A piece of ordinary postal cardboard
on the loudspeaker, and on the midi° tubing, or, better still, a length of paxolin
amplifier, but the tuning system must be tubing, can be used for the former. If
good. And, since the tuning system is one cardboard is used, it is absolutely essential
of the most expensive parts of the whole to see that it is perfectly dry ; in fact, rt is
receiving set, you might as well make the advisable to impregnate the tube after
rest of it good enough for eight -octave drying it in a slow oven for a few minutes.

No Station Clashes

AM stations will probably always be
needed, as will the International shortwave AM stations. For that reason the
system proposed to the Communications

Coil for the Gas -mask Box Receiver

1939, and that a great number of our
readers appear to be without this particular copy, we reprint below the essential
distorted. The receiver ought to be selective, details. It a ill be noted that we have
too, against interference from the next varied the original specification to suit the

reception.

have to rely on the AM station the same

Ordinary shellac may be used for the
impregnation.

Winding Details

The actual winding is carried out with
22 -gauge enamel wire, winding this with

lower end of the coil. On this insulator

20 turns of the 34 S.W.G. enamel wire are

wound, and these must be in the same

direction as the first winding. One way
of anchoring the ends of this additional
AERIAL

Y
6R/0 CONDENSE
E. TUNING
CONDENSER

LT FILAMENT

REACTION

CONDENSER

X
REACTION
CONDENSER

Coil connection details for the Gas -mask
Box Receiver.

70 turns close wound, that is, each turn winding is by means of sealing -wax or
lying close up to its neighbour. After 23 Chatterton's Compound, whilst another
turns have been put on a tapping loop has way is to pierce holes through the former,

to be made for the aerial and this is between the turns of the first winding.
each other, unless possibly you are on accomplished by doubling a length of the In this case great care must be taken not
the fringe area of both stations, right on wire and pushing it through a hole in the to scrape off the insulation where the wires
the ragged edge of their service range. former. It must be kept taut whilst the cross.'

is
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HORT-WAV

SECTION
S.W. SET IMPROVEMENTS.
Modifications to Existing Apparatus :

Using a Mains Unit and Other

Details for Obtaining Better Shortwave Results. By W. J. DELANEY.
MANY amateurs, when looking round would also be a worth -while change, whilst
to find some means of improving if terminal connections are employed it
their apparatus, start to buy new might also be desirable to make use of good
parts or change components, generally solid soldered contacts wherever possible.

without any idea as to the ultimate result
of such modifications. It is worth while New Arrangements
in such a case to start by thinking out the
The above details concern mainly modilines upon which one wishes to work, fications
parts, but there may also be
so that any changes which are made will found that in
a change in circuit design may be
employed. Many amateurs have a circuit
which they have found tried and tested,
and are not on this account keen to make
Fig. 1.-Using a
changes. There are, however, one or two
potentiometer

to

vary grid bias.

June 15th, 1940
(and in some cases to ordinary broadcast
equipment) results are very unsatisfactory.

It is even found in some cases that the

unit cannot be used, mainly on account of
instability. As a short-wave receiver is

more susceptible to hum than ordinary
broadcast equipment the problem is more

intense, and it is usually found that the
unit is quite satisfactory if another form
of feeding the receiver is adopted.

In sonic cases one or more of these may be

of the variable type, provided either with
alternative sockets, or a variable control.
It is in the form of voltage dropper which

is incorporated inside the unit that the
trouble arises. Even if the receiver is
provided

with decoupling devices

the

trouble may still arise if two or more of
the unit outputs are fed to the receiver.

The most satisfactory way of _overcoming

the trouble is to ignore all the positive
outputs except the maximum, and thus
to connect only one positive lead to the
receiver. This means that you will have
to include decoupling circuits in all parts
HT # .9

HT #2

small changes which may be made without
affecting the general performance, although
leading to an improvement. For instance,

the average type of short-wave detector
will have the grid leak taken to the L.T.

The

standard type of mains unit is provided
with three or four H.T. positive outputs.

HT if
hoke

L.

S

positive leg of the valve. This is a standard

arrangement, but it may be found that in
certain circumstances it is preferable to
vary the bias which is thereby applied to
the valve. For this purpose an old idea,
lead to improved results and not to some but one which works very well, is to use a Fig. 2.-A skeleton standard 3 -valve circuit showing normal anode connections.
doubtful working which may lead to potentiometer connected across the filafurther difficulties. For instance, a change ments, and to return the grid
arm of the receiver so that the appropriate
in valves may be thought to give an of that potentiometer. A value of 400
H.T. feeds are decoupled, and the correct
improvement, but such a change may result ohms is quite satisfactory, and in use it or appropriate voltages are applied to each
in the need to modify a coupling or to use may be adjusted so that the reaction is as stage. If you do not wish to go to the
some different H.T. value, and this in turn smooth as desired. Other modifications trouble of 'modifying the set wiring there
may lead to inefficient working of another of this nature, which do not in any way is another way out, and that is to make up a
These facts are more important involve drastic changes, are the parallel
stage.
unit consisting of the appropriate
in the case of short-wave apparatus as feeding of the L.F. transformer, differential small
and voltage droppers and to
there is not so much latitude in this type in place of ordinary reaction condenser, decouplers
connect this between receiver and mains
of equipment. Furthermore, as it is or the fitting of extension controls.
unit. The advantage of this arrangement
desirous always to obtain the maximum
is that at any time the unit may be disperformance from short-wave apparatus Mains Units
connected and ordinary battery supplies
it is not possible to make do with what
of query which is often being used to feed the receiver. For the benefit
might be termed " makeshifts." Such putAtoform
us is " How can I use a mains unit of those who are not familiar with de ideas as fitting band -spread tuning have with my
set ? " f t is found coupling arrangements we show in Fig. 2
been mentioned many times in these pages, that whenshort-wave
standard type of mains unit a three -valve skeleton circuit with battery
but there are other directions to which is connecteda to
some short-wave apparatus or separate H.T. feeds, and in Fig. 3 the
the keen experimenter may turn in an
same arrangement with decouplers added.
endeavour to improve, or " hot up " his
In Fig. 4 are shown the separate decoupling
L.T. Supply

apparatus, and the following will give some
ideas upon which to draw.

components

In the way of new parts, modern shortwave apparatus may always be taken as
an improvement upon old parts, especially
those which have been primarily designed
for normal broadcast use, but which have
been included in a short-wave set. Tuning
condensers, for instance, will be found in

the modern short-wave sphere to have
improved insulation, and this is one of the Fig. 3.-The arrangement of Fig. 2, plus decouplers
most important factors of short-wave
apparatus. Insulation everywhere should
HT -A
be of the highest, and in addition to this,
heavy gauge wiring should always be
employed. If, therefore, your set is wired
2
(Mains Unit)
with fine wire, especially if this is capable
of a fair degree of movement, it should be
should be kept as short as possible. Certain
by-pass condensers could also be replaced
by mica components if you are using those
of the paper type. This, of course, would
come under the heading of improved
nsulation.
Better quality valveholders

up

for

connection

of course, the maximum H.T. tapping or
socket is used on the unit. To ascertain
the correct values of the resistances it is
necessary to obtain a good milliammeter
and voltmeter. The batteries are con-

New Components

replaced by rigid wiring, and the leads

wired

between the unit and receiver. In this case,

C/-7-"

HT- '
J.-HT.(or earth)
Fig. 4.-How to arrange for the decouplers shown
in Fig. 3, so that they maybe included between the
receiver and mains unit.

nected to the receiver'in the usual way and
the milliammeter connected in each positive
lead in turn. The current flowing is
carefully noted, and then a good voltmeter
is connected between the anodes or other

points fed by the H.T. line and earth.
Next, the voltage supplied by the H.T.
unit must be measured, and a slight drop
taken into account to compensate for the

fall when a load is applied to it. Then
by subtracting the required voltage from

that given by the unit, and dividing this by
the current in milliamps, you will have the

value of the resistance required in thousands of ohms. As an example, suppose

you calculate that the unit will deliver

1-20 volts, and you need 100 volts for an
L.F. stage. If the current at that anode
is 5 mA, then you would need a resistance
of 120-100 divided by 5, or 4,000 ohms.
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Easily -made Tweezers
SCREWS and other small parts often

drop into awkward corners in

a

radio chassis that cannot be reached with
the fingers, or anything else handy. In
such cases a pair of tweezers, like those

shown in the sketch, would be found
very useful. To make them, take a piece

SPRING LOOP
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for this is, in the majority of cases, that the
H.T. voltage from the battery has dropped,
due to a breakdown of one or more of the

cells with a consequent increase in the
internal resistance of the battery. These

defects are sufficient to produce instability
in the circuit, particularly in the L.F.
portion. Many constructors endeavour to
overcome the dropping voltage by connecting a new battery in series with the old one,
but, unfortunately, this does not overcome
the trouble as the high resistance of the old
battery still remains the same. The only
satisfactory remedy is to use a new battery.

H.F. Choke Losses

APOPULAR method of coupling
between a screen -grid valve and a
detector is a tuned circuit connected to the
detector via the usual leaky -grid arrangement and to the anode of the S.G. valve
through another small fixed condenser, the

of hard springy wire about 12in. long, preferably be coloured to give an even anode of the valve receiving its H.T.
and bend the middle part of the wire round luminous effect. The bulbs are then in- through a suitable H.F. choke.
a lin. bolt to form a loop to give the serted in a named cardboard map (either
An important point to bear in mind is
teeezers an opening spring.

Flatten out the home or ready made) in their right places ;

that there must be few losses in this choke

ends with a hammer, and file the ends connecting wires are joined, one each from if the full amplification of the S.G. stage is
these bulbs to their corresponding bolts to be obtained. In quite a number of the
square.-R. JENKINS (Caterham).
in the plywood. All the + sides of the early H.F. chokes, which were often con-

Illuminated Map Tuning

bulbs are

joined. A switch may be structed down to a low price, insufficient

WHEN tuning on the medium -wave inserted in the + lead if desired. Only one wire was employed to provide the required
band on a home-made set, it is lead will connect to the accumulator as the
very convenient to know quickly to which negative is already joined via the moving
station the set is tuned. This can be done vanes of the tuning condenser.-D. ZEM
in the following manner, with the help of (Bournemouth).
the accompanying sketch. A 6BA round Bolt soldered to
Insulated wires

moving Vanes

to indicator

value of inductance, while in many instances

the insulation of the wire was often too
poor to give adequate insulation. If the
utmost efficiency is required, it is absolutely essential to make sure that an H.F.

Fitting Sub -chassis Valveholders
choke of reliable make is employed.
HAVING no facilities for drilling lin:
the
valveholders
in
an
An Efficient Earth
holes for

aluminium chassis, I devised the following
AN efficient substitute for an ordinary
method of overcoming the difficulty.
earth tube can be made 'as follows :
The valveholders were bolted in position Obtain a 3ft. length of galvanised iron
with a small washer on each bolt between stove -pipe, about 4ins. in diameter, and
round it drill a number of iin. holes. Solder
on a strip of brass or copper, to the end of
ERRTH W/RLGgLWIN/SED /RON
p,nE

1ROEREO

Bolts fixed at
station points

An illuminated map tuning dodge.

--A

headed bolt of about 2in. in length is
soldered to the end of the tuning vanes

0

of a tuning condenser, as shown in sketch.
A piece of 3 -ply wood 42in. wide and the

height of the tuning condenser's highest
point when open, is temporarily 'fixed

behind the tuning condenser, so that when A novel method of fitting sub -chassis valveholders

the condenser is tuned right through, it the valveholder and chassis, then the
describes an arc of 180° on the plywood. holes were marked out on the underside
The stations wanted are then marked, of the chassis. These were then drilled
where the head of the bolt is just touching tin. diameter. Although the valve legs
the plywood. The wood is then removed did not touch the chassis, I took 'the
and drilled where marked. 4BA bolts further precaution of slipping a lin. length
(flat -headed) are inserted.
is

The plywood

of insulating sleeving over each valve leg.

then permanently fixed by brackets -N. DAWTRY (Sheffield).

behind the tuning condenser, in the exact
position as before, so that when the am- L.F. Instability

denser is tuned right through 130° the
bolt on the condenser makes contact in

AFTER an H.T. battery has been in
use for several months a set may
turn with each bolt in the plywood. Each develop a high-pitched whistle and rebolt has a corresponding bulb, which should ception becomes distorted. The reason

"

A piece of galvanised iron pipe makes an
efficient earth tube.

which the earth wire is finally soldered.

Dig a hole in the ground, and bury the pipe

to within about 2in. of the top, and then
ram the earth well down all round the pipe.
In dry weather empty a pail of water down

the pipe occasionally to keep the ground
in a wet condition.-G. DALLAS (Watford).
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From Crystal to Valve
How to Use a Valve as an H.F. Amplifier for a Crystal Set, or as
a replacement for the Crystal Detector.

By

THE addition of a valve or valves for faithful reproduction becomes far less
amplification of the signals after serious if a little knowledge is applied.
rectification by a crystal detector
has already been explained, therefore H.F. Amplifier
alternative arrangements are discussed in
A suitable circuit for this sage is shown
this article so that a very efficient crystal/
in Fig. 1 where it will be seen that a variable valve combination can be constructed.
After a reasonable period of experiment- mu H.F. valve is recommended. In pracing with the original circuit, plus the L.F. tice, it can be of the ordinary S.G. or
amplifier, the constructor will, no doubt, pentode type, the latter being more satiswish to make further progress towards factory if powerful signals from a local
increasing the effective range of the
apparatus. This can be achieved in two
ways : a valve can be used as an H.F.
(high -frequency) amplifier, between the

aerial and the crystal set, or an alternative
arrangement would be to replace the

L.

0. SPARKS

Aerial Coil
This can be wound in the same manner
as that described for the original crystal
circuit but, as there will be no need to

make provision for a reaction winding, the

total number of turns can be reduced to,
say, 60 and the number of tapping points
consequently reduced to five. The method
of connection will be clear from the diagram.

An additional .0005 mfd. tuning con -

0000000000
H.F.C.

A

crystal with a triode valve acting as a

Im0002 mfd

simple reacting detector. The first method
would increase range and selectivity while
still retaining the pure reproduction qualities of the crystal, and, for these reasons
alone, many music lovers will be tempted

H.T. -

60v.

To A'on
Crystal Set

roEonSet

Fig. 1.-An efficient
H.F. stage having a
wide range of application.
An ordinary
S.G. valve can be used
if so desired.

to model a circuit along the following

lines. A stage of H.F. amplification, using
a modern variable -mu H.F. pentode, a
crystal detector, and a good L.F. amplifier
employing one, two or three valves according to individual requirements. The second

OL.T-

method, i.e.,replacing the crystal with a
valve detector, will appeal to those who

OL.T

wish to reach out to the more distant

EOG.B.-

stations, and experiment with something
more alive and more active than a crystal.
The advantages to be gained are these :
greater sensitivity, chiefly due to the wise

use of reaction, improved selectivity, which
can also be put down to the reaction circuit, station are to be received. Many readers
and considerable increase in output. Against might have a " straight " or non -variable -

mu valve on hand, and wish to make use
of it. That is quite permissible, although
the very fine volume control provided by
one of the specified type will, of course,
circuits previously described, and the cost be lost. The only modifications to the
of an extra valve. The question of distortion circuit shown, to enable a " straight " S.G.
is, in the majority of cases, closely connected or pentode H.F. valve to be used, are the
with unwise use of reaction, unsuitable following. Ignore the potentiometer, fixed
detector valve and incorrect operating condenser C.3 and G.B. battery, and their
conditions. It will be seen, therefore, that associated connections, and connect the
as all these items are within the control bottom end of the aerial coil direct to the

these items we have the possibility of
introducing distortion, slight extra drain
on the batteries, that is assuming these
have already been secured for the L.F.

of the operator, the whole problem of common negative earth line.

denser will be required, together with a
four- or seven -pin valve holder, according

to the type of valve used, a .1 mfd. and a
.0002 mfd. fixed condenser, and a reliable
make of H.F. choke. For those who rash
a valve to be specified, I would suggest
Cossor 210VPT.
The circuit shown is the simplest arrange.
ment ; it is known as a " tuned -grid "

H.F. coupling and, apart from being easy
to construct, it is capable of giving very
satisfactory results. The output from this

H.F. stage is fed into the crystal circuit
(Continued on next page)

/20 v.

Hry60v

C2 !mid.

C5

mfd
G 3 1-

L 7- -

rFig. 2.-The H.F. transformer system of inter -valve coupling is

Fig. 3.-How the original coil can be used to form a very

shown in this circuit.

efficient one -valuer,

Between the two windings, two layers of
thin, dry paper or other insulating material
be placed, and to this the ends of
via the original aerial terminal and the should
primary winding can be anchored with
output condenser C.4. The actual aerial the
now being connected to the new aerial small blobs of sealing wax or Chattertons
FROM CRYSTAL TO VALVE
.
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The majority of connections, and the

method of adjusting them, are practically
identical with those used for the crystal

set, but in place of the crystal a grid

condenser is employed to " feed the signals
to the grid of the valve. The additional
An alternative method of making the connection to the coil is to provide reaction
H.F. transformer is to make a coil former, in conjunction with the reaction condenser
from two or three layers of stiff, dry paper, C.6 which is connected between the anode
having a diameter slightly less than the of the valve and the end of the winding.
inside of the existing former. The coil is It should be noted that while this condenser,
then wound on it, the same number of which is of the variable type, provides the
turns as mentioned above, and the com- required control of the reaction, the amount
compound.

terminal as shown.

H.F. Transformer
This form of H.F. coupling requires two
windings on the inter -valve coil, namely, a
primary and secondary. The theoretical

circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and it will be
noticed that the H.F. choke and coupling
coil slipped inside the larger one.
condenser of the former system are no pleted
longer required. The additional winding, This, perhaps, is the neater and stronger
the primary, is connected between the arrangement.
anode of the H.F. valve and its positive

of reaction

effect-

obtainable with the

condenser specified will be governed by the

number of turns of the coil used in this
part of the circuit, therefore, by means of

the crocodile clips, it is possible to adjust
H.T. supply, the fixed condenser C.5 being Valve as a Detector
until the most satisfactory results
For those who wish to dispense with the matters
used for decoupling purposes. The winding
are
obtained.
coil
the
tapped
aerial
detector,
crystal
can consist of, say, 25 to 35 turns of 32

S.W.G. insulated wire wound over the described can be used to good advantage
original coil, preferably at the upper end.

in the circuit shown in Fig. 3.

ritish long -Distance
isteners' Club
Correspondence
Receivers
NOW that the practice of sending
THE analysis of members' receivers
reports to transmitting stations
makes very interesting reading,
especially in view of the minor controversy overseas is no longer permitted, one has
which is still going on between the com- naturally to turn to other items of interest
munication receiver enthusiast and the
0-v-1 men. On actual score there is no
well in the
doubt that
majority, and judging by some of the
splendid logs they send in, there can be
little doubt that the simple receiver in the

hands of an experienced and capable

operator can pull in the DX signals.

So many amateurs are inclined to confuse
volume with signal intelligibility, and over-

A suitable valve would be the Cossor

21011F.

the correct tapping point by adjusting the
clip until the desired results are obtained.
When, however, insulated wire is used, the

matter is rather more difficult, but by

adopting the following idea the trouble was
overcome. I soldered the feeder to a safety -

pin, and was thus able to pierce the insulation and make contact with the conductor, and then when I had determined
the correct point I was able to make an

efficient weather-proof connection."
Member 6232, of Colwyn Bay, writes :

" The sudden lack of interest shown by

members towards the proposed DX
competition stirs my own interest to a wider

degree. 'As yet I have been a `silent'

associated with our work, and Member member, but now I feel that I must have
6732, of Hull, shows us in a very definite my say on the subject. It is very disap-

manner what great interest he is obtaining. pointing that members who have so many
His own words can best explain his times asked for such a competition back
Why this
activities. " Since the war started I have out at the crucial moment.

been keeping an accurate record of the state of affairs should exist in such a
weather each day-i.e., temperature, flourishing club as our own is beyond me.
whether sunny or dull, etc.-and I also I quite realise that the new drive to increase
maintain a daily log of all the short-wave

our

industrial

output will

probably

stations received, noting such things as necessitate many of our members havlook such things as signal-to-noise ratio. signal strength, time, frequency and at- ing to work overtime ; but if they were
For long-distance work it is absolutely mospherics. The weather records, and the really keen this would not damp their
necessary to consider the readability of the station log can be compared with most ardour.
In the issue of P.W.' dated June 1st
signal rather than the amount of noise interesting and illuminating results. For
which can be reproduced via the headphones example, I have found that certain fre- it is suggested that members could keep
or loudspeaker. Bearing this in mind, it quencies and areas are more affected by in ' touch with each other by forming
is not usually advisable to add L.F. stages weather conditions than others. Last
in a haphazard manner, otherwise un- Easter, during the aurora borealis, VLQ
wanted noise will be amplified beyond all was received exceptionally well."
Another very interesting letter has been
proportion to the signal. It is in this
direction that the simple 0-v-1 scores, and received from Member 6443, of Lisburn,
if a member using a circuit of this type is North Ireland, who states, amongst other

different groups in their own area. Personally I would be only too glad to act as a
' go-between ' for this district. I shall

be here until about the end of July, and
during that time I will place myself at the
club's service to whip up enthusiasm.

tempted to add another stage of L.F. things : " About a month ago I built an
" Wishing you and the club all the very
amplification, he would do well to pause R signal -strength meter. It is composed best."
and consider whether the actual gain as of a transformer, valve, and an 0-7 moving regards signal intelligibility will be all that
one might erspect. Although the untuned
stage of H.F. amplification is often treated
with contempt by those who have failed to
appreciate its true worth, there is much to
be said in its favour, especially when one is

coil milliammeter. After spending some
time calibrating it I have now got it going
very well, and it proves of great value when

Change of Address

all members please note that

WILLMember 6172 has now changed
writing up my log."
We certainly agree that an instrument of his address to 93, Kinfauns Road, Goodthis type is most useful, and should certainly mayes, Essex. His previous QRA was

considering any additions to an 0-v-1 form part of the equipment of every 64, Nicholas Road, Dagenham, Essex.
circuit. It is usually far better to employ member. Why not send us more details,
an additional valve as . an untuned H.F. 6443, so that we can pass on the benefits of Stationery
amplifier than as an L.F. stage, as the your experiments to other members ?
WE are getting so many requests from
former will improve the over-all efficiency
new members for details of the
Member 5767, of Bromley, Kent, also
of the detector by reducing aerial damping, gives details of some of his practical work B.L.D.L.C. stationery available for their
eliminating aerial resonant peaks and like- relating to his aerial experiments. " The use, that we make no apologies for giving
wise allowing the maximum efficiency to aerial here is a half -wave Windom for the complete list below.
be obtained from the reaction circuit.
20 metres, running N.N.E. by S.S.W.
Pad of 50 verification forms, Is. 6d.
These remarks are not intended to start The north end is 37ft. high and the south end
Pad of 50 log -book sheets, ls. 6d.
the old controversy off all over again ; 30ft. The Windom is quite a good arrangePacket of 50 sheets headed notepaper,

they are only given with the hope that ment for short-wave working once the
those who have despised the small sets will correct tapping point has been found.
at least put in a certain amount of active

work with them before making a sweeping
condemnation.

When bare wire is used for the aerial, it is
a comparatively simple matter to connect
a crocodile clip to the feeder and determine

ls. 3d.
White manilla folder for log -book sheets,
7 id.

Membership badge, le.
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A Remote Control System
Constructional Details of a Novel Apparatus
By Cecil Andrew, A.M.I.R.E.
WHEN amateur transmitting was purchased for about 2s. each. These conclosed down, there remained a tain multiple contacts which allow any
" void " for many readers as combination of circuits. The writer used
far as experimenting was concerned. This to control his transmitter from any number
led the writer to turn his attention to the of points connected to the " exchange " by
development of apparatus he had been a pair of line wires and earth connection.
using for the remote control of his trans- By dialling a number the mains were first
mitter.
switched on, another number would light
It was found that this method of control the filaments, another number would bring
can be applied to many uses, from trans- in the H.T. to any stage, and, finally, any
mitting gear to receivers, telephones, fire " mike " required could be brought in by
alarms, bell circuits, television, A.R.P. dialling the appropriate number. It was
requirements, and practically every branch found that home-made polarised and
of electrical science.
" latchet " type relays were the most
The basis of the arrangement can be seen suitable for this purpose, as one number
in Fig. 1, and is constructed from second-hand would hold the circuit closed, and another
parts obtained for a few shillings from the number dialled would then release it.
many vendors advertising such com- Fig. I also shows two " mercury switches "
ponents. In the first place a number of for heavy mains work.
automatic telephone dials were obtained
Several of the home -constructed polarised
for about 2s. 6d. each second-hand, as well as relays were made from old type loud-

what is technically termed a " uniselector speaker magnets, between the poles of
switch " sold second-hand for about 7s. 6d. which moving from side to side soft iron

This switch was so adapted to have 50 arms are pivoted. These were wound with a
separate double line circuits, " step by coil connected by flexible leads to terminals.
step," any one of which can be selected by When the current was sent in one direction
choosing the number on the " dial.
this arm moved across to one side contacts,
Upon releasing the last number, a relay and when in the other across to the other

automatically switches out the selecting contacts.
device and places the line calling through to
whatever relay or apparatus if.; con-

This relay rack is at present used to

remote control one or two communication Fig. 1.-The general arrangement of the complete
remote control apparatus.
nected to that number, thus allowing the receivers, and by dialling a prearranged

operator to control any instrument or, if number a small induction type electric
preferred, place himself in telephonic motor is operated through very slow worm

communication with that point.

The dials are purchased with contacts
gearing to move the tuning dial of the normally closed, but these were altered so
receiver. Then another number will con- that they remain open when the dial is at
nect a morse recorder to the output, and rest, and close as it is rotated. This avoids

Constructional Details
At the bottom of Fig. I, on the left, so on.
No doubt there are many other readers
can be seen the dialling box, placed there
only for the convenience of photographing. who prefer to keep all their apparatus
Attached to this is a flexible lead con- and experimental receivers in their own

nected to a valve base with 3 or 4 pins. " den " away from the risk of domestic
This can be taken from point to point, and damage, and it is in this case that remote
plugged into a valve -holder, so that the control is so convenient, enabling one to
" exchange " can be controlled. Nearly operate from any room or fireside without
all the relays are home -constructed from loss of time. Further, a simple telephone
old bell coils, etc., with the bxception in workshop and other rooms was found to
of the bank of relays, seen in the top be very useful, the interconnection being
left-hand of the illustration, which were self-controlled.
Fblatieed

Ratchet relay
To plug Into rine
any phone or other

B

Magnet SPIV ,

II

apparatus

mil

Coil

the need of extra relays, and is much more
simple for the purpose. The bottom two
rows of contacts on the selector switch are
all connected together with the exception

of the last one, and this arrangement is

used as a self -restoring device. By pressing

the white button on the control box, this

switch returns to " zero " ready for the
next selection. Inside the box is a 4 volt
battery connected to a D.P.D.T. switch so
that the polarity can be reversed on the
"line " to operate the polarised relays in
either direction.

Operation
In the normal position when all relays

are at rest, the " A " and " B " lines
(Fig. 2) can be traced right through from

the D.P.D.T. switch and the line plug
sockets to the " A " and " B " contacts

44

upon which the two wipers are resting, so

that any current sent through the line or
apparatus connected to it will have a
through connection to any relay on those

Line A

8 Line

A Line

contacts
Line A

L,ne

o

°
o

Wiper8 °

°

o

Wiper °
A

Lev
411111111111S.

L ine C
Change

over relay

pair of contacts on selector switch. Imme-

contacts

o

Selector
magnet

30 V
10-1

diately the dial is operated and leaves

its normal position, the contacts marked
" C " will earth the " C " line through the
6 -volt battery and operate the change -over

switch, thus pulling the two contacts off

the " A " and " B " wipers over to the

selector switch circuit, and every time the
dial passes a contact number the selector

switch is operated once, and moves the
wiper on to the next pair of contacts. This

Fig. 2.-Diagram of connections
for th? remote control system
described in the text.

Zero setting relay

Ib

cycle of movements takes place for the

Zero setting
contacts

Contact breaker
on selector magnet

number dialled, and therefore the selector
wipers always move to correspond to the
number required. If we want 18 we dial 10
and 8, and we shall find the line through
to the No. 18 pair of contacts, which will
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allow us to operate the relay connected circuit is broken, and the selector comes to ture is drawn down under the latch which
holds this down against the bottom conto this number by turning the D.P.D.T. rest ready for the next dial operation.
There will be found on the " uniselector tacts. By dialling the next number this
switch which sends a current through the

line, or we can plug into the line any switch " usually five rows of 25 contacts. latch is pulled back to release the armature
apparatus such as a telephone, or radio, The top two rows are used for the line against the top contact. The polarised
contacts and the bottom row used and relay moves from side to side on one number
etc.
When the use of this number has been connected for zero set. If more than 25 lines only, according to the direction of the
completed the zero set button is pressed, are required, it will be necessary to employ current. The writer has so arranged his
which " earths " the " B " line, and by the top two rows for " A " line and the relays that only two lines and earth are
bolding down this button for a few seconds, third and fourth rows for " B " lines, required for full scale operation, but three
the bottom zero set contacts, which are cutting off the wipers on one side only.
all connected together except the last one, This will give 50 lines. All this seems very
pass a current through the selector magnet complicated but is really quite simple in
which now has the contact breaker on this practice with the apparatus described. A
selector in circuit. This keeps the rotary ratchet relay is shown connected to numbers
wipers moving around until they rest on 1 and 2. When No. 1 is dialled, and a
the last unconnected contact when the current passed through the line, the arma-

LATEST PATENT NEWS

lines are shown in Fig. 2 in order to simplify

the diagram, but the reader will soon discover many variations for himself.

It might be mentioned that the selector
switch can be operated from an old H.T.
battery, but the writer uses old wet hightension accumulators for economy.
r._,_.N1=1.111.1.1.0004111MNIM41.11110.4.111.11411111/

Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2s. each.

IPROGRAMMEI
NOTES

An. vamp( mm.

NEW PATENTS
These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by
permission of the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Office. The Official Journal of

Patents can be obtained from the Patent
Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, price le. weekly (annual subscription
£2 10s.).

Latest Patent Applications.

Specifications Published.
521278.-Cole, Ltd.,E. K.,
receivers.

521209.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
Beatty, W. A.-Radio-receivers.

521350.-Cole, Ltd., E. K., and
Robertson, N. C.-Method of
making electric connections in
radio -receivers or the like.,

8972.-Amalgamated Wireless (Australia), Ltd.-Biasing circuits for

521367.-Jones, W., and Pye, Ltd.-

8762.-Philco Radio and Television
Corporation.-Electron-beam de-

Superheterodyne wireless receiv-

electron -discharge tube circuit
arrangements. May 20th.

Television and like systems.
(Cognate Application 143539.)
Lamps,
Ltd.521330. - Philips

flecting circuits. May 16th.

521183.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Radio

ing -sets.

receiving -sets.

9077.-Philco Radio and Television
Corporation.-Automatic volume

Printed copies of the full Published

8836.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Control

the

control system.

May 22nd.

mechanism of wireless receivers.
May 17th.

Wedding Group

and

Shackell, A.-uning of radio -

Specifications may be obtainedf rom
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the
uniform price of 18. each.

.-41.0411.111114.MMNI1101011.1M11411110011!0.=41.11.4M1.0.11.011B. 1.11.1101.1111.1.04111.11rINIM.0.1111.1111=1.M.1.111M, ,==.1t4111_11

PHILIP
the

WADE, well-known member of
B.B.C. Repertory Company,

is also familiar to listeners for his work
as an author and an adapter of works for
broadcasting. It will be recalled that
a recent adaptation of his was of scenes from

" Pickwick Papers." One of his plays,
which is to be produced in the Home

Service programme on June 14th, by

Howard Rose, is " Wedding Group." This is

a revival of a work which was originally
produced five years ago. The story begins
with a modern setting on the eve of the
wedding of the young couple. The brideto-be's mother shows the young couple an
old family photograph album in which there
is a family wedding group which dates back
before the Crimean War. In a delightful

Philip Wade brings this wedding
group to life and tells the story of the
way

romance behind it.

Cabin No. 3

THE cruises of luxury liners have not
provided such a spate of romance
and crime stories as might have been
expected, but Florence A. Kilpatrick has
The wavebands covered are from 190 to used the subject as the peg on which to
560 and from 830 to 2,000 metres, and the hang an exciting play which is to be
cabinet measures 20in. by 16in. by 10in. produced by Peter Creswell on June 13th.
The price of the receiver is This is a story of a trip from Rio de Janeiro
deep.
to Tilbury, and the main characters are a
£9 17s. 6d.
wealthy woman globe-trotter, her pretty
young companion, and a stowaway who
appears to be mixed up with a gang of
emerald thieves who are after the globetrotter's jewels. There is both crime and
romance in the play, for the pretty young

New Cossor Transportable
THE recent introduction of " all -dry "

valves has led to some interesting
transportable and portable receiver

designs, the latest of which, from the Cossor
factory, is illustrated on the right. The new

valve dispenses with the need for an

accumulator for the L.T. supply, and as a
result a more compact and lighter type of
receiver is possible. The L.T. supply is

obtained either by a small separate dry
cell, or by a section of a special type of
H.T. battery designed for the purpose.

companion manages to save the designing
stowaway from his worst self and the story
has a happy ending.

This is the arrangement used in the Cossor
receiver, the battery being of the 90 -volt
type. A self-contained frame aerial is fitted,

and there are four valves in the receiver.

The output stage is a pentode, and the
circuit is of the superhet type with per-

r141.11411.14111.41.11.11414111,1,,pamtp.,....mmmi

BOOKS RECEIVED

meability -tuned I.F. transformers. Automatic grid bias and A.V.C. are included in
the circuit refinements, whilst the output
is fed to an 8in. P.M. moving -coil speaker.
There are three controls, the centre being a
slow-motion tuning with concentric tone
control, the others being wave -change and
volume controls. Normally no earth is
required with the receiver, but sockets are
provided so that when desired an external
aerial and earth may be employed. There

By A. T. Starr, A.M.I.E.E. Published by
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. 50 pages.

external loudspeaker, these sockets being

The hook contains sufficient information for
refreshing the memory as occasion requires.

141111 I ,P/1411Erf 41110.11!INNIPIN0.11.11.110

DEFINITIONS
AND
FORMULk
IN
RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING.

Price 6d.
THIS useful pocket handbook, intended

for students of radio engineering,
contains a large number of definitions,

formulae and circuits, covering many phases

are also sockets for the inclusion of an
provided with switching.

of radio, and based on standard practice.

The new Cossor transportable.
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I am a regular reader of your journal,
and have always found it a great help to
me.-W. G. MORRIS (London, S.E.).

Open to Dileulaltan
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

"Radio Training Manual"
SIR, May I take this opportunity of

expressing my complete satisfaction
with the " Radio Training Manual " ?
I have studied this unique book from
cover to cover, and have found that it
fully explains a number of points which

With this set and an aerial consisting of are extremely valuable, and yet are passed

A "Quality" Equipment
SIR,-I enclose a photograph of my

equipment which I have built with
the aid of the knowledge obtained from
your excellent paper.

The top of the rack contains an 8in.
Epoch speaker (P.M.), which I use for

10in. of No. 16 copper wire connected over lightly in most text -books.
In particular, I was highly interested
vertically to the grid terminal of the coil,
I have logged the following stations : in the chapters on the design of the detector
EA7BA, W2ECR, EK1EF, W1CRW, stage and the principles of receiver design.
Many radio constructors, with a flair
W1DLM, LY1J, ES1E, ES4G, I1JKV,
as
K4END, W4XDK. With an aerial of for the technical side of things as well
the constructive, would, I am sure,

DX work, though this was only put there

appreciate a series of articles in PRACTICAL

all bands, which are fed into a triode
detector. This part takes care of the

with it in detail, as you have done with

WIRELESS incorporating such interesting
subjects as high -frequency transformers,
stability in high -frequency circuits, separating the three electrical current
components ; and oscillatory circuits.
To be brief, a series embracing the whole
of the modern radio receiver, and dealing

to take the place of a low -power C.W.
transmitter which I was going to put in
the rack if transmitting had continued.
The middle rack contains the B.F.
portion of the rig, and this consists of a
VP215 R.F. .amplifier which is tuned on

the detector stage in the " Radio Training.
Manual." Most enthusiasts wish to know

DX, and it has a S.W. range of 12-60 metres,

while the usual broadcast bands are also

why this, that, and the other must be of
such a value, instead of being told that
it should be so.

included.
A turntable is next, and this is fitted with

a crystal pick-up for quality work with

The bottom rack holds the most
interesting part of the gear,, which is the
L.F. amplifier.
When on the radio the valve line-up is
Mr. C. Heyne's equipment for quality work
LP2 (transformer coupled to the detector),
with records, and for DX work.
which is in turn transformer coupled to
a 19 (Class B) valve, which has an output
of over 2 watts. When over to the gramo. approx. 15ft. No. 20 enamel -covered wire
the line-up is IlL2 pre -amplifier resistance hung round the room, the following
coupled to an LP2, which is transformer - commercial stations came in : W2XAD,
coupled to the output valve. The quality 2R06, DJD, GSQ, WIXAL.
records.

with this line-up is exceptionally good, and
the output of the Class B valve is fed into a
Celestion (P.M.) 10in. speaker. Switching

(Evesham).

PROBLEM No. 404.

corrugated paper on the outside. The

KENT had a three -valve battery receiver

front is 5 -ply wood, and perforated zinc
was used over the speaker aperture. This
greatly improves the quality, which was

which gave splendid results on 'phones,
but when he connected a loudspeaker he was
disappointed with the results. He was assured

work, though it is also good on DX. The
aerial used is a 20 m. doublet, and the rig

he had not got a suitable L.F. choke available

G1 a in ).

A Simple S.W. One-valver
received with a simple single -valve
short-wave set I have built, which may be
of interest.
Aarial tuning condenser is .00001 mfd.
Coil:

Grid winding 6 turns No.

that the speaker was in good condition and
capable of good results, so he decided that
perhaps results would be improved if he did
not use a direct output feed. He accordingly
decided to parallel feed the speaker, but as

16

standard gauge bare copper wire on 3in.
ribbed former. Reaction winding 5 turns
No. 20 D.C.C. wire. Grid condenser is
.002 mfd. ; grid leak, 2 ml?. Ordinary

.0003 condensers. An ordinary short-wave
H.F. choke is used.

H. TOBIAS, 56, Reginald Road, Crosby,

Scunthorpe, Lines, would like to get
in touch with any reader who has built the
" Midget S.W. Two."

RADIO CLUBS

most be addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL

EDGWARE SHORT-WAVE SOCIETY
Headquarters : Constitutional Club,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes niust be marked Problem No. 404

Chairman : P. A. Thorogood, 35, Gibbs Green, Edg-

capacity coupling). He fed the speaker from
the anode through a .1-mfd. condenser, but
the results were worse than ever. What was
wrong ? Three books will be awarded for the
first three correct solutions opened. Entries

in the top left-hand corner and must be

posted to reach this office not later than the
first post on Monday, June 17th, 1940.

Solution to Problem No. 403.
When Matthews added his screen potentiometer he
overlooked the fact that this was joined between H.T.
positive and H.T. negative, and accordingly a switch

should have been included to isolate this when the
set was switched off. Failure to do this resulted

the battery discharging continuously with the
broadcast valveholder. Tuning condenser in
which he experienced.
and reaction condensers, .00015 mfd. results
The following three readers successfully solved
These I made by removing half the plates Problem No. 402 and books have accordingly been

and double spacing ordinary air -spaced

Correspondent Wanted

he used a 50.000 -ohm fixed resistance (bearing
in mind that the effect is similar to resistance -

WIRELESS. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

SIR,-I enclose a short log of stations

Station CR7BE
SIR,-In a recent issue of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, R. Scotten, of Leyton,
states that he picked up a Portugese East

This station can be heard
broadcasting in English from 20.00 to
21.00 B.S.T. every night.-C. MERRETT

some quality " fans," as it consists of a
strong box 2ft. 6in. square by lft. deep.

in the future.-C. HEYNE (Britton Ferry,

May it long continue to do so !-J. T.

JACKSON (New Barnet).

(9.71 me/a).

DX speaker. The speaker case may interest

is .entirely run from batteries with 180 H.T.
Here's wishing your magazines all the best

developments in this ever-expanding field.

This station would be CR7BE Lourenco
Marques, Mozambique, on 30.8 metres

cut-out switch, while the two D.P.D.T,
switches are for cutting out the Class B
valve when working on 'phones, or the

good before, but this extends the frequency
range greatly in both directions. The
whole rig is built primarily for quality

minded public informed of all the latest

African station broadcasting on 30.8 metres.

for the L.F. amplifier is done by a multi+

The inside is lined with felt ;in. thick and

PRACTICAL WIRELESS is certainly doing

its bit 100 per cent. in keeping the wireless -

forwarded to them :
M. Dullington, Yorktown Road, Sandhurst, Berks.
W. Brown, 46, Blantyre Street, S.W.10.
D. McLean, 49, Newark Drive, Glasgow, S.1.

& SOCIETIES

Gardens, Edgware, Middx.

Manor Park

ware.

ON Saturday, June 29th, from 4 to 10.30 p.m.
there will be an exhibition of apparatus by

well-known manufacturers; a demonstration of their
new pick-up and loudspeakers by Messrs. Voigt
Patents, Ltd.; an unusual junk sale ; Morse speed
competition; discussion by the secretary of R.S.G.B.;
conffietitions, and in the evening a social and dance.
Admission sixpence.
ROMFORD
SOCIETY

AND

DISTRICT AMATEUR

RADIO

Hon. Sec.: H. G. Holt, 5, Butts Green Road, Horn -

church.

DURING April, and the early part of May, many

members demonstrated apparatus they had made
and queries were duly settled.
On May 28th we had a very enjoyable evening with
Mr. Voigt, and his loudspeaker. tsing his new experimental pick-up he gave a demonstration which
far exceeded our expectations. Reproduction was the
best we had ever heard, and everybody enjoyed it.
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that this is one of the most important

1/1

features of an L.F. transformer. It now
seems that modern transformers are extremely small and I am not certain that by
purchasing one of these I shall Obtain any

reply

improvemept from the quality point of view.

( /6)6itlidigi4

its inclusion. Firstly, the inclusion of the

Tone Improvement
" I have a four -valve battery set which,

whilst good so far as all normal requirements are concerned, could, I think, do

with some improvement in the quality of its
reproduction. This is particularly applicable to the gramophone side, and I append
a circuit and would be glad if you would
suggest a good tone -control device which
would be guaranteed to give good results.
I have tried several schemes without

appreciable improvement."-K. M.

our letter

( Wok -

Ingham).

I wonder if you could confirm this ? "H. E. R. (Colindale).

YOU have apparently overlooked the

fact that modern transformers do not
always employ the old form of core. In

the early types of transformer ordinary

Stalloy stampings were employed, but many

transformers make use of special
valve before the detector will result in a modern
alloys, such as nickel -iron. This permits a
slight increase in amplification. Secondly, high inductance to be obtained in a much
the inclusion of the stage between aerial smaller space, and therefore, it may be
and detector tuned -grid circuit will over- possible in certain circumstances to obtain
come erratic effects due to the damping better quality with a modern small transof the aerial,and probably result in smoother former than with an old pattern large
reaction and consequent increase in the transformer of poor design. It is, of course,
strength you may obtain on some distant still possible to obtain high -quality transstations. Another point is that on the formers of substantial design, such as the
lower wavelengths the gain obtained by
using a tuned H.F. stage is not appreciable

Ferranti.

and thus there is no object in using the S.W. Oscillator Coil

In reading about superhets I see that
YOUR circuit modifications may have tuned circuit. The buffer stage, as the the" oscillator
has to tune to 465 ke/s.
been effective, but your speaker, the untuned arrangement is called, is, however, From tables Isection
and that this is equivalent to
cabinet, or other acoustic details may have always worth while.
prevented the effects from being noticeable.
Have you tried a " constant " tone -control

This might give the desired
improvement and it should be included
across your volume control used with the
pick-up. It consists of a 50 millihenry
device ?

choke and a 15minfd. condenser in series.
The condenser is joined to the earth end
of the pick-up volume control and the end

r

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

the resonant circuit to be cut out at low

settings and this gives the desired compensation.

rather than in kilocycles, has helped

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

to confuse you.

poraries.

true that the I.F. stages are tuned to 465

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

If you cannot tap the volume control you
can obtain a similar effect by connecting
a fixed resistance in series, but it is preferable to tap the control as this then enables

to 600 metres. Perhaps you could explain
this point to me."-S. L. (S.E.14).
THIS is a point where thinking in metres,

described in our pages, from articles appearing

connected to a tapping on the pick-up

tapping is, of course, on the earth end.

variable, so I fall to see how it can go up

arising from the construction of receivers

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

volume control, the best point being found
About one -fifth of the
winding is generally satisfactory.
The

at the oscillator coil I find It only has a few
turns of wire and is tuned by a very small

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for . the solution of problems or difficulties

of the choke is joined to the arm of a

variable resistance having a value between
5,000 and 10,000 ohms. The resistance is

about 600 metres. Now I have a short-wave
set tuning down to 9 metres, and on looking

RULES

You have also overlooked
the principle of the oscillator stage. It is

kc/s and that this frequency has to be

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(6) Grant interviews to querists.

enclosed for the reply.

developed in the frequency -changer stage.
However, if you think in kilocycles you will
see that the required frequency is obtain-

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

length of 15 metres. This is a frequency

A stamped addressed envelope must be
All sketches and
drawings which are sent 'to us should bear

able, even down to 1 metre. Take, for
example, a station working on a wave-

with queries as they are dealt with by a

of 20,000 kc/s.

separate department.

Now.to obtain a beat of

kc/s you must tune the oscillator
circuit to either 20,465 kc/s, or 2Q,000
465

Send your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
LGeorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.
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minus 465 kcls, or 19,535 kc/s. A frequency
of 20,465 kc/s corresponds to a wavelength

of about 14.65 metres and 19,535 kc/s
Noisy Controls
corresponds to about 15.5 metres, and thus,
" I am finding it difficult to adjust my you see that there is very little difference
" I wish to build an economy amplifier,
capable of giving a really good output for volume control without a noisy background. between the actual tuning circuit and the
domestic purposes. I do not want dancing I am afraid, however, that the control itself oscillator circuit, and you do not need a
volume, but something a little above the is not responsible for the noise, as I have large coil to cover 600 metres. We trust
ordinary for good music, and with good examined it very carefully and the arm is the above explanation clears up your
quality.
What arrangement and circuit making good contact all over the element. difficulty.
would you recommend ? "-D. F. (Col- Is it possible to get noise with good contact ? Midget Coil Connections
Failing this, is there any way in which I
chester).
" I built up your small receiver some
THE 2i -watt battery amplifier which can find out the cause of my present time
ago, with a Bulgin midget coil in it.
trouble
?
"-A.
E.
(Isleworth).
we described some time ago would,
I
dismantled
the set and now wish to make
IT
is
possible
to
get
noise
from
a
control
we think, be the most suitable for your
a similar one, but I have lost the code
which apparently has good contact. up
purpose. This consisted of a single L.F.
the coloured leads of the coil. Is it
stage with parallel -fed transformer feeding But this would only occur if H.F. was for
possible to give me the wiring for this
Economy Amplifier

two pentodes in push-pull. The current present, and then a poor H.F. resistance component ? "-R. T. (Edinburgh).
consumption is fairly high, but by using a would be responsible. In some cases this
coil in question had a fixing bracket
really good H.T. battery this should not could be overcome by shunting the control THEon
it and you should not have rebe a difficulty. The amplifier is economical by a fixed condenser. If the control is moved this
in dismantling the set, as it is
on
the
L.F.
side
of
the
receiver
there
should
to operate and not expensive to build.
&intact with the lower end of the grid
Full details were reprinted in our issue be no H.F. present and faulty H.F. filtering in
and must be earthed. The tuning
would therefore be the thing to overcome. winding
dated December 23rd last.
condenser should be joined sto the red lead
You
may
find,
however,
that
the
control
S.W. H.F. Stage
the on -off wavechange switch should
is not responsible, but that when andjoined
between earth and the blue lead.
" I have been using a detector-L.F. itself
volume is turned up the increased vibration be
short-wave combination, but a friend has causes a poor contact to be jarred in some The grid condenser may be joined either
told me that I could improve my results by other part of the set and that this gives to the green lead or to the red one which
is already connected to the tuning confitting an untuned H.F. stage in front of the rise to the noise.
detector.

I do not see how an untuned

denser (the other side of which is, of course,

earthed). The primary winding is between
stage can give any appreciable advantage L.F. Transformer Design
and should like your advice on this before
" I have been looking into the question grey and yellow, the latter being the earthy
making any change."-J. E. T. (Cam- of improving my set and have come across end.
bridge).
a small problem which I should like you to r,-.1.0.10..1...0111.111111=1.11.111.1.1104/
ALTHOUGH an untuned stage may not solve. I have two transformers, at least
The coupon on page 288 must be I
give as much improvement as a tuned five years old. They are substantially
attached to every query
stage there are advantages to be gained by constructed, and I have always understood
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Reducing Adjacent Channel Interference
Details of a New Type of

I.F.

Transformer

THE sensitivity of modern super- these windings are coupled to their
heterodyne receivers is such that, respective primary windings to have
when they are tuned to the frequency induced in them a voltage which is at a
of any given broadcast channel, they fixed phase relation with respect to the
respond to some extent to signals in an primary winding, and which therefore
adjacent channel, and it is desirable to constitutes in the secondary circuit a
provide some means for reducing the replica of the primary voltage. Accordadjacent channel interference. Such re- ingly, this voltage may be made exactly to
duction is best effected in the intermediate equal and oppose the voltage in the
frequency circuits because in these circuits secondary winding 5, or 8, when the
the currents to be transmitted are of the frequency has shifted from the intermediate

in phase from the voltage on winding 6 by
90 degrees at the intermediate frequency,
it will be observed that windings 4 and 5
may comprise the normal transformer
III

I

I

III

7r

same frequency for all signal channels and, frequency by the amount of 10 kilocycles.
as the broadcasting wavelengths are spaced The voltage of the secondary winding 5
apart by 10 kilocycles, the currents corres- may be adjusted to be equal and opposite
ponding to adjacent channels to be to the voltage of the winding 6 at a

14.5

16

Fig. 2.-Method of

winding the type of
1.F. transformer described in this article.

attenuated are also of fixed frequency of frequency of 10 kilocycles above the
10 kilocycles above and 10 kilocycles below intermediate frequency, and similarly the
the intermediate frequency respectively.

The coupling arrangement about to be
described provides an inexpensive means
for the reduction of adjacent channel
interference, and has the advantage that it
requires a minimum of adjustment.
+

4

voltage of the winding 8 may be made

equal and opposite to the voltage of winding

9 at a frequency of 10 kilocycles below
the intermediate frequency. Thus, at
these two adjacent channel frequencies,
infinite attenuation

5

ri

1

Hi

no

6

in the system is
produced, the adjacent channel above

coupling coils, since at the intermediate
frequency the coupling is not appreciably

in the

and 5 do not seriously affect the frequency
at which infinite attenuation occurs, with

the intermediate fre- affected by the winding 6. For this reason
quency being infinitely manufacturing variations in the coils 4
attenuated

coupling device 4, 5, 6,

and the opposite ad- the result that adjustment to take care of
jacent channel being such manufacturing variations to secure
infinitely attenuated the infinite attenuation of the adjacent
in the coupling device channels is not necessary. In fact, it has
been found that the adjustment of the
7, 8, 9.
coupling between coils 4 and 5, and similarly

Voltage A djus t- 7 and 8, to secure infinite attenuation at

the adjacent channels is not more critical
ment
the adjustment for critical coupling
The voltage adjust- than
the conventional intermediate frequency
ment producing infinite in
- attenuation can best transformer.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the transbe obtained by the
To superhet converter
former comprising the windings 4, 5, 6,
use of resistors as in
Fig. 1. While the arrangement of the
shown at 14 and 15, windings
Fig. 1.-The early stages of a standard superhet.
the structure of the transone of these resistors former mayand
vary widely, in the construction
Fig. 1 shows three cascade -connected being in circuit with winding 6, and the
the secondary winding 5 comprises
valves, 1, 2 and 3, the first of which is a other in circuit with winding 9. These shown
coils mounted at, one end of a coil
frequency changer, while the others are resistors may be either in series with the two
16, and the primary winding 4
intermediate frequency amplifiers. The respective windings or in shunt, and the support
two coils arranged near the
anode circuit of the valve 1 includes the diagram illustrates both methods of con- comprises
end. The winding 6 is arranged
primary winding 4 of a coupling trans- nection. Both resistors may, of course be opposite
former which has secondary windings 5 and connected in the -same way, and their on the opposite side of winding 4 from the
winding 5 and is more closely
6, connected in series in the input circuit of values are selected to assist the securing of secondary
to winding 4 than is winding 5.
valve 2. Similarly, the anode circuit of valve the desired phase relations between the coupled
This system was developed in the
2 includes the primary winding 7 of a voltages in the secondary circuit.
laboratories of the G.E. Company of
coupling transformer which has secondary
Since the voltage on winding 5 is displaced America.
windings 8 and 9 connected in series in
the input circuit of the valve 3.
The primary windings 4 and 7 and the
Rex
secondary windings 5 and 8 are tuned to
VOCAL recordings are supplied this
the intermediate frequency by condensers Dance Music
month by that popular radio star
10, 12, 11 and 13 respectively, these
AMBROSE and his Orchestra have made Elsie Carlisle,
her version of "
condensers being adjustable, in the manner
two new records this month. They Thru' Mockin'with
Lane " and " A Little
of the usual trimmer condenser, for the are " You Made Me Care " with a vocal by Rain Must Fall "Bird
on
Rex
9775 ; Joe Peterson,
purpose of initial adjustment. When so Vera Lynn and In an Old Dutch Garden " who sings
"
I'm
Praying
-night for
tuned, the voltage in the secondary of on Decca F 7451, and " Indian Summer " the Old Folks at HomeTo
" and " You
each transformer is displaced in phase and " My Capri Serenade " on Decca
Me Care " on Rex 9771, and
with respect to the voltage of the primary F 7452. Jack Payne and his Band also Made
Eldrick with " Arm in Arm " and
winding by 90 degrees when the inter- supply dance music with " Walkin' Thru' George
Light up Your Face with a Smile " on
mediate frequency is correct. When this Mockin' Bird Lane " and " Me and the Moke "Rex
9773.
frequency shifts, however, from the correct and Liza " on Decca F 7454 and " Let the
value, this phase relation changes and the Curtain Come Down " and " Rainbow
Dance music is supplied by Billy Cotton
secondary voltage becomes more nearly in Valley " on Decca F 7453. Alex Moore and his Band with " The Navy's Here "
phase with the primary voltage, or more presents Mantovani and his Music for and " Let the Curtain Come Down " on
nearly opposed to it, depending upon the Dancing on Decca F 7455-6. On the first Rex 9770, and " In an Old Dutch Garden "
direction of the shift in frequency and, of record is a slow fox-trot " No Souvenirs " and " Rainbow Valley " on Rex 9766.
course, the magnitude of the phase displace- and a quick -step
Dancing is Another Another popular dance band-Jay Wilbur
ment is dependent upon the magnitude of Name for Love and on the other a and his Band-have also recorded this
the frequency shift. The secondary winding quick -step " There's a Boy Coming Home month. They play " Indian Summer "
6 of the first transformer and the secondary on Leave " and You Made Me Care," and " Dancing is Another Name for Love "
winding 9 of the second are untuned, but which is a waltz.
on Rex 9767.

NEW RECORDS
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ELECTRADIX

NOSrTrod, the

A Plain Scale

MAGNETIC 11"

'Test Bench.
in

shortage of metal

has

difficulty

in

some

obtaining aluminium or copper for panels,
with

the AV 0M1N OR

D.C.

Repo' Trade Meek

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

current
bearings, visual

flow, polarity, aerial
tuning,

Metal Panels
THE present
resulted

COMPASS
Indicates

It may therefore be worth
while remembering that a solid sheet of
metal is not essential for the average
chassis, etc.

receiver where screening is required. A
very good substitute for a metal panel is an
valve performance, bat- ebonite or wooden sheet, backed by ordinary
teries and power output.
Thus you'll always keep perforated zinc. This is still available
your set in good trim. A in fair quantities and as a screen is quite
13 -range precision - built
instrument, it tells you all effective. Another alternative is to use
you need to know, and en- fine mesh wire -netting. This is obtainable
Use the D.C. AvoMinor
periodically to check up

3/9 MILLIAMMETERS.-New. Ferranti. Something simple without
calibration for tuning or galvo for
testing. Back of panel type. as illus.,
8 ma. full scale. Great Bargain at 3/9.
MILLIAMMETERS.-Moving coil, 5
10. 25, 50.500 m.a., in various sizes, from
2iln. to 8in. dia. Switchboard Meters,
3 to 8in. dial, all ranges.

able test prods and
crocodile clips.

Voltage

0- 6 volts 0-240 volts
0- 12 volts 0-300 volts
0-120 volts 0-600 volts

Current
0- 6 miamps.

0- 30 miampa.
0-120 m/amps.

Resistance
0-10,000 ohms
0-60,000 ohms
0-1,200,000 ohms

0-3 megohms1,

BRPUSH MADE

41) Write for fully descriptive literature and

current prices of all 'Avo ' Instruments.

Sole Proprietors & Mannfaetwere

:-

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas St., London, B.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria 3404/7.

factories and test -rooms for screening off
a section of the area for test purposes. A
chassis could be made from perforated

zinc, which solders nicely and offers only
the difficulty that it is not rigid. Strengthening pieces may, however, be placed at
corners or along edges, and ordinary plywood or angle strip from the popular
constructional
purpose.

toy may be used for this

Test Apparatus
A DIFFICULTY which often

besets

the designer of an all-purpose type

3/9

MORSE KEYS. Service Keys. see
List. A good small key on moulded
base is the TX pivot arm. excellent
for learners. 3/6. Full size, well
finished key. all brass, solid pivot
bar, adjustable tension, etc., B.2, 716.
Superior Type PF., full adjustable,
nickel finish. 9/6.

the seat of any trouble.
Direct readings. No
leads, interchange-

Bevel

SOLENOIDS. -8 -volt for relay or distance switch,
core travel lin. pull 1 oz., 3/6. A.C. Magnets, 230 volts.
30 ma., 14 ozs. lift. 2/6. A.C. All voltages and sizes.
PHONES. For all purposes. Table
or wall, house or office 'phones. 101-.
Pocket type W.D.
Headphones.
leather Headbands and cords. 3/9.
Radio 4,000 ohm S/W lightweight
Headphones. 51- pr. B.T.H., 6/-, Browns
lightweight B.. 718.

ables you to locate speedily

with fin. mesh (used for bird aviaries)
and on most apparatus, when earthed,
calculations. Com- offers a satisfactory H.F. screen.
This
plete in case, with
instruction booklet, material is, in fact, often employed in

etc.

brass QC
body. A British
item for
only
glass,

High Grade Type IV, plated fittings.
polished wood -base. a fine key, 10/6.
Special Key on 3 -switch box for
buzzer and 2 lamps, C.A.V.. 6/6.
BUZZERS, small type, with
cover, 1/6.
Power Buzzers,

with screw contact and adjustable spring armature,
2/6. Heavy Buzzer in Bakelite case, 3/6. Magneto

CABINET AND COMFOR P.W.
30/- THREE
Tudor Oak Cabinet 135in.
by Tin. by Tin. Fitted
.0005 Slow Motion Condenser dial window, vernier microdenser 3 -way
switch, chassis valve holders, wiring, clips,
three fixed condensers
and 10 terminal panel
strip, 12/6.
Complete as detailed ONLY 10:- to callers ; or 14/- Post
and Packing Free.
CONDENSERS. Fixed electrolytic 12 +4 mfd.--.16 mfd.
275 volts, 1/6 : 6+6=12 mfd. 250 volts. 1/6 ; 8+8=16 mid.
350 volts, 1/6: 24+8=32 mfd. 400 volts. 2/6 ; 8 mfel.
500 volts. 1/6 ; Mansbridge Paper and Mica. 4 mfd., 3/8 ;
Exploders, 25/-.

PONENTS

8 mfd., 5/8 ; 10 mid.. 7/- ; Dubilier .01 for 1,000 volts, 1/8 ;
.005 Mica Trans. 5,000 volts, 2/6 ; 10,000 volts. 5/- ; 25 mfd.

4,000 volts. 8/-. 011 Condensers, 1 mfd. 3,000 volts.
of test instrument is the selection of various mica.
5/8.
Special Condenser Bargain to clear surplus.
Electric 1 mid. and 2 mfd., 3d. each. 2'- doz. ;
voltage or other tappings. There is usually Western
12/- gross, carriage forward. Ideal for makers of smooth-

tOR

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

and filter circuits. Offer open till cleared.
a range of outputs available at each type ing
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. .005 mfd. Tekade, 1/3 ;
of test and it is often found that the most .00075 Polar2-Compax,
1/- ; S,!W Formo, 2/- ; J.B. Midget,
gang variable, .0005, 1/8 ; 3 -gang, 2/-.
.0001, 1/8 ;
satisfactory plan is to use one or two BUTTON
MICROPHONES for sound detection.
Usually sold at 316. Our price has always been 1/..

flexible leads in conjunction with a number We have supplied thousands.
VIBRATOR BATTERY
of sockets. Whilst this is a good plan
SUPERSEDER, with metal
ypt -Ctectra thy,:
rectifier, for H.T. No need for
H.T. Battery ; 3 output volt
there is the difficulty that should the plug
tappings.
Reduced from
BATTERY
13/151- to sale price, 35/-.
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio be in a wrong socket the instrument may be
''
CRYSTAL SETS, plug-in
Course learns radio thoroughly, com- damaged by connecting the test leads to,
2 tuning condensers.
SUPERSEDER coils,
semi -perm.
detector,
7/6.
pletely, practically. When he earns his say, a high voltage for test purposes. Such
Boudoir enclosed type. simple
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
to use, 6/6. One for your
A.R.P.
shelter.
not content merely to teach the prin- a dculty may be overcome by fitting a fuse, It EL AY CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Trip overload.
Blowout, enclosed. S.P. to 4 amps., 7/6. With
ciples of radio, we want to show our but this generally affects the range of the Magnetic
thermal delay, 10/-. S,P.6 amps., 10/-. Or with thermal
students how to apply that training in instrument or its accuracy. A better plan delay,
12/8. S.P. 10 amps., 14/-. S.P. 15 amps., 16/-.
S.P.
20
amps.,
18/8.
practical, every -day, radio service work. is to make use of a multi -contact selector YOU MUST KEEP
YOUR BATTERY PREPARED !
We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please explain fully about your Instruction in

the subject marked. X.

If you

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
wish to pass a Radio examination,

indicate it below.
Inst. of Wireless Technology

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications

Name

ae .

Add.res,,

switch, or a bank of such switches, so
arranged that all that has to be done is
to turn the indicator to the range desired

and the internal switching is automatically
carried out. This, of course, still leaves
the human element, namely, that one must
watch that the instrument is correctly
indicated before making the test, but it
simplifies this procedure as there will only
be one indicator to attend to.
A New Book

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
A Complete Treatise on the Design, Construction and Operation of all Short-wave Equipment.

Price 5/- or 5/4 by post
fr,e penny gt snip on unsealed envelope.)

from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

Charging on A.C. Mains. The NITNDAY will keep
your battery fit without attention.

Model N/A21, charge 2 volts, I amp., 12/6.
Model N/A(P, Trickle Charger, charge 6 v., l amp.,17/6.
Model N/136/1, Car Charger, charge 6 volts 1 amp., 24/-.
Model N/B6ill Car Charger, charge 6 volts id amps., 27/6.
Model N/C612 Car Charger, charge 6 volts 2 amps., 37/,
Model N/D1211, H.M. Car Charger. To charge 12 volts
1 amp., 38/-.
MOTORS FOR A.C. MAINS. Repulsion,
self-starting. 1/60 H.P. with pulley, Type 50.
1,500 revs.. 19/6. Ditto, Type 36, 1/25 H.P.
G.E.C., 3,500 revs., 27/6. Enclo. Induction
1/10 H.P. Motors, 2,500 revs., 35/-. Selfstarting.
1,425 revs., 49/-. etc., etc.
D.C. Mains Motors, 1/40 H.P., 110 or
220-v. series. Type LB.. 1,750 revs., 15/-.
Ditto, G.E.C., 230-v., 2,000 revs.. 16/-. Croydon 1/12 H.P., 110 and 220-v. shunt, 1,700
revs., 30/-.
5!- EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful
experimental electrical and radio repair
material and apparatus, 7 lbs. for 5/-.

Post free.

Stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed for our
New 1940 Bargain List " N," or reply to all enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 4611
one
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Classified Advertisements

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

are accepted for these columns
at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
AERONAUTICAL
INSPECTION
DIRECTORATE

ADVERTISEMENTS

each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent. for 13,
10 per cent,. for 20 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words ill
bold face capitals arc charged at 4d. per word.
ALL 'communications should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless." Tower
House, Southampton Street. London, W.C.2.

CABINETS
A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets

(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues).

Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO.. LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
American Amateur Relay League

NEW Edition.

Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook ;

approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, 8/0, post free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make. 24 -hour service, moderate prices. -Sinclair
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,

London, N.1.

Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as

instrument Branches.

3;'6

QUALIFICATIONS.

LISSEN

All candidates must have good general education, be
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use
micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have had practical experience in an engineering
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing
is desirable.

(1) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have

knowledge of physics and training in light engineering
or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge
of optical instruments are also required.
(c) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical

knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training in radio communication equal to
City and Guilds final examination standard.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of training
in inspection as applied to the above subjects, not
exceelthw three calendar months, and will be paid

£3 15s. weekly during training. Subsistence allowance
of £1 Is. weekly during training is payable to married
men normally residing outside the training area. On
successful completion of training, candidates will be

appointed as Examiners at a salary of £270 p.a.
(payable monthly in arrear subject to a deduction of
£12 p.a. for each year of age below that of 24. Examiners must be prepared to serve in any part of the
United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limit* 23 to CO.

should indicate on their applications
for which vacancy they wish to be considered -a, b
or c.
CANDIDATES

which cat: be obtained on application, by postcard only,
to : The Inspector -in -Charge, A.I.D. Training School,

(I.C.S. Rec. 53), Brandon Steep, Bristol, 1.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S

Radio Map of the World enables you to

locate any station heard. Size 40' by 30' 2 colour heavy

FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph

WEBB'S Radio Globe -superb 12 full -colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount.

McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.I. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

MORSE TRAINING
" Book of Facts " Free. Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,
WIRELESS Code Courses.

W.C.2.

NEW CHASSIS
Co. recommending the
following
economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality

ARMSTRONG

Art Paper,

4/6,

Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.

Post Paid, 2716.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street,
London, \V.1.

'Phone : Gerrard 2080.

READERS' BARGAINS
RADIOGRAM, good tone and working order, also all -

wave table receiver. Must be good and reasonable
price. -Roberts, Rural Structures, Amersham.
STY. B.T.S. Trophy S.W. Three, £2 15s. Bty. straight

S.W. Three, 26s.-8, Retford St., London, N.1.

Model AW38.-8-valve All -wave
Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including 0 watts push-pull output. Price £S/8/0

inIc Meter, 500
21" dial, 15/ Weston ditto, 200 m.a., 12/6 , Eddystone lv. battery
pre -selector -converter, 25/- ; S.H. " Mercra " Mercury
vapour lamp, 150 -watt, 10/- ; 100 copies " Popular

Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
Interest, please write for catalogue, 6d. Post Free.

150 copies " PRACTICAL WIRELESS," August, 1935 to
December. 1938, 15/. 11b. mercury, 10/- ; parcel

reproduction.

FERRANTI

5% war increase.

Wireless," August, 1935 to December, 1937, 10/- ;

Armstrong Manufacturing Co., Warlters Rd., Holloway,
London, N.5.

components (used), £1..
croft, Hinckley.

ARMSTRONG

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, P.M. and energised 4in. to 14ln. including several Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers,
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

All post free. -130, Holly -

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

3,000

WE SUPPLY LATEST MODELS OF

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS ON

2v. screen -grid valves, S.G.215 and S.G.2V,
each.
2v. battery pentode, 4 -pin side terminal P.T.2A
and 1'.T.225, 3/11 each.
LISSEN iv. mains screen grid A.C./S.C., 4/11 each.
LISSEN 4v. mains output pentode A.C./P.T., 4/11 each.
LISSEN rectifier valve V650, 2;11 each.
ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 5 valve A.C. Latest

Examiners in the General Engineering, WIT. and

MORSE EQUIPMENT
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 83, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
LISSEN

APPLICATIONS must be made on form 780, copies of

to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.
REPAIRS

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

Mullard valves T.H.4.B., V.P.4.B., T.D.D.4., Pen.

A.4., L.W., 4/350v. Ranges : short wave 16-48 metres.
Medium wave 200-560 metres. Long wave 800.2,200
metres. Size of chassis, 141in. long, 7iin. deep, height
overall 8iin. Controls, tuning at side. Volume onloti

at side, wave -change, provision for pick-up. Com-

plete with valves and knobs, 64/17/6. Special
Speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.
ULTRA SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi -Q.
Inductance, 100 microlienries. Boxed, list, 2/-. Our

price, 1/- each.

ULTRA SHORT and short wave double wound low -

resistance choke. Lissen Hi -Q. resistance less than
.05 ORRIS. Boxed, list, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders.
Lissen Hi -Q.
Baseboard and chassis, 5- and 7 -pin, 10d. and 1/- each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen
250
D.C. working. Moulded case with feet .1 mfd. and 1
mfd., 6d. each.

ROTARY COIL UNIT. Lissen Hi -Q. Four -band from

4.8-01 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11 each.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi -Q. Minimum
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. Two types. Boxed.
With knobs. 160 mmfd. List, 7/6. Our price, 3/- each.
20 mmfd. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
CONE speaker unit, Lissen. Complete with reed and
chuck. Boxed, 1/- each.
PUSH-PULL switches.
3 -point, 6d. each.
ROLA P.M. speakers.

Lissen.

2 -point, 4d. each.

Latest type, 71" cone with

power and pentode transformer. Boxed. 15/- each.
CLOCK -FACED dials. 5' x 31,". With printed 3 -wave
scale. Ox -copper escutcheon and glass, 3/6 each.
Ditto, less escutcheon, 2/6 each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output

4v.4 amps., 4v.6 amps., 4/11 each.
MAINS transformers. Plessey. 350-0-350v., 90 ma.,
4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 8/6 each.
MAINS transformer.
G.E.C. American windings,
350-0-350v., 65
5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 6/6 each.
MAINS transformers.
Wearite.
Type R.C.1,
250-0-250v., 80 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/11
each. Type R.C.2, 350-0-350v. 120 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps.,
4v, 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type R.C.3, 350-0-350v.

150 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. '2 amps., 4v. 5 amps.,
15/ -each. Type R.C.4, 500-0.500v.150 nia., 4v. 2 amps.,
4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.
All above are centre -tapped windings. Type R.C.5,
100 -watt auto transformer, 100-110v., 200-250v.,
reversible, 12/6 each.

All transformers 200.250v tapped primaries.
CHASSIS mounting valve -holders. American 4 -5 -67 -pin, 4d. each.

Octals, 6d. each. Loctals, 10d. each.
7 -pin English type, 3d. each.
1 WATT resistances, Polar N.S.F., 4d. each ; 3/9 dozen.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
VOLUME CONTROLS. American C.T.S., finest made,
divided spindles. Length 2/". With switch 2,000,
5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and
1 meg., 2/6 each. Wire wound, 5 watt (less switch),
2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 ohms.,
each.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO. WE HAVE A FEW

SPARTON 5 -VALVE PRESS -BUTTON RECEIVERS
LEFT, £4 5 - EACH. FOR FULLER DETAILS SEE
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," JUNE 1st ISSUE.

24 M F D.

2/ -

can type electrolytics, 450v. working, 1 /beach.

type R.C.D. Drop through.
Capped, 250/350v. 100 ma., C/T. 4v. 6 amps., 4v. 2.5
amp. Wire -ends, 10/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMER,

SPEAKER

transformers, pentode output, 3-4 ohm.

VAUXHALL. -All goods previously advertised are
still available ; send now for latest price list, free. Vauxhall Utilities, 163A, Strand, W.C.2.

matching, 3/- each.
B.I. wire -end type, bias electrolytics, 50 mfd., 12v.,
1/6 each. Ditto, 50 mfd., 50v., 2/- each.
TUBULARS wire -end, non -inductive paper condensers.
All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 dozen.
ILI. 8 x 8 mfd. 550v. working. Cardboard electrolytics,
3/6 each. Ditto, 16 x 8 mfd., 4/6 each. Ditto, 8 mfd.
tubulars, 2/- each. Ditto, 4 mfd. tubulars, 1/9 each.
Ditto 2 mfd. tubulars, 300v. working, 1/3 each.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COULPHONE Radio, Ormskirk.

COUPON

All orders must include sufficient postage to cover.
Hours of business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays; 9 a.m.1 p.m. Saturdays.

quality crystal pickups, 25/-.

PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS

EASY TERMS

*,V1174 FALIALL.20Nall.TAVVII:
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

"WINDER," ARDINOLY RD., BALCOMBE,
SUSSEX (Evacuation Address).
co.M.11.11.1141=1.01M1.114MWII.M.1110414111.110101.11114

This coupon is available until June 22nd, 1940,

OLDHAMS.-Ex-Pollee,

slightly

used,

unspillable

2v. 7 amp. Accunmlators, suitable for Lamps, Portables, etc., 2/- each. Heavy Black Twin Flex, 20
yards, 2/6. -London Central Radio, 23, Lisle Street,
W.C.2. Gerrard 2969.

12in. turntable, 27/6.

Collaro A.C. Motors,
Radiogram Units, 45/-. High

Rola G.12 speakers,
energised, 52/6. G12 P.M., 65/-. Guaranteed American
valyes, 4/6 ea. Octal, 5/6. ld. stamp for lists.

I and must accompany all Queries and Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 15/6/1940.
;110.11.M.0.110-04MO.M.4111M04MillIEWII4M44011M41M4

LETTERS.

BLOCK

WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER ENQUIRIES

DENC0.-Ultra low loss S.W. components, receivers,
polystyrene insulation. Send 2d. for Catalogue.Wtrwick Road, Clacton, Essex.

IN

UNLESS
ACC O
POSTAG E (2MPANIED
A.).

BY

FULL

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1.
TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

June 15th, 1940

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

PREMIER RADIO

Postage Extra.
Parcel of useful Components, comprising Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls, \Vire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
Electrolytic
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
5/-

Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc.

articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" x 7'
15/- the Kit.

120

x 7",

21/.
Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value

85/-, 21/- the parcel,
5/100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
5/6; Westectors Type W2, 2/6; Crystal Detectors,
2;-; Crystals, 6d.; Marconi V21 Valves, 92. "P.O."
Microphones on Stand, for use with any receiver, 5/-;

Telsesi W349 Iron -core Midget DR. Coils, 5/6; Morse
'rapping Keys, 3/-; Buzzers, 1/6.
2/- 'fool or nstrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock : Wood 9" x r x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard e653.

WANTED, copy " Popular Wireless " dated November
1411,, 1936, or Wiring Diagram of A.C./ST.800. Also,

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

SOUTHERN Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed.

duced an A.C. version of the popular Premier
Short Wave SG3 Kit. Complete Kit of Parts
with drilled chassis, all components, Plug-in
Coils covering 13-170 metres, 4 valves and full
instructions and circuits, 24/10/-. Completely
wired and tested, 26110/-. Send foe full details.
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-80
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, ilMgrams, and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14,9..3 -Band S.W. 2 Valve Kit, 22/6.

Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave Sumerhet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

20/--

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ..
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

29:-

1

RADIO Society of Great Britain. Reduced subscriptions during war. Details and "T and It Bulletin"
1/-.-16, Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

ENERGISED SPEAKERS, Ples..oy Sin. 175 ehin
Field, 7,'6 7,000 Mini Field, 7/6 with transformer

TUITION

Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
1211 :p.a.
6.3 v., 2--/i amps., 5 v. 2 11111,,,
7/6 earl:. Dien: 230 v.
Output 325-325 v.,
75 m.a.. 5 v. 2
6.3 v. 2-3 amps.
., 6'6
each. Input 100-259 v., 300-300 v.
60 111.;1. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. a.. 6 11. Output 325-325 V. I/ -ti

;

Hula G.12 Energised 1.2511 or 2,500 ohm, 59,6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' su plus.
All brand new and Guaranteed.
.

test

(15-20 years) urgently needed to train
as Radio Officers for the Merchant Navy; military
exemption obtainable ; short training period ; low
fees; boarders accepted. Write or call for full parYOUNG MEN

ticulars, Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton,
or Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.

WANTED.

I

5 v. 2-3 aims_ 6.3 v. 2-4 amps.. 12,'6.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for
Mains. Westnigla.use Rectification

Al'..

S.W. Communication Receiver.

Reason-

ably priced. -71, Sudbourne Road, Brixton, London,
WANTED. Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, type
L.T.4. House Service Meter, 230v. 2!,,a., 1 -phase, 2 -wire.

Approval against cash. -C. W. Castleton, 47, Bernard
Street, Russell Square, TA)1111011,

WANTED, one Colvern's

3 -gang coil

unit, KGO,

KGO, KGR.; state price. -Beal, 3, Greenhead Lane,
Dalton, Huddersfield.

BOOKS

23;-

u+

equipment design, trade -test coaching for R.A.F.
posts, I.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams. ; booklet free. Secretary, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, \V.4.

Or small A.C. short-wave receiver. 88, Wentworth Road, Barnet, Herts.
10s. weekly.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and Inv,d instructions
for building and working. Each hi it is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and tees plug-in
Coils to tune from 13 to 170 meths.

Write : Johnson,

WANTED. Communications receiver. Pay £2 deposit,

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY -OPERATED
KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS

loin. 1'.11. 22:6, C12 P.M. 66;-.

PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio television,

Mains Valves, Coils, Components.
3, Eric Road, 'Willesden, N.W.10.

In response to many requests, we have now pro-

SPECIAL OFFER.
ROTHERMEL PIEZO
BRUSH
CRYSTAL
New .1 'odor
PICK-UPS.
with arm. 19:6. Standard S.S
+Pith
rani. 29'6. P.C. he:51 only, I'',. Litre VInd, I, 19.6.
ROLA MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, i'.1H1'1,
Translormers, 61,in. P.M. 12;6, sit. P.M. 16,6,

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

WANTED

YOU

need this war atlas when you read the newspapers

or listen to the wireless bulletins.

" Newnes Compre-

hensive War Atlas" will make the progress of the
conflict understandable in all its aspects. 8 pages of
war snaps, including the Scandinavian countries,
Western Front, Balkans, and all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
With war strengths of the Armies, Navies, and Air
Forces of the Nations. -Of all newsagents and booksellers, Is. 6d. net, or by post ls. Od. from the Book
Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
KNOW

House,

what to do before the doctor comes. -Learn

from the new book, "First Aid For 'f he Householder,"
and your knowledge may be the means of saving a life.

Denis in simple language with all kinds of injuries

and their treatment, war -gases, shock, and the minor
ailments of everyday life. Clearly illustrated. 01 all booksellers, ls. 6d. net, or by post is. 9d. from

the Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

,11111

ready for use. To charge 2 volt, at I amp.. 1119 ;
6 volts of gum., 19:-:6 volts ;it i atop., 22;6;
12 volts at g,. , 24 6 : rt cults at. 2 amps. 37;6,
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
.1,

The " Fluxite Quins" at work.

1

EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
4 V. A.C.
es,
A.G. H.L., A.C.-L., A.C. S.G.,
A.C./H.P., A.C.'V.H.P.
all 5:3 e,1,1,.
A.G. H.P., A.C.'V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6. A.C. 'FensI.H., 7.6 ; A.C. P.X.4, 7,3 Oct. Freq. Changers,
8'6 , Double Diode Triodes, 7'6 ; 350 v. F.W.
Rect., 56 ; 500 v. F.W. Rect,, 66 ; 13 v.,2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5.6 ; H.F. Fens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers,8, 6 each. Full and Halt -Wave Rectifiers,
616each.
TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, .01 fyieR

1

;

Turn Your Surplus
Components

Into

Those components for

Cash
NA, hich

in stock. Standard tribes 5'6 each.
tubes, 6/6 eaell.

you have no further use can be

turned into cash through the

PREMIER

Octal hare

Condensers all -brass
construction. with Trolitul insulation. 15 mnil
1/9 ; 25 ninif 1/10 ; 40 mud.. 2/- ; 100 mmf.,

classified columns of "Practical
Wireless." Readers' adver-

2/3 ;

tisements are inserted at the
special rate of Id. per word
(minimum charge II-).
Send your advertisement with P.O. to :-

Sil,,Ft-AVAN e

160 mnif., 217;.251) muff., 2/11.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 0-pla
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-171, metres. 21- each,

with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils:, 14-150
metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 35-80 metres. l,ffitable
any type circuit, 2/11.

Advertisement
Manager,
" Practical
Wireless," Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

NEW PREMIER 2 -Gang S.W. Condi-91,er2
.00015 mf. with integral slow-motion, 5'9.

x

CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS. 5011v. working,
4 hif. or 8 mf., 1:9 8-}.8 inf., 3/6; 50 mf. 12 v.,

1'2: 25 mf. 25 v., 1/2; 50 mf. 50 v., 21-.

Coil Formers, 4- and 6 -pin, plain or threaded,
1/2 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100 :

Ratios, 4/3.

LISSEN Dual 'Range ..'.e.reened Coils, medium and

long waves, 2,0 each.

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Ceder 5/ please add Od. postage. All enquiries must 1-e
aecompanied by 2'.d. shiny).

YOU MUST HAVE A

diammairs..,
This
shows
secure

unique Handbook
the easy way to
A ALLE.E.,
A. NI. 1. A. E..
A .11.1.R.E.. and similar qualifications. WE GUARANTEE -"NO PASS -NO FEE."
Details are given of over 150 Diploma Courses in all
branches of tivell, Mech., Elec., Alumni.. _Nero, Radio

and Production Engineering, Television, Building,
10.,::ghtsmanship, Tracing. Inspection, GovernFi»ployinent, etc, Write for this enlightening
ligedbook to -day FREE and post free.

Al,," ic71N ladin Onciohdye cn,, ot!ain attoirtive posts in tke Stroh

.,

EtritisN Institute el Engineering Technology.
des, 6bakerrEare Erns, 17 18. 19 Strathrd PL, W,1

PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
111 PAGES . . . PRICE 6d. plus postage, 2_.d.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

ALL POST ORDERS T0: Jubilee Works, 167
Lower Clanton Road, London, E.5. Ahilicist 472:

CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISE'S, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Cenbui
or 50, High Street, Clapham, .W.4. Macau/ay 2381
Illikeemermisisoweeows, ..

Said " Eil," that is " Ee " with the girth,
" You ask why I dig up the earth.
Well, the earth tube, my dear,
Has broken loose -so it's clear

Here again will Flwrite prove its worth ! "

See that FLUNITE Is always by you -ha the

house -garage -workshop -wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers -1n tins, 40., 80.,
1/4 and 2 8
Ask to see the FLUNITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET -compact but subs tan Hal complete with full instructions, 7/6.
TO CYCLISTS Your wheels will NOT keep
round and true, unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple

-with FLUXITE-but

The FLUXITE GUN is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for ages. Price
1i6, or tilled 2,16.

Write for Free Rook on the art of " soft " solder lire and ask for Leaned on CASE -HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPER ING TOOLS with FLU X ITE
FLUXITE LTD. .Dc -r!. W.F.), DRAGON WORKS,
13Elililf,lidi1EY ST.. S.E.I.

UXITE

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Amazing Bargain Offer

"MOTOR
ENGINEERING"
FOR LESS THAN HALF PRICE
SKILLED motor engineers are

greater demand than ever

to -day. The war effort calls for
thousands of experts-men who

4 MAGNIFICENT VOLUMES
41 TIMING CHARTS, COVERING
OVER 1,000 CARS AND COM-

are specialists in repair and
servicing ; and these skilled

24 BLUE -PRINT BRAKE LAY-

branches of the Services.

AND CUT-OUT AND VOLTAGE

in

engineers are wanted on the
home front and in various

EERING " for less than half
price-for only £2 2s. instead
of £4 10s.-in order that it shall
be within the scope of all who

would like to benefit from its
vast store of knowledge.
What is even more interesting,
it will be sent to you for a first
.

FROM A to Z
I

are wanted
I
I Radio technicians
on the
the Services and the
IinHome Front. c_2 is-----"I----le
time
1
Her____*__e___I!'?--ij1--T!
I to study.
which
iirL__---"der
I radio books
sequence
giveni7r"i a complete

---the

MERCIAL VEHICLES (1931-7)

OUT DIAGRAMS
FOLDING -OUT MODELS OF IGNITION COMPRESSION ENGINE
REGULATOR

That is why, to -day, we are
offering " MOTOR ENGIN-

LEARN RADIO

i

With 2 -Year

Motor En-

instruction.
f authoritative

1

gineering
advisory
Service

s

I
11,.. ..... OM MN .... 1. NS

........

1
1

I
1
1

1

I
I

J

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

.

By RALPH STRANGER
This book covers the theory and practice of Wireless Recep-

payment of only 2s., the rest by
small monthly instalments.

tion from A to Z, and makes everything plain even to the
most " non -technical " reader. Step by step, it teaches
you everything you want to know about wireless. Over
800 pages, fully illustrated. los. 6d. net. (By post xxs.)

These Wonderfully Illustrated
Volumes comprise : Vol. I :
ENGINES-Overhauling, Re-

pair and Testing. Vol. II:
ELECTRICAL - Equipment
and Accessories.
Vol. III:

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA
By F. J. CAMM
Wireless Terms and Definitions stated and explained in

CHASSIS-Bodywork, Brakes
and Braking Systems. Vol. IV :
TRANSMISSION - Clutches,
Gearboxes, Universal Joints,
Differentials, Rear Axle and
Steering Repairs.

concise, clear language. 392 pages. Over 500 illustrations.
7s. 6d. net. (By post 8s.)

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK

Every contributor is an expertmany of them with the biggest
car and commercial vehicle firms.
Thousands of photographs are

FREE

By F. J. CAMM
A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur
Constructor, with Special Chapters on the Principles of
Radio Telephony, Installation and Systematic Faultfinding. With zoo Illustrations and Diagrams.
5s. net. (By post 5s. 6d.)

Attractive Moroquette
Bound Case in which

PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL

included to show

the correct
sequence of
operations.

to keep your Charts
and Blue Prints.

By F. J. CAMM
A complete work on the testing and servicing of all types
of wireless receivers. Packed with information. With
over zzo illustrations. 228 pages.
6s. net. (By post 6s, 6d.)

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL

By F. J. CAMM
Deals thoroughly with the problems underlying the desig
of short-wave apparatus, the special circuits which yield
the best results, and designs for receivers based on those
5s. net. (By post 5s. 6d.)
circuits.

"MOTOR ENGINEERING" contains 2,160
pages

of

invaluable

knowledge

and

well

over 2,000 illustrations, including Diagrams,
Plans, and specially taken " action " photo-

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS

graphs.

POST

Sent to You Carriage Paid for Jew ONLY

THIS

Post AT ONCE to
I
MOTOR ENGINEERING (H.L.B.C.)
I
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

I

2/-

ORDER FORM

W.C.2.

Please send me, carriage paid, "MOTOR ENGINEERING. " I enclose P.O. 2/- No..
I agree to remit a further 8 monthly subscriptions of

TO -DAY

I

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND

I

TRANSFORMERS
By F. J. CAMM
For every home constructor.126 illustrations.
3s. 6d. net. (By post 4s.)
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Date of Issue.
CRYSTAL
Blueprints, 6d. each.

SETS

..
1937 Crystal Receiver
The " J u Mtn " Crystal Set

..

No. oj

Blueprint.

i

-

PW71
1'W94

27.8.38

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One-valver

The " Pyramid " One-valver (BF
Pen)

Two -valve : Blueprint, ls.

The Signet Two (1) & LF)

PW3IA

19.2.38

. PW 85

27.8.38

PW93

24.9.38

PW 76

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Sieleeteme Battery Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans))

Sixty Shilling Three (D,
(RC & Trans))

2 Li
..

Leader 'three (SO, 0, Pow)
Summit Three (HI? Pen, D, Pen)

-

-

-

Pen, BF Pen, Westeetor, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(It)'))
The Monitor (11F Pen, D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (III' Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
'The Centaur Three (SO, 0, I') .. 14.8.37
F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave
.. 31.10.36
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
.. 18.2.39
2 LI' (RC & Trans))

-

The " Rapid° " Straight 3 (D,
..
2 LF (RC & Trans)) ..
F. J. Carom's Oracle All -Wave
..
en)
Three (HI', Oct.,All-Wave
Three

1938 " Triband "
(BF Pen, D, Pen)

PW51

PW62

PVI'64

PW60
PW 72

PW82

28.8.37

PW 78

PNV87

PW89

P)
Sonetene Four (SG, 1),
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

1.5.37
8.5.37

PW46

Push -full)

" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
12.2.38
(Pen), 1.1', C1.10
The " Admiral" Four (1.1.1? Pen,
3.9.38

Twavalve : Blueprints, is. each.
A t'. 'nein (I) (l'en), Pent)
AA' -D.C. Two (S(i, Pow)
Si,,etone A.C. Radiogram 'two

A.C. Leader (Ile' Pen, 1), Pow)
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, Ti, Pen)
Unique (BF Pen, I) (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,

PW23
PW25
PW29
7.1.39

Push -Pull)

..

.

Push -Pull)

PWISO

PW35B
PW36A
PW38
PW50

PW54
PW56

ten, Westerner, Pen)
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, I), Pen)

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,

PW90

PW19

Pen)

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)..
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
..
A.C. Ball -Mark (1LF Pen, D,

PWS3

PW31

F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2
. ,
LF (ItC))
A U. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

l'W67

PWI8

,1), Pow)
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Deuttle-liiede-Ttiode Three (HF
Pee, DDT, tee)
D.C. Ace (ste 1) Pen)
Al'. Three (SG, I), Pen)

PW4
PW11

PW34B
PW34C

F. J. C carom's " Limit" All -Wave
Fehr(IiFPen, D, LF, 1')
- 26.9.36

_
D, Pen (11C))
Mains Operated

PW92

PW17

Cl. B)

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
..
Cl.
(SO),
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (11F Pen,

PW 70

-

-

" Fleet" Short-wave Two
(1) (Ile' Pen), Pen)
..

The

27.8,38

Expel imenter's Short-wave Three

PW20
PVV34D

PW45
PW'47

-

(SO, 1), Pow)

-

The Prefect 3 (1), 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) ..

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

4.12.37

3.9.38

-

Midget Short-wave Two (I), Pen)

PW55PW61

The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
..
30.4.38
(SG, I) (Pen), Pen)
F. J. C'arom's " Push -Button"

Three (11F l'en, D (Pen), Tet)

23.12,39

PW63

PW84

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

One -valve : Blueprint, ts.

Three

..

1.10.38

F..1. Canines ELF Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pee) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen) ..

" Imp " Portable 4 (0, LI', LF
Pen)) ,.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, is.
S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

PW95

PW88

PW38A
PW91

CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.

..

PW30A
PW63
PW68

PW77

-

PW86

--

B.B.C. Special One-valver

PN1/48A

A W427
AW44-1

AW450
A W387

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Melody Ranger Two (1), Trans) ..
Full -volume 'two (S(1 det, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor ( I). Pen)
A Modern Tue-valver

AW388
A W392

AW426
w M409

,
£5 Sc. 5.6.3 (SG, D. Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SO, 1), Trans)
£5 be. Three: De Luxe Version
(SG, U, Trans)
.

AW412
AW422

19.5.34

AW435

Traps)
Transportable Three (SG, I), Pen)
Simple -Time Three (SG, 1), Pen).. June '33
Econouty-Pentode 'three (SG, D,

AW437
WM271

--

Lucerne Straight Three (0, RC,

.. Oct. '33

--

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, 1), Pen)
£3 Ile. Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. Mar. '34
1035 £.6 6e. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen)

..

..
.

Oct. '35

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.

65s. Four (SG, B, RC, Trans)
211 F lone (2 SG, D, Pen)

..

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

--

WM337
II' N1351

W M354

WM371
WM389
WM393
WM396

Five -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Class B) ..

..

.

Class B) ..

..

..

..
..

New Class B Five (2 SG, *D, LF,

All Metal Four (2 SG, 1), Pen) .. July '33

-

W31404

..
'Varsity
Four......Oct.
'35
The Request, All -Waver ..
Jane '36
Modern Super Senior

-

1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)
Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.,
Deptode Super 'three A.C.
May '31

" W.NI." Radiogram Super A.C..

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, I), 1,F,
Class
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,

_
Two HF Portable
Trans)

SG,

(2

WM344
VI M340

W14386

WM375
WM305
WM407
WM379
WM366NVlid5

AW393

--

D,

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)

AW447
W111363

WM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Battery Operated.
Blueprints, Is. each.
.. 15.10.38
AW429
Ronne Short -Waver
..
AW452
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
One -valve :

-

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SO, det,
Pen)
Feb. '16
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
-Three-valtre : Blueprints, ls. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

-

RC, Trans)
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (I),

Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,D,P) July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

..

Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans)
Standard Four -valve Short -waver

(SG, D, LF, P)

_

-

-

WM402
A NV 440

AW355

AW438
WM390
AW436
W111313

.. 22.7.30

W34383

. Nov. '35

WM307

Superhet : Blueprint, ls. 6d.

Simplified Short-wave Super

.

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
..
..
.. 13.1.40
Pen) A.C.
" W.M." Long -wave Converter ..
Three -valve : Blueprint, is.

-

Emigrator (SO, D, Pen) A.C. ..
Four -valve : Blueprint, ls. 6d.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..

AW453

Wel380

-

NVIt1352

-

W111301

-

AW 329
W14387

MISCELLANEOUS.

(1/6)

Radio Celt (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nor. '35
Barrie Electrogram battery am Miller (1/-)
..

-

WM392
W111308

W11399

De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro.. Mar. '36
..
gram (1/-)
New style Short-wave Adapter

WM403

Trickle Charger (6.1.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)

W'M388
A W462
A W456
AW457

Superhet Converter (1/.)..
VVM320

WM329

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

AW370
AW421

WM381
WM384

WM374
VVM401

SUPER NETS.

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

W111350

AW3,53

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

LF, Trans)
£5 5e. Battery Four (HF,D,2 LP) Feb. '35
The H.K. Four (SO, SO, D, Pen)
The Ante Straight Four (HF Pen,
BF Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
.. Apr. '30
Super -quality Five (2 11F, D, RC,
.
_
Trans)
..
..
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,

Home Lever's New All -Electric
Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.
Mantovaui A.C. Three (Ilk' Pen,
D, Pen)
£15 15s. 1936
.
A.C. Radiogram
(HIP, D, Pen)
Jan. '36

WM400

WM3311.

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

Three-votve : Blueprints, ls. each.

W M327

Aug. '33

Class B)

AW403

W31286
WM394

Unicorn A.C.-1).C. 'two (D, Pen)

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

All -Wave Winning Three (SG, 15,

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, is. each.

Two -valve

QP21)

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty 'three (SG, D, Pen)
Minittibe Three (40, I), Trans)

Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

S.W. One-valver for America
23.7.38

..

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (BF
Pee, 1), LI', I')
.. May '35

3.6.39

-

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.

.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
,

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

Economy A.C. Two ( D, Trans) A.C.

PW65

Four -valve : Blueprint, Is.

Four -station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set
150 -mile Crystal Set

1940, and after)
5d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
...
4d.
,,
Wireless Magazine
1/4
The index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the des-

Consoeleetrie Two (LI, Pen) A.C.

Battery Operated.

The Band -Spread S.W.
(111? Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

26.3.38

J. Carom's " Sprite" Three

(1IF Pen, D, Tet)

Four -valve : Deuele-sided Blueprint, ls. 6d.
Pettit Button 4, Battery Model .. 122 10 38
Push Button 4. A.C. Mains Model
'
'

PW60
PW73

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

22.1.38

F.

PW44
PW59
16.1.31

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

PW49

PW43
PW42

het 4
" Qualitone " Universal Four

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

(Issues dated June 1st,

WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless Magavne.

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve).,
Universal £5 Superhet (Three valve)
..
F. J. Carnet's A.C. Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Canines Universal £4 Super -

PW37
PW 39

PW40
PW62

Mains Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.

P11/ :35

..
..
..
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF

13.4.35

5.6.37

Simple 5.W. One-valver

PW41
PW48

.
.
(Trans))
1036 Sonotone Three -Four (111`

,

PW34A

29.5.37
. ,
(Pen), Pen)
Hall -Mark Three (SG. D, Pow) ..
Mall -Mark Cadet (I), LI', Pen (RC)) 16.3.35
I'. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (11F

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)
F. J. CalriltieS 2 -valve Superhet

PNVIO

All Pentode Three (HI? Pen, 1)

Three)

SUPE R HET&

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue is out of print.
Practical Wireless (issues dated prior to June
1st, 1940) 4d. Post Paid

B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

(0-)

Wilson Tone Master (1/-)

,. June '36

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con -

verter (1/-)

May '36

NV M405

WM406

WM403
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Grenfell, renowned for her impressions in

Servicing

the Farjeon revues at the Little Theatre,

Ayrshire Brass Band
DARVEL BURGH BAND will broad-

THE demands made upon the civilian London, will play the part of a rather eccencast on June 22nd under its conductor,
population by the Military Service Act tric housekeeper, but there will be opporhave resulted in a shortage of service tunities for her to be heard in some of her Frederick Rogan. The band will play the
engineers, and it is important to bear in own sketches, too. Billy Milton, lately ceremonial march, " Royal Progress " ;
mind that it is quite possible that many playing in Meet the Arrow " in " CriMe a selection from " A Country Girl " ; the
listeners will, for reasons of national Magazine," will broadcast some of his own dainty Heykens Serenade and a fantasia,
economy, make their receivers last longer. songs, as well as having an important role " Ten Minutes wi' Burns," which means

much to the players, because they all

This means also that service problems will in the main action of the show.

undoubtedly be more acute

come from the Burns country
in Ayrshire.

We have in the past given

ONE of the loveliest little

and thus there will be a great
demand for service men and
others capable of dealing with
the problems which will arise.

" Values "
plays ever broadcast
from Wales was Values," by
D. T. Davies.
This play,
which was originally written
ill Welsh, was -translated into

great prominence to questions
of servicing and therefore con-

tinue in this issue with some
further details on the subject.
There are many young readers
who have been taking a very

English by the author and
was broadcast in the Home
Service programme last

keen interest in radio con-

struction and who would like
to enter the service field, but

January. Judging by correspondence and people's com-

who are not fully aware of some

ments the play helped them

of the methods which may be
adopted. It is not, of course,
essential to have elaborate
test equipment, although it is
highly desirable if really comprehensive work is to be
carried out. As an instance

greatly in these troublous
times. It will be broadcast
again on June 23rd.

Children's Miscellany

of what may be done with

home-made apparatus we give
in this issue details of a tester

in which an ordinary beehive
" night -light " type of electric
lamp is employed. There are

An unusual type of television aerial which was experimented with in
It was claimed that better definition could be obtained by
America.

many other similar devices
which may be made up and these
be dealt with from time to time.

means of the paddle -like elements.

will

H.V. Morton on Palestine
ON June 21st H. V. Morton is to tell
the . schools about the people of

Palestine. " The life of the village people,"
he says, " has not changed very much since
the tine 6 of Christ. Shepherds still watch

their flocks on the hillsides

. . . and the
Arabs with their flocks and herds are

still living like Abraham."

JAMES DYRENFORTH was recently
responsible for the script of a crazy
show called " Nuts in May.' This was so
successful that Tom Ronald, its producer,
immediately asked Dyrenforth to get to
work on another piece of madness. The
result will be heard on June 20th, when
" Moonlight and Splash " (not " Nuts in

June ") will be broadcast with Joyce Grenfell, Billy Milton, Dick Francis, Helen Clare
and Dorothy Summers in the cast. Joyce

Hero," a story by Mary
Manners Simpson for very
young listeners. .A.talk for stamp collectors

will be given by A. K. Macdonald, an old

Editorial and Advertisement Offices:

" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
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Whilst
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" Moonlight and Splash "

THE Children's Hour from
Scotland on June 22nd
has something for children of
all ages and tastes. Christine
will read " The Handkerchief

enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should Ge addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL

WIRELESS, George :Wows, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

readers in touch with the latest developments, we give

no warranty that apparatus described in our

columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
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specifically reserved throughout the countries siunatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are

therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorpotates
Amateur Wireless."

favourite of children, and Summer Saturday
Variety will include songs by Kathleen and
Elliot Dobie.

"Film Festival " (3) : "Shall We
Dance ? "
THE third production in Douglas Moodie's
Film Festival " will be a revival of
the radio version of " Shall we Dance ? "

which was first broadcast in December,
1938, and is to be heard again on June 24th.

This is surely one of the best of the Fred

Astaire -Ginger Rogers series, and contains
one of George Gershwin's loveliest scores.
Some of the best and most typical Gershwin

numbers come from this show. " Let's
Call the Whole Thing Off," for instance,

is an excellent example of his light comedy
work ; while " You Can't Take That Away
From Me " has the wistful, nostalgic

quality for which he is celebrated. It is
expected that Diana Ward will take the
Ginger Rogers part in this broadcast.
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of the 2nd detector and A.V.C. stage.
This is on account of the fact that the valve
used in that stage is a single diode -triode
and not a double diode -triode which is

All -dry Receivers

more usually employed. A typical circuit
is, however, given in Fig. 1 which shows
that the arrangement is quite simple,
the usual load resistance being eliminated

Details of the New Valves and Receivers which
May be Built Round Them By W. J. DELANEY

and the L.F. volume control being used for
this purpose.

It thus acts in a dual capacity,

a procedure which is quite satisfactory and

IT was announced some time ago that sions to be reduced. For instance, instead which at the same time eliminates at least
special valves were to be produced of flexible leads or terminal ponnections, one component. In practice the circuit

which dispensed with the accumulator, spring strips are sometimes fitted so that is actually simplified in other directions.
and thus simplified receiver construction when the battery is pushed home into the
Another interesting point in regard to
and brought into real use the portable type receiver the L.T. circuit is automatically these valves is that they are of the octal
of receiver. These valves are now available completed. In other cases, two Of the very type, which means that they are not only
for the home -constructor, and as a result a small 45 volt H.T. units are connected in standardised for valve base design, but
new field of experiment is opened to him. series. These units have been produced that they are also extremely small -again
The ordinary type of " battery " valve is for deaf aids, and similar small receivers, adding to their usefulness in the sphere
designed for a filament supply of 2 volts, and accordingly are not only very light in of portable designs. It is almost unnecessary
and the current taken is generally of the weight but also compact.
to indicate that grid -bias batteries are
order of .1 amps. This means that when
usually dispensed with in receivers emthree or more valves are used a fairly Valve Types
ploying these valves, the usual automatic
The new valves have been produced in biasing scheme being included. There
six types -a pentagrid frequency changer is, however, just one point in this connection
and an H.F. pentode, both of which are which should be borne in mind. The high
available as " straight " or variable -mu efficiency output valve requires a bias of
valves ; a single diode triode and two types 9 volts and, obviously, if automatic bias
of pentode output valve. It will thus be is used, this 9 volts is subtracted from the
seen that the valves have been designed total available H.T. As the valves are
primarily for use in a superhet circuit, this already only utilising a total of 90 volts,
offering the widest range of possibilities in this loss of 9 volts might be found ill-

receiver design and also in efficiency for considered in some receivers, and thus
small receivers of the portable type. The where extreme portability is not needed
type numbers of these valves are 1A7G (as in a transportable or a standard home receiver), the high -efficiency output pentode

(or 1A7VG for the variable -mu) frequency
changer ; 1N5G H.F. pentode (or 1N5VG
for the variable -mu) ; 1H5G for the diode triode ; 1C5G for the output valve and
Fig. 1. -Skeleton diag am of second -detector
stage with minimum of components.

substantial accumulator has to be employed

would be used, together with a separate
biasing battery. In that case, too, one
of the larger 1.5 volt cells (a small bell cell,
for instance) would be employed.

1A5G for the other output pentode. The
latter has a .05 amp filament and is rated
to deliver 100 milliwatts, whilst the former
has a .1 amp filament and is capable of an
output of 240 milliwatts. By using 5 of
these valves in combination it is possible

or only a very short period of listening to have a superhet with a total anode
may be indulged in before the accumulator current of less than 12 mA and this,
has to be recharged. When real long- combined with a total L.T. current drain
distance reception is desired it is necessary of only .2 amps, means a considerable
to adopt a superhet type of circuit, and saving in all directions, whilst still giving a
this means that at least four valves have remarkable output and range of reception.
to be employed. This adds to the filament Receiver Designs
current, and when the normal H.T. battery
The general design of receivers using
also is included (remembering that battery

Characteristics
Below will be found the general char-

acteristics of the valves already mentioned,
although it must be appreciated that there

may be slight differences in the products
of different firms, whilst the type numbers
are also slightly modified by some makers.
We shall shortly be describing a receiver

using these valves, but in the meantime
for those who wish to build up their own
receiver, we include a comeete circuit of a
5 -valve combination superhet with H.F.
stage and using the 105 output pentode.

valves are designed for H.T. voltages from

100 to 150 volts), the overall weight as
well as size becomes rather unwieldy for
real portable use.

H

L. S

Valve Characteristics
The new " all -dry " valves, as they are
called, are designed with a filament rated
at 1.4 volts, and there are five types, four
having filament current ratings of .05 amps.

and one a .1 amp rating. The standard
dry cell is rated at 1.5 volts compared with

eg

thus be seen that the new filaments are all
right for a single cell, and it is thus possible
to use four such valves with a total current
consumption of only .2 amps. Although

-.9vo roe

the 2 -volts of a wet cell or accumulator
as it is more properly termed. It will

HTir-

Fig. 2. -Diagram of superhet for the new 1.4 volt valves.
this is rather on the high side for simple
small cells, it is quite within the bounds these new valves is practically identical The layout is not critical, but should follow
of a properly -designed single cell, and these with that using ordinary valves, the only the general lines of superhet circuits, paying
are obtainable now incorporated in an H.T. point of difficulty likely to be experienced particular attention to the screening of the
battery. In some cases a number of the by the average amateur being in the design H.F. stage and of the various I.F. leads.
ordinary cells are connected in parallel,
and these are, of course, then deducted
Grid
Filament
Anode

from the total H.T. voltage, leaving in
many cases only 90 volts or so for H.T.
This combination of 1.5 volts and 90 volts
is now more or less in general use, and the
battery is thus no larger than the ordinary
type of 100 -volt H.T. which is normally
employed, although various ideas are
incorporated to permit the overall dimen-

-

Type

..
1A7VG ..
1A7G

..
1N5VG ..
1H5G ..
1A5G ..
1C5G
..
INS

Anode Screen Osc.
Volts Amps Volts Volts Volts
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.1

90
90
90
90
90
90
90

45
45

90
90

90 - -90
90
90

Bias

Current

Slope

0

2.3

.25
.2
.75
.65
.275
.85

Volts

0 to -3
0
0 to -4
0
4.5
7.5-9

mA

2.3 to 1.2
1.2

1.2 to 1.6
.14

4.0
7.5

1.55

Impedance Amplification

---

1,500,000
1,000,000
240,000

Factor

----
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A Neon -lamp Tester
Details of a Novel Resistance Test Instrument
THE ordinary neon lamp as sold for the ends of a length of twin flex taken from
domestic lighting has applications the terminals on the lamp board the lamp
other than that of an " electric may be quickly connected to any part :of
night light." Perhaps its greatest sphere the circuit or component under test without
of usefulness is as a testing device for the fear of the conductivity of the constructor's
radio constructor. Continuity and Insula- hands upsetting the results. The prods
tion tests, condenser tests, and the deter- can be bought or are easily made from
mination of the values of resistances are pieces of vulcanite rod with the flex passing
all possible with the aid of one of these through the centre and connecting with
metal contacts sticking from the end of the

useful gadgets.

Before carrying out any work with the prod. A couple of old fountain pens will
lamp it is just as well to mount it in a make excellent prods. A hole should be
holder on a small wooden base. A small drilled in the top of each pen for the flex
" charging " board as used for accumulator to pass through while the original nib or a
charging from D.C. mains will answer the cheap brass one will do as the contact.
Fig. 1.-The neon -lamp tester ready for use.
purpose very well. Such a [board is illus- The wire is soldered to the nib before it is
trated in Fig. I and the wiring underneath inserted in the feed, as in Fig. 4.
The
test prods are held- in contact with
is given in Fig. S.
To Make the lamp glow it will have to the terminals of the condenser for a minute
be either connected to an H.T. battery or two, as in Fig. 3. If the condenser
A " Flashing Sign "
or plugged into D.C. mains. When buying is leaky a series of flashes will occur in the
The usual application of the lamp by the lamp the voltage required should be lamp, that is to say, that after a short
the radio constructor is as a circuit tester stated. On touching the two prods to- time it will glow momentarily, and then go
and indeed, in this direction it is very gether the circuit will be completed and out again immediately, and then after a
useful.
However, the purpose of this the lamp will glow.
similar period of time it will suddenly

flash again. If this only occurs at long
and regular intervals, say once every
minute, the condenser may be considered

so r4NOER ',Laos
OR M,xw.

P1-1)6

as O.K., although, of course, a perfect
condenser would give no flashes at all.

However, in a test of this sort allowance
has to be made for any slight leakage in
the lamp holder, wiring, and test prods,

which would give the same effect as leakage
in the condenser, so that an occasional flash

does not mean the condenser is a " dud."

In fact; this test is so searching that a
flash every minute or half minute represents a leakage resistance of not less than
several million ohms. It is when the
flashes occur several times per minute or

when they gradually increase in frequency
Fig. 2.-The wiring connections
underneath the test board.

Fig. 3.-Testing the insulation of a fixed condenser
with the neon lamp.

article is to give not only these tests but
to describe a further use of the lamp,
namely, a means of finding out the values
of grid leaks and high resistances. By a
suitably arranged circuit the lamp will
give a series of intermittent flashes, the

Testing Condensers
the comparatively high
voltages used the lamp will provide a very
stringent test of insulation and is, therefore,
particularly useful in -testing condensers.
Owing

to

speed of the flashes determining the value

of the resistances under test.

MOLE
OFNLLED.,

TO PASS
WIRE

THRO'

across the suspected part. For instance, the
insulation between the sockets of a valve -

holder can be tried by placing the prods
in the sockets themselves, or again, the

prod to one of the primary terminals
and the other to one of the secondary
terminals.

Continuity Tests
To test for breaks in the wiring of coils,

to secure owing to the small

connected across the terminals

of the

component in the same way as with a

The neon lamp does . not, of course,
replace meters, but may be looked upon

condenser. A continuous glow indicates

that there is no break in the wire, but
erratic glowing or no light at all means
that there is respectively only a partial
connection or else a complete break.
Another use for the neon tester is in

as supplementary to the ordinary moving iron instruments. It must be admitted

that the method to be described is one of

substitution, but by drawing a simple
graph many different values can be determined from two or three " known "
resistances.

Useful Tests
Before going into details of the " flashing

sign " tests here are some of the more
By fitting two insulated test prods to

A multitude of other insulation tests

may be carried out by placing the prods

transformers, etc., the prods should be

readings obtainable.

common applications of the lamp.

condensers, but cannot, of course, be used
for the electrolytic type.

insulation between the windings of a transformer may be checked by connecting one

Besides

being a very interesting experiment in itself
-it provides quite a novel " flashing sign "
without any mechanical " works "-it is an
easy method of checking just those resistances which are usually most difficult to
measure, namely, very high ones. With
ordinary meters accurate results are very
difficult

that the insulation may be taken as very
poor or broken down. This test may be
applied equally well to fixed or variable

Fig.

determining whether a variable resistance
or potentiometer is working properly. If
the two terminals of the variable resistance,
or, in the case of a potentiometer, the terminal joined to the slider and one of the
' FL X SOLDERED
TO PEN NIS
other two, are connected to the lamp and
the slider is moved slowly round, then any
4.-How a testing prod can easily be made place where there is a faulty contact will be
from an old fountain pen.

(Continued on next page)
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Once the graph is complete we can read

(Continued from previous page.)

off the value of any unknown resistance
within the limits of the graph. Suppose,
for instance, that we placed an unmarked

NE0 h

ind'cated by the lamp going out at that
point. If the instrument has a fairly high

resistance, such as 5,000 ohms or more,
then the glow of the lamp should steadily
increase or decrease as the knob is turned
first one way and then the other. If it
flickers it means the slider is not making

proper contact at the point where the
flickering occurs.

resistance across the

terminals

of the

condenser and the lamp flashed 30 times
per minute. Following up from the 30
line on the graph we see that it meets the
curve at the same point as the horizontal

ABOUT

?PIED

line marked f meg.

TO HT. 847 TERI'
OR D C MAINS

the value of the

resistance is therefore I meg. In the same
way a resistance giving 17 flashes would

In testing a variable resistance or poten-

be approximately 2f megohms.
The accuracy of these results depends to
resistances of various values are connected Fig. 5.-The circuit used when testing resistances a large extent on getting the lamp to flash
at regular and easily countable intervals.
in series with it, for in moving the slider
by the method described in the text.

tiometer in this way we get a very good
idea of how the lamp will behave when

RESISTANCE
UNDER TEST

we vary the resistance from zero to the
full value of the instrument. Now if we should be no glow or flashes from the lamp
look at the lamp we shall see that the glow until the resistance is connected UP. On
does not gradually get paler as the resist- placing a resistance in position the lamp
ance is increased, but rather does it diminish will start flashing at regular intervals.
in area. First of all the whole of the beehive There may be five, ten, twenty, or more
shaped electrode or the disc glows (accord- flashes per minute until the lower values
ing to the direction of the current), and are reached, then the flashes become too

To ensure this, a little care in the adjustment of the voltage and the capacity may

be required. lithe flashes occur too quickly
to count then a larger condenser, say 4 mfd.,
should be used. This will slow up the flashes
considerably. Keeping the voltage of the

supply as low as possible will also help,
although naturally it must not be reduced

then the glow becomes smaller until only a fast to count, or else merge into one so much that the lamp will not glow at all.
small point is illuminated. Instead of the continuous glow.
There is one peculiarity in connection
variable resistance several fixed resistances
Now in order to test a range of different with neon lamps which must be mentioned
may be tried. It will be noticed that each resistances it is best to make a simple here, as it is possible for it to cause slightly

one will give a different amount of glow
according to its value. This in itself will
provide a rough means of finding out the
value of an unknown resistance. As an

graph as in Fig. 7. By placing three or
four different resistances of known value
across the fixed condenser in turn a table

.3

such as the following may be compiled.
Resistance.Flashes per minute.
3 megohms
14
2
1

9,

20
26
33

2

From this it is a very simple
matter to make the graph. For
the benefit of those readers who
may not be familiar with plotting
graphs, this is how one is made.

7.0:4111:(1.11111:1:71:17'

li

Fig.

6. - Measuring

resistances by the
"flash" method.

111111:!..

actually obtained with an " Osglim " neon
lamp and several good quality resistances.
You will see that the resistances chosen

assume its value to be in the region of

into equal increments of resistance to cover
this range. Along the base we mark the

large number of known resistances is needed

in order to be able to determine the value
of any unknown one. A far more accurate
and reliable method is that mentioned
earlier, namely, the " flash " method.

Measuring Resistances
The circuit necessary is shown in Fig. 5.
It consists simply of a large fixed condenser
in series with the lamp, and an H.T.

battery or other direct current source,

while the resistance under test is placed
across the condenser. A good idea is to
discard the prods and connect the condenser with two wires to the lamp as in Fig.
6.

Grid -leak clips or stiff wires can be

fitted to the condenser terminals to facilitate

the quick attachment and removal of the
resistances. A good quality condenser of
about 2 mfd. capacity should be used, and

when the current is switched on there

0

S

0

,

\\
.20

JO

flpsHes PER

40

SO"

60

MIN

resistances.

number of flashes per minute from 0 erratic results, and that is there is someupwards. Now taking the first figures in times a time lag between.the flash and the
the table we see that a resistance of 3 voltage producing it. This means that

shown.

1 megohm.
Obviously this method gives only approxi-

mate results, and has the drawback that a

0

vary from i megohm to 3 megohms,
therefore we divide the graph vertically Fig. 7.-The curve used for finding the value of

example we may find that a grid leak of megohms gave 14 flashes. We run a pencil
two megohms makes the lamp just glow, along the horizontal line marked 3 megs.
whereas a - megohm leak makes about and one along the vertical line marked 14.
a quarter of the total area of the electrodes Where they intersect at A we put a small
light up. If a leak of unknown value is cross. We carry out the same procedure
then submitted to the test and found to for the other points, thus 2 megs. meets
give a glow area smaller than that of the 20 at point B, and so on. The points A, B,
I megohm leak but more than that of C and D are then joined up with a line as
a 2 megohm one, then we may fairly safely

Fyn

The results tabulated above were those

:11111(41111111111111

BRITAIN'S VICTORY
DRIVE

although the upper critical voltage
necessary for producing a discharge is
reached, yet the discharge does not immediately take place. This is due to insufficient
ionization within the lamp itself. However,

it may be overcome by having a bright
light, or another neon lamp glowing in the

near vicinity of the test lamp, when the
work is in progress.

The idea behind this second series is
that of a radio magazine showing the
progress of the war for each preceding
fortnight, throwing into relief by dramatised

CONTINUING the new B.B.C. feature presentation or narrative ,:the outstanding
Major
programmes describing Britain's drive events which have happened.
on land, on sea, and in the air, and in the military, naval, and air force events, home
workshops of the country, a second series front and Empire news will be featured in
will tell the story of the part that Britain this way and the underlying moral of these
is playing in the Allied war against Nazism. programmes will be that, although the road
These programmes, entitled " Marching to victory has its ups and downs, the
On," the first of which will be broadcast reverses will only serve to spur Britons on
on June 21st, are to be put on the air at to still greater efforts which will end in the
fortnightly intervals, alternating with the defeat of their enemies.
" Go To It " series. They will be under the
general editorship of Laurance Gilliam, of
Any of our readers requiring information
Among
the B.B.C. headquarters staff.
and advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks
well-known B.B.C. script writers and pro- i or Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner
and Co., Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers,
ducers who will contribute to this series
29, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2,
are Robert Kemp, Francis Dillon, Stephen
who will give free advice to readers mentioning
this paper.
Potter, A. L. Lloyd, Denis Johnston, and
D. G. Bridson.

June 22nd, 1940

removing it and feeding alternating current

Aliens and Wireless Sets

of appropriate voltage to the primary
winding of the vibrator transformer.
I
understand that Philco will shortly intro-

I LEARNED from the Ministry of Home

Security that all Germans living in

this country, irrespective of age or grade,
must immediately dispose of their radio
receiving sets. It does not matter whether

the German concerned has been in this
country for half a century or more. It is
illegal for him to own a wireless set. If
any of my readers know of any German who

owns a wireless set he should take imme-

diate steps to inform him that it should
be disposed of at once or, alternatively,
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duce a transformer for the purpose. It must

be noted that where an energised loud-

speaker field is employed, further modifications are necessary.
st

By Thermion

Valve Standardisation
THE British Institute of Radio Engineers
have formulated a policy which they
have submitted to the Service Departments,
the Ministry of Supply, and the Ministry of
Labour. Their proposals are intended to
help in the national emergency and are not
made for controversial reasons. They think
that if the proposals are adopted they would

the police should be informed. In this war
we cannot afford to take risks, and I have in a vehicle. In the case of battery -operated
no doubt that this new order will impose sets, whether portable or not, it should
hardships on many Germans living in this be arranged, if possible, that the battery
country who are anxious to see Hitler shquld not be carried in the road vehicle
defeated. But fifth column activities in at the same time as the rest of the set. If release from the radio industry skilled
other countries have taught us a lesson. however, this separation is impracticable, it artisans, such as toolmakers, jig and tool

When the German troops have arrived, is considered that the police will be unlikely designers, etc., as well as save valuable
people who would never have been suspected to raise any difficulty in the case of bona - material including copper, iron, nickel,
of subversive action have guided the fide radio wholesalers or retailers, if the molybdenum, and glass. Also they would
invaders, fed them and housed them. That set is kept separate from the battery, and is increase export trade, and simplify radio
must not happen here. There may be securely wrapped up and sealed.
servicing.
something in the suggestion that once a
Briefly, they propose a first step of a
The military and the police cars are, I
Gernian always a German at heart. Do not presume, exempt. Vans equipped with general adoption of the 6.3 volt 0.3A valves.
be misled by their spoken hatred of Hitler. P.A. outfits are receiving consideration. This range of valves which, of course,
That maybe part of the camouflage and the An amplifier is not wireless receiving includes a higher voltage range, is comprised
cunning, and is intended to disarm suspi- apparatus. Moreover, it seems that portable by twenty types, as against the enormous
cion. It is the duty of every reader, in receivers may be carried for short distances number of other types. In some quarters
fact, of every citizen, to inform the police by hand without the police interfering.
this is thought to total nearly 1,000. They
of anyone guilty of expressing pro -Hitler

With regard to Philco car radio they state say that if receivers were designed on the
that they are evolving a scheme which will use of these three types they would equal in
A wireless receiving set can be used as a shortly be circulated to dealers. Sets which performance any receiver at present availtransmitting set, and we must make very use a vibrator unit can be operated by able. They even suggest that there would
sure that Germans enjoying the protection
be a greater all-round advantage, and at a
and hospitality of this country shall not
lower cost to manufacturer and consumer.
abuse those privileges.
For example, such features as automatic
inter -station noise suppression, automatic
Our
Readers
on
Active
Service-First
List.
Car Radio Conversion
volume control, post demodulator automatic
volume level maintainer, could with the
SINCE the recent order prohibiting the Alfred Thomson
incorporation of the screened triode{Radio Officer, Merchant Service),
use of car radio, whether installed in
heptode, the output tetrode, and a two
the car or carried as a portable, I have
31, Fore Street, Fowey, Cornwall.
system rectifier, be included without diffihad a number of letters from readers J. Herron
culty, thereby proving a sales advantage in
asking how such receivers can be operated
(Fusilier),
from the mains. I have told them all that
19, Church Street, Keswick, Cumber- the home and export field. Obviously, all
receivers would have to be of the A.C./D.C.
such a conversion is not worth while, for it
land.
type, thus entirely eliminating the needs
is far too expensive. Much better, especially J. Widden
for mains transformers, and in the case of
if the car is laid up, to remove the set with
(Radio Mechanic, R.A.F.),
smaller setseliminating the smoothing choke,
its battery indoors and operate it in the
4, Spring Gardens, Dorking, Surrey.
thereby saving a considerable amount of
usual way. While I am dealing with the K. Firth
high quality Swedish iron and copper.
question of car radio, you will remember
(Radio Mechanic, R.A.F.),
The technical objection that certain
that I raised the point concerning the dealer
253, Huntingdon Road, York.
specialised apparatus will still require
who is transporting a portable to the home J. E. Whittle
specialised types of valve is undeniable,
of the purchaser. The P.M.G. now informs
(Private, R.A.M.C.),
but does not materially effect the scheme,
me that the regulation provides that apart
2, Church Terrace, Darwen, Lanes.
since, of the ten millions to twelve millions
from certain authorised exception, no T. H. Plater
radio receiver valves absorbed by the radio
person shall use or have in his possession
(Aircraftman, 2nd Class, R.A.F.),
receiver industry, well over 80 per cent, are
or under his control any wireless receiving
341, Milligan Road, Leicester.
used in sets in which the five specified types
apparatus in any road vehicle. This prohi- J. Bell
of valves could be satisfactorily used. The
bition applies not only to wireless sets
(Petty Officer, R.N.),
other 20 per cent. is made up of replacement
fixed in a road vehicle, but also to any
c/o G.P.O., London.
valve business which, if the proposed scheme
wireless receiving apparatus carried in a F. W. Chambers
is put into effect, could easily be satisfied
vehicle in circumstances in which it can be
(Wireless Operator, R.N.V.W.R.),
used or readily adapted for use. The police
51, Whitehead Road, Aston, Birming- for the next 18 months to 2 years from the
existing available stocks of diverse types.
ham, 6.
have instructions to see that the regulation
The specialised types of valve manufactured
is obeyed. The Postmaster -General is G. Hazelwood
have always been less than 10 per cent. of
unable to give a general exemption to
(Gunner, R.A.),
persons or firms engaged in the supply or
17, Staffordshire Street, Peckham, the normal receiver valve business, and the
adoption of the scheme put forward will
conveyance of radio sets to customers,
S.E.15.
undoubtedly expedite production of the
or the collection of sets from customers for T. E. Greenhalgh
(R.A.F.),
specialised types which may still be required
repair. In this connection no difficulty
37a, Greenleach Lane, Worsley, Man- for the Defence Departments, the B.B.C.,
would appear to arise in regard to mains and the G.P.O.
operated receivers which could not be used
chester.
views.

Our roll of flDerit
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Outline. of Musical History -5
Music During the Eighteenth Century
By Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
THE history of music during the infinitely, poorer without the concertos of much to his predecessors. there is no doubt
eighteenth century is really the story Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and others.
that he had a great influence on the course
of matters musical," rather than
music was to take. Although a lot of his
of music itself. Even more important than Introduction of Rhythm
output was lost in a fire, 125
the invention of new harmonies and sounds
Coining last, but certainly not least, in enormous
symphonies, 77 string quartets, 4 oratorios,
was the discovery of new forms in which the development of music at this time is and masses of sonatas, trios and smaller
to write music ; new instruments on which the virtual introduction into big -scale works pieces remain, as. well as the Creation and
to play it ; and new combinations of of rhythm as an integral element. The The Seasons.
instruments for which to write it. The development of " ternary " form gave the
orchestra consisted of strings,
enormous progress in these departments word an entirely new meaning from that twoHaydn's
two obi, two fagotti, two horns,
of the art is what makes the century given it by Couperin,- Bacii, or Handel, two flutes,
trumpets, and tympani.
still
particularly illustrious ; revolutions in har- working as they did in the simpler and remains the foundation of ourThis
mony and kindred subjects were to follow unsophisticated " binary " mode. But orchestra. He said good-bye to the modern
"-band "
in the next.
rhythm, like most of the components of a
And their importance cannot be exag- piece of music, is an exhausting subject oboes and bassoons of Handel's day.
gerated. The great Bach's son, C. P. E. on its own, and only its historical ante- Mozart
Bach, developed the first stages of "first cedents and rise can be touched on here.
Wolfgang Amadens Mozart, 1756-1791,
movement," or modern sonata-binary- . Neither can an analysis of sonata form was
certainly the greatest child prodigy
form, which Haydn was shortly to perfect, be attempted. It is only possible to record
and Beethoven, a little later still, to trans- the enormous scope it gave to the great genius ever known. The son of a good
form. Gluck rescued opera from an im- masters in the writing of large-scale works inualeian, he had many compositions to
credit at six years of age, as well as a
pending ignoble death, and gave it the which could embrace within their move- his
character and unity which Wagner crowned ments the whole gamut of human feeling tour of principal European cities. A tour
of
Italy
in 1769 developed his wonderful
a hundred and fifty years later. Whilst and emotion. Works of the depth and
Gluck infused it with lasting qualities by import of the Jupiter or the Eroica sym- gift of melody, and his numerous works for
insisting on the equal importance of all its phonies had not previously been heard, all sorts of instruments won admiration.
component parts, and choosing tragic and because no framework had so far been Going into the service of the new Arch- ,
dramatic plots for his own examples, devised that was capable of holding such bishop of Salzberg in 1772, this prince was
Mozart, a far greater genius, took it into a wealth of treasure. Once the design had to be the bane of Mozart's life with his
the world of comedy, and with a series of been perfected, however, a series of monu- extreme conservatism, and opposition to all
incomparable masterpieces ensured immor- mental works were built up on it, and its reform in musical composition.
" Idomenev," his first " reform " opera,
subsequent improvement and enlargetality for himself and his works.
ments, have proved it conclusively to be was produced in 1781. Though in advance
of Gluck, it was n long way behind 'what he
the ne plus ultra of musical forms.
Haydn
himself wrote later. But it incurred the
This
article
can
well
close
with
a
review
Haydn's development of sonata form
extreme hostility, and Mozart
opened up the vast world of the sonata, of the two great masters who adorned the Archbishop's
was literally kicked out of the service.
symphony, quartet, etc., without which latter half of the eighteenth, century, and Thereafter
his life was one long struggle
music to -day would seem non-existent. whose work made possible the glories that against poverty
which was increased by
Haydn's own examples 'were to be greatly were to come.
Joseph Haydn, 1732-1809, was the son his marriage to a charming woman who,
excelled by those of the divine Mozart,
as his were, in turn, to be by those of the of a wheelwright, and as a young man and a however, was a very bad manager.
giant Beethoven. But it is to Papa Haydn, student was so poor that he cleaned shoes " Marriage of Figaro "
Beethoven's first teacher of importance, in exchange for some lessons. He taught

that we owe the modern

s3tniphony.

himself theory and composition, and by the

Without his experiments and discoveries thriftiest living managed to buy a few
it is doubtful what would have happened. necessary books one at a time. His partiNot only did the expansion of sonata cular study was C. P. E. Bach's sonatas and
form from the suites and overtures of Fux's " Gradus and Parnassum." Then,
Bach, and others, ensure the eventuaj through the influence of a wealthy friend
arrival of the symphony, but side by side that he met at this time, he became appoinwent the great expansion Of the orchestia ted Chapel Master to Prince Esterhazy, and
-including the introduction of violins- never looked back.
Born twenty-four years before Mozart
to ensure that when it did arrive it *Mild
be the biggest and most colnprehensiVe and outliving him by eighteen years,
form that music was to evolve for itself Haydn had the unique privilege of being
and the most satisfying. Beethoven'A both Mozart's teacher and, in the last years
master works set the Seal oh it for all tibia. Of his life, his pupil and disciple. It is
significant that most of kis best work was
produced after Mozart's death.
The Pianoforte
aydnis called the father of the modern
The invention of tip" Marto e for
phony, aS Well as Of modern chamber
was a tremendous Oen which inspirM
Oslo, and sonata form. Although owing
first of that gigantic sec 9f Oompositio
kr
c
for the instrurfient, to

composer of note has OA

The PRACTICAL. WIRELESS

since. Wagner and lillgar ale
tions. Only to -day does t

inspiration which the (tat ha

or -

instrument set rtinning, seet t be dr

up. The modern virtuoso l Oianitt is large
to blame. -Unlike his piedgESSOrs he deter

finds time to devote to Serious conip8.
sition.

Not the least of the piano's claims to the
gratitude of musicians is the origin of the
concerto, for a solo instrument with
orchestral accompaniment. Mtisic would be

ENOYCLOPAEDIA

By F.J. CAMMraeticat
(Editor of "P
Wireless ")

I
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Prom all Books_ellers, or by oosl SI- from
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, So champion

Strand, London, W.C.Q.

?Olio
treat,

The great " Marriage of Figaro " appeared

in '86, Don Giovanni in '87, after which
the Emperor gave him a small salary to
prevent him going to England. In '88 he

wrote his three greatest symphonies within
the space of six weeks. In '90 came " Cossi

fan Tutte," " La Clemenza di Tito " in
'91, and the greatest of all, " The Magic

Flute " in '92. Beethoven considered this
the greatest of all operas, because it contained every known species of music from

the lied to the chorale and fugue.

BO

the artistic and dramatic flow of the action.

The Requiem
Mozart was commissioned to write the

Requiem a few weeks before his death. It
was left unfinished. In addition to these
masterpieces he wrote hundreds of the most

beautiful works-concertos for piano aud
violin ; sonatas, trios, quartets, etc. T4
the everlasting disgrace of Vienna he w

buried in a partper's grave when he died at
the tragically early age of M.

There is little doubt that Mozart,. had
he been granted a normal span of life,
would have been by far the greatest of all

musicians, presuming that what he did
actually accomplish was a specimen of
what he would have done. Even as it Is,
his greatest works have never been surpassed, and "
miracle man " might
be a fitting title for this truly great genius.
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For the Beginner

Volta e Measurements
(0)

An Explanation Regarding the Choice of a Voltmeter for
Eliminator Output Measurements
IT has been stated many times in these

pages that it is essential to use the right

type of meter when measuring such

125 volts, the current consumption must be Effect on A.C. Mains Unit
1/40 amp. (25 mA.), and therefore the total
The foregoing limitation applies when
circuit resistance must be 250 volts divided dealing with A.C. units also, but we have a

by 1/40 amp., which amounts to 10,000
voltage, or the output of a mains unit or ohms. We already have 5,000 ohms in
eliminator. It still appears, however, that the eliminator, therefore the external load
the reason why a special type of meter (receiver to which eliminator is connected)
must be used is not clear, and that to must be 5,000 ohms. If a voltmeter
many beginners the difference between a having a resistance of 5,000 ohms is now
low -resistance voltmeter and one of high connected across A and B, with the receiver
resistance is a point of little consequence. switched on, the total load will be reduced
It should be clearly understood that a to 2,500 ohms, because the meter resistance
points as detector anode voltage, S.G.

voltmeter is a milliammeter having a

further limiting factor to contend withnamely, the effect of the reservoir condenser.

This condenser is connected across

the rectifier output circuit, and the voltage
across its terminals varies with the output -

circuit current drain. Fig. 2 shows the
drop in D.C. voltage across the reservoir
condenser as the current drain imposed
by the receiver is increased.

It is, therefore,

of 5,000 ohms will be in parallel with obvious that if a low -resistance meter were

resistance in series with one of its leads, receiver resistance of 5,000 ohms. There- connected across the output terminals, the
this resistance being usually enclosed in fore, the total resistance across the 250 -volt current drain would be greatly increased,
the meter casing. The function of the
resistance is to cut down the currant to the

Choke 500 Ohms

value permissible through the ammeter.
When a voltage is applied across the

Droppoq PesistanCe
4 500 Ohms

output terminals of the ammeter -resistance
combination (i.e. the voltmeter terminals),

a current will flow through the meter,
causing a deflection of the needle. To

avoid loss of time in calculation, the
ammeter scale is marked
in volts, so that while the
current is still the actuating force in the meter, the
deflection is now registered
in volts.

Fig 1.- Showing the lay -out of
components in a D.C. unit.

The value of the series
resistance is governed by

the current range of the

meter, and the maximum

H

mains will be 4,500 ohms

HT -

voltage it is desired. to To Rece.ver
measure. For reasons that
will be explained later,

ibinnei.er

(dropping resistance) plus 500
ohms (choke), plus 2,500 ohms
(meter and receiver). This

C. Mains, 2.5o Volts

and consequently the voltage across the
reservoir condenser terminals would be
reduced, and the reading registered on
the meter would not be the true output

this resistance must have a high value if amounts to 7,500 ohms, and consequently voltage.
The foregoing calculations should also
accurate voltage measurements are to be the total current consumption will be
increased to 1/30 amp. (250 volts divided make it quite clear that the specified output
obtained.
A milliammeter having a full-scale by 7,500 ohms). The voltage drop inside voltages of an eliminator are only obtained
deflection of 2 mA. or less, may be converted the eliminator will then be its internal
into a reliable voltmeter ; or in other words, resistance of 5,000 ohms multiplied by
a voltmeter having a resistance of 500 ohms 1/30 amp., which amounts to 166 volts.

when the eliminator is on load-that is,
when the receiver is switched on.

per volt, or more, will give sufficiently Therefore, when the meter is connected Battery Receivers
accurate voltage measurements for all across A and B, the actual voltage across
In the case of the battery -operated
these points will only be 831 volts (250
ordinary wireless purposes.
a low -resistance meter will give
minus 1661), but as scion as the meter receiver,
is removed, the voltage will rise to 125 sufficiently accurate measurement of the
Reason for Inaccuracy
voltage of the H.T., L.T., and G.B. batteries,
A low -resistance meter is unsuitable for volts.
the internal resistance of these is
If, however, the meter resistance were because
measuring eliminator voltages, because
very low. If, however, it is desired to
eliminators have a high internal resistance, 100,000 ohms instead of 5,000 ohms, it measure the H.T. voltage applied to the
due to the incorporation of smoothing will be evident from the above calculation plate of a valve having a resistance in its
chokes and dropping resistances. A low - that its effect on the voltage output

anode circuit, for example, a detector valve
resistance meter will naturally drain more would be negligible, and, therefore, preceding a parallel -fed transformer or
current than a high -resistance instrument- the. reading obtained would be sufficiently R.C.C. unit, the low -resistance instrument
Ohm's Law states that current is equal to accurate.
again becomes unsuitable for the same
voltage divided by resistance. This
reason as that given above in the case
400
high current drain reacts on the source
of the D.C. mains unit.
of voltage to be measured, thus causing
an inaccurate indication on the meter.
300

Effect on D.C. Mains Unit

Let us take, for example, a simple
200
volts D.C. mains unit as shown
in Fig. 1, having an output of 125
volts at 25 mA., or, in other words, C:i too
having a voltage of 125 across points
250

A, and B when the current registered on
milliammeter C is 25 mA.

As will be seen from the sketch, the

total internal resistance of the eliminator

is 5,000 ohms (500 ohms choke, plus
4,500 ohms dropping resistance). In
order to obtain the specified output of

I

RADIO TRAINING
MANUAL

I

Will all readers who have j
reserved copies of this
j book please claim them
without further delay.
I

O
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D.0 Milliamps
Fig. 2.-Voltage across reservoir condenser of
tOical full -wave rectifier.
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An Optical Tuning Indicator
A Description of a Phase Resonance System, Incorporating a Cathode Ray Tube
THE arrangement to be described in of the triode, as is also the (conductive) complete compensation of the amplitude
the following notes operates as a
luminescent screen L.

difference by corresponding variation of
electron -ray velocity impossible over the
whole range. In that case, on passing from
one station to another station which produces a very different signal field strength,
maximum at resonance point, the phase fluctuates according to the amplitude of the size of the figures will change. Since
curve shows strong variation in this region. the incoming high frequency : and in fact for the indication of the phase difference
Consider a receiving circuit including a the voltage is the more positive the (and thus the accuracy of tuning) the
" phase " resonance indicator, and
Since the high frequency is previously
has the advantage over the " amplitude " filtered out through the filter chain F, the
resonance indicator that whereas the voltage on ;the electrodes A, Pc., P4 and L
amplitude curve exhibits only a flat with respect to the earthed cathode K
two -circuit band filter : at exact resonance, greater the received amplitude. The plates P1

there is a phase difference of 90 degrees
between the voltages across these two
circuits, so that if these voltages are respectively fed to the two mutually perpendicular pairs of plates of a cathode-ray
tube we shall obtain on the luminescent
screen a diagram in the form of a circle,

where the two voltages are equal in magnitude, or a right ellipse, where these voltages
are unequal. If now detuning occurs, the
figure on the screen will take the form of a
more or less inclined ellipse, and the

and P2 are connected to the same potential
via decoupling -resistances R1R2, so that
deflection is effected only through the high frequency voltages, across the two circuits.

Indicating Screen Figures

outer parts, not the central parts, of the
figures are operative, the deflection device
may be so designed that with an arrange-

ment generally as illustrated, the upper
parts of the circles and ellipses on the
luminescent screen remain in the same
horizontal line, while the centre of the

At exact resonance a circle appears on circle or ellipse shifts up or down slightly
the luminescent screen L (if the voltages according to the signal amplitude. This
in the two circuits are approximately equal can be achieved by applying between the
in magnitude) ; on detuning there appears one pair of deflecting plates-say between
a more or less inclined elongated ellipse, the
inclination being to left or right, depending

Pi and Pi-not only the high -frequency
voltage, but in addition the D.C. voltage

direction of its inclination will indicate on the sense of the detuning. The upper arising from detected high frequency and
the direction of the detuning. It will, or lower half of the image, or even a greater pulsating with the low frequency, so that
however, be appreciated that the size of fraction, may, if desired, be covered over as the total deflecting voltage always oscillates
such figures on the screen depends on the
high -frequency 'amplitude of the received

signal, and for a very strongly received
signal the figures might be so large that a

luminescent screen of a size large enough
to accommodate them would be too
unwieldy for incorporation in a standard

type of broadcast receiver.

Moreover,

when such signals are modulated, the out-

conformity with the
envelope of the transmitted amplitude,
lines fluctuate in

giving rise to a trace on the screen which
is broad, indistinct, very badly illuminated,

and generally incapable of permitting an

exact reading.
This difficulty can, however, be overcome

if an arrangement is found whereby the
velocity of the electron ray is caused to

vary in automatic dependence on the high frequency amplitude in such a manner that

the magnitude of the ray deflection, and
hence the size of the figures on the screen
is approximately independent of the high One possibility
frequency amplitude.
would be to use the D.C. voltage generated

The optical tuning
indicator system

applied to a

straight -three

L

circuit.
RI

by detecting and filtering out the super- indicated in broken line (or may be preimposed modulation low frequency for vented from being effective), so that it is
accelerating the ray ; this gives a fairly possible to determine directly the sense of
good degree of independence of the incom- the detuning from the lateral shift of the
ing high -frequency field strength, the size visible parts of the ellipse.
of the screen figures being the same for
In order to increase the deflection sensistrong and weak stations, the former, tivity, the anode A may in some circumhowever, giving a brighter image.
stances be given a lower, possibly fixed
potential, while the luminescent screen
Application to Straight Three
may receive a potential having a higher
A better arrangement is that shown in mean value and fluctuating with the
the accompanying diagram, applied to a envelope of the high -frequency oscillation.
straight three -circuit receiver with triode Further, the accelerating voltage may be

between zero and a fluctuating maximum
value in the high -frequency rhythm. The

then occurs in the vertical
co-ordinate, only upwards or downwards.
This may very conveniently be done, e.g.,
deflection

by connecting the plate P1 through the
resistance RI to a fixed positive potential
as regards D.C. The corresponding effect

may be achieved if, e.g., Pa is connected to
a- fixed potential as regards D.C. In this
ease P2 may also be directly connected to

the grid of the triode U. The right-hand
ends of the figures on the luminescent
detector and single stage of low -frequency taken from the sliding screen -grid voltage screen L will then always lie on one and
of
a
regulated
high -frequency amplifier the same vertical line. It is, of course,
amplification.
Between the high -frequency amplifier valve (or I.F. amplifier valve), in which desirable in that case to twist the indicator
valve H and the triode U is a two -circuit case a suitable fraction of the low -frequency tube through 90° in space, so as to obtain
tunable jband-filter K1l(2. The high fre- oscillation from the low -frequency amplifier a horizontal indication.
On the other hand, in those cases where
quency voltages appearing across the two must be added, of such phase that the
circuits are fed via block condensers Cl influence of the high -frequency deflection the automatic volume control of the
and 02 to the mutually perpendicular de- voltage, which varies with the modulation, receiver is so good that the high -frequency
amplitudes across the band filter circuits
flecting plates P1 and P2 of the cathode- is compensated.
K1K2 are of equal magnitude for all
ray tube E, which are not earthed as
stations, and only fluctuate with modularegards high frequency. The corresponding Amplitude Differences
If the receiver has no, or only weak, tion, it is sufficient to modulate the accelerpartner plates Pit and P:c are in direct
conductive connection with the perforated
anode A and connected to a suitably chosen

tapping on the anode load resistance

A.V.C., it may, of course, happen that the ating voltage for the electron -ray only by
amplitude differences between the various the low -frequency received oscillation so as
station signals are still so great as to make to maintain 4 sharp trace on the screen.
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and passed vertically through both left-
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Slow-motion Remote Control Device

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

I N short-wave receivers particularly, a good

hand terminals, as in Fig. 3, thus completely
isolating the receiver. - W. DAVEY

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS " must have originated some I i tele dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay A140-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half -a.
guinea. 'Turn that ides of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRRI ESC," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House,, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

slow-motion control, with anti -hand capacity control, is essential. The arrange.

ments illustrated may be made up to
operate on the standard 3in. ebonite dials.

(Wembley).

A Meter Compensating Unit

I WAS recently testing the voltage across
the screen of a valve when I noticed a

considerable diversity in the readings
obtained on different scales. I sought for a

mathematical connection between the true
voltage and the readings taken, and from
the formula I obtained I devised the following unit which I added to the meter proper.
The resistances a, b, c are respectively

equal to the resistances a', b', c', the

/MINX

I

range -charging resistances, together with
the resistance of the meter. If the voltage

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the I
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

given by the meter (el) with S open, is
the true voltage, the depression of S will
make no difference to the needle position.

Preventing Oscillation
Details of a novel slow-motion control device.

A large socket, such as the Clix No. 14, is
mounted on the panel close against one part
of the dial. A plug to fit the socket is then
provided with a rubber ring such as may
be obtained for one penny for umbrellas.
Through the upper part of the plug a piece

Diagrams showing con-

WHILE searching for stations on a set
it is often found that, as the capacity
of the tuning condenser is increased, the
set tends to oscillate. The reaction con-

denser (kept at
nearly

oscillation
point for volume) has

nections for a meter
compensating unit.

Wavechange

switch

C

thus to be continually adjusted.

To obviate this

I devised the
of stiff wire is passed, projecting about trouble,
scheme. A
lin. on either side. A piece of ebonite tubing following
condenser
having an internal diameter to form a small
(.000014 S.W.) is

Meter

fairly comfortable fit over the plug end is ganged to the tuning
next obtained, and a saw -cut made for a
in the
depth of about tin. at one end to accom- condenser
shown, so
modate the cross wire. A small spring tool - manner
Push button switch
as the capacity
clip from the popuke stores is next screwed that
of
the
tuning
on the panel or inside the cabinet lid to condenser is increased, that of the small But if a new voltage (ea) is obtained, the
accommodate the ebonite handle when not condenser is decreased. The small conden- true voltage (e) is given by the equation
required. In use, the handle is removed ser is connected in parallel with the normal
and placed over the cross wire and rotated, reaction condenser, and saves adjusting
e2
during which it is pressed slightly so that the the reaction while exploring to prevent
rubber ring presses on the edge of the dial. oseillation.-B. W. COOPER (Wellingboro').
-D. LAME (Hendon).

2e2-e1

the resistances a, etc., can

be arranged in parallel with 5, and in series
with the meter, whereupon
True voltage - Product of Readings
Difference of Readings
-P. A. STtantocic (Grays, Essex).

A Simple Aerial -earthing SWitch
HERE is a simple but effective aerial.

earthing device which entirely isolates

the receiver when placed in the earth "
position. A piece of 3/16in. ebonite about
3M. by 2/in. is drilled to take four large

telephone type terminals, which are
arranged as shown in Fig. 1. In each of the

To aerial terminal

0'

on sets

left-hand pair of terminals an additional

hole is drilled at right angles to the existing
"`Ganged

small ebonite knob on the end of each.

Ora/

C

one, as indicated in Fig. 2. Two pieces of
lin, biass rod, 2tin. long, are fitted with a
Two holes are drilled near one edge of the

piing

ebonite for' taking screws for fixing the
switch to the edge of the window frame.

The leads from the aerial, earth, and

To earth
terminal on se
To

earth

receiver can be clamped under the back
nuts of their respective terminals. When

9
.0000/4
5.w
Condenser
Tuning

condenser.0005

Circuit diagram and pictorial view tie simple
.unit for preventing oscillation.

the receiver is to be used, the brass switch
rods are both pushed horizontally through
the terminals as in Fig. 1, and the terminal
screws tightened up. For earthing the

aerial, the bottom switch rod is simply
pulled out to the right, clear of the left-

hand terminal, and the top rod withdrawn,

Additional hole
drilled in terminals Ace

Details of a simple aerial and earth switching
arrangement.
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ELECTRONIC BREVITIES
Notes on Cathode-ray Tube Developments, and Photo -electric Cells
Removing a Danger
tubes for certain
purposes have to be operated at
extremely high voltages, a figure of 50,000
CATHODE-RAY

electrons with the secondaries released by arc lamp beam instead of remaining broadthe impact are now attracted by the high side. The actual degree of rotation will
voltage of the open mesh grid, and pass depend on the strength of the electrostatic

through the interstices at great speed to influence which in turn has a direct relationimpact on the opposite inner wall of the ship to the television picture modulation.
second ring electrode. A further electron Another advantage of this relay scheme is
multiplication takes place, and this process that there is a storage effect, for each elecontinues until finally the amplified electron ment of picture remains bright or dark as
capacity which exists between the electron stream is drawn through an aperture at the the case may be for the whole period of a
beam, and deflecting coils and the anode, top of the conical assembly to be collected picture sear, and in consequence the overall
is capable of causing the coils to assume by the final anode. Although the process brightness of the final enlarged picture is
for a short period of time a potential of of working is described, no details appear much greater than one where at any one
50,000 volts which is negative to earth. to be available to show exactly how the instant only a single elemental area is

volts for the final anode not being uncommon. If by accident a short-circuit
should occur in the main E.H.T. supply,
or should there be a flash -over, then the

operative.

This is, therefore, a source of danger to any device can function in any one of the three
engineers who may be working with the purposes mentioned at the beginning of the
tube, and in addition, damage may be paragraph.
MIRROR

ARCLIGHT

Colour Response

Enlarging by Projec.
tion

PROJECTION
LENS

ALTHOUGH photb-electric cells for
different purposes have found their
way into every form of modern industry,

ACONCENTRATED

effort seems to be there is one particular feature that still
taking place abroad in needs careful observation, namely, the

OPENING 6 CLOSING
OF APERTURES IN SCREEN

CONTROLLED BY CATHODE-

RAY SCANNING BEAM.

LARGE
SCREEN

SCANNING
SYSTEM

FOCUSING SYSTEM

The bare details of

the

scheme

which enables picture enlargement

to be carried out by a light relay:

CATHODE GUN

caused to equipment or components
associated with this part of the apparatus.

war period.

order to perfect schemes, colour response. The perfect photowhich can be regarded as electric cell for general purposes would be
quite satisfactory, for one which had a colour response exactly
enlarging television pic- simulating the human eye, but so far the
tures to a size comparable efforts of the inventors have failed to prowith that normally seen duce a cathode material which falls within
in an average up-to-date this category. Some cells are colour
cinema. There is little sensitive at the red and infra -red end of
doubt that this work will the spectrum, while others work best in
have many repercussions ultra -violet light. As an indication of the
on any subsequent de- extent of these variations reference can be
velopments which take made to the accompanying graphs where the
place in this country in percentage of maximum response of one or
the eagerly awaited post- two representative photo -electric materials

A large percentage of the used for cells has been plotted against the

present schemes incline towards the
principle of replacing the fluorescent

wavelength of radiation in Angstrom units

Various schemes have been devised to
(A.U.). At 50 per cent. it will be seen that
overcome or reduce this risk, and in one screen of the cathode-ray tube with a the eye covers the approximate range of
of the most up-to-date, inductive windings special form of surface which reacts to the 5,000 to 6,000. The same diagram shows
are connected in series between the main modulated electron beam in such a way how caesium oxide and caesium on silver
H.T. terminals, and those sections of the that each elemental area changes its degree oxide have really good sensitivity outside
equipment associated with it. A flash -over of transparency or opacity in direct pro- the visible spectrum at the infra -red end,
or short-circuit will then be instrumental portionality. The idea will be made clear while potassium has its best performance
in producing a very large voltage drop by a reference to the accompanying simple in the ultra -violet region.
across these windings, and this will have diagram where the
.00
the effect of reducing very materially the light from an arc lamp
; II
/
momentary potential which is assumed by is concentrated by
II
i
means of a back re/
the deflecting equipment.
flector on to this special

A Triple Use

i

surface, while a pro-

of the secondary emitting electrodes, and
for this multiplier they are constructed in

the form of two or more conical rings.

The walls of these rings are made to

most up-to-date of
these methods the sur-

face which acts as a

light controlled relayshown in the diagram
for simplicity as a
series of apertures to
correspond to the ele-

diverge in the direction of the final collecting mental areas-is built
electrode which is generally the high- up by depositing a
potentialled anode, and to converge towards very large number of
the cathode with which is associated a tiny light particles
grid, also conical shaped. This grid has an over a rippled sheet of
open mesh, and is raised to a high positive glass. This sheet is
potential with reference to the cathode. positioned close to the
When the operating potentials have been screen of the electronic
applied and regulated to their correct relay so that as a
values, the primary electrons released direct result of the
from the cathode surface are drawn outwards electrostatic of the

in a radial direction, and so strike against

electron beam impact

the inner wall of the initial conical ring the tiny particles oriensecondary -emitting electrode. The primary tate edgewise to the
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have been made available of this device is enlarged by many
which in the form proposed is said to be diameters. In one of the
generally suitable as a generator of
oscillations, amplifier, or detector. The
most important feature seems to be
dependent upon the shaping and disposition
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jection lens directs the
electronic multiplier continues emerging beam toTHEto be developed for a variety of wards a remote screen
specific purposes, but in America details so that the final picture
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CHOOSING A
This Article L.F. Chokes are Dealt With
In This
several particulars. In the first place, in
order to achieve the necessary high imped.

THERE are at least five uses to which
low -frequency chokes may be put
in radio receiving apparatus. The
most familiar, and that for which there is

possible to pass the whole anode current
through the speaker winding, and in many
cases the loudspeaker will operate quite
satisfactorily, provided its impedance is

circuit of a high-tension supply unit" battery eliminator " or " power pack," as
it is variously termed. In a power unit
operating on alternating current mains, the
rectifier, whether of the valve or metal

valve. But then the direct current portion are usually specified for output chokes, and
of the anode current will pass through the somewhat larger values, up to 50 henries,
winding as well as the alternating current for smoothing. In order to achieve the

no substitute whatsoever, is in the smoothing

ante at the comparatively low (audio)

frequencies, a much higher inductance is

correctly matched to that of the output necessary. Inductances of 15 to 30 henries

component, and will have the effect of necessary high inductance, low -frequency
heating it up. This may not be of import- chokes are wound on iron cores built up
type, gives an output which is certainly a ance in the case of a small output valve, from a number of laminated sheets, similar
direct current, so far as being uni-directional

but the mean anode current of many to those forming the cores of low -frequency

is concerned, but which is, in its present large output valves is fairly heavy-a transformers.
Such a construction is not applicable to
form, totally unfit for use as the high- matter of 30 milliamperes or more, and may
tension supply because it is fluctuating in be greater than the speech coil can carry high -frequency chokes because at the
value, carrying a ripple corresponding to continuously without overheating or even enormous radio frequencies the loss due to
eddy currents induced in iron cores and
twice the frequency of the A.C. supply, the risk of burning out.
and also ripples of higher frequency.
One way of avoiding this is to employ other magnetic losses would be very serious.
Another point of difference is that low Similarly, a supply drawn from direct a choke -capacity output filter, as shown in
current mains is far from steady as regards Fig. 2. A choke having a suitable induct- frequency chokes usually have to carry
voltage, for it suffers from ripple also, and ance value is inserted in the anode circuit much heavier currents than radio -frequency

in many districts where direct -current of the output valve between the anode and chokes, and are therefore wound with wire
H.T. positive terminal. The choke has a of much heavier gauge. To help readers,
eliminate the ripple than to smooth the comparatively low resistance to the direct practical values are reproduced on page 300.
mains are available, it is more difficult to

output of the average A.C. rectifier.

±---"-f*WeaSte8Mtee
Smoothed
Output

Un smoothed

Input

Fig. 1.-Smoothing circuit as used in
mains units and receivers.

_Smoothing Circuits
The method of removing ripple is the

same in either case-the use of a smoothing

current portion of the anode current, but

the audio frequency portion is choked Selection

back and takes the easier path through the
We must now consider what points affect
condenser C to the loudspeaker, and thence the selection of a low -frequency choke.
to the H.T. - terminal. An additional Obviously, the first consideration must be

advantage of this system is that, as the to see that the choke has the correct inspeaker winding is entirely isolated by the ductance-the figure specified, by the
' condenser C from the high-tension voltage, designer of the set. Next, it is important
there is no risk of shock or disastrous shorts to ascertain that the rated inductance is
if the loudspeaker or extension leads are obtained when the choke is carrying the
accidentally earthed.

Choke -capacity L.F. Coupling
A similar application for a low -frequency
choke is as a coupling between two audio frequency valves. The connections are
shown in Fig. 3, and are identical with the

circuit as indicated in Fig. 1. Here the
two terminals marked " input " are those
connected either to the output of the rectifier, or the direct current mains (when the
condenser Cl is really unnecessary), so
that a " ripply " voltage exists across these
two points, and any current flowing in a
circuit attached thereto will be subject to Fig. 2.- .Smoothing
similar fluctuations. But a low -frequency or L.F. choke in an
choke is connected in series with the circuit, output filter circuit.
and by virtue of the impedance it offers to

current fluctuations shunts a very large
proportion of the ripple current into the
alternative path provided by the large

H.7:

full load current of the circuit. This is, of
course, a matter of design. The inductance
of the choke depends upon the number of

turns, the size of the coil, the size of the
core, and the current carried. If the core
is not of sufficient section, the iron may
become magnetically saturated at, or even
before, full load. If the steady, direct
current component is sufficient to saturate
the core, the alternating current component
will not be able to produce the alterations

in magnetic strength required, and the

effective inductance will drop. The correct

specification for a low -frequency choke,

therefore, is that it shall be of a given
L.S

HTcapacity condenser C. A further condenser
C2 is also shunted across the supply at the
somewhat
better
known
resistance
-capacity
other end of the choke and has the effect of coupling. It has an advantage over R.C.C.,
still further smoothing.
A single smoothing choke of suitable however, in that as the choke is of com-

inductance at a given current. All good
makes of choke are rated in this way by the
manufacturers.

The resistance of the choke is the next

point to receive attention, especially in the
case of smoothing chokes. If such a choke

has a somewhat high resistance, a fairly
big voltage drop will develop across it, and

low resistance, the drop in
design, with two reservoir condensers- paratively
voltage in the coupling device is
usually of 4 mfd. capacity-is in most cases anode
small.
sufficient for smoothing the output from a comparatively
It is, perhaps, not so well known as it
full -wave rectifier valve operated on normal should
be that a low -frequency choke can
commercial A.C. systems, and also for be employed
in place of a decoupling resistsmoothing a supply taken from some D.C. ance in situations
where it is desired to
mains. In many instances, however, it is keep the voltage drop
in the decoupling
found necessary to add another choke and
condenser to obtain satisfactory smoothing
on D.C. mains.

arrangements as low as possible. The action
of a decoupling choke is exactly the same

The Output Stage

be considered as an extension of the smooth-

as that of the smoothing choke in a hightension supply unit and it can, in effect,

The next application of low -frequency ing system. Another use for a choke is in
chokes is in the output stage of a receiver. place of a grid -leak in resistance capacity

The anode current of the output valve couplings where, for any reason, it is desired
consists of a steady direct -current com-

ponent and also an alternating current

to keep the resistance of the grid circuit low.

Fig. 3.-L.F. choke used for L.F. coupling
purposes.

this voltage drop will be high when the

current passing is high, and less when the
component corresponding to the audio - H.L. and L.F. Choke Differences
The design of low -frequency chokes differs current passing is reduced.
frequency power which will ultimately
Continued on next page).
operate the loudspeaker. It is, of coarse, from that of radio -frequency chokes in

da
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Three effects will follow : first, the drop
in voltage due to the choke's resistance will
reduce the anode voltage available for the
Various valves ; second, the voltage regulation of the supply unit will be poor ; and
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tapped choke may be considered as a kind
of transformer (auto -transformer is the
technical name), in which the whole or a
part of the choke winding acts as the transformer primary, while a part of the whole
of the winding functions as the secondary.
Tapped chokes giving a variety of different
ratios can be obtained, as well as centre -

porated in the receiver proper, to shield, the
component magnetically, in order to prevent

stray magnetic fields from the choke

inducing hum in other parts of the circuit.
Shrouded chokes are encased in a metal
case, and this case should be connected to
earth by the terminal provided. Shrouding
is not so important in smoothing chokes
third, the receiver will be more prone to
tapped
chokes
for
push-pull,
quiescent
embodied in supply units installed some
low -frequency oscillation, hum, and motor boating because the resistance

and
of the push-pull,
Class B " circuits.

smoothing choke will be common to the

Concerning the
mechanical design
of low -frequency
Matching
chokes there is
If the choke is intended for use in a really not much
choke -capacity output filter, it may be to be said. The

anode circuits of all the valves.

Purpose
.
L.F. Coupling
Power -grid Coupling..
General Purpose
..

Output Filter
Pentode Output

..

Inductances
15/20 henries
100/300
20/30
20/60
30/60
30/60

necessary to obtain a tapped choke for purchaser will Mains Smoothing ..
impedance matching. Everylistener knows naturally see that
that the impedance of the load In the anode. the general finish is
circuit of an output valve must bear a good, and will attend to such matters as con- little
certain relation to the valve impedance, and venient and accessible fixing lugs or feet,
the best value of load impedance is usually and solid terminals or soldering tags.
quoted by valve manufacturers for each Insulation is an important matter, particutype of output valve. If the impedance of larly in smoothing and output chokes, and
your loudspeaker is not the correct value to must be designed to withstand the full

proper.

distance

D.C. Res.
Current
500/800
15/30 mA.
1,000/2,000 5/10 mA.
300/500
30/60 mA.
200/500
20/60 mA.
500/1,000 20/60 mA.
200/500
20/80 mA.
from

the

receiver

Loose laminations often produce a very
annoying form Of hum -or even buzzing due to magnetic stresses, and we have known

cases when this hum was so bad as to be
form the optimum load for your output voltage to which the component is likely audible as a most unpleasant background
valve, you must adjust matters by employ- to be subjected.
to even fairly big volume production, and
ing either an output transformer of
It is sometimes necessary, especially in was often mistaken for actual circuit
appropriate ratio, or a tapped choke. A the case of chokes which are to be incor- hitm.

chemical cleaners for switches, etc., and

ritish. long -Distance

isteners' Ciub

these should be used if the parts are
sufficiently dirty to warrant their use.
Normally, of course, an ordinary rag and a
little elbow grease should be sufficient.

Contacts Wanted
PLYMOUTH
: Member 5897, 90, Albert
Road, Devonport.

Newcastle -on -Tyne : Member 6609, 43,
THE weather conditions recently have PAH, KQB, KAI(7), I.U6DJK, 0Q5(4),
apparently increased the interest in PK1PM, PY1(4), PY2(3), PY4(2), PY4BX, Hyde Terrace, Gosforth, Newcastle -on long-distance reception, and we have PY6AC, PY7(2), PY8AN, TA1AA, U9MI, Tyne 3, Northumberland. (Incidentally,
received some very comprehensive logs VQ2AM, W1(56), W2(28), W3(14), W4(5), we recommend our " Wireless Transmission
from various parts of the country. It is W5GRU, W6(7), W7(2), W8(23), W9(15), for Amateurs " for the purpose mentioned
by you.)
interesting to note the variations in signal XE3AG, XU5WT, XU8MY.

strength, and countries received in different

parts of the country when similar types of
apparatus are used, and when several

4ring Cleaning

Wakefield : Member 6573. 131, Many gates Larne, Sandal, Wakefield. This
member is anxious to contact anybody who
listens to 10 -metre " hams," and also

recently published an article on
reports are received from one locality :
overhauling a receiver, and it may
there is also a very good opportunity of have appeared to some members that such an anybody who has heard OK3ZN on 20
seeing the difference in receiver efficiency. overhaul was not needed in radio apparatus. metres, during April.
For instance, it has been found that in one Some idea that this impression is erroneous
locality three listeners may receive a may be gained from the fact that one
certain American station during a certain member wrote and said that he had cleaned
period at R9, whereas one listener in the up his receiver on the lines given, and that
same locality will only get the station at the better results obtained were well worth
R3, and yet with a similar type of receiver. the extra trouble. Incidentally, we recently
From this it is fairly obvious to assume heard of a case where a reader had used
that this single listener is either using a petrol for cleaning certain parts, knowing
very inefficient circuit, or that his aerial that petrol was a dirt solvent, but unforis not well arranged. Obviously, however, tunately he had not allowed sufficient time
there is also the risk that his results may to elapse for the petrol fumes to evaporate,
be due to peculiar local conditions, and and he switched on with disastrous results,
from the remainder of his log it is possible due to a faulty on -off switch. This arced,
to see whether or not this is so. It is often and the resultant slight explosion and fire,
not worth while publishing logs because of although very localised, and quite small,
the risk of misleading listeners in other damaged several components, and led to

Harrow

Weald :

Member

6295,

" Leswyn," 643, Kenton Lane, Harrow

Weald, Middlesex.
Dunfermline : Member 6583, 12, Park
Place, Dunfermline.
Walthamstow :
Member 6736,
15,
Borwick Avenue, Walthamstow, E.17.

Change of Wavelength
MEMBERS who are interested

in

American reception should note
that WPIT, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has
changed the wavelength on which it carries

the English Hours, from 19.72 metres
(15,210 kc/s) to 25.27 metres (11,870 kc/s).
parts of the country who may consider unnecessary expense for replacements. We are indebted to Member 6402 for this
that conditions are suitable for the reception There are, of course, specially -prepared information.
of certain countries, simply because those
places are being well received in another ?O....* NI MO
an Old Dutch Garden," whilst Ella Fitzgerald
part of the country.
and her Orchestra have made " Baby,
However, for those who require some
What else can I do " and " Lindy Hopper's
guide we would mention that Meniber
Delight " on Brunswick 02951.
6364 has written us again stating that he
Tunes from his latest film " The Road to
has had to move from his normal residence,
AN interesting album issued by Brunswick Singapore " figure prominently in Bing
and is now in Buckinghamshire. He was

NEW RECORDS

this month contains a set of records for
able to take his 0-v-2 with him, and from
May 1st to the 26th his log includes the tap dancers. These new accompaniment
records -the music is in the Russ Morgan
following :
K4ESE, K6QHU, KA1BH, manner -have been made so that they can
F011e :
PY2AV, WI(8), W2(11), W3(8), W4(3), be used for every possible tap routine -

Crosby's latest recordings. On Brunswick

02973 he sings " I'm too Romantic " and

" The Moon and the Willow " and on

Brunswick 02974 " Sweet Potato Piper,"
all of which are from the film. The last
Russ Morgan and his tune is coupled with " Between 18th and
Brunswick 02914/7.
W5EUL, W6WD, W8XCB, W9KQG.
CX1LG, Orchestra play two hits of the moment on 19th on Chestnut Street," which he sings
C16AF,
CE3AJ,
CW. :
HH1KC, HJIK, J2CZ, 44FCV, K6KQG, Brunswick 02959-" Woodpecker " and " In with Connie Boswell.
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"Switch. -in" H.F. Unit

A

Details of a Simple Fixed -tuned H.F. Amplifier which can be Brought
By FRANK PRESTON
Into Action Quickly when Required.
NOW that the majority of listeners use
only the B.B.C. " Home " or
" Forces " programme, the simplest
type of receiver is generally sufficient to
provide good reception. A receiver of the
0-v-2 type, for example, will give very

satisfactory results in most parts of the

country. This is a particularly important

point when a battery set is in use, for
battery current can be saved.

As everyone has found out, however,
there are times when reception suddenly
falls off, the programme becoming very
weak or even inaudible until the volume
control is turned up. And when that is
done background noises are sometimes
troublesome or reproduction is too weak
for comfortable listening. A high -frequency amplifier provides the best and

It would be possible to obviate this the receiver is used almost exclusively foi
-disadvantage by including another switch the reception of the two B.B.C. programmes

in the anode circuit, or by employing a it is possible to use a fixed -tuned amplifier,
two -point on -off switch, of which one pair in which the tuning circuit consists only of
of contacts was in the L.T. and the other a medium -wave coil and a preset conin the H.T. circuit. But that may not be denser.
Fig. 1 shows the type of circuit which
convenient, and the capacity between the
two circuits would not be desirable. It may be used conveniently. As may be
should be pointed out that, in practice, the seen, there is a coil with a preset condisadvantage of having the two circuits denser in parallel, and this is connected in
virtually in parallel is often unimportant. the grid circuit of an H.F. pentode. A
The idea can, therefore, be tried and then change -over switch is fitted, by, means of
employed if found satisfactory. Instead which the aerial lead may be connected
of moving the aerial lead, a change -over either to the top end of the pre -tuned circuit
switch can be fitted, joining the centre or to the aerial terminal of the Det.-L.F.
contact to the aerial lead (or to a fixed set In addition to this there is a two -pole
condenser in series with it), , and then taking on -off switch ; this is used to 'break the
leads from the two other terminals to the filament circuit of the H.F. pen. and also to

aerial terminal on the set and to the anode disconnect the ' anode coupling condenser
terminal of the valve respectively. Care from the aerial terminal of the receiver
but since the amplifier is required only should be taken to avoid possible short- when the unit is not required. To bring
on certain occasions-and then it is usually circuits, and the switch should be placed the unit into action it is necessary to
for only a very short time-it is an advantage fairly near to both the aerial terminal and operate, the aerial switch so that the aerial
to be able to switch it out of circuit.
the valve -anode terminal.
is connected to the top of the pre -tuned
circuit and also to close the two -pole
switch. This completes the filament circuit
(Left)-CirFig. J.
connects the anode circuit to the
cuit of a simple pre - and alsotuning
H.71 circuit of the Det.-L.F.
tuned H.F. amplifier input
z
for use with a Dct.- receiver.
By following this arrangement it will be
simplest means of overcoming this difficulty,

L.F. type of receiver.
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Alternative System
There are various methods of arranging
the switching in an H.F. receiver, but some

of them are not conducive to efficiency.

In fact, it is an axiom that switches should

Fig. 2. (Right).-A
modified circuit similar
in essential principles
to that shown in Fig. I

7

L T-

.

be avoided wherever possible in H.F.
circuits. One method is to transfer the
aerial lead-in from its usual terminal to
the anode terminal of .the H.F. valve ;

The above remarks apply particularly seen that the H.F. choke is isolated from
if battery current is to be saved, however, to a " straight" set already having an the detector tuning circuit when the
it is also necessary to break the filament H.F. stage. When a detector-L.F. type amplifier is not in use. Although two
circuit of the H.F. valve. This can be of receiver is used it will probably be separate switches are shown it would be a

done most easily by fitting a separate
on -off switch in one of the filament leads.
This method of cutting out the first
valve is not always ideal, for the simple
reason that the H.F. choke in the anode

considered worth while to add an H.F. simple matter to gang them or to use a
amplifier which can easily be switched three -pole change -over switch. This should,
into circuit when signal strength is tem- for preference, be of the anti -capacity type,
porarily reduced-this is done by the B.B.C. since some Q.M.B. switches are not altoin the interests of national security, as has gether satisfactory for use in tuning and

circuit of the H.F. valve (in the case of the been announced on various occasions.
most widely used tuned -grid circuit) is
virtually in parallel with the tuning circuit Simple H.F.-Amplifier Unit

for the grid of the detector valve. This

H.F. circuits.

Both Programmes

Only a single preset condenser is shown
Details have often been given in these
is because the choke is connected between pages of H.F. amplifier units, but for the in Fig. 1, and this would be adjusted to
the anode and the H.T. battery, which purpose 'under consideration a simpler bring the circuit into tune for either of the
is at earth potential in the H.F. sense.
form of unit is often to be preferred. As two B.B.C. transmissions-probably the
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" Home " service. An alternative switching baseboard to carry the valveholder, coil the amplifier is switched off each time the
system is shown in Fig. 2, and here again and H.F. choke, and a small panel to carry receiver switch is turned to the off position.

two separate switches or a three-point the switches and, if desired, the preset
change -over switch could be used for bring- condensers. The whole could well be fitted The Coil
ing the amplifier into use. In addition into a compact box to stand alongside the
No mention has yet been made of the
there is a single -pole change -over switch to receiver. Terminals, on a terminal mount, coil, but it may be of any standard type.
bring either of two preset condensers into should be used for the aerial and earth If, however, a dual -range coil is used, see
circuit. These can be adjusted for the leads, but all other connections may conve- that the wavechange switch connections
alternative programmes, but the
switch must, of course, be separate from the
three -pole unit.
The principle of the main switching does
not differ from that shown in Fig. 1, but is
two

niently be made with direct flexible leads are short-circuited. A suitable coil can be
running to the H.T. battery and the set.
made quite conveniently by winding 55

The aerial and earth leads could

be turns of about 26 -gauge enamelled wire on
receiver to the 'a 21in. diameter former. If a tapping is
amplifier unit, and the Ae lead would be taken after the 20th turn so much the better,

transferred from

the

to be preferred when a fairly long lead connected to the aerial terminal on the set. far then the aerial connection may be as
must be used between the aerial lead and a H.T. ± 1 and 2 should be fitted with wander shown by broken lines. in Figs. 1 and 2 ;
two -pole switch ; it may also be found plugs and connected to 72 and 120 -volt these will replace the leads marked by
better to screen the aerial lead running points on the H.T. battery, or to other crosses. The use of a tapping will increase
between two separate switches.
sockets which provide the most suitable selectivity, although very sharp tuning is
voltages. It is most convenient to connect not always needed for what is virtually
Practical Details
the combined H.T. - L.T. -lead and the local -station reception. If a ready-made
No matter which of the switching L.T.H- lead to the corresponding points coil is used which has a tapping or a separate
methods is adopted, the H.F. unit can be on a valveholder in the receiver, but they aerial winding, this may be used in the
made in very simple form, using a small may be taken directly to the batteries if same way.

REGENERATION IN TUNED CIRCUITS
A Novel Reaction Scheme for Plug-in or Other Replacement Coils
IT is sometimes desirable to sharpen the

tuning of an oscillatory circuit, one
end of which is earthed, without in
any way altering the connections of this
circuit or making any extra points of
connection to its inductance. There are
a number of known ways for doing this,
but most of them involve a drawback of
one sort or another. For example, an

between

potential.

earth and a point of positive terminal of the resonant circuit is earthed.
instead of the cathode.being earthed as in
the Colpitts circuit. By sliding the con-

Operation
The

operation

of

the

arrangement

nection of potentiometer R from earth
toward the positive potential end, the

of the valve T is varied,
depends upon the existence of inherent transconductance
the effect of the valve is first to recapacity between grid G and cathode. K and
generate the circuit LC, and ultimately to
of valve T which, together with the effective produce
capacity of choke X, forms a capacity

oscillations. This

arrangement

been found in practice to produce
potentiometer across the tuned circuit so has
readily controllable regeneration over a
in coupling relation to the coil of the
wide range of frequencies. It is, of course,
oscillatory circuit, and utilised as a feedpossible to supplement the grid -cathode
back coil in different ways. Where it is
capacity of the valve T or the distributed
desired to use plug-in coils, however, there
extra coil having a few turns may be wound

capacity of the choke X, or both, by
auxiliary condensers, but this has not been
found necessary in practice, and it is

may not be any extra pins provided on the

toil support for connection to this extra
coil. Also, this extra coil should not have

preferable not to increase the total capacity

a fixed value, because a fixed coil is not
suitable as a feed -back coil for a wide

shunted across the variable condenser C
any more than necessary, since this alters

variety of different plug-in coils which may
be plugged into the oscillatory circuit.
Similarly, a variable inductance in the plate

the tuning range of the variable condenser.
Although the circuit diagram shows the

grid G of valve T connected to the upper

circuit of a valve is known to produce

regeneration in a tuned circuit connected
between its grid and cathode. However,
for each different plug-in coil, it would be
necessary to provide a different value of
variable inductance to obtain the desired

S

end, or unearthed side, of the resonant

circuit LC, while the plate P is connected
for radio -frequency energy to the lower,
or earthed, end of the resonant circuit, if
IP
desired, the grid and plate electrodes may
Circuit -diagram of a parallel tuned circuit as
be reversed in position.
amount of regeneration.
described in the text.
While the proposal has been described
The object of the arrangement about to be
reference to the first tuned circuit in a
described is to provide a simple means for that the grid and plate of the valve T are with
receiver, it will be understood that
producing regeneration in a resonant connected to the ends AA of the tuned wireless
may be applied to any tuned circuit
circuit, and especially to provide a means circuit, while the potential of the cathode it
it be used in a receiver or in a
which functions satisfactorily without alter- is intermediate the potential of these two whether
transmitter in connection with an amplifier,
ation for a wide variety of different coils ends. The valve T is thus connected to the frequency
changer or detector, or merely
that may be plugged into the resonant resonant circuit in the same way as it would as a wave -meter.
The arrangement descircuit.
be connected in the case of a Colpitts three- cribed has been developed by the laboraReferring to the accompanying diagram, point
oscillator circuit, except that one tories of the Radio Corporation of America.
INNOP

a parallel tuned circuit composed of a
plug-in coil L and condenser C is connected
at one end by a lead 1 to the grid of a

frequency -changer valve (not shown), and

A LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS

the other end is earthed. The reference letters AA designate the terminals of the
plug-in coil holder.

An extra valve T arranged to operate as
an amplifier is provided, and its grid G is
connected to the earthed end of the resonant
circuit LC, while its cathode K is connected

to earth through a choke coil X whose
impedance at the operating frequency is
capacitive. The plate P of the valve is

earthed for radio -frequency variations
through a sufficiently large condenser C,
while its direct current potential is adjustable by means of potentiometer R connected

;
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SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 3/6, by post 3/10.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS and HOW TO
MAKE THEM 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES AND FORMULIE 3/6, by post 3/10

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6.
All obtainable from or through Newsagents or from Geo. Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
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Automatic Rec.uction
of Static Interference
A Brief Description of a New Use for "Westectors"
By W. A. FLINT
MOST readers will be familiar with the in the early stages of the receiver is shown in
use of " Westectors " for detec- Fig. 3, where two W.6 Westectors are used,
tion, A.V.C. and battery economy, connected back to back across the secondary
but they may not know tiatit they may be of a transformer. The primary winding of

used as automatic " silencers " in com- the transformer is connected between the
munication receivers and the like, where grid of the ,L.F. valve and the earth line in
static and automobile interference must a combined resistance and choke capacity
be rechiced to a minimum.

coupling

circuit, and the rectifiers are

If such rectifiers are worked below the biased so that voltages above a value
bottom bend of their characteristic curves determined by the bias voltage are short
(see Fig. 1) by keeping the normal audio circuited. The bias may be obtained from
voltage impressed on the rectifiers low a grid bias battery and control obtained by
enough to prevent the operating point of using the various taps in the battery, or, in
the rectifiers rising up the curve to the the ease of a mains receiver, may be
straight portion, and are connected back obtained from the bottom end of a screen
to back to give a non-linear characteristic
in both directions, all audio voltages above
this level will move the operating point up

Fig. 2.-How to fit a static
reducer to the early part

the characteristic curve to the straight

With Headphones
When headphones are to be used, two

styles 11.6 rectifiers may be employed,
connected across the -headphones, as shown

in Fig. 4, to limit the signal output to a
maximum of about 15 milliwatts, which

corresponds to comfortable headphone
strength. These rectifiers will absorb any
excess voltage such,as that caused by static,
which might otherwise cause loud " clicks "

of a receiver,

in the 'phones. When using this circuit,
however, it is essential to isolate the
'phones from the H.T. supply by trans-

Typical forward
characteristic curve
L

Fig. 3.-An alternative to the Fig. 2 arrangement.

of rectifier:

former or choke -capacity coupling. Otherwise, there will be a voltage drop across the

headphone coils, which will serve to bias
the rectifiers, and cause them to operate on

tu

the wrong part of their characteristic curve.

Another simple noise silencer circuit is

ct

shown in Fig. 5, where two " H " type rectifiers are connected across the centre -tap of a
choke and the " earth " line of the receiver.
The choke is connected in the normal combined resistance and choke capacity

coupling circuit, and the size of the " H "

type rectifiers used depends upon the
voltage potentiometer and adjusted by maximum audio -frequency signal voltage

VOLTAGE"
Fig. 1.-Curve of a normal Westector.

portion, and the rectifier will short circuit
tUe output for the duration of the noise peak.

Such a circuit will considerably reduce
the level of the noise peak and bring it to

Means of a variable potentiometer con- which is developed across the centre tap of
nected at the bottom of the original the choke, and the " earth " line. For a
maximum audio voltage of 2, type 11.10
potentiometer.
By adjusting the potentiometer or grid rectifiers should be used, for 4 volts the
bias battery, the operation of the circuit 11.20, 6 volts the H.30, 8 volts the 11.40, and
may be controlled to suit the prevailing 10 volts the' 11.50.
reception conditions so that all sounds
Such circuits as those outlined above
above a certain amplitude, which is con- play require minor adjustment to suit

trie level of the normal signal, even though
tie peak may be many times stronger than
trollable, are cut off.
tie normal signal.
prevailing local conditions, but where static
In the latter stages of the receiver, where interference is experienced, their use will
Where the normal audio frequency is of
the order of 1.5 volts, such as in an early low the audio voltage is normally greater than definitely prove of benefit in reducing such
frequency 1.5 volts, it is necessary to use the " H " interference to a minimum.
stage of a type of metal rectifier.

receiver,

Fig. 5.-Using two "11"

two W.X.6
Westecto r s
may be con-

across t h e
grid leak as

THE FLYING
I REFERENCE BOOK 1

Fig. 2, and

i

e c te d

shown in

peaks
caused b y
ftatic wil I
be limited

to

this

voltage.

In Early
Stages of
Receiver

Fig. 4.-A

Another

noise silencer for the

output stage.

type

.

arrange -

ment for use
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by F. J. CAMM

i

-Is a Complete Guide to All Types of ;
$ Aircraft, which is especially Valuable at the i
! Present Time.
;
It is packed with Facts and Figures
I Relating to All Branches of Flying.
The Second Edition, Just Off the Press,
i
iis Right up to date.
Price 5s. from all booksellers, or 5s. 6d. 1
,
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1

1 Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower House, $
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busy building a set of S.W. coils, which

I am going to use in.a short -wave -3 circuit,

Open

to- Viicuilian

'The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

and I hope to let you know the results.
And now; may I make a suggestion ?
From time to time you have described

receivers with a push-pull output stage, but
all these seem to employ push-pull trans-

formers ; but I seem to have read in your
paper that R.C.C. is best for quality;4,

and is also much cheaper. Could you
possibly publish an article on this subject ?

in order to prevent uncomfortable listening.

The very best of luck to PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS which, in my opinion, is doing a national
Peculiar. Fault
I tried a scheme once where I used two service.-P. W. BARNETT (St. Albans).
SIR,-I wonder if you or any of your separate
aerials, pointing in different direc-

readers could explain a fault which I tions and found that this also gave some

recently experienced, but which cured itself
and left me completely in the dark regarding
the cause. The receiver was a commercial
7 -valve superhet, with magic -eye tuning. I
was listening to a local programme, when
suddenly there was severe distortion, and I
noted that the eye had closed considerably.

freedom from fading, but introduced a

difficulty due to an unbalancing of the input
with the result that an effect very similar to
fading was actually introduced. This was
proved by using another set at the same time

A 5 -valve S.W. Set!

reference to Mr. A.

G.

Martin's letter in your issue of the
23rd of March last, I suggest a three v.
set, i.e., a S.G. valve untuned, triode det.

a tetrode output (e.g., a Cossor 420T.),
and whereas this gave fading at times, and
the set to employ 6 -pin coils, and some kind
which was counteracted on the other set of power unit with a valve or metal rectifier.
Just as I was going to see if a tuning re- with the two aerials, there were times when
adjustment was required the eye opened, a constant signal was received on the " com- I should make the parts as optional as

but another station came in, quite clearly parator " receiver, but the signal from the possible; for instance, I have a mains unit
and with no trace whatever of the original two aerials actually faded. I should like to which supplies approx. 250 v. at 80 mA,
local. The signal was constant (due to hear of the results experienced by other and 4 v. at 4 amps. which I should use.
A.V.C.) but the eye varied slightly just as experimenters who have experimented I think parallel trans. coupled for the
with a normal fading signal. I stood for a with anti -fading devices.-G. TRIMBLE L.F. stage should be employed.-R.
GUILLAUME (Weybridge).
moment wondering what had happened, (Winchester).
when the procedure repeated itself and the
Correspondent Wanted
I
original station came back. The same
Push-pull versus R.C.C.
thing has not happened since, and I understand that no one near me was listening to SIR,-I have been a regular reader of AH. JOHNSON, 28 Windsor Road,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS for about two
the second station I heard, so that it was not
Willesden Green, London, N.W.2, is
due to re -radiation. The makers of the set years now, and feel that I must let you desirous of getting in touch with an amateur
have not had any similar complaint and know how much I enjoy reading it. I in his locality who is interested in general
cannot explain the phenomenon.-J. DARBY started in radio about five years ago, when radio, and who would be willing to coI built my first crystal set. At present I am operate.

(S.E.17).

Anti -fading

-I of reception which you recently
S',method
was interested in the Diversity

HUM REDUCTION

dealt with, and would like to inform other
readers that the idea is well worth trying
MAINS hum in the output of a wireless
out, especially in districts where fading is
receiver or low frequency ampliexperienced more or less severely. I have
fier is usually attributed to impertravelled about a great (Thal and have noted fect smoothing of the rectified alternating
that in some districts fading is very por- current supply, but it may be present if
flounced and some such steps are essential alternating current is applied directly to
the cathode heaters of indirectly -heated
valves. The hum currents in such a case
may be due. to the capacity between tho
lead-in conductors of the control -grid and
heater. Again, the heater itself may act as
a grid to vary the current flowing from the

being the one nearer to the control grid,
The metallising terminal 4 is then connected to the terminal 7, and terminal
3 is, of course, not earthed. This change
in circuit connection has been found' to
reduce the hum voltage produced by the
capacity 9 to as low as one quarter of its
initial value.

Fig. 2 shows a valve circuit in more

complete detail. The valve 10 has a
cathode which is connected through bias
resistor 11 to earth and to the terminal 7
anode to the cathode and thus produce hum. of the heater. The cathode is also conThe alternative expedients about to' be nected through terminal 4 to the envelope

PROBLEM No. 405
ABBOTT had an A.C. mains receiver which
had worked well for some time; bht
suddenly developed a fault of the following
nature: When adjusted for normal volume
the results were almost as good as when the

set was first installed, but as soon as the
volume was reduced bad distortion occurred.

What was the cause of the trouble ? Three
books will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened. Entries must be
addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp-

ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes

described have been found effective in of the electron discharge device. The source

reducing hum produced by the causes men- of heating current which is represented by
tioned.
the cathode transformer 12 is connected
Referring to Fig. 1, an octal valve base directly across the heater, i.e., between

is shown, and the electrodes to which terminals 3 and 7.

the pins are connected are indicated. The
The input circuit of the valve comprises
shell or metal envelope of the discharge an input coupling condenser 13 and a redevice, which is connected to the terminal sistance 14 connected between the control
4, is commonly connected through e/rterrial

connections to the heater terminal 3, and

to earth because of the greater convenience
of wiring adjacent terminals togethef.

Anode 2

must be marked Problem No. 405 in the top
left-hand corner and must be posted to reach

The opposite heater terminal 7, it will be
observed, is adjacent to the control grid

Heater 9

Monday, June 24th, 1940.

terminals, or more particularly between

Metallising 4

this office not later than the first post on

Solution to Problem No. 404

terminal 6. The capacity between these two

the lead-in conductors extending from these
terminals up through the glass seal, which
capacity is indicated by dotted lines 9 in the

Suppressor

Screen I
0

0

6 Control

grid
7 Heater

0

8 Cathode

Fig. 1.-Octal valve base showing
electrode connections.

figure, is sufficient to induce into the grid grid and cathode of the valve through the
circuit of the discharge device an objection- bias resistor 11. The output circuit coma much lower resistance than 50,000 ohms, and, accordingly, the use of the latter component, in view of the able amount of voltage from the heater prises the coupling condenser 15, anode
high anode current of an output valve, resulted in the circuit. In fact, this voltage after ampli- coupling resistor 16, and source of anode
loss of substantial H.T. voltage and the valve accord- fication in two or three amplification potential 17.
Screen -grid potential is
ingly failed to deliver the original output.
The following three readers successfully solved stages may amount to as much as 10 volts, supplied by the source 18. The sources 17,
Problem No. 403, and books have accordingly been and is thus decidedly objectionable. This 18, and similarly the cathode bias resistor 11,
forwarded to them :
voltage may be very substantially reduced are by-passed for currents to be amplified,
D. Hay, Argyle House, 12, Elgin Avenue, W.9.
by earthing the heater terminal 7 through by condensers 19, 20 and 21 respectively.
C. V. Davies, Isle of Whithorn, Scotland.
D. Abelson, G. Ward, County San., Harefield, Middx. the external connections, this terminal
(Continued on facing page.)
When Kent introduced his output circuit coupling
he overlooked the fact that the L.F. choke would have
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With the connections shown it will be
observed that due to the cathode heating
current supplied by transformer 12, the

Fig. 2. The secondary winding of this
and the terminal 3 of the beater. It has transformer, however, has an intermediate
been found that by properly proportioning point which is connected to the terminal
this resistance and condenser relative to 7 of the heater, the terminal at one end of

between the cathode of the discharge device

the secondary winding being connected to
the opposite terminal 3 of the heater, and
ing to make the grid sufficiently negative the other terminal of the secondary winding
the resistance 11 and condenser 21, a voltage
may be produced across resistance 11 tend-

to
16

t
8

20

18

21

A.e19

with respect to the cathode during the being connected through grid coupling
half cycles of the heating current, when the resistor 14 to the control grid of the disanode current tends to increase just to charge device. In this way it will be
overcome these variations. To effect this, seen that when the heater is driven positive
it is merely necessary that the voltage sup- with respect to ground, thereby tending
to cause the anode current to increase, the

plied to the cathode through resistance 22
be in phase with the voltage supplied to the
heater, and it may easily be shown that this
condition obtains when the time constant
of resistance 22 and condenser 23 is equal

11

7

grid is simultaneously driven negative
with respect to the cathode, thereby

tending to oppose the increase in anode
current, and thus prevent the production

to the time constant of resistor 11 and
condenser 21. By the use of this connection,

72

Fig. 2.-Detailed valve circuit for

explanatory

including resistance 22 and condenser 23,
the hum voltage may be reduced to substantially less than half that which is pro-

duced when these elements are omitted

from the circuit.

purposes.

Of course, the tendency of the anode

potential of the heater varies cyclically with current to increase, due to variation in the
respect to the potential of the cathode. heating current, is opposed to a slight
This heater has the effect of a grid within extent by the potential produced on resistthe discharge device in that when its ance 11 by the passage of this anode current.
potential varies in the positive direction, That is, an increase in anode current
the current in the anode circuit increases, produces a larger potential on resistance 11
and when it varies in the negative direction, which, in turn, drives the grid more negative
the anode current decreases.
and tends to maintain the anode current
In order to eliminate the hum resulting constant. This effect, however, is far too
from these effects a voltage is supplied small to be of importance in the elimination
between the control grid and the cathode, of hum, and for effective elimination of

which tends to oppose these variations in
anode current. It has been found conveni-

ent to supply this voltage across the cathode
bias resistor 11, and this is effected by the

V

Fig. 3. --Modified circuit showing how hum may
be prevented by the special heater and cathode
arrangement.

hum it is necessary to supply a greater
voltage across resistance 11 as is done by
resistance 22 and condenser 23.
Fig. 3 shows a modification

of the of hum. This system was developed in the

shunt combination of resistance 22 and arrangement in which the heating current Laboratories of the G.E. Company of
condenser 23, the latter being connected is supplied from a transformer 12 as in America.
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we would recommend a superhet unit

In

consisting of frequency changer, I.F. and
2nd detector, with A.V.C.

Pilot Lamps
" I am constructing a receiver from a

ur 1etter

Mains Components
" I have been given an indirectly -heated
A.C./H.L. valve and as I have not had one
of these before I am a bit puzzled about the
centre and fifth pin. Could you tell me what
are the connections to it, please ? Another
problem is, if an H.T. battery is used for

H.T. and a mains transformer for L.T., is

the negative end of the H.T. only connected

June 22nd, 1940

' commercial ' diagram and there is one
little point I should like clarified. You will

note from the extract I send that there are
four small circles marked pilots.' These,
I assume, are dial lights, but I do not wish
to use four and wonder if there would be
any readjustment to the circuit needed as
valves only are on top and everything else the lamps seem connected in a special
is inside the chassis. A lid' is then put on way."-T. N. (Winchester).
the bottom of the chassis, and the result is
THE dial lights, or pilot lamps, are
a perfectly stable arrangement which seems
obviously intended for a multi to give more gain than when the orthodox waveband dial, each being switched for the
arrangement is used."-D. C. R. (Lambeg). waveband in use. There is thus only one
THERE is nothing novel in your idea lamp in circuit at a time and in the circuit
and you could probably obtain the in question an ordinary 6 -volt bulb may
same results with a standard scheme be used. The lamp is joined in parallel
properly carried out. Firstly, the valves with any of the single valveholders, and

to earth ? "-L. N. IL (Feltham).
THE centre pin on an indirectly -heated and condenser are always on top of the the only thing to do in the circuit in
A.C. valve is the cathode connection. chassis and therefore the only parts you question is to ignore all the switch wiring

The heater (or filament) is only a means of have transferred are the coils and majority to the lamps. Do not use a 4 -volt filament
heating the cathode in order to obtain the of the wiring. If you look back through as the supply is 4 volts A.C. and a 6 -volt
emission and thus the main point of many of our past issues you will see that filament will therefore be more suitable and

It may be we have often put the coils underneath give longer life.
(for instance, in the " Ideal " radiogram)
ordinary battery valve. Therefore, in a and this is quite a normal procedure. Low -loss Insulation
connection is the cathode.

regarded as the essential filament pin in an

simple detector stage the cathode would be
joined direct to the earth line and the grid
leak would be joined direct to the cathode.
In an L.F. stage the bias required is obtained
automatically by inserting a resistance
between cathode and earth, the value being
chosen according to the normal anode
current and the voltage required. A by-pass
condenser is shunted across the resistance.

When using the two sources of supply
mentioned in your second query, the centre

tap of the heater winding for L.T. must
be joined direct to earth. If there is no

centre tap you must connect a low resistance

rIIM 14101=1.04014 101111.11 MEW 1./1/.111104 NIMM14111111N 1.1.11

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only

for the solution or problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing

In oor pages, or on general wireless matters.

We regret that we cannot , for obvious reasons-

described

In

our

contem-

(5) Suggest alterations or modifications to
Commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

(5) Grant Interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be
All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints niust not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

Send year queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnea. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.
NIONIPINN.N1011.111.11.1.1.41.EPOINI.1141Mol1.1.01111141Mi

likely that one or more of your parts is proximity of a powerful station.

bands being offset by losses in other parts
of the circuit. For 5 metres and below the
material offers undoubted advantages, but
you would no doubt find that the material
you have would be difficult to work and,
furthermore, insufficient ; flat sections would

be difficult to get out. Good quality
paxolin or the special ceramic insulation
would be almost as good, unless you were
anxious to make a really highly efficient

set and then special precautions would
have to be taken with all other parts of
the set.

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are given is

abbreviated form either becan se of nonwomplianee
with not rules, or because the point raised is not of

general interest.

....11MOI=.41.10-MMO0411.0.1.101,111.MINNEIMINEMOOMM.1.1111

M. J. H. B. (Shaftesbury). Write to the Columbia
Company and to F. L. Masters, Forest Way, Pound

Hill, Crawley, Sussex.

" I have a well-known make of P.A.

M. F. (Southwark). Get into touch with the makers.
There may be a faulty component, probably a shortcircuited or partially short-circuited H.T. condenser.
W. F. (Blackburn). The critical component is the
anode choke, and it is this which should match the

like to use the amplifier for radio work.

not stow on the market, but it may be substituted by
the Bulgin component., type L.F.10.
M. C. N. (Seaview). We are looking into the matter,
and will publish details as soon as they have been

Special Tuner

amplifier delivering 10 watts.
This has
been used for some time for dance work but
there is not much doing now and I should

I believe it is possible to add a form of tuner
to this and should like details as to the best
remind you that we only guarantee our way of doing this. Have you any designs
receivers when built from parts which we you could offer ? "-P. E. (Keighley).
specify.
could build either a simple H.F.-

New Design for Chassis

THE material in question is only needed

Wiring, if properly carried out may be run

enable me to build a good set with these on top of the chassis, and the coils may also
parts, as I do not want to go on trying out be there, if properly screened. The only
any more."-J. L. (Hove).
point about your idea which is not often
WE assume that you have built circuits used, but one which has been mentioned
of standard design and have not before in these pages, is the closing of the
tried to make up your own arrangement. bottom of the chassis. This prevents direct
As most circuits to -day have been stan- signal pick-up on the inter -circuit wiring
dardised it is not worth while our recom- and is often worth while where selectivity
mending another circuit as it would be most problems are experienced due to the close
fundamental point in construction and thus
'would be likely to adopt the same scheme
in a new receiver. It is therefore recommended in this case that you either have all
your present parts properly tested or
alternatively purchase a blueprint of one
of our receivers and then obtain new parts
for its construction. Incidentally, we would

Would it be suitable, and if so, what is the
best method of drilling ? "-G. A. C.

on ultra -short-wave apparatus, the
improvement from its use on broadcast

receivers
poraries.

separate department.

faulty, or you have not appreciated some

cut this up and use it for insulation purposes '2
( Oswestry).

multi -valve receivers.

ohms.

be glad if you would send me a blueprint to

I have an old broken fire -proof

glass dish on hand and wonder if I could

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of

enclosed for the reply.

" I have built two or three sets recently
and they have all failed to work properly.
I attach a list of the parts I used and should

efficiency.

(1) Supply aren't diagrams of complete

across the winding, and earth the centre
tap of that. Special small adjustable components are available for this purpose and
are known as " hum-dingers." The resistance is generally between 20 and 50

Faulty Components

" I have noted that some modern parts'
are mounted on what looks like glass and
I have been told that this gives higher

YOUdetector unit for local -station reception, or a powerful superhet unit for general

" I have been experimenting for some work.

In any case you would have to

time and have hit on a scheme which I think include a detector stage and this would
is novel and offers some advantages. provide the output for feeding your
Instead of adopting the usual chassis form amplifier in the same way as a microphone
of construction I have tried the chassis or pick-up. We have described one or two
inverted. That is to say. the condenser and H.F. units in the past, and for general work

valve.
L. T. R. (Oswestry). The original component is

received.
G. H. M. (Standtow, Belfast).

You must use a

driver stage in the circuit in question. Do not try
to feed frOin the detector stage.
J. L. L. (S.E.11). We have no details of the set in
question, but we think it would be inadvisable to try

to modify it on the lines you suggest.
R. A. J. (Caernarvon). The details have now been
reprinted, and appeared in last week's issue.
J. A. (Fishponds, Bristol). We a. not, know of :tny
coils similar to those mentioned.
r/M.1

.111141.E.11.11 NIENNIMM4141MOMMOOMPIMME111.411

The coupon on page iii of cover must
be attached to every query.
N.1111141.1=1.14=WI....0.1.1MHIMMPO,Milot .4111.114/1101H:1

ELECTRADIX

LAT1KST PATENT NEWS
Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2. either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2s. each.
awiii.iiimmissFMM114=.110,1111.11.1..0.41.1INI111!01.1M.

NEW PATENTS
These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the
Official Journal of Patents and are published
by permission of the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Office. The Official Journal of

Patents can be obtained from the Patent

Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, price ls. weekly (annual subscription,
£2 10s.).

9289.-Cossor, Ltd., A. C., Stevens,

W. H., and Bedford, L. H. Therm ionic Valve Circuits. May
27th.

9426, 9427, 9428. -Fox, P. X. -Coil

winding machines. May 29th.
9256. -Keyser, N. -Clock -on wireless
set.

May 27th.

Co.,

Ltd., Beanland, C.P., and

9364.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Cockerell, C. S. -Inductance and
capacity trimmer unit. May 28th.
9214. -Page, H. -Wireless aerial sysantenna

9128.-Philco Radio and Television
Corporation. -Loop antenna circuits.

May 23rd.

9280.-Scophony, Ltd., and Dodington, S. H. M. -Supersonic wave
apparatus.

9160. -Slater, G. -Automatic gramophones.

May 24th.

May 27th.

Service Training Aids, etc., etc.
W.D. Marching Compass. jewelled,
COMPASSES.
course setter. etc. Mahogany case 3in. x 31n. x lin.. 101-.
W.D. Prismatic Watch type, brass case, floating card folding prism, 351-. Mariners 61n. Binnacle Boat Compass. portable, gimbal bases, etc.. 45/-. Kelvin Ship
Compass, pattern 14, liquid type. Mahogany case 10.110.
x 101in. X 71dn., BO', Plain 1 -in. pocket compass. 1/ post free.

PORTABLE

Smyth, C. N. -Focusing magnets
for cathode-ray tubes.
521490. -Thornton, A. A. (Philco

-Noise-limiting circuits for carcommunication

PHONES.

very soiled but serviceable and can
give immediate delivery. Pig -skin
cases, fitted morse key, mike and
phone. Portable Exchanges in wood
cases for 5 lines etc.
MORSE KEYS.
Service Keys
available are all soiled and well
used, and we have both Army and

521439.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and

rier -wave

FIELD

Service Field Phones are difficult
to get at the present time, stock is

Specifications Published.

Radio and Television Corporation).

Latest Patent Applications.

tems. May 25th.
9244. -Page, H. -Wireless
systems. May 25th.
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sys-

tems.

521589. -Thornton, A. A. (Philco
Radio and Television Corporation). -Noise -limiting devices for
use in electric transmission systems.

521408. -Standard Telephones and
Cables, Ltd., and Currey, J. C. -

Public address horn -type loudspeakers.

521409.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
Tedham, W. F. -Time -base circuits.

521522.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
Smyth, C. N. -Television systems. (Addition to 520235).
Printed copies of the full Published
Specifications only, may be obtained
from the Patent Office, 26, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the

uniform price of Is. each.

types.
We also have a
Service
Dummy Practice Keys, 3/, 1. T.X.
Practice Key on black moulded base, a good small key.
3'6. la, Long Bar Type Practice Key, T.X.2, with
cranked bar, 01. 2. Superior
model B.2, with
back
contact, a well finished key
on polished wood base, 7;6.
3, Operators' P.P. plated
pivot bar and terminals.
r.
mahogany base, 96.
4,
Type I.V. Superior ditto.
nickel -plated pivot bar and
fittings, on polished base,
1043.
TRAINING MORSE PRACTICE SET. Duplex
with Key Buzzer and Lamp for sound and visual 101-.
BUZZERS, small type, with cover, 1/6. Power Buzzers.
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature, 2,6.
Heavy Buzzers in Bakelite case, 3 6. Siemens Morse
Line Transinitters, with key and brass -cased Power
Buzzer, 1716. Magneto Exploders, 251-. Field Telegraph
Sets with Sounder, Relay and Galvo, etc.
PHONES. For use with buzzer morse. Single Earpiece
40 ohms, metal hook loop, with
cord. 1/3. Ditto D.3, 60 ohms.
with cord. 11. W.E. 1.000 ohms,
with cord. 2/-. 2,000 ohms Earpiece, with cord. 2/6.
L.R. DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
Pilot Signallers 120 ohms. Phones.
All leather headbands. with slide
adjustment chin strap and 4 ft.
cord. Comfortable. 311. Sullivan
120 ohms, Aluminium Headbands.
3,9, cords extra.
HIGH RESISTANCE AND
ARADIO PHONES. The most
> sensitive is the. adjustable
Brown's A. aluminium swivel
Navy

range of other keys.

P110 ii SiGN4LERft headband,
HEAD

between the valve and mirror so that a
larger image may be obtained.

NOteSfrom the

TeSt Bench

Marking Valyeholders*r
AT one time it was customary for

PHONES

4,000
35/6.
1,500 ohms, 21:6. 120 ohms, 17/6.
Cords, 19.
Headphones -

Various.
Second-hand Headphones. good. 2.000 ohms and 4.000 ohms, 5!-, 6 and
7 8. Western Electric, 2.000 ohms. 4,8, all with cords.
SIGNAL LAMPS by Aldis. for night and day use,
telescope sights, for tripod or hand. Heliographs Mark
V, with mirrors in leather case, mahogany tripod.
CRYSTAL SETS 7'6. In stock as previous adverts.
YOU MUST KEEP YOUR BATTERY PREPARED :

Charging on A.C. Mains. The NITNDAY will keep
your battery fit without attention.

N,A2 charge 2 volts I amp., 12/6.
some set makers to label the valve - Model
Model INIA6' Trickle, charge 6 volts i amp.. 1716.
N111611. Car Charger, charge 6 volts 1 amp., 24/,
holders on the receiver with the type of Model
Model N/8611 i Car Charger, charge 6 volts 1 i amps., 27/6,
N/C6:2. Car Charger, charge 6 volts 2 amps., 371-.
valve to be used. This is a good idea for Model
Magic -eye Tuner
Model N/D 121. H.M. Car Charger, 12 volts. 1 amp, 381-.
PETROL ELL:critic LIGHTING AND CHARGING.
WE have heard recently one or two the home constructor also, as it is possible
500 -watt single cyl
2 -stroke, water-cooled : mag.
ign. coupled to 50,70 volts,
cases where listeners have broken with modern valves to insert a valve in a
10 amps., shunt dynamo, 1,000
a valve or the connections to it. In each socket and the disposition of the pins may
r.p.m., £17 10s. Od.
A 150 -watt set on similar lines,
valve
will
be
damaged
be
such
that
a
case the valve in question was the magic 25/50 volts. 6 amps., £13.
2!. Kilowatt and other sizes .
ELECTRIC
WATER
eye tuner fitted to some commercial re- although not receiving excessive L.T.
PUMPS.
Mimi Centrifugal,
The
marking
should
preferably
supply.
120 gals. per hour. 72,6. Twin
ceivers by means of a horizontal fitting
Piston " R " Pumps, 200 gals.
which leaves the end of the valve projecting be made by means of small paper labels £6 17s. Gil. Complete with motor for any mains.
For A.C. or D.C. Pocket
slightly through a round escutcheon on the attached to the chassis or by means of TESTERS.
Tester Dix -Al Man ta " Bakelite case,
by 3in. Universal versatile highNormally this should be quite adhesive tape of the surgical type, marked 21in.
panel.
grade, moving -iron multi -range meter.
Three ranges of volts : 0-7.5 volts ;
with
ordinary
linen
marking
ink.
over
-zealous
but
apparently
satisfactory,
0-150 volts ; 0-300 volts.. 19/6 only.
FIELD.
Lineman's Q. I. & Calves.
cleaning has been responsible for pushing
Two ranges with three terminals for
circuit testing. In leather case, MI-.
Phase
Splitter
has
fallen
something
in
or
valve
the
Horizontal brass cased S Galvos. jewelled
7 6.
MANY listeners are using a push-pull movement,
against the front of the set and the valve
CELL TESTERS. Megger 3-0-3 moving coil. Aluminium
17/6.
output stage with R.C. coupling bodies,
has received a severe blow. This type of
ELLIOTT BATTERY 1.OAD TESTERS. Government
Model 100. Moving Coil Ammeter and graded rim.,
trouble may be overcome in a simple and for the input valve utilise a single 37/6.
MOVEMENTS. Full size, moving coil, P.M.
manner, and in fact the following idea is indirectly -heated triode, taking the output METER
for adapting home-made multi -range testers. For 3 in.

where this type of indicator is required.
The valve is mounted in the ordinary way

Whilst this
.from cathode and anode.
works very well, it will be found that an
improvement in quality and very often in

preferably towards the

gain and stability may be obtained by

or 4 in. dials. 51-t Post
ALUMINIUM FOIL 12 in. by 12 In., 9d. sheet.
MORSE INKERS Tape Strip Recorders : Dot -Dash or
Wheatstone, Cheap. Strip Hand Perforators. 16,
Paper Tape for Morse and Wheatstones, green or white.
6d. reel. Brass Tape Reels in mahogany case, 216.
5'- EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful

either case the bias resistance may be of

Stamped envelope must be enclosed Yoe Bargnie, LIst N

also

on

applicable

the chassis,

to

home-made

receivers

front. A small mirror is then mounted- at
an angle of 45 deg. above the valve and a
hole is cut in the panel and provided with
a slightly projecting screen so that the
reflection of the valve to pin the mirror
may easily be seen. An additional refinement is to mount a small magnifying lens

electrical and radio repair
using one of the double -triodes, either with stand-by
material and ap,,tratus, 10 lbs. for 5;-.
a single cathode or double cathode. In Post Free.

the single type included in the cathode

lead, the two cathodes being linked in the
double type of valve and earthed through
the single bias circuit.

1,115 reply to all enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
213 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
7', loll one

Con r al 4611

-
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Classified Advertisements

Externallicer

ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted for these columns

CONTROL PANELS

at the rats

2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

s

each paragraph), Series discounts of 5 per cent, for -13,

10 per cent. for 26 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

Controls both
internal and Ex-

ternal speakers
by slight angular movement

ALL communications should be addressed to the

Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

June 22nd, 1940

LISSEN 2v. screen -grid valves, 5.0.215 and S.G.2V,
4 6 each.

.41:0

LISSEN 2v. battery pentode, 4 -pin side terminal,
P.T.2A and P.T.225, 4/6 each.

of plug.

LISSEN 4v. mains screen grid A.C./S.G.,

5/11 each.
LISSEN 4v. mains output pentode A.C./P.T., 5/11 each.
LISSEN rectifier valve V650, 2/11 each.
ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 5 valve A.C. Latest

My:

PRICE

If

CABINETS
for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets
(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. 'Pd.: Pad. 5891.
A CABINET

Mallard valves T.H.4.B., V.P.4.B., T.D.D.4., Pen.

British Mechanical Productions, Ltd.,
1, Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey

"ENGINEERING
LITERATURE

OPPORTUNITIES"

Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post 6d.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho Street, London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

sh4 ws

repairs, British, American, any
24 -hour service, moderate prices. -Sinclair
make.
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
London, N.1.
LOUDSPEAKER

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers.

Cones/coils
Fields altered or wound. Prices

fitted or rewound.
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
Satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Bantam Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

GUARANTEE-" NO PASSDetails are given of
NO FEE."
over ISO Diploma Courses in all
branches of Civil, Mesh., Elec., Motor,
Aero, Radio, Television and Production Engineering, Draughtsmanship, Tracing. Inspection, Building, Government Employment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook to -day.
FREE .,nd post free. Men with radio knowledge

4.8-91 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11 each.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi -Q. Minimum
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. Two types. Boxed.
With knobs. 160 mnatil. List, 7,1. Our price, 3/- each.
20 mmfd. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
CONE speaker unit. Lissen. Complete with reed and

can obtain attractive posts in the Services.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

409. Shakespeare House.

17, 18, 19. Stratford Place, London. TV.1

chuck. Boxed, 1/- each.
PUSH-PULL switches. Lissen.
3 -point, 8d. each.

Special Rate For
Readers'
Wants' g

ROLA P.M. speakers.

Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. mode's, 5/6 each.
MAINS transformers.
Wearite.
Type R.C.1,
250-0-250v., 80 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/1
each. Type R.C.2, 350-9-350v. 120 tn.a., 4v. 2.5 amps.,
4v. 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type .11.C.3, 350-0-350v.

per word

150 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 5 amps.,
16/- each. Type R.C.4, 500-0.500v.150 nsa., 4v. 2 amps.,
4v. 2 amps., 4v, 2.5 ainps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.

(minimum 1/-) is charged for
readers' advertisements. Try

a paragraph for that ' want.'

All above are centre -tapped windings. Type R.C.5,
100 -watt auto transformer, 10041.0v., 200-250v.,
reversible, 12/6 each.
All transformers 200-250v
tapped primaries.

Send your advertisement with P.O. to :-Adaertise.
ment Manager, "Practical Wireless," Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,

NEW CHASSIS
the following
economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality
ARMSTRONG

CO.

recommending

reproduction.

Model AW38.-8-valve all,wave
adio-gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
ncluding 6 watts push-pull output. Price £8/8/0 ±
6% war increase.

RMSTRONG

Co. have many other models of equal
Interest, please write for catalogue, Gil. Post Free.
Armstrong

Armstrong Manufacturing Co., Wariters ltd., Hollows y,
London, N.5.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, P.M. and energised. 4in. to 14in. inseveral Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers,
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.
3,000

cluding

19-36 CALL-UP
Post coupon now for details of our
Home -Study Radio Courses and learn
how you can qualify for better pay in a

Fairfax House, High Holborn, W.C.I.
1
(Post in unsealed envelope, 10. stamp.)
Please send full details of your Postal Tuition
NAME

ADDRESS
_I

WE SUPPLY LATEST MODELS OF

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S

Radio Map of the World enables you to

locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30" 2 colour heavy
Art Paper, 4/6, Net 6d. Limited supply on Linen, i0/6,
post 6d. "%VEBB'S Radio Globe -superb 12" full colour model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount. Post Paid. 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho Street, London, \V.1. Phone:' Gerrard 2089.

American 4 -5 -6-

Loctals, 10d. each.

1 WATT resistances, Polar N.S.F., 4d. each ; 3/9 dozen.
All sizes up to 2 meg,
VOLUME CONTROLS. American C.T.S., finest made,
divided spindles. Length 2k". With switch 2,000,
5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and
1 meg., 2/11 each. Wire wound, 5 watt (less switch),

each.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

_

CHASSIS mounting valve -holders.
7 -pin, 4d. each. Octals, Ø. each.
7-ptn English type, 3d. each.

2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 ohms,

wireless section of the Army or Air Force.

P.6.

5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.

350-0-350v., 65

N.' our readers have a stock of
sorplus components. A reI d.

Latest type, 71- cone with

.

'1.1 probably secure it. Many

duced rate of

2 -point, 4d. each.

power and pentode transformer. Boxed. 15/- each.
MAINS transformers. Plessey. 350-0-350v., 90 ma.,
4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 8/6 each.
MAINS transformer.
G.E.C. American windings,

If you require a special component or a replacement coil
-a classified advertisement

range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

Code Courses. "Book of Facts" Free. -

A.M.I.W.T.,

qua litications. WE

,-

FULL

WIRELESS

valve -holders. Lissen
Baseboard and chassis, 5- and 7 -pin, 10d. and 1/- each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen Hi -Q. 250
D.C. working. Moulded case with feet .1 mfd. and
1 mfd., 6d. each.
ROTARY COIL UNIT. Lissen Hi -Q. Four -band front

A.M.I.R.E. and similar

FREE

Medium wave 200-560 metres. Long wave 800-2,200
metres. Size of chassis, 141in. long, 7fin. deep, height
overall, Sbin, Controls, tuning at side. Volume on/oft
at side, wave -change, provision for pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, 84/17/6. Special Speaker,
1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.
ULTRA SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi -Q.
inductance, 100 microhenries. Boxed, list 2/-. Our
price, 1/- each.
ULTRA SHORT and short-wave double wound low resistance choke. Lissen Hi -Q, resistance less than
.05 ohms. Boxed, list, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic

A.M.I.E.E.,A.M.I.A.E.,

MORSE EQUIPMENT

MORSE TRAINING

Handbook

the easy way to

secure
A. M. I. C. E.,
A . IA . I .
Mech.E.,

208PAGES

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

unique

-Chi.

American Amateur Relay League

NEW Edition.

Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/-, post 6d. 1940 Jones Handbook
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of

A.4., L.W., 4/350v. -Ranges : short wave 16-48 metres.

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS ON
EASY TERMS

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST &
TERMS. PROMPT DELIVERY. CARE. PAID.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
" wiNDEN," ARDINGLY RD.,BALCOMBE,
SUSSEX (Evacuation Address).

2/8

24 MFD. can type electrolytics, 450v. working, 1/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, type R.('.D. Drop through.

Capped, 250/350v. 100 ma., CIT. 4v. 6 amps., 4v. 2.5
amp. Wire -ends, 10/6 each.
SPEAKER

transformers, pentode output, 3-4 ohm.

matching, 2/6 Bach.

B.I. wire -end type, bias electrolytics, 50 mfd., 12v.,
1/6 each. Ditto, 50 mfd., Sov., 2/- each.
TUBULARS wire -end, non -inductive paper condensers.
All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 dozen.

8.1.8 x 8 mfd., 550v. working. Cardboard electrolytics,

3 6 each. Ditto, 16 x 8 mfd., 4/8 each. Ditto. 8 mid.
ni altars, 2/- each. Ditto, 4 mfd. tubulars, 1)9 each,
Ditto 2 mfd. tubulars, 300v. working, 1/3 each.
All orders must include sufficient postage to cover.
Hours of business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays ; 9 a.m.-

1 p.m. Saturdays.

PLEASE WRITE YOUR

ADDRESS
LETTERS.

IN

BLOCK

WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER EN-

ACCOMPANIED
BY
FULL
POSTAGE (2'.d.).
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

QUIRIES

UNLESS

June 22.nd, 1940
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
COUIPHONE Radio, Ornakirk.

Collars) A.C. Motors,

12in. limitable, 27/0. Radiogram Units, 45/-. High
quality crystal pickups, 25/-. Rola G.12 speakers,
energised, 52/0. 4; 12 P.M., 65/, Guaranteed American
valses, 403 ea. Oct al, 5/6. M. stamp for lists.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO. FOR BARGAINS, SEE
LAST WEEK'S ISSUE.- LONDON CENTRAL RADIO,
23, LISLE STREET, W.C.2. GERRARD 2969.

Brand new 1939(40 models,
well-known best makes, makers' sealed cartons, with
guarantees, at less 30%-40% below listed prices ; also
B ANKRUPT Bargains.
Midgets, portables.

Send 21d. stamp for lists.-

Radio Bargains, Dept. l'.W., 201-3, Lichfield Road,
Aston, Birmingham.

D EMO " Pocket Two" midget dry battery receiver.
£2/15/0. ideal for present conditions. Send for details,
-Warwick Road, Clacton, Essex.

iii

PREMIER RADIO
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY -OPERATED
KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorperat ing the Premier 3 -Band 5.\\ . Coil. 11-S6
Met Fes Slit nut evil chase Mg. Each It il is complete

3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel mut 11,4% (4111 -ill
Coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave thiporhet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.G. Suporbet Converter
Kit
..
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Shert-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

20/23/26/3

29/-

Radio's Bargains.
ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
Paled
of
useful Components, comprising Cos 51&users, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/, 5/- per parcel.
Electrolytic
151- Service Man's component Kit.
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular.
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying Case, tr x 7' x 7",
151- the Kit.
Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
211Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve

An A.C. version of the popular Premier Short Wave

ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/6. Crystal Sets,
bit) ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
Crystals, 61. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 941. " P.O."
Microphones on Stand, for use with any receiver, 5/-;
Teleen W349 Iron -core Midget D.R. Culls 5/6 ; Morse
Tapping keys, 3/-; Buzzers, 1/6.
2/- Tool or instrument Carrying Cases, ex Govern-

;

ment Stock. Wood tr x x r, 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Unto Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.

803 Kit. Complete Kit of Parts with drilled

RADIOGRAM, geo4I toile and working order, also all -

wave table receiver. Must be good and reasonable
price.-Roberts, Rural Structures, Amersham.
S TY. B.T.S. Trophy S.W. 'three, E2 159. Illy. straight
S.W. Three, 20s. ---S, lietford St., London, N.1.

Built, up nn metal chassis set.,

S.T.900

P.C. with arm,

Standard 8.8. Model with
arm, 29/5. P.U. head only, De Luxe Model, 19/6.
ROLA MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, complete with
Transformers, 61in. P.M. 12/0. Sin. P.M. 16/6.
loin. P.M. 22/6. (112 Y.M. 55/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.
All brand new and Guaranteed.
19/6.

Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,

120 in.a. 6.3 v,; 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps, C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
75
5 v. 2 mops., 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6/6
each. Input 100-260 v., 300-300 v. 00 in.a. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/11. Output 325-325 v. 180
111.0., 5 v. 2-3 snaps., 6.3 v. 2-4 amps., 12/6.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and

ready for use. To charge 2 volts at § amp., 11/9;
0

volts at j amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/5;

12 volts at 1111111., 24,1; 6 volts at 2 amps., 36/6.
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., 1.1'. Typvs,
A.G. ILL, A.C. L., A.C./8.G., A.G. V.-M.S.G.,
A.C. H.P , A.C. V.H.P. 15 -pint, all 5 3 each.
A.C. H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (7 -pin!, 7 6. A.C.'PensOct. Freq. Changers,
I.H., 7 6 A.G. P.X.4, 7 3
Double Diode Triodes, 7 G ; 250 v. F.W.
86
500 v. F.W. Rect., 6 6 ; 13 v..2 amps.
;
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5 6 ; H.F. Pen, and Var.Rect., 5 6

Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triod,s, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8.6 (!!!! h.
6/6 each.

metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-4;3, 38-S1i metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11.

3 -vat

S.T.700, as specified, built up on panels, with valves,
1:311010, new. Eliminator for 700, 30/-. Speaker, 15/-.
-Wm. Lawley, Highlands Rd., Runcorn.
Somerset.

COMPLETE Specified S.'r. 900.

lost paid.

Genuine bargain.-Barrett, Frost Street,

Cooktitld, Durham.

Coil units, I.F. Transformers, Gang Condensers, Dual Range Short -Wave
Coil, 'rapped Pentode, Smoothing, ILI% and L.F.
Chokes, ('lass 11, Driver, L.F. Transformers, 2 -volt
CONSTRUCTOR'S

surplus.

Valves, D.U. Avominor. Sell cheap.
23, Forbes Street, Aberdeen.

Write : Crolla,

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
H.A.C." one -valve Short-wave Receiver, famous
for over 5 years, now available in kit form ; complete
kit. of precision components, accessories, full instructions, 12/6, post Oil., no soldering necessary ; descrip-

tive folder free on request.- A. L. Bacchus,
llartington Road, S.W s.

109,

WM ../...0.10,011M.0.0/1 1.IIIINIM,11.11111/.011.11.11111,0111M1..S.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
This con pen is available until June 20th, 1;740,

! and must accompany all Queries and Innis. I
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 22/6/1040.
ISisisissisississ.1./O4.0m1140.1141M104111/.4011,0404.11111.41111.1).ii

SKY CHAMPION wanted, must be good condition

and reasonable price.-Moore, Bask Street, Hadfield,
Manchester.

BOOKS

with circuit.

YOU need this war atlas when you read the newspapers
or listen to the wireless bulletins. " Newnes Compre-

hensive War Atlas" will make the progress of the
conflict understandable in all its aspects. 8 pages of
war maps, Including the Scandinavian countries,
Western Front, Balkans, and all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
With war strengths of the Armies, Navies, and Air
Forces of the Nations.-Of all newsagents and booksellers, Is. 6(1, net, or by post Is. Od. from the Book
Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., 'rower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
KNOW

what to 410 before the doctor comes.-Learn

from the flew book, " First A id For The Householder,"
and your knowledge.may be the means of saving a life.

Deals in simple language with all kinds of injuries
and their treatment, war -gases, shock, and the miner

ailments of everyday life. Clearly illustrated. -Of all booksellers, is. nil. net, or by post ls. lid. from
the Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltil., Tosser
House, Southampton Street. Strand, London, 111.C.2.

On the Official Admiralty List-Recom-

mended to Wireless Operators in
Navy

the

Full and Half -Wave Rectifiers,

Kit A. With 11.T.11.
Phones, (only 3 months used). Value 75/, accept 47/0.

Eliminator, with

WANTED

;

;

;

GIVE components, including valves, for Guitar. State
requirements.-Stevens, 10, Everett Close, Wells,

in perfect order, new, with valves, 63/0/0.

YOUNG MEN (15-20 years) urgently needed to train
as _Radio Officers for the Merchant Navy; military
exemption obtainable ; short training period ; low
fees ; boarders accepted. Write or call for full particulars. Wireless College, Callnore, Southampton,
or Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.

13-170 metres, 4 valves and full instructions and

circuits, t4/10. Completely wired and tested,
15/10/-. Bend for full details.
ROTHERMEL PIEZO
SPECIAL OFFER.
New Junior
BRUSH CRYSTAL PICK-UPS.

TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
iu stock.
Standard tubes 5,5 each. Octal Base
tubes, 8/5 each.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mine,
1 9; 25 Dime, 1/10; 40 mule, 2/-; 100 must.,
2 3 ; 760 mud., 2,7 ; 2.50 riot., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/- each,

Speaker, Blue Spot, 15/,
tapping for the .900, 38/,

PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio television, test
equipment design, trade -test coaching for R.A.F.
posts, I.P.R.E. and 1.W.T. exams. ; booklet free.Secretary, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, W.4.

chassis, all components, Plug-in Coils covering

1

READERS' BARGAINS

TUITION

2-

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

85/-, 21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
.1 and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.

Reduced subscripi, vs during war. Details and " T and It Bulletin "
I. -.--.10, Ashrldge Gardens, Lomit], 51.13.

Valve Kit, 22,6.

VAUXHALL-All goods previously advertised are

Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value

RADIO Society of Great Britain.
t

iliantams, and 2 -volt valves.

It it I, all 1,11111.tAlil'Ill

still available ; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 163s, Strand, W.C.2.
SOUTHERN

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150

PREMIER Morse Practice Key on Bakelite Base
and Brass Mnvianent, 3/3,
GENERAL PURPOSE Morse Key, 6/10.
HEAVY DUTY IA Key on Cast Base, 10/ -

BAKELITE BUZZERS, 1/9.
COMPLETE KIT of Parts for Valve Oscillator as
" Learning Morse," 25/-.
des, bed is

CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS, 50{)v. working,

4 mi. or 8 inf., 1/9; 5±8 nsf., 3/6; 50 raf. 12 v.,
1/5 ; 25 mf. 25 v., 1/2 ; 50 mf. 50 v., 2/-.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100: I
Ratios, 4/3.
LISSEN Dual Range Screened Coils, medium and
long waves, 2/9 each.

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/ please add 6(1. postage. All enquiries must be
accompanied by 2141. stamp.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
111 PAGES .. . PRICE 6d. plus rialifage, 2jd.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilea Works, 167
Lower tlapton Road, London, E.5..Lush, (-,t 472:
CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Central 2833
50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macadam 2381...

THE

OUTLINE OF
WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER
Covers the whole theory and practice
of Wireless Reception. Deals with
Matter and Energy, Electrified Matter,

Electronic Contents, Magnetism and
Electro-Magnetism, Batteries and
Accumulators, Wireless Communication and Broadcasting, Modern
Wireless Signals, Wireless
Receiving Circuits, Wireless Measur-

Valves,

ing Instruments, etc.

832 pages.

Over 500 illustrations.

10/6 NET
From all Booksellers, or Ey post I11- from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

" PRACTICAL WIRELESS "

INDOOR MODEL
RAILWAYS
(HO and 00 Gauges)

By E. W. TWINING
(With a Foreword by F. J. CAMM, Editor of Practical W:. Jess)
is a striking opportunity for all model
railway enthusiasts to obtain a comprehensive, lavishly illustrated standard work on the

HERE

subject at half the published price ! The author is
one of the best known model railway experts, and
his book deals with scales and dimensions, electric
traction motors, reversing gear, modelling prototypes, motor mechanisms, carriages, waggons, third rail and two -rail systems, etc. It contains 126 specially
prepared drawings and photographs.
Send

in the Order Form below at

once.

Supplies of this book are strictly limited, so
hurry if you wish to take advantage of this
bargain offer.

This fully illustrated 5/- book is offered only to
readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS at the
special price of

216

(Plus sixpence only for packing and postage)

POST THIS ORDER FORM WITHOUT DELAY
To The Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
Please send me INDOOR MODEL RAILWAYS at the special price of
216 plus 6d. for postage and packing.
I

enclose P.O. value 3s. No

NAME
ADDRESS

P.W. 22.6.40.
George Newnes, Ltd.

Published every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2., and Printed in England
by THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10, Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand GORDON &
GOTCH, LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rates including postage : Inland 23s. 105. per annum, lis. Ild. for stx
months'; Abroad 21s. 8d. per annum, 10s. lid, for six months. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
MANUAL P.W. CONDITIONS
OF SALE AND SUPPLY.-This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written
consent of the publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full retail price of 4d. ; and that
it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or affixed to or as part of any
RADIO
TRAINING

.1.

publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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CONTROL OF SELECTIVITY-See page 315
A
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* PRACTICAL TELEVISION *
gontehtia
Valve Standardisation
Differential Condensers

Thermion's
Commentary

The Control of
Selectivity and Quality
Practical Hints

A Remote Control
Device

Quick -fire Servicing

Readers' Letters
Radio Service Work is Booming ! Get a Good Job with the Knowledge in this Important Book!

PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL F. J. ZAMM
6/- NET

A complete and up-to-date guide invaluable to all whose work concerns the tracing of
faults and the effecting of repairs to all types of wireless receivers. Over 200 Illustrations.
From all booksellers, or hp post 6/6 from the Publisher, GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W .0
ADVT.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

No, of

Dote of Issue Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.

..

1937 Crystal Receiver

The " Junior " Crystal Set

-

..
.. 27.8.38

PW71
PW04

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
;se -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

-

..
..
The " Pyramid " One -valuer (HF
Pen)
..
..
..
..
II -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
eginners' One -valuer ..

PW31A
PW85

19.2.38
27.8.38

-

Blueprint, is.
The Signet Two (U & LF)
.. 24.9.38
Three -Valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
Seleetone Battery Three (I), 2 LF
(Trans))

.

PW93

Two -valve :

--

Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
(RC & Trans))
Leader Three (SG, IL Pow)
..
Summit Three (RV Pen, D, Pen)

All pentode Three (HF Pen, D
.. 29.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
.

Hall -Mark Three (SO, D, Pow) ..
Hail -Mark Cadet (D, IF, Pen (RC)) 10.3.35
F. J, Camm's Silver Souvenir (111'
Pdn, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave
Three)

13.4.35

-

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westeetor, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (I), 2 LF
(RC))

.

The Monitor (BE Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
'the Centaur 'three (SG, B, P) ..
F. J. Canon's Record All -Wave
..
Three (H8' Pen, I), Pen)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
..
2 LF (RC & Trans)

The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,

PW1.0

PW34A
PW35
PW37
PW39
PW41
I'W48

5.6.37

F. J. Camas 2 -valve Superhet
Mains Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.

£5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superbet (Three -valve) ..
Universal £5 Superbet (Three.

PW43
PW42

F. J. Carom's A.C. Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Canon's Universal £4 Super -

PW 59

..

valve)

PW44

" Qualitone " Universal Four ..

16.1,- 37

PW51

PW53
PW55
PW 61

21.3.36
14.8.37

PW62
PW04

31.10.36

PW69

18.2.39

PW72

PW60
PW73

Four -valve : Double -sided Blueprint, ls. 6d.

Push Button 4, Battery Model
)
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model.. f
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One -valuer

PW95

Battery

Operated.

.. 23,12.39

-

Blueprints, le. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
'the " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(H (HE Pen), Pen)
27.8.38
Two -valve :

Three -valve :

Blueprints, 1s. each.

-

Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW49

PW40
PW52

(SG, I), Pow)

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) ..
The Band -Spread

S.W.

(I1F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

Three

..

1.10.38

PW88

PW01.

Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable

PW30A
PW63
PW68

PW65

(SG, D, Pen)

Four -valve :

3.6.39

Blueprint, Is.

-

" Imp " Portable 4 (Li, LF, LF
(Pen))

PIN 77

PW 86

..

PW82

Three (HF, Det., Pen)
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
..
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Canon's " Sprite " Three
(HF Pen, 1), Tet)
The " Hurricane "All -Wave Three
..
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
1'. J. Camm's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, 1) (Pen), Tet)

28.8.37

PW78

22.1.38

PW84

28.3.38

PW87

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

30.4.38

PW80

Four -station Crystal Set ..

3.9.38

PW92

F. J. Canon's Oracle All -Wave

Four -valve :

CI. B)

Blueprints, Is. each.
1.5.37
8.5.37

..

..

Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push -Pull)

..

..

..

'

--

I', J. Carom's " Limit " All -Wave
.. 26.9.36
Four (HF Pen, 1), LF, P)
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (IIF Pen, I)
..
.. 12.2.38
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
.. 3.9.38
HF Pen, D, Pen (SIC))..
Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
..
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
..
A.C.-D.C. Two (SO, Pow)

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
..
_
..
(I), Pow)..

Three -valve :

Blueprints, 1s. each.

Double -Diode -'Triode Three (HY
..
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
..
D.C. Ace (SG D, Pen) ..
_
A.C. Three (SAL D, Pen) ..

A.C. Leader (HF Pen, I), Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HI' Pen, I), Pen)
Unique (HI' Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, 1),

..
Pen)
F. J. Carom's A.C. Ali -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
" All -Wave " A.C.

1,F (RC))

'three (0, 2

A.O. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, Hi
..
Pen, Westector, Pen) ..

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
..
..
Pen, I), Pen) ..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

A.C. Fury Four (S(1, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D,
..
Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark (1IF Pen, D.,

-

Push -Pull)

..
..

..
_

..

Universal Hall -Mark (BF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)

Blueprints, 6d. each.

-----

7,1.39

-

-

PW4
PW 11

PW17
PW:34B
PW34C

PW46
PW67
PW83
1'W90

PW18
PW31
PW19
PW2,3

PW25
PW29
PAV35C

PW3513

PW36A
PW38
PW50
PW54

SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.

B.B.C. Special One-valver

--

23.7.38

1934 Crystal Set
150 -mile Crystal Set
STRAIGHT

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P) ..
.
Fury Four (2 SG, I), Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

Nueleon Class B Four . (SG, 1)
..
..
(SO), LF, Cl. 13)..

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, is.
S.W. Coeverter-Adapter (1 valve)

Battery
.

Melody Ranger Two (1), Trans.)..
Full -volume Two (SO det, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor (1), Pen)..
..
..
A Modern Two-valver ..

..
£5 5s. 8.0.3 (SO, I), Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, 1), Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three : De Luxe Version
(SO, D, Trans)
.
..
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

19.5.34

--

Trans) _
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, I), Pen).. June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
..
Oct. '33.
Pen)
" W.114."

1934

-

Standard Three

--

(SG, D, Pen) ..
£3 Is. Three (SO, D, Trans)
.. Mar, '34
1935 £6 Os. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen)
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)

_

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.

65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
21i8' Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

..
..

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Class B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

Aug. '33

The Auto Straight Four (11F Pen,

PW45

AW388
AW4321
AW
WM409

AW422

PW70

PW47

AW387

A W412

.
LF, Trans)
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D., 2 LF) Feb. '35

PW34D

AW427
AW444
AW450

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

PW56

PW20

PW48A

Operated.

---

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

The H.K. Four (SG, 50, 1), Pen)

HF Pen, DDT, Pen) ..

-

.. Apr. '36

Five -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Trans)
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG; I), LF,
Class B)
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B)

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless Magazine.

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

of the blueprint. and the issue (stamps over 6(.I.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,
Consoeleetric Two (D, I'en) A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (1), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

AW435
AW437
W M271

WM327
WM337

AW 403

WM286
WM394

Home Lover's New All -Electric
Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.

AW383

D, Pen)

WM374

Mantovani A.C. Three (HI", Pen,
15s.

.

1936. A.C. Radiogram

(11F, D, I'en)
Jan. '36
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. July '33

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (III'
Pen, D, LF, P)

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve

indicates that the issue is out of print.
Practical Wireless (issues dated.prior to June
1st, 1940)
4d. Post Paid
(Issues dated
June 1st,
1940, and after)
5d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
4d.
Wireless Magazine
314
The index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the des-

£15

PW38A

4.12.37

2 LF (RC & Trans))

..

PW76

S UP ER HE TS.

Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. each.

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some Oases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number

May '35

SUPER H ETS.

-

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior
..

'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -Waver ..

.

.

PORTABLES.
Four -valve": Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

D, LF,
..
..
D, RC,
SO,

..

Tyers Portable (SG, P, 2 Trans)

_

..

WM386

W114395
W114407

WM379

WM359
WM366

AW393
AW447

---

D.,

WM329

WM375

Oct. '35

. June '36

1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)
Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. 64. each.
Jr eptode Super Three A.C.
.. May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super A.C.

Holiday Portable (SO,
_
Glass B) _
Family Portable (HF,
Trans)
Two II I' Portable (2
(020 ..
..

WM401

VVM363

WM367
Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
S.W. 0 ne-valver for America .. 15.10.38
AW429
Rome Short -Waver
AW 452
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SC, det,

-

Pen)
.. Feb. '36
Horne -made Coil Two (D, Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls.feach.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
,
RC, Trans)

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen) .
.. 30.6.34

The Carrier Short -waver (SC, D, 1') July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(111' Pen, D, RC, Trans)
--Empire Short -waver (SO, D, RC,

-

-waver
(SO, D, LF, P)
.. 22.7.30
Superhet: Blueprint, Is. 6d.
Simplified Short-wave Super
.. Nov. '35
Stal:ralanrsil

WM402
AW440

AW355
AW438
WM330

AW436
WM313
WM383
WM397

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,

..
..
..
-..
..
..
..
Harris Eleetrogram battery am..
..
..
WM350WM399
..
-..
..
..
-..
WM351
WM354

WM371
WM389
WM39:3
WM396

..

Pen) A.(1.

" W AL" Long -wave Converter .
Three -valve :

13.1.40

Emigrator (SC, I), Pen) A.C.
Four -valve :

AW453
WM380

Blueprint, Is.

WM352

Blueprint, Is. ed.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SO, D, RC, Trans)

WM391

MISCELLANEOUS.

WM400

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

AW370
AW421

Ent Iiiisiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)

6(1.)

Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
(1/6)
..

wAWm3279

WM387

'

.

WM331

Radio Unit (2v.) for W111392 (IF)

WM381
WM384

De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (1/-)
..
. Mar. '30
New style Short-wave Adapter

Nor. '35

WM392
WM398

gluier (1/-)

WM404

.

(1/.)

Trickle Charger (6M.)

A W462
AM/456

Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (1/-)

WM320
WM344
W114340

NV M403

WM388

,

13.16.11).L.C. .Short-7,ave Converter
er
(1/-)
Wilson Tone *Master (1/-)
.. June '36

..-

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con,.
verter (1/-)
..

AW457

W51406
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Simplified Valves
THE beginner may justly be excused

some doubts concerning the wisdom
of manufacturers supplying such a wide
range of valves. In the early days there

were only a few types, and they were easily
distinguished by references to indicate their
main application. With improvements in
circuit design various novel types of valve

were introduced, many of which have
ceased to exist, but a number are still

Au Drapeau

Old Favourite, New Name

AREVIVAL of the programme called
GIVEN the title " Nippit Fit and Clippit
Fit," few people would say they had
" Au Drapeau," which was broadcast at the end of April, will be produced even heard of the story. Yet it is really one
by Denis Johnston on Jpne 29th. It con - of the most famous tales in the world, for
this is the Scottish version of Cinderella,
which has been retold by March Syke and
will be read by Christine at the beginning
of the Children's Hour on June 27th. For
Sassenachs " Nippit Fit and Clippit Fit"

may be literally translated as Nipped
Foot and Clipped Foot," which explains

in existence. To add to the confusion tho
various makers use different references so
a given alternative. In America this has
been overcome by using a common refer-

the whole story. In the same programme,
another of Helen Drever's " Songs' of the
Clans " will be heard. This time she is dealing with Clan Scott, another of those which

specification to quote a type 45 and the
constructor can use any make he desires
with the knowledge that it will have the

Scotland. It includes some of the best songs
and stories of the Scottish Border
country, including " Blue Bonnets over the
Border ' and the story of " Muckle
Mou'ed Meg."

that it is not a simple matter to decide

do not belong purely to the Highlands of

ence for all types, irrespective of the maker.
Thus there is an R.C.A. 45, or a Raytheon 45
or a Sylvania 45, and it is only necessary in a

corre _-t specification. Readers will re mem be r

recently an attempt to simplify matters in

Oscar Rabin and His Romany
Dance Band

this country by the introduction of a special
valve to suit any stage in a receiver, but it
is obvious that there is a growing need for
a simplification in the valve classification,
either by a limitation in types or a standardi sation in reference numbers. In this issue
we give details of a proposal which has been

'OSCAR RABIN and his Romany Dance
Band will be the " Band of the Week"
beginning June 30th, and it is hoped that all

made by the British Institution of Radio
Engineers on the subject.

Gloria Brent, the attractive singer who is often
heard on the air with various famous bands.

Literary Productions
THE B.B.C. announces that on July 8th
the first instalment of a serial version
of Rupert of Hentzau" will be broadcast
in the Home Service. It has been adapted
from Anthony Hope's book by Hugh
Stewart. Charles Mason will play Rupert ;
Edana Romney Princess Flavia ; Sebastian Shaw doubles the King and Rudolph
Rassendyll, Frederick Lloyd is Colonel
Sapt and Ronald Simpson Fritz. von

Tarlenheim. 011July 1 1 th, in the Children's
Hour, " The Prisoner of Zenda " in

a new adaptation by Barbara Sligh will
have the first of a series of weekly
episodes.

THE Three College Boys, who are students
1 at a Glasgow Medical School and who,
instead of working, sing their way through

something of the spirit and tradition behind

the army and how it is run and maintained both in peace and war.

Editorial and Advertisement OSices :

Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in

" caught out," by the clever cross-question-

ing of a police inspector and a police sergeant
in disguise. The play is written by Peter

Telegrams :

T

Franklin and will be produced by Peter
Creswell.
=

Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only, and should i
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

1

the Editor does not hold himself responsible for
manuscripts, every effort will be made to return

them, if
i enclosed.

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

;,

no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is

guest concert with the Quintette of the Hot

Adele Astaire and Cole Porter.

programmes on July 2nd, but at a slightly

WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
readers in touch with the latest developments, we give

Carmichael and Dave Goldberg (guitar).
While on holiday in France, they gave a
champagne from two celebrities present,

return to the Home Service and Forces

All correspondence intended for the

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of

programme on June 28th, with Harry

specifically reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
i

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are

therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRE t LESS incorporates " Amateur Wireless."

Return of " Crime Magazine rr
AFTER more than a month in which to
take stock, " Crime Magazine " will

a stamped and addressed envelope is

Editor should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL

t

" Three in a Bar "
AMYSTERY play entitled " Three in a
Bar," to be broadcast on June 27th,
has for its setting an old-fashioned public house bar parlour. A mock trial, arranged
by three customers in the parlour, leads to

the apprehension of a murderer, who is

" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.

college, will take part in a short variety

Club of France, and their performance
earned congratulations and a maguum of

Palmer will play the novachord.

sista of a " review " of the French Army
and listeners will hear a portrayal of

t contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst

College Rhythm

the regular solo vocalists will be heard,
including Harry Davies, Beryl Davies,
Diane, and Garry Gowan ; and that Eddie

r;

I

later hoUr in the evening. It is expected that
practically all the features which were
included at the end of the first series will be
retained.
Ex -Detective Inspector Jack
Henry, late of New Scotland Yard, will again

be heard in a further series of adventures

based on incidents of real life ; Billy Milton
will appear in " Meet the Arrow," a series of
detective occasions written by Ernest

Dudley ; and Bill Maclurg will again be in
charge of the feature.
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Suggested Valve Standardisation
Some Interesting Proposals which Have Been Put Forward by
the British Institution of Radio Engineers
THERE have been many suggestions

Such features as automatic inter -station are at present being manufactured in this

in the past for a standardisation noise suppression, automatic volume country, to the detriment of other glassware
and limitation in the number of control, post demodulator, automatic export.

Many interesting schemes volume level maintainer, would, with the
have been formulated, and the standard- incorporation of these three types, be
valve types.

isation committee of the British Institution included without difficulty, thereby proving
of Radio Engineers have recently published of sales advantage in the home and export

a report which has been submitted to the field.
Ministry of Supply, Ministry of Labour and
The scheme envisages all receivers as
the Service departments regarding a scheme A.C./D.C. supply types, thus entirely
proposed by Mr. J. A. Sargrove. It is eliminating the need for mains transformers
claimed by the B.I.R.E. that adoption of and, in the case of the smaller sets, also
the proposals set out would enable the eliminating the smoothing choke, thereby
Radio Industry to :
saving a considerable amount of high -quality
transformer (or Swedish) iron and copper
1. Satisfy home demand

A Summary of Discussion of the
Objections to Mr. J. A. Sargrove's

Proposals
1. The standardised component parts
suggested do not affect the ultimate per-

formance of receivers or impose limits on
the design of specialised receivers; the

resultant performance of the suggested
design can be confirmed by independent

(former important source -Belgium).
but
Adoption of these three types would, it is
2. Increase export trade.
3. Make available for other important estimated, solve 70 to 80 per cent. of the
highly -skilled market requirements for radio receivers.
industries
many
technicians such as tool makers
Type " D "
and jig and tool designers.
A battery valve type, analogous to
4. Save a considerable amount of raw
material which is now absorbed Type " A," having 1.5 volt 0.05 amp.

and qualified Radio Engineers.

5. Make good some of the

receiver valves absorbed by the Radio

unnecessarily.

essential import material.

loss of

6. Alleviate difficulty in Radio Servicing.

It should be noted that the first step

2. The scheme will provide the Radio

Manufacturer and Designer with
adequate but limited number
components.

an
of

3. The technical objection that certain

specialised apparatus

will still require
specialised types of valves is undeniable.
but does not materially affect the scheme,

filament. Its functions are identical to since of the ten to twelve million radio

Type " A."

Type " E "

Receiver Industry, well over 80 per cent.
are used in sets in which the five specified

Analogous to Type " B," but having a types of valves could be satisfactorily
The other 20 per cent. is made up
Types " D " and " F. " can be used to of Replacement Valve business which, if
6.3 volt 0.3 amp. valves. This range, fulfil the majority of requirements outside the above proposed scheme is put into
including its higher voltage companion the field of utility of Types " A," " B " and effect, could be easily satisfied for the next
types, consists of a mere twenty types as " C," but two or three of the additional eighteen months to two years from the
against the formidable list of types at existing 1.5 valves would also be required existing available stocks of diverse types.
present available, which approaches 1,000 in the initial stages of the scheme.
4. The specialised types of valves
different types.
The ultimate national production of the manufactured have always been less than
towards achieving the ideal is the immediate centre -tapped 2.8 volt 0.05 amp. filament. used.

all-round adoption of the existing range of

The scheme in its final form is essentially proposed five types of valves would actually 10 per cent. of the normal Receiver Valve
based around five specific types of valves, aid the valve manufacturing industry by business, and the adoption of the scheme
as follows :
ultimately eliminating " frozen " stocks of put forward will undoubtedly expedite
diverse types while similarly aiding pro- production of the specialised types which
Type " A "
duction on the restricted amount of may still be required for the Defence
This is a screened triode-hexode of the material now available, for home and Departments, the B.B.C. and the G.P.O.
type in which the first grid of the hexode particularly export trade.
This is important in view of the following Summary
is common with the triode -grid, having an
indirectly -heated cathode and a 6.3 volt essential imports :
Pure nickel: Scandinavia and U.S.A.
Consideration and development of these
0.3 amp. heater.
Pure molybdenum : main sources proposals by a technical committee repreIn addition to its customary use as a
U.S.A.
senting the industry will undoubtedly
frequency changer, such a valve can also
Eliminating two hundred odd types of contribute to our occupying a more
be used as an R.F. variable -mu amplifier ;
a variable -mu I.F. amplifier and diode for glass bulb shapes which, owing to cut-off influential position in the world market
A.V.C. ; as a demodulator diode and as a supplies from Belgium and Czechoslovakia, both now and after the war.
controlled

variable -mu

A.F.

amplifier,

tetrode or triode ; as a two -input circuit

iMiNIMnipt.MEri.lari .11p1

mixer and, of course, also as any constituent

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS

part of the above combinations.

Type " B "

A universal output tetrode valve of the

type capable of working at 100 screen

voltage having an indirectly -heated cathode
with a 25 -volt 0.3 amp. heater.

Type " C "

A two -system rectifier of the type in

which all electrodes are brought out
indirectly -heated
having
separately,

cathodes with a 25 -volt 0.3 amp. heater.
Receivers designed on the use of these

three types could equal any receiver at
present available. In fact, a set in-

By F. J. CAMP&

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 716, by post 8/..
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 3/6, by post 3/10.
I COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULAE
3/6, by post, 3/10.
NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/4.
I THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA 3/6, by post 4/I WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS 3/6, by post 3/10.
DICTIONARY OF METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS 5/-,
z,

corporating Types " A,"" B " and " C "
result in a greater all-round
advantage -at a lower cost to the ,
manufacturer and consumer.
would

F.IMP.1141M.INIMOINNOHNIMP11.1,141M.0.11111111............=.1!1...11-141=4).1141.14/100

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/.,

by post 5/4.

by

post

6/6.

All obtainable front or through Newsagents or front Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
......1.(141114=W1141=,(14=W .Ai F011.111.11.M.111=1.1NIP.IMPINEMIM=1..1110411114.1=141.4...
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For The Beginner

The Differential Condens r
A Description of This Special Type of Variable
Condenser and Its Various Circuit Applications
IT is sometimes noted. that a specification

includes a " differential " condensergenerally for reaction purposes. In
view of the rather infrequent use of this
type of component certain amateurs are
not quite clear as to its special design and
application, although the fact that it has

three sets of plates in comparison with the
usual two sets of moving and fixed vanes.
may be known. Fig. 1 shows the theoretical
symbol and the general form of construction
of the differential condenser and it will be

seen that, from the theoretical point of

grid of the next valve it will cause dis-

tortion and possibly actual howling. Again,
if it is allowed to pass on round the anode

circuit when an H.F. stage is used before

the detector, then it is possible for it to
cause undesirable back coupling through
the medium of the common impedance of the
H.T. source.

The usual thing to do with tins unwanted
current is to impede its progress by includ-

ing an H.F. choke in the anode circuit of
the detector immediately following the
anode itself, as shown in Fig. 3 This
choke acts as a barrier, and prevents its
travelling farther than the anode of the
valve. However, the choke is not in itself
sufficient, and the " unwanted current "
.

view, it is really two condensers in series.
There are two sets of fixed vanes mounted
exactly opposite each other, and the spindle
carries a set of moving vanes of standard
shape and arranged in the same manner as may be strong enough to force through this

on a normal variable condenser.

The

barrier unless some alternative path is

Fig. 1.-The elements of a differential condenser. Above, two ways of representing a

differential condenser diagrammatically.
provided. In Fig. 3 this alternative path is
that when the spindle is half -way through through the reaction coil and reaction reaction coil and A C, and partly through
its total arc of rotation each set of fixed condenser to the filament. It is indicated the path B C.
vanes has an equal section of the moving by the arrows. Now when the reaction
vanes intermeshed with it. Thus each control is " turned on fully," that is, when High Note Cut Off
separate condenser (considering them as two the reaction condenser is set somewhere
It may be argued that if the only drawin series) will be of equal value which at the near its maximum capacity, this path offers
back to the ordinary reaction condenser is

moving vanes are semi -circular in shape, so

that it does not provide an alternative
path for the H.F. component when it is

0
Fig. 2.-Plan of the
vanes of a differential
condenser,
showing

three different settings of the condenser.

0
a

A

a

set at zero, then a fixed condenser between
anode and filament, as in Fig. 5, is all that
is needed. Admittedly, this often provides

a solution of the problem if the value of
the fixed condenser is carefully chosen,

but even so it has not quite the same

advantages as the differential method. For
one thing, the value of the fixed condenser

must be sufficiently large to by-pass the

A

mid point will be half the maximum value. a very easy exit, but when the reaction
This position is indicated in Fig. 2. It will condenser is set to its minimum position
be obvious from this that as the capacity of it presents a very high impedance, and the
one condenser is increased that of the other " unwanted current " has no escape.
is decreased, the balance between the two
This is where the differential condenser
seclions being maintained.
comes in.
It is connected as in Fig. 4.

Now there are several uses to which a
differential condenser may be put, but we
will deal first with its most common
application, namely, its use as a reaction
control.

By-passing the H.F. Currents
For many years now the standard method
of controlling reaction has been by using a
reaction coil with a fixed number of turns
of wire and fixed coupling, and to vary the

Now a moment's consideration shows us
that whatever the setting of this condenser
the by-pass effect is always constant. When
the condenser is in the " full -on " position

then the H.F. currents travel from the
anode via the reaction coil, the fixed vanes
A, and the moving vanes C, to the

filament, as shown by the arrows in the
left-hand diagram in Fig. 4. When the
reaction is " turned -off" then the path of
the H.F. impulses is from the anode to the

current through this by connecting it in fixed vanes B, thence via C, to the filament.
series with a variable condenser. This In any intermediate position the currents
method is illustrated in Fig. 3. However, follow a divided path-partly through the
as shown here, it has certain drawbacks.
The most obvious is that when the reaction
condenser is set at a minimum there is no

may be considered as consisting of three
separate parts. There is the steady direct
current from the high-tension supply, the
rectifier speech current, and the amplified
H.F. impulses. It is the last-named which
are used for reaction purposes. They are
fed back by means of the reaction coil, and

superimposed on the input current. Now,
apart from its use for reaction purposes,
this H.F. part of the anode current is not
really wanted. If it finds its way to the

H.F. current when the reaction condenser
is at zero. However, this value may be
too large when a reaction condenser is all
in,

for the total value of the by-pass

condenser and the reaction condenser may

be such as to by-pass some of the higher
audio -frequencies and thus mar reproduction

easy path for the H.F. component of the
anode current of the detector valve.
The anode current of the detector valve

Fig. 4.-Showing the connection and the
working of a differential reaction condenser.

Fig. 3.-The

orthodor

method of
controlling reaction, using
an ordinary

variable condenser.

by loss of the higher notes. It is also

found in practice that the use of the

differential condenser provides a smoother
control of reaction. It certainly provides
a greater range of control than an ordinary

condenser of equivalent value used in
conjunction with a by-pass condenser, for
when the differential is in the " full -on "
position, nearly 100 per cent. of the current

passes through the reaction coil, while
when it is in the " off

position practically

all of the current passes direct to
(Continued on next page).

the
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THE DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER

interleaved with the fixed vanes marked A,

June 29th, 1940
naturally be impossible. Incidentally, wigs

then the input to the tuning coil is at a this form of volume control the selecmaximum And loudest signals result. As tivity will be increased as the volume la
filament via B C (see Fig. 4), and only the moving vanes are rotated towards the reduced.
the smallest fraction (due to the minimum other set of fixed vanes,' so the input
A similar use for a differential condens9r
capacity between A and C) passes through via C A is reduced and at the same time is as a variable coupling between the II.F.
the reaction coil. This is an advantage the aerial currents find an alternative path valve and the following grid coil in a tuned with some circuits. For instance, with direct to earth via C - B.
grid circuit. This is also shown in Fig. 7.
some multi -range coils there is considerable
This type of volume .control has the The condenser used as a variable coupler
(Continued from previous page).

difference necessary in the setting of the advantage that it is very simple, noiseless is represented at D E F. Here the action
reaction condenser on one wave -band in operation, and covers a -large range, it is precisely similar to that of the differential
compared with another.

Fig. 5. -The use of a by-pass
condenser.

See text.

being possible to

cut down the most condenser A B C. In the same way that
powerful stations to
a whisper. Its disadvantages are, firstly,
that even at the

Control

The connection for a differential reaction
condenser, shown in Fig. 4, is not the only
possible arrangement. Another version is
shown in Fig. 6. Differential condensers
are also used for a variety of other purposes
besides reaction control. One of the best
known is as a volume control which works
by varying the aerial input. The circuit

is shown in Fig. 7. When the moving
vanes of the condenser are completely

full volume setting
there is some slight

reduction of input

Fig. 7. -Differential condensers used as volume and selectivity controls.

owing to the fact

that there is still a small minimum capacity devices in the one circuit, as in Fig. 7,
existing between C and B. Secondly, that as more than sufficient control can
variation of the control means slight usually be obtained with either one or
variation in the wavelength of the aerial the other. The variable coupler, howcircuit, so that when the volume ever, is sometimes used, in conjunction
control is operated it may be necessary with an ordinary pre-set or variable
to readjust the aerial tuning conden- condenser, in series with the aerial as
ser. If this latter is ganged this will an additional selectivity control.

LATEST PATENT N

WS

Group Abridgme-its can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2s. each.
rMMIII.11.1111111 /MM. AIM. AIM, 1.../.11.1.11=11.1.M11. /.1,,...1.4m.tiII.0.4)vm.11.000.t1114/1M04ENNI.111.11.0,0.11.11.11.=.11.1M.1.1

NEW PATENTS

1

so D E F controls that to the next valve
(in this case the detector). In practice
it is hardly necessary to include both

Fig. 6. -Alternative connections for
a differential reaction condenser.

The " Differential " as a Volume

:

A B C controls the input to the first valve,

tems, particularly
ceivers.

for

radio -re-

These particulars of New Patents of interest to 521711.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
readers have been selected from the Official
Beatty, W. A. -Antenna systems
Journal of Patents and are published by per..
i
mission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
and supporting structures.
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can 521714. -Standard Telephones and I
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, SouthCables, Ltd., Terry, R. St. G.,
ampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is.
weekly (annual subscription £2 10s.)
and -Beard, J. R. -Electromagnetic 1

Latest Patent Applications.

relay switching devices, particularly
for radio equipments.

9819. -Cole, Ltd., E. K., and Kennedy, 521809.Philco Radio and Television 1
F. W. 0. -Tuning mechanism for
Corporation. -Method of assem- 1
;
radio -receivers. June 5th.
bling and welding loud -speaker
Corporation. -Telei 9841. -Hazeltine
parts.
vision systems. June 5th.
521808.-Philco Radio and Television
9703. -Philips Lamps, Ltd. - Wireless
Corporation. -Loudspeakers of the
receiving -sets. June 3rd.
i
electrodynamic type, and methods I
9471. -Standard Telephones and Cables,

of assembly thereof.

PROGRAMME NOTES
"Up The Poll ! if
ALLAN MAcKINNON and Jack House,
pioneers in writing for radio in

Scotland, have resumed partnership and
collaborated in what they have described
as a " Mass Observation Musical Comedy,"
to be broadcast on June 27th. It is called

" Up the Poll," and deals with events in
a country whose happy people astonish
the world. Nothing ever goes wrong in
Morania, where the Government, having

studied public opinion surveys and Ameri-

can magazines, employs a firm of professional

public pulse -holders to find out what the
country wants. Thus the king is able to

make perfect laws, because of the so-called
infallibility of the percentage polls. But, as
the listener will find out, everything in the

garden is not quite as lovely as that.

Allan MacKinnon is well known in the

film world, having been jointly responsible
Ltd. -Generation and transmission 521810.-Philco Radio and Television
with another Scot, Roger MacDougall,
of radio waves. (Cognate with
Corporation. - Sound - reproducing
for the scripts of " This Man is News "
9470.) May 30th.
devices.
:
I and " This Man in Paris."
9470. -Standard Telephones and Cables, 521811.-Philco Radio and Television
i
1
Ltd. -Generation and transmission
Corporation. -Loudspeakers.
Denmark
of radio waves. May 30th.
521872.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and i
i
AFEATURE telling listeners in this
9472. -Standard Telephones and Cables,
Brigham, C. E.-Thermionic valve
country of the- peaceful life which
Ltd. -Generation and transmission
circuits.
was led by the people of Denmark right
of radio waves. (Cognate with 521873. -Television and picture -transup to the eve of the German invasion on
9470.) May 30th.
mission systems.
April 8th, 1940, will be broadcast on
Specifications Published.
Printed copies of the full Published
June 27th. The programme will consist of
521637.-Radioakt.-Ges. D. S. Loewe. Specifications only, may be obtained from
four scenes and will be performed by
-Deflection of cathode-ray beams, the Patent Office, 25, Southampton I members of the B.B.C. Repertory Company.
521710.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and Buildings, London, IV .C.2, at the uniform
The story has been written by Marianne
Arnold, J. -Remote -control sys- price of 18. each.
Helweg and her father, J. H. Helweg, and
will be produced by Laurence Gilliam.
L,.11.11.11.11.0.114,4=.11411P114.1.11.1=.11.M1.11.MINNWINNI111111.M11.1....0.111.=104/1.0111004111.1/4.114141NJ
;
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The New Station

Aliens and Radio

QO at long last a Midland town is to have

AGOOD deal of publicity has been given
to the official announcement that some

L./

its own transmitting station, which

will include fixed and mobile transmitters.
It is not stated as to when the construction
will begin, but the Home Office urges an
early installation, so that it can be used in
connection with the capture of criminals,

hundreds of aliens were engaged by

the B.B.C. A considerable amount of

resentment has also been aroused at this

revelation, and also parliamentary criticism

has been raised against the employment

by the B.B.C. of aliens. Naturally, I
have received a very large post on this
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By Thermion

as well as for the dissemination of war
said that the equipment will

news. It is
cost £2,500.

problem, and the questions which readers
ask I am unable to answer. For example,
one reader wants to know why foreigners
Our Roll of Merit
are employed in the, British Broadcasting
AFURTHER list of names is published
Corporation ; they want to know whether agreed, took over our agreement and a're
this week. I want to make this list
these foreigners are of such calibre that now making the payments.
there is no Englishman of equal ability. Is
" There is now no need for crews to buy as complete as possible, so if you are serving
is necessary to have a foreign -sounding name their own radio sets for the sectors. Arrange- the country in any way I hope you will
before the E.B.C. will employ you ? Why ments for the installation of radio are made write to me letting me know your name,
home address, military number, and unit,
are not all foreigners turfed out of the by the authorities."
B.B.C. nov, that we are at war ? Especially,
Observe how the initiative came from the adding a few words as to bow you are
why are not all Germans and Italians lower ranks. What can be done in one faring. It is only right that this journal
turfed oat and interned ? And so on and place, a big city with hundreds of sector should set on record the names of its
readers who are serving the country.
so on! As I have said, I cannot answer posts, can be done in other places.
these questions. There are many Germans
Those readers who have already written
employed in England, and some of them Limitation of Supplies
to me from France and other countries
have been in this country for many years.
UNDER the Limitation of Supplies state that in spite of the bitter struggle in
We may assume that they are friendly, but
(Miscellaneous), Order, 1940, many which they are engaged, they are having
I wonder what would happen in the articles are restricted as to supply for the this journal sent to them each week, and it
unlikely event of the Germans arriving home market. These restrictions apply to provides them with a pleasant relaxation
here ? We cannot afford to take the slightest a miscellany, such as candelabra, pendants, from fighting.
risk. A German cannot change his nation- lanterns, bowls and reflectors, musical
ality any more than the leopard can change instruments, such. as gramophones, radio
its spots. I wonder whether there are any gramophones, pianolas, and accessories for No Sooner Said . . .
Englishmen employed in the German such instruments, excluding wireless receivAFORMATION of six Fighter Command
Broadcasting Stations ? I wonder, indeed, ing sets, sound amplification wireless
Hurricanes was on patrol recently
whether any foreigners short of Haw -Haw, apparatus, music strings (!) and loud- over the sea off the south coast of England.
and Lady Hee-Hee, are employed there ? speakers. It also includes gramophone Suddenly the leader spotted a German
I will wager not.
records, and the idea is, I suppose, to.
aircraft 2,000 to 3,000 feet below.
One would imagine that this is a most conserve supplies of material for war, and Henschel
He spoke into his radio -telephone, addresselementary matter concerning which we for export purposes.
ing one of his accompanying pilots. should not take the slightest risk. I hope
" Hello. There is a Hun below you. Go
that by the time you read these words
and deal with it."
something drastic will have been done.
The Hurricane pilot to whom the radio
message was given left the formation
A.R.P. Receivers
Our Readers on Active Service-Second List.
and dived down without a word. He went
Home addresses only are riven.
straight at the Nazi aircraft below, pressed
ALTHOUGH appeals have been made
his gun button to send a few hundred
for radio apparatus for the use of W. L. Bicknell
rounds of anlmunition into it, and saw it
(Searchlight Detachment),
A.R.P. staffs, etc., dealers can also help in
38, Albion Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, go down in flames to the sea.
this connection. A trade paper recently
Essex.
quoted a case where the members of a post
He then climbed back to rejoin his
had overcome the difficulty of obtaining a C. J. Robinson
flight.
receiver. The members, especially of the
Again the Squadron Leader's radio(Private, Infantry),
A.F.S., work in many cases in shifts of
telephone spoke.
, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.
12 hours, and some form of radio is essential A. Johnstone
" Hello. Hello. Did you get my message ?
not only to pass away the time but also
Repeat, did you get my message ? Over
(L/Cpl., Searchlight Unit),
for the reception of news. The article goes
to you."
nr. Boston, Lincs.
Back came the laconic reply from the
on to say :
E. Cusack
successful pilot : " Your message received.
" Who provided the radio ? " I asked the
(R.N.),
Your message received . . . and understood.
leading fireman at the sector to which I am
Portsmouth.
Over to you."
attached.
Howgate
" We did," he replied. " As it took the E.(Sapper,
R.E.),
authorities a long time to realise we must
" The Radio Training Manual "
Walsingham.
have something to make waiting tolerable,
readers who have reserved copies of
we clubbed up, 2d. per man per week, to J. M. Whendon
(Lieut., R.N.),
ALLthe " Radio Training Manual " should
raise the money for the set you are now
Gosport,
Hants.
apply for their copies according to the
listening to. One of us signed a document
instructions immediately. In these days of
and agreed to collect the coppers and pay W. G. Webb
(Sapper,
R.E.),
paper shortage it may not be found possible
the dealer.
Hornsey,
N.8.
to reprint it. This book has already played
" Then the full-time crews were assisted
an important part in the war effort in
by part-time men, and they got the benefit D. Coney
helping to train radio operators, so claim
of our set. We put it to the A.F.S. officers
(A.C., R.A.F.),
your copies before it is too late.
that they should provide the radio. They
5, Spa Street, Lincoln.

Our Volt of Merit
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Outline of Musical History -6
A Brief Sketch of the Life and Works of Beethoven,
by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE

WE have

now

arrived

at the

all

musical

greatest name in
history.

in needed for its completion and consummation. The last, of his scherzos, from

He was a wonderful improviser, and on
his first visit to Vienna in 1787 Mozart,
the Ninth Symphony, and the last of the greatest of all musical phenomena, was

Ludwig van Beethoven, who was born piano sonatas are clear cases.
in 1770, and died in 1827.
The three periods of his creative genius
As with Shakespeare, Leonardo da Vinci, might not inappropriately be termed the
Dickens, or any other supreme genius, we " student," the " master," and the " visiondo not say that any one of them is the ary." The first ends with the Second
greatest master of his craft merely because Symphony, and includes the first twenty
we prefer his work to that of his fellow sonatas, the six quartets -Op. 18, the C
craftsmen. Nor do we award him the crown Minor piano and violin sonata, and the

of supremacy because a majority prefers first two piano concertos, etc. All these
it to any other master's. No, it is far from works clearly foreshadowed the mighty
'being a matter of personal taste or prejudice. masterpieces that were to come, and
But rather do we award it for what he did established their author as the most original
for his art than for any collection of works composer of the day. At the same time
he may have given it. And of Beethoven it they prove his acknowledgements to his
can truly be said that he contributed more masters and predecessors ; the influence
ideas to music and laid down more laws of Haydn in particular is very evident.
for musicians to obey than any other Side by side with daring innovations and a
composer.
Like Napoleon, whom he constant spirit of empiricism is a most

amazed at his inventiveness and brilliance.

This hard and bitter childhood and youth

brought him up against life's realities
very early, and this fact unquestionably
did more than anything else to impart
that ruthless and uncompromising character that is the feature of all his work.

Haydn, then the doyen of musicians,
also thought very highly of him. Consequently the Elector sent him to Vienna

to study with the composer of " The

Creation." But they did not get on very
well together : young Beethoven's empirical and ardent nature frequently

coming into contact with the older man's
resting on his laurels, and more contented
philosophy. As an example may be cited
the incident when Beethoven dedicated

admired so much for a time, he was a catholic regard for his antecedents.
the three sonatas, Op. 2, to his master.
The second is truly a cataclysm of When it Was suggested that the dedication
pedagogue ; as well as the fashioner of stupendous works. Never were prophecies should be made to read " to my master
wonderful compositions.
more fully borne out. Symphonies 3 to 8, Joseph Haydn," the reply was terse and
Many others have written wonderful the Archduke Trio, Fidelio, the Waldstein, to the point. " Why, Haydn didn't teach
works, but they have not exerted influence Appassionata and Kreutzer sonatas, the me anything ! "
on others' thought to anything like the forth and fifth piano concertos, and the

legislator and statesman, philosopher and

same extent.

He made instrumental music supreme
and proved that it could work miracles
without the extraneous aids of words,
acting or scenery. He is the supreme
classicist, and completed the work of
Haydn and Mozart, to whom his debts
should not be overlooked.

Symphony and Sonata
He took the symphony of his two great
predecessors on to the heights where it
still remains. He perfected the sonata.

one

As a Pianist

of other works. An unrivalled output-the
period covers about twelve years-which
embraces a range of thought and a
universality of musical expression that

He then studied with Albretsburger,
and proved himself a brilliant pianist in
many concerts. Ho had the good fortune
to meet most of the leading figures of the
aristocracy, and men like the Archduke

for
violin, the Rassoumowsky
quartets, the Leonora overtures, and scores

no other master can rival.

Rudolph, Prince Lobkowitz, Count Wald -

The third period clearly shows the master
and Prince Rassoumowsky, were
with his thoughts stretching out into the stein,
patrons.
future and into another life. Struck with faithful
But the shadow of his future deafness
deafness and racked with pain and disillusion- now
appeared and warned him of what fate
ment, his mind is seeking the peace and was holding
in store. Because of it he had
tranquillity that this world so signally to abandon his
pianistic activities. It is
failed to give him, whilst his message is

But whereas he was succeeded by at least
one great symphonist, no one has as yet being conveyed to generations yet unborn,
approached him in his supremacy in the but far more likely to heed the prophet and
latter genre. In writing sonatas his methods seer than the living teacher.
were entirely different from those of anyone

else, and in his own greatest examples he Closing Years
makes use of every phase of musical selfThe works of the closing years of his life
expression. Whole movements are written,
for example, in variation or fugal form. take on a diffuseness and speculative
Marvellous tonal contrasts and modulations character, and are an ethereal and visionary
If they can be charged with
are to be heard throughout the collection; quality.
more particularly in his choice of keys for being less incisive and terse than their
immediate forerunners, and to be too
the second subject.
But it was in his revolutionary uses of abstract and disquisitions, they are
rhythm that Beethoven showed the most among the most sublime and imaginative

doubtful whether, even at this early period,

he could hear much of what was played.
But, during most of his third period it has

been established that he couldn't hear
anything, and the authentic story of his
conducting his Seventh Symphony at a
benefit concert and having to be turned

round to face the audience as he couldn't
hear their tumultuous applause is typical

of the state he was in.
A worthless brother, apparently typical
of the strain, died and left a boy for whom
Ludwig developed the most extraordinary
fondness. He took sole charge of him, and

works in all music, and over a hundred the story, far too long to be told here,
acquaintance with them have not is one of the most tragic pages in the
most widely opened the path for his years
successors. In such examples as the D been sufficient to plumb their profound master's life.
It must be admitted that he showed an
and extract their wealth.
Minor and F Minor sonatas, and the depths
The Ninth Symphony, the Missa inherited liking for intoxicants, but the
Seventh Symphony, his handling of it
astounding originality, and in which he

marked the commencement of a new era.

He also developed the minuet and trio
into the monumental scherzo, and, here
again, his own creations have never been
rivalled. He removed all the " padding "
from a symphonic work, which even the
greatest examples of Haydn and Mozart
suffered from to some extent. And he
finally removed the rough edges from the
form. He also invented the coda.

Three Periods

Solemnis, the last five piano sonatas, wonderful nobility and fortitude of his
the last six quartets, the Diabelli Varia- character, coupled with his slavish devotions, etc., are among the masterpieces tion to his art, generally kept it well in
check.
of this last period.
His death reads like a page from Greek
The briefest sketch of Beethoven's life
can serve as a conclusion to this article. tragedy. Blind at the last as well as stone
He was the son of the third generation of a deaf, racked with pain and in the direst
musical family that had settled in Bonn. poverty, he was buried during a snow-

His father and grandfather were both storm amidst every sign of public grief
dissolute drunkards, though good musicians, and homage. Among the pall bearersespecially the latter, who was employed all notable musicians-was Schubert. On
at the Electoral Court. Young Ludwig the way home they stopped for some

was cruelly overworked at his musical refreshment, and Schubert-then 29He was always studies, and on his father's death found raised his glass ".to the next one of us to
striving and seeking after something new : himself responsible for his mother and a go." He it turned out to be-two years
Beethoven's music is easily divisible into

three marked periods.

something he felt the form he was working

numerous family.

later
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Control of Selectivity and
Quality
Some Simple Methods of Obtaining Better Reception of the Two B.B.C.
Programmes, by Eliminating the Need for Very Sharp Tuning
SINCE reception is now largely confined
to the two B.B.C. programmes, put
out by what are virtually " local "
stations, it is often possible to improve the
quality of reproduction without any

coupling is employed, as shown in Fig. 2,
it is necessary only to reduce the capacity
of the coupling condenser. Thus, if the
condenser in use has a capacity of .05 mfd.

by a two -gang type, or by ganging another

similar condenser with it, when this is

With many condensers ganging
cannot easily be' arranged, due to the fact
that the spindle does not project from the
possible.

base ; when it does, a coupling collar of the

sacrifice in other directions. When a receiver

self -aligning type can easily be used to
is used for bringing in a large number of
join two condensers together.
programmes the question of selectivity is
evae4-14,new.,le,/1
very important. And as most readers are
" Top -capacity " Coupling
aware, selectivity and quality seldom go
It is possible to use two separate conwell together. This is because, if tuning is it may be worth while to replace this by one
densers, but tuning is not always easy when
sharpened, there is bound to be a certain of about .02 mfd.
amount of cutting of the higher audio
If a few fixed condensers of between .01
and .05 mfd. are available it is worth while

frequencies.

to try them all.

When the two most

suitable capacities have been found (one
for selectivity and one for quality) it is a

000/ mfd

good plan to fit a single -pole change -over

switch for them, as also shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, one position of the switch can be
described as the " selectivity position
and the other as " quality."

F/at
tuning
a

Band pass

Peaked

tuning

tuning_

Off Punt .-Tuning point -,-0/1 tune

Fig. 1.-These familiar curves show
effect

of using

different

the

tuning systems.

Wizen tuning is flat a wide audio frequency
range is covered, but interference is probable ;
with peaked tuning the reverse is the case;
band-pass allows quality to be combined
with selectivity.

'

ir1

I

.0005

0005

Other Filters

The general method described is often
applicable to modified forms of band-pass
filter, such as those of the " mixed " type
with which both capacity and inductance
coupling is used. In that case the chief

mfd

in td.

difference is that the condenser has a lower
capacity. It is seldom satisfactory to modify

the coupling coils in circuits of this kind,
unless the tuners are home-made, in which
case a few experiments can easily be made.
When a single -circuit aerial tuner is

New components

Fig. 3.-A simple form of top capacity'
employed-this is generally made to tune
as sharply as possible --it is often a fairly
band-pass coupling by adding a second
Broader Tuning
simple matter to convert it to a band-pass
tuning circuit and small coupling condenser.
To improve the response to these higher arrangement by employing the circuit
shown
in
Fig.
3.
An
extra
coil
is
required,
frequencies it is necessary to broaden the
that is done, and if both are not set
tuning by one of many methods. One of the which must be exactly the same as that accurately quality may be impaired rather
originally
used
alone,
and
also
a
small
simplest is by connecting the aerial directly
than improved. A .0001-mfd. differential
to the top of the first tuning coil ; another variable condenser to provide " top (Continued on next page)
is by making the coupling between the aerial capacity coupling. The additional coil

and grid windings (when there is a separate
aerial winding) closer. These methods, and
others which are similar in effect, are seldom

desirable, since they merely make the set
respond to a wider range of frequencies,
the response gradually diminishing from
the resonance point. Band-pass tuning
provides a far more effective and efficient

must be tuned, and this can best be

arranged by replacing the single condenser

Jae

means of extending the response, since

`.;

with it the response is practically uniform

over a range of, say, 12 kc/s, but falls
rapidly beyond this. The point is shown
by the two familiar diagrams in Fig. 1.

Increasing Band Width

Although band-pass tuning was very

popular a few years ago, it is not used very
extensively to -day. When it is, the frequency band covered is generally restricted
to 9 kc/s or less. In present conditions it

HT-

is often possible to cover a wider range

without running the risk of interference or
The method of
" side -band splash."
increasing the band -width depends upon

the particular form of band-pass circuit
employed.

When

" bottom -capacity "

HT"

3/as

Coupling condenser
V
Fig. 2.-A "bottom -capacity" band-pass circuit can oe modified to give two alternative
band widths by fitting ,two condensers of different vclue and a change -over switch.
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CONTROL OF SELECTIVITY AND together tuning is broadened, and vies the bakelite or air -dielectric type, so that
QUALITY
versa. Sometimes it will be found con- selectivity can be under full control from
venient to move one of the windings on the the panel. If this method is adopted it
(Continued from previous page)
pillar ; by bringing the windings
condenser is shown in Fig. 3 for coupling central
together the response band is made
the top ends of the two coils together. closer
This is convenient since, by making con- wider.
the primary and secondary coils
nection to the two sets of fixed vanes only, areWhen
fixed it may be unwise to attempt any
the maximum effective capacity is reduced alteration
this kind, since the comto .00005 mfd. and the minimum to a very ponent mayof
be damaged. Instead, one good

will be best to screen the condenser, earthing

the screen. A small aluminium box can
be used, taking great care that it is properly
insulated from the condener itself. It is

not necessary to provide variable selectivity on more than one I.F. transformer,
and opinions differ as to whether the
low figure. As an alternative to this a
is to connect a pre-set condenser control should be on the first or the last.
neutralising condenser may be used if one plan
between the anode and grid terminals as We prefer to have it on the first, for then
of these can be found in the junk box.
in Fig. 4. A condenser of .0005-mfd. the others can be made to tune fairly
In any case it is necessary to adjust the shown
broadly without running much risk of
" top -capacity " condenser so that the maximum capacity is shown, but a .001- introducing
interference. Those who wish
component is better in some cases ;
widest possible frequency band is covered mfd.
depends largely upon the particular to experiment can try making each transconsistent with the elimination of inter- this
ference.
The higher the capacity the component. It might be considered better former adjustable in turn.
closer the coupling and the wider the band:

to use a fully -variable condenser of either

Another I.F.T. Modification

When using a differential condenser the
highest capacity is produced by setting

the knob to the midway position-so that the

moving vanes are half in mesh with both
sets of fixed vanes. Movement of the
spindle in either direction from this point
reduces the coupling capacity.

/.j..

place a small winding between primary
and secondary. This should have about
25 turns, and a 50,000 -ohm variable resistor should be connected between its
ends ; apart from this, the winding is not
electrically connected to any other component. When the resistor is set to a high
value the tertiary winding, as it is called,
serves as a means of coupling, but the

Superhet Tuning
In the case of a superhet the input

tuning circuit can be modified, if necessary,
in one 'of the ways already described. But

many modern superhets do not use bandpass tuning and selectivity is governed
largely by the I.F. transformers. As most
readers are aware, an I.F. transformer
can be said to constitute a form of bandpass filter, and selectivity may be varied
by altering the degree of coupling between
the primary and secondary windings.

Thus, if the two coils are moved closer

Another method of making I.F. trans-

formers to provide variable selectivity is to

0005

Imrd

pre set

Fig. 4.-" Top -capacity" coupling applied
to an I.F. transformer.

coupling effect is reduced as it is gradually
" short-circuited " by reducing the effective
value of the parallel resistor. Should this

method be applied to an existing transformer it will generally be found best to

separate the windings slightly before
adding the tertiary winding, to prevent the
coupling from becoming too close. Here
again there is scope for experiment.

Signal Strength Measurements

ritish long -Distance

ALsteners'

A MEMBER recently constructed a
I-1 communication type receiver and
now raises a point concerning the use of a
signal strength or " S " meter. This is quite

a common fitment on many commercial
communication sets and this member raises

the problem as to its utility. As he points

out, it is really just as arbitrary as the
ordinary " R " code used by amateurs

THE absence of amateur transmitters be equivalent to' the use of an ordinary without a meter and as we pointed out some
from the air in many countries has aerial and thus give you some guide as to time ago in these pages, there is no standardmade a considerable difference to reception conditions.
isation at the moment of signal strengths.

the activities of members, and in many cases

also has, we are afraid, led to a reduction One Valve Sets
in interest. There are, of course, still plenty
AMEMBER has asked us if we can
of commercial stations which can be received
recommend a one -valve set capable
and, although these are using very much
higher power than amateurs, they do afford of " phenomenal " results. This is rather a
some fields for experiment. Amateurs are sweeping request, and as we have pointed
still working in U.S.A. and although certain out in other columns of this paper from
parts of this continent are easily received, time to time, the so-called " super " and
experiments in selectivity may be carried other types of receivers -are generally very
out at suitable times, with just these stations tricky to get going, although undoubtedly
as a guide. One of the difficulties in using when properly working they do give results

The " S " meter is usually merely an anode
current meter and shows only the comparison between different signals and thus the

user has first to decide what will be R9,
and gauge the remaining values -according

to the scale of his meter. Even when a
receiver is fitted with such a meter calibrated in R values, the readings are of
little use to the transmitter whose reception
you are reporting unless he knows the receiver and the type of output it gives, or is
familiar with any other reports you may have

American amateur transmitters for test exceeding those normally expected from the made on the same receiver. The only satispurposes is that owing to the different number of valves in use. The modern factory signal strength meter is that which
restrictions applying in that country and double type of valve lends itself, however, measures the actual incoming H.F. or, alter-

to the apparatus and money which is to many circuits, and a special American - natively, measures the audio output against
available to the amateurs, some elaborate type valve was introduced some time ago to the aerial input, and this is not such a
aerial arrays are being used. These are of facilitate the design of such receivers. It simple problem.
the directional type and when working consisted of a triode and S.G. valve in one
European amateurs they used to beam their envelope and the characteristics are such Contacts Wanted

signal, which, of course, gives a stronger that it is possible to construct a detector
RICKMANSWORTH-Member
6426,
signal here, with a small output of power L.F. receiver with the single valve. This
39, Malvern Way, Croxley Green,
and if it was not possible to hear what operates with a 1.4 volt filament, and is a Rickmansworth, Herts. (This member
type of aerial they were using, you might be straightforward circuit, although a similar wishes to get in touch with a reader, about
misled into thinking your receiver was extra - arrangement could also be made up round 17, interested in learning morse.)
efficient. However, at the present time, a a standard Class B valve using one triode
A New Book
very good test is to listen to these amateurs, as detector and one as L.F. Reflex circuits

and note when they are working other and similar arrangements are not generally
Americans in a different part of the continent found worth while to -day, but we shall

and on reference to a map you will be able be glad to hear from any members who have

to see whether or not they are using a experimented with this particular type of
beam aerial which is non -directional to receiver with really reliable and worththis part of the world, which would, of course,

while results.

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
A Complete Treatise on the Design. Construction and Operation of all Short-wave Eouipment.

Price 5/- or 5/4 by post
from George Newnes.

Ltd.. Tower House.
snutharradnn Sireet, Strand, W.C.2.
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Piracticatillihnits
Fixing Wire Under Terminals
IUSUALLY find when fixing flex wire

under terminals that it is either squeezed

out of the sides, or else a strand somehow

11411.11.c)101MrciAMINI.M.114111P,p.imot.M.1-4104,411.1.1.m.4 isc 1

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated some I ittle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay £1-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half -a guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
" PR ACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

.i.

NM/P.04MM NM/M114MMli

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 328.
A simple dodge for clamping Wire under

L0.111101.404E.1.0411.1 k.=1.11.4,141.14 1111.1000.1MIN

terminals.

the bolt which is fixed to the cabinet

supports the chassis by contact with the

rubber disc only. The chassis, therefore, is
hung on the rubber discs, one in each corner
of the chassis.-J. RATCLIFFE (YateSbIlry).

A Simple Circuit Tester
MANY amateurs use a watch -pattern
voltmeter for checking their accu-

mulators and dry batteries, and such a

meter can be made into a handy tester for
tracing faults and checking over the wiring
of a new set. The voltmeter is simply laid

on the side of a grid -bias battery, and a
stout rubber band is used to hold them
together, as shown in the accompanying
sketch. The positive terminal of the meter
is connected by means of a crocodile clip
and a piece of flex to the positive socket
of the battery, and a flex lead is plugged

into the other end of the battery. This
simple tester comes in handy for checking

a suspected short circuit in the highgets loose and jams the terminal head A Static Screen
before it is properly screwed down. To I RECENTLY wished to fit a Faraday tension winding. It is much better to disor static screen between an aerial and connect the H.T. and test with the meter
avoid this I filed a groove in the terminal
shank, as shown in the sketch, and after grid cril, but could not make a suitable in series with the small battery than to
twisting the flex wire I placed it in the groove arrangement. The following idea, however, try to locate the leakage of the H.T.
and screwed down the head. Instead of enabled me to make a screen
being pushed out, the wire is just pressed which really reduces static
into the groove and held fast.-J. T. on my communications
WHITELEY (Northampton).

receiver, and is easy to wind.

Fixed Condenser Tips

tween primary and secondary

Over a solid former of a
diameter suitable to fit be-

WHEN it is required to ascertain the I laid a thin strip of copper
capacity of a condenser of a fairly foil. Across this I wound a

small value, a simple method is to connect
it across one of your tuning condensers and
note the reduction necessary to tune -in a
known station. This difference will indi-

coil of bare, thin tinned

copper wire.

When com-

pleted, solder was run across
the turns where they crossed

cate, after a little experience with this the coil, and then the turns
method, the capacity which the fixed were all cut through just
condenser bears in relation to the tuning above the foil. A slight
condenser in question.
tension on the wire before
When testing a disconnected mains set winding ensured that the
in which large smoothing condensers are turns " stayed put," and the shield was
used, it is very advisable to short-circuit then carefully inserted between the two
such components before interfering with coils with perfect results.-P. BARS
any of the wiring, otherwise there will be (Gloucester).

the possibility of a nasty shock being
obtained by the charge held by the
condenser.-E. BOLTON (Derby).

An easily contrived circuit tester.

supply by using the meter alone. Ordinary
tests for continuity can be carried out with
this simple combination quickly and
effectively.-L. WINGROVE (Pinner).

A Chassis Suspension Device

FOR this simple anti -vibratory chassis
suspension device the parts required
Home -recording
are 12 nuts and bolts, four washers, and
AFTER making several poor attempts a piece of rubber from an old car inner
at home -recording I have at last tube. It will be seen from the sketch that

succeeded in making a record indistinguish-

PRACTICAL

Chassis toeing bo/t

able from a commercial product. I have

,Washer
Rubber disc

found several essential features which I

now give for the benefit of others who may
have proved unsuccessful in their attempts.

Practical

Engineering

Chassis

I scrapped a pentode output stage, as I

found that one main difficulty was matching

Fixin

the cutting head to the output stage. A

triode valve is not so critical for matching
and thus simplifies this part of the circuit.
Next I had to use a signal level or output
meter. Without this all guesses were right

NEWNES'
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oar
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Every Thursday

Practical

out, but by using this and adjusting for

Mechanics

volume as the sound came along I was able

to control matters so as always to avoid
overloading and also to keep up the level
for good cutting. By the usual attention
to L.F. circuits and components I have
now got a recorder which I am proud of.T. WARREN (Richmond).
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Selective Band-pass Filter
A Description of Two Interesting Circuits

less costly components

examination.

frequency voltage is applied to the grid, a

voltage appears upon the cathode of the
same phase, and almost equal amplitude.
The true input to the valve is the difference
between the grid and cathode voltages, and
a radio frequency plate current flows, due

to this difference voltage.

IN order to increase the adjacent channel of the resistor and maintaining a normal
selectivity of a band-pass filter it is voltage of about -3 volts on the feedback
known to employ low - resistance amplifier cathodes.
channel frequencies. Such circuits are,
The cathode lead resistor 20;21, for
however, liable to prove costly in view of example, has a stabilising influence in two
the high -efficiency conductances which have ways. First, any change in the plate
to be used, and consequently the possi- voltage or mutual conductance of the feedbilities of feedback to reduce the losses of back valve results in a compensating change
%.
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are worthy of

This plate

current is used for regeneration through the
tickler L5 or Le.

If the mutual conductance of the valve
should decrease, a smaller voltage will
appear on the cathode. Hence the difference between grid and cathode voltages is
greater, giving a larger input voltage to the
valve. Thus it can be seen that the variation in plate current is a very much smaller

percentage than the variation in valve

characteristic. Thus the cathode resistor is
the means of stabilising the amplification 6f

This subject has recently been under

the valve, and such amplification is then
used as a means of applying regeneration
to the rejector circuit. While a fixed
coupling is shown between the plate and

review in the R.C.A. Laboratories, and the

following is an account of some of the

circuits used and the results obtained.
Broadly considered, the 'networks of
Figs. 1 and 3 include two acceptor circuits,
CILi and C4L4, tuned to the centre of the

grid coils, and regeneration is adjusted to a

critical value by adjusting the cathode

resistor section 21 and 26, the same result

desired frequency band, and two rejector
circuits, C2L2 and C3L3 (Fig. 1), tuned
respectively on the opposite sides of the
pass band. As indicated by the curve of
Fig. 2, this well-known circuit gives a flat
top or three slight peaks with steep sides

could be obtained with a fixed cathode
resistor and a variable tickler adjustment.
Fig. 1 (Above).-A

Modified System

in the pass band part of the frequency-,

filler stage network,
incorporating shunt

reactors or with a narrow pass band, the
shoulders of this characteristic tend to

rejector circuits.

The modified network of Fig. 3 differs
from that of Fig. 1 in that the two shunt

amplitude characteristic.

With high -loss

C7 and a reactor L7 connected in series

droop. Regeneration of the rejector circuits
C21.2 and C21.3 functions to maintain the
desired flat pass band characteristic irres-

with the parallel connected capacitor C8 and
reactor L8. In this modification, the parallel

resonant circuit is regenerated through
means including a single amplifier 27, a

pective of the reactor losses and the pea
band width.

cathode lead resistor 28, and the tickler coil

The network of Fig. 1 includes an electron

L5 which is inductively coupled to the

discharge amplifier 10 which is provided

with input terminals 11-12 and with output
terminals 13-14 coupled through reactor capacitor units CILi and C4L4 to the input

rejector circuits C2L2 and CeLe are replaced
by a shunt circuit which includes a capacitor

reactor L8.

When the effective series resistance of

PAlejfk.ro/Crolg ott

terminals 15-16 of an amplifier 17. A
resistor R1 of the order of 100,000 ohms
may be connected in shunt to the reactor

Fig. 2.-Frequency amplitude characteristic

as the other two peaks, and a resistor H2,
which may be smaller than the resistor H1,

varies but slightly. In addition, this small
change in the effective valve characteristic

curve.

C,L8 "is slightly negative, '.the negative
resistance component of this parallel

resonant circuit is as indicated by the
curve of Fig. 4. At the rejection frequencies,

L1 for reducing the centre peak of the ,in the grid bias potential of the valve and, C7L7, C8 and Le form a series resonant comcurve of Fig. 2 to about the same height as a result, the valve mutual inductance bination and the effective series negative
resistance of Cs L8 should equal the resistmay be connected in shunt to the reactor L4. is further reduced by the action of the
Interposed between the acceptor or resistor at radio frequency. When a radio -

coupling units C1L1 and, C4L4, and connected in shunt to the main signal channel
are the low -frequency filter or rejector
C2L2 and the high -frequency filter or
rejector C3L3. Regeneration of the low -

and plate circuit losses results in a fiat pass
band.

Lining up the Rejectors

including an amplifier 19 provided (1) with

an input circuit including a cathode -lead
resistor 20-21 and a grid -leak resistor 22

In lining up a single stage filter such as
that of Fig. 1, a signal generator is con-

06r

connected in shunt to the capacitor C2
and (2) with an output circuit including
the resistor 20-21, a suitable plate voltage
source and a feedback coil L5 which is
inductively coupled to the reactor L2.

CelfAh'

reigorwle

Regeneration of the high -frequency rejector
C3L3 is likewise effected by means including
an amplifier 23 having in its input circuit a
cathode lead resistor 25-26 and a grid -leak

Fig. 3 (Above)-A
network

modified

including a shunt
circuit.

resistor 24 which is connected in shunt to
the capacitor Ca, and in its output circuit
the resistor 25-26, a plate voltage source
and a feedback coil Le inductively coupled
to the reactor L3.

"SAINnief

cathode lead resistors 20-21 and 25-26. The
lower terminals of these stabilising resistors

are subjected to a negative potential such
as - 32 volts for neutralising the D.C. drop

L1 -CI -L2 -C2 has a negative effective resist-

ance, but suitable adjustment of the grid

frequency rejector C21,2 is effected by means

Tickler Coils
It will be noted that regeneration is
effected through the tickler coils 145 and Le,
in the usual manner, except that the
regenerative effect is stabilised by the

ance of C7L7. Oscillation does not occur
because of the grid and plate coil resistances.
In the pass band, the entire rejector circuit

laYkir

Y

el.ftenCy

nected to the grid ofthe amplifier valve and
a valve voltmeter is connected to the output
of the filter. The first operation is to line
up the rejectors for maximum attenuation
at the rejection frequencies. This involves
adjusting both tuning and regeneration for
maximum attenuation. The two acceptor
circuits LiCi and L2C2 are then tuned for

maximum response in the centre of the
pass band. Alignment may be found
easier if less than optimum damping is
used for this preliminary tuning adjustment. A head and shoulders curve will
then be obtained in the pass band. The
steps involved in correcting this to the
desired shape are indicated in Fig. 5.
In this figure, a series of curves are plotted.

Each curve represents a possible shape of
the pass band characteristic. (The relative
Ar'aPaciver

Fig. 5.-A series

of
curves representing the
shapes

of band - pass

characteristics.

Fig. 4.-Rejection
frequency curve.

height of one curve to another is of no signi-

ficance here.) The top curve is assumed to
be the desired one. The other curves are
obtained when one or mere circuit constants

have inaccurate values as indicated on
the figure.
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QUICK -FIRE SERVICING
Practical Hints which Will Enable a Set that has Developed Valve Failures
to be Rapidly Serviced
THE object of these notes is to give proceeding any further. Without wishing
hints which will enable a set which to indicate anything detrimental against
has developed a " usual" type of electrolytic condensers (they are really
fault,' e.g., valve failure, to be serviced excellent when properly used), it is interestin as quick a time as it takes to read this ing to note that four out of the last six
article, and certainly quicker than it takes sets I have serviced have had smoothing
Usually it has
condenser breakdowns.
to write it.
The first thing to do when confronted been found that the condenser has been
with a receiver for service is to endeavour worked right up to its maximum voltage,
to diagnose the complaint. If the receiver and in some cases over, and has either
is " dead " to radio signals, will the L.F. been totally enclosed or else placed too
side operate from a pick-up ? Is a faint near a valve and has, therefore, been subhum present ?
Spend a few moments' jected to undue heat treatment.
Fig. 1.-Skeleton circuit
showing points at which
tests should be made.
2

q.

4

Now proceed to measure the anode and

screen voltages at Al, A2, A3, A4, AS,
For routine testing a good A.C./D.C. Gl, G2 and G3, commencing with the output
test set is essential. Set about the job valve. Also, measure the voltage drop
methodically, and measure anode and across each decoupling resistance and,
screen voltages first, commencing with the from Ohm's Law, calculate the current
rectifier valves.
passed, and thence check up the anode
Measure the H.T. voltage at the point and screen consumption of the valves
X (Fig. 1). Low volts will indicate : against the valve manufacturers' published
(1) a faulty rectifier; (2) a faulty mains data and curves.,
transformer; or (3) a heavy current drain
complaint. It will always repay you.

calculated, again from Ohm's Law, the total
current taken by each valve.

You should now have enough data to
check the operation of all the valves in
the receiver, and their associated components, and in all probability one of the
tests will have cleared the fault by showing
" no volts " or " heavy current." Don't

expect, however, to get your readings to
agree exactly with the published data on
the valves being used. They should be
reasonably accurate, however, say between
± 10 per cent. of normal.

In the case of " no volts," the obvious
thing is to work back to the main H.T.
line until a voltage reading is obtained.
If, for example, volts are found on one
side of a resistance and not on the other,
remove the resistance and test it. If the
resistance appears in order or is even
replaced by another and a " no volts "
reading is still obtained, it is probable
that the decoupling condenser is faulty
and short-circuiting the H.T. supply at

Y8

thought as to the probable cause of the

and C4, and from these values can be

" No Volts "

M

Al

The next thing is to measure the bias

across the cathode resistances Cl, C2, C3

this point. The decoupling resistance
would prevent a full short-cirpuit on the
main H.T. supply, but it is quite probable
that the resistance would become very hot.
During these voltage tests, don't jump
to a hasty conclusion. If a wrong reading
is obtained, consider the probable cause of
the fault and proceed systematically.
An example of the use of deduction is

shown in Fig. 2, which is the skeleton

circuit of the L.F. portion of a commercial
radiogram. The fault was distortion and
low volume on both radio and gramophone,

and this meant that the fault, or at least
a fault, existed in the L.F. side of the

on the rectifier due to excessive leakage or
breakdown of a condenser.
Measure the rectifier anode voltage

C

(A.C.) between " M " and chassis, and
'

and chassis, if the first test has

shown low volts.

Disconnect the smooth-

ing condenser at " X " and measure volts
between " X " and chassis. If voltage is
O.K., reconnect condenser and disconnect

the other smoothing condenser at point
" Y." If volts are O.K. reconnect and
measure volts drop across the speaker
field.

Fig.

7

the use of deduc-

tion from meter

Knowing the resistance of the field,

the current flowing can quickly be calculated from Ohm's Law and checked
against the normal current taken by the
valves used in the receiver.
A much

tests.

Field
eeNtete

higher current would most likely indicate a

condenser breakdown in an earlier stage

of the set.
If, as a result of disconnecting one of the
smoothing condensers, the voltage becomes

normal, a loud hum will become audible;

2.-Output

stages of a receiver to illustrate

it

B

HT_

A

For example, if the volts drop across the receiver. Anode volts were found to be
and it may not even then be possible to resistance
R (10,000 ohms) is 150 volts, within a few per cent. of normal, and the
get the receiver to work at all. In such a it is obvious that the current flowing through cathode volts were then measured.
case, the introduction of a new smoothing the resistance is 15 mA. Supposing that
Bias for the output valve was derived
condenser will remove the hum and the set the normal screen current of the valve from a potentiometer across the loudspeaker
will work normally.
with 100 volts applied is only 6 mA, it is field winding in the H.T. negative lead,
quite probable that the excess current is and a voltmeter between point " A," and
Mains Receivers
caused by a leaky decoupling condenser C, the chassis, gave q, negative reading. On
In the case of mains receivers, it always and this should be disconnected.- If the connecting the meter between point " B "
pays to make thorough tests of the rectifier current resumes normal proportions, a and chassis, i.e., on the other side of the
(Continued on next page.)
valve. and smoothing condensers, before new condenser is the obvious cure.
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If the fault cannot be found in the L.F. anode current, which may arise or fall
depending on the type of oscillator in use,
should occur. If no change occurs, the

QUICK -FIRE SERVICING

portion .of the receiver, an H.F. or I.F.
must be injected into each H.F.
G.B. decoupling resistance, a reading of signal
or I.F. stage in turn.
several volts positive was obtained.
When carrying out any of the above
Consideration of the probable cause of
the complaint, and an examination of the tests, remove the aerial, set the volume
(Continued from previous page)

theoretical circuit, suggested - that the
coupling condenser C was leaky, and allow-

ing a positive H.T voltage to appear on
the grid of the output valve. The insertion

of a milliammeter in the circuit in series

with condenser C showed that nearly

10 mA was flowing through the condenser.
On examining the condenser it was found

to be an electrolytic variety, and it was
learnt that this had been put in when the
set was serviced on a previous occasion.
Removal of the condenser and its substitution by a paper one, cured the trouble,
although the positive voltage on the grid

had caused the emission of the output

valve to drop.
We will presume that after taking these

in, the current should decrease if the H.F.,

I.F., detector and A.V.C. circuits are in
The next step is to inject a modulated order.
In a superhet receiver the oscillator
L.F. signal into the L.F. stages, commencing again with the output valve, and work- section of the frequency changer is quite

Interjecting Signals

a frequent source of trouble. If the oscillator fails, no I.F. signal will be reproduced,
but in some cases the oscillator may only

fail on certain wavebands, or parts of a
waveband.

The oscillator voltage should remain
as well as the grid circuits. Referring
again to Fig. 2, the pick-up or oscillator fairly constant over the whole of the waveshould be connected to each of the points band, although it may vary for different

wavebands. For instance, on S.W. bands,
condenser. In the case referred to above, the oscillator anode voltage is often
the fault would have been immediately increased. The quickest method of check-

W, X, Y, Z in turn through a

1

mfd.

located at the point W, but had the primary ing an oscillator is to insert a milliammeter
of the transformer been connected to in series with the oscillator anode, between

chassis instead of to the secondary and
H.T. negative, point " W " would have
been shown up O.K. and the fault not
located until the pick-up was connected

In the ease of partial failure, this will

be shown up by tuning the set through the
control to maximum, switch the receiver various wavebands and noting if a sudden
to long waves and rotate the tuning change in current consumption occurs at
condenser to maximum capacity.
any point or points, indicating that the
There are two fairly common faults valve is going in and out of oscillation at
which will not be located by simple voltage this point. Don't confuse this with a
tests and which can be found without the gradual change, for no oscillator will give a
use of an oscillator. One is a faulty diode constant reading over the whole of all the
or A.V.C. circuit, and the other is failure wavebands.
of the frequency valve to oscillate.
The simplest way to test the diode and Final Hints
A.V.C. circuit is to connect a milliammeter
Here are a few hints, which are the
in the anode lead of one of the controlled
valves (keep the meter leads a short as result of actual experience, and which may
possible and always connect the meter help the reader when called in to service
between the decoupling resistance and the a receiver:
main H.T. supply. Never connect it
1. Always make sure that the aerial
between anode and the I.F. transformer.)
has not been inadvertently disconnected.
Keep the aerial and earth connected to

readings, all voltages and currents have
been found to be reasonably normal and the receiver and rotate the tuning conthat the fault cannot be located.
denser very slowly. As a signal is tuned

ing back to the grid of the first L.F. valve.
A pick-up will do for this. Provided that a
condenser is fitted in series with the pickup or oscillator leads, it is quite permissible to inject the signal into the anode

oscillator is not functioning.

the voltage dropping resistance and the

main H.T. line, and note the reading.

Short-circuit the oscillator tuning con-

denser, or connect a large fixed capacity

to the primary side of the L.F. transformer. condenser across it. A change of oscillator

2. In the case of a battery receiver,
make sure that none of the battery
leads have been pulled out or
inserted in the wrong positions.

3. The quickest way to estimate whether
a valve is likely to be the cause of
the trouble, especially where read-

ings cannot be obtained without

removing the set from its cabinet, is
to measure the voltage drop across
the speaker field. These terminals
are easily accessible and the current

consumption of the receiver can
be quickly calculated from Ohm's
Law.

4. If the H.T. supply appears to be at

fault, examine the smoothing condensers first.

Disconnect each one

of them in turn until a voltage

reading is obtained.
Ignore the
increased hum for the time being.
It will be immediately reduced as
soon as the smoothing condensers
are reconnected,
substituted.

or

new

ones

Combined Tuning and
Wave -change Control

control 6 is provided with a circumferential
recess 12 round which a cord from a pulley
associated with the tuning condenser may
be wrapped.

A Method of Controlling Both These Operations with a Single Knob

round the wave -change spindle 2 and
operate the tuning indicator through a

Operation
In operation, rotation of the control knob
7 will cause the hollow spindle 6 to rotate

end of the control spindle remote from the cord drive. When it is desired to change
made for improvements in the knob is provided with one member 9 of a the wave -band the control knob 7 is discontrol of radio receivers. It has clutch, and the other member 10 of the placed axially to bring the clutch members
already been proposed, for example, to clutch is rigidly secured to the wave -change together, and then rotated so that both the
reduce the number of controls by making switch spindle 2. The members 9, 10 are wave -change switch and the tuning indione control perform two or more opera- biased apart by a spring 11. The hollow cator are moved together; as soon as the
tions, or to reduce the space occupied by
(Th
correct wave -band has been found the
arranging two or more controls concentricaxial pressure upon the control should be
ally.
removed so that a further rotation causes
The accompanying sketch shows a simple
only the tuning indicator to operate. It is
arrangement whereby both the tuning
Inadvisable to secure the driving cord
indicator and the wave -change switch can
positively to the hollow spindle 6 so as to
be actuated by means of a single control
avoid unnecessary strain upon the cord if
knob. The control is shown in section,
the control should be manipulated for
f0.
and the wave -change switch 1 is provided
changing the wave -band switch when the
with a spindle 2 arranged in a bearing 3
tuning indicator is in a limiting position.
MANY proposals have heretofore been

which is secured to the chassis 4. The
end of the spindle 2 is provided with a
circumferential groove 5 for a purpose which

9-

f2,

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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will be described later. A hollow control

spindle 6 is rotatably mounted on the
wave -change switch spindle 2, as shown,
and is provided with a control knob 7.
The spindle 6 is held to the shaft 2 by means
of a pin 8 which projects into the groove 5,

and thus allows a limited amount of axial
movement between the two shafts. The

a
Section

-

of

the

single -knob con-

trol device
I

described in the text.

By F. J. CAMM.
From all Booksellers 6,- net, or by post 6/6 direct
trom the Publishers. George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House. Southampton St.. Strand. London, W.C.2.
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Home-made Remote Control
A Useful Device Made from Odds and Ends
AVERY fascinating hobby is the

testing it will be advisable to

8RRSS STRRP HOLD/NO Coyz_ roz9AsE

control of various pieces of

apparatus by means of distant operated switches, and the details given

explain the action of the relay.
How the Relay Operates

D.

in last week's issue of one reader's

attempts in this direction will no doubt

arouse a desire to carry out similar

schemes in the homes of many experimenters. Although it is possible to
purchase ready-made relays or

ii E

The relay operates on each coil
separately, the normal position of

2

relay, when not in use, being shown

in Fig. 10. It will be seen that
both armatures are so balanced
that they normally rest on the

BA.c/.

similar devices, there is much more

"stops." When a current is passed

S2

interest in making up your own

apparatus, and the following details
which were given by us some years
ago are therefore reprinted for those
who wish to make up a similar type
of instrument. Although of very

'

-

.Y

simple construction, the device is
the result of considerable experi-

r-79TPIO HERE

/A.

COIL N°2

WOOD 3.47SE --"4

%2* TH/CK

/

E2

-

PRCIONG (EaoivirE OR WOOD)

E1&E2 FIRE BERR/NGS ...5I/PPORT/NG THE

ment.
A special feature is that, unlike
most other controls, it consumes no
current while the set is in use, and
gives a positive on -off contact.

rCRA-1,47-e./REs A -a-B.-

4-

0/ & 02 /927.2-e./.57-/NG SCREWS.

X IRON CYCLE Nu-rs & Socrs.
Fig. I.-Completed relay showing armature B attracted, and relay in closed
position after No. 2 coil has been momentarily energised. L.T. circuit is then

The action is similar to a G.P.O.

closed and L.T. current then flows up the bottom armature to top armature through

line relay and sounder, and complicated, unreliable clock actions, etc.,

bearings to set.

are avoided. The parts required are two bell is not to hand. In the latter case two
/ THIN
electric bell bobbins (complete), about l8in. small iron or steel bolts will serve as cores.
NRIL_
of iin. springy brass strip 1/32in. thick, two
SOLDERED
small iron or steel cycle bolts (as used for Details of Construction
ON

First drill a hole through the base as

shown (Fig. 1), and mount No.

L

hecia NUT SOLDERED
ovEARHOL. 4049:

I

end.

Mrain

,

Pi-pv/1, 1.1,q/L.
SOLDERED ON.

CCU

BEND HERE

It will be necessary to recess the

TOP PRMIRTURE cut to size out of the strip and the holes
drilled.
SOL-T
Solder the lin. nails to the

tFREE)-o

BOTTOM

face of nuts and give the
nuts a thin film of solder-

NAIL.
2.-Details of top armature.

this secures them further and
also prevents them

BEND RS SHOWN

HOLE FOR
4R/IRTuRE
PIVOT.

mu

BEARINGS.

d-

gua r d s ),

two 2BA

BEND 09T

RIGHT ArY"ES
HERE

two nuts

seven lin.

w ood

BEND

t hick.

2 PIECES

AEQUaZIED

The

bell

are

best

bobbins
bought if

an old

current is needed to operate the relay.

It will be seen that only a momentary

Figs. 3 to 7, then

WIRELESS BOLT

assemble the top

84 mars

HEPEarmature and

screws

bearings first. See

rig.tore3.-Tao
"ma- and a
bearings.
piece of

BEND THUS

tures, stops and
bearings to approximately t h e

The operating circuit is quite distinct and
shapes shown in separate from the low-tension circuit of the

minals,

about lin.

the top armature is attracted to core of

the bottom nut No. 1 coil and releases the bottom armature,
only on each. which falls by its own weight back to its
" Bend the arma- stop.

long with

wood for
TOP APPIAT4.442E base 3
by 4in. by
BEARING'S

position and solder

aEND

on each,
five ter-

2-4

BERRINOS
Fig. 7.-Details of bottom bearings.

" sticking " to the when properly adjusted. This action takes
magnet cores. Fit place instantaneously.
the 2BA bolts in
On sending a current through coil No. 1,

fixing

brass
70,0 ARMATURE bolts tin.

1,

2 PIECES
REQUIRED

4

Cut the bolts off flush with

41

-114

BEND THUS
"

NUTS SOLDERED armatures, as shown in Fig. 2,
TO IRRMATURE
and fit the iron cycle bolts.

LOCK NUT

NUT O. BOLT.

coil

bottom of base a little so that the nut
will be flush. Coil No. 2 is then through coil No. 2 the bottom armature
mounted horizontally on a small piece is attracted to the core, and in doing so
of 3/16in. wood or ebonite, and is knocks against the top armature and lifts
secured to base by a metal strap (cut it up. The top armature acts as a kind of
out of the brass strip), and two of latch, and immediately drops back over the
the small wood screws. The armatures, bottom armature, and effectively locks it
bearing supports, and stops are next

34,1'Y

Pr 4 4'.

1

upright by means of the nut on the core

4

that the iron

nuts
HOLES
TOP
41:00?TuRE

STOP
Fig. 4.- Top
armature stop.

j"

on

armatures

SOLDERED ON

BEND are directly
THUS opposite the

magnet (coil)
cores. Fix
the terminals

72

and connect

up as in
Fig. 8. Before

HOLES

B&W THUS
FIR. 6.-Bottom armature
stop and hearings.
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HOME-MADE REMOTE CONTROL

set which it throws on and off.

tilted, its working will

The L.T. circuit is from one of the
two terminals (see Fig. 8) to
armature,
bearings,
bottom
through bottom armature along
top armature (wherein contact),

be erratic. A neat wood

casing can
be made to
TO SET & Accumui-Aroa house the
if
e a
rammitsvq4.5

down top armature bearings and
out to other L.T. terminal on
relay base.
before using

To
(as

SEPTLIRRE CIRCUIT
Ac/OAT RELRY )

test the relay
is

Finally, see that the

ARMATURE SCARING, relay is kept in a horizontal position and not
moved, otherwise, if

(Continued from previous page)

operate efficiently

without attention.

Of course, it is
not- necessary to
give any instructions as to how to
adapt this control
to your own parOcular receiver, as there are

WIRE TO BOTTOM
ARMATURE
BEARING
RELAY OPERATING
Figs. 8 and 9. Showing wiring and
circuit to relay.

so many different arrangements which may be made

justment will be necessary

up, and these depend,
naturally, on the type of

on both armatures to get
smooth working, but this
will not be difficult as

Lz

FERM/HOL-S,

they are made of springy
brass. For operating the
relay 3 volts will usually
a flashlamp
suffice (or
battery), but up to 6 volts
can be used, especially if
there is a long length of

receiver which is in use, and

what form of reproduction

used, i.e., 'phones or
loudspeaker. There is one
point which must always be borne in mind
is

when fitting up this form of relay, and that

is that the current which operates it has
naturally to pass through the' extension

wire to the control pushes.
Two ordinary bell -pushes
are used for operating. One

PUSH011.

push is used to switch the

,ousHbcF-

set off and the other to switch
it on The pushes should be

leads, and when only a very small battery
or cell is used to operate the mechanism
there is a risk of such a loss of current in

passing through the long leads that the
relay fails to operate.

Therefore, obtain a

really heavy extension lead-one of the
multiple leads sold by Messrs. Bulgin

ARMATURE PIVOTED 47 -

BOLT,

Amp

If

properly

be found to

Simple Adjustments
A certain amount of ad-

NUT&

d esire d.

adjusted it will

advisable),

connect temporarily one end of
a battery to terminal 3. Touch
terminal 2 and bottom armature
should be attracted as explained.
On touching terminal 1 the top
armature should be attracted,
thereby releasing the bottom
armature.

rly

X

:tat

_E.1.

AD,../U57 HERE

SOLDER BOTTOM
NUTS TO RRMATURES

LOCK -NUTS

tIIIIII

CCU-

/W I

BACK .STOP 5.2.
ARMATURE B
PivorE
AT E

N?/

2

f7k Ar4r
BRASS STRAP.

oAifr

COIL

Jr"-

WOODEN BASE AfifT-IiTHICK
FRopir STOP S.2.

PACKING 416THICK

"The Man Who Wrote 'The
Maid of the Mountains'"
MOST people are familiar with the

melodies which ran through that

musical -comedy success of the last war,
" The Maid of the Mountains," but how
many know anything about its composer,
H. Fraser-Simson, who is, in fact, one of the

most versatile and successful of British
theatre composers ? The life and work of
" The Man who Wrote ' The Maid of the

Mountains,' " will be the subject of a

musical biography to be broadcast in the
Home Service programme on June 28th.
Compiled by M. Willson Disher, Gordon

....el'.
STOPS

Fig. 10.-Showing top armature in a lion at the moment of energising No. I
The armature is clear of its stop for a moment, and this frees the bottom
armature which is shown dropped clear by its own weight. The dotted lines
show the previous position of the armatures. Top armature drops back on to its
stop after being momentarily energised.
coil.

Fig. 11.-Relay in normal position-note top armature, resting on stop, as also bottom armature.
No coils energised.

mounted on an oblong switch block, and
may be of different colours or simply
marked with panel transfers, but this is, of
course, optional. Any number of control
points, with two pushes at each point,

_AS/

-1

may be used. Three wires are necessary
to each point. Both relay and operating
battery should be as near to the wireless
set as is possible to keep the low-tension
wiring on the set as short as possible.

Ip

ROADCAST ITEMS

McConnel and. Gwen Williams, this programme will give a picture of an exceedingly versatile musician who has created
not only popular but musicianly scores for
musical comedy, revues and ballet. Many

listeners will recall Fraser-Simson's settings

of the Christopher Robin verses by A. A.
Milne.

The singers will include Joan Cross,
Dennis Noble and Billie Baker, supported
by the B.B.C. Theatre Chorus and Theatre
Orchestra, conducted by Stanford Robinson.

especially for the purpose is admirable-and
try to avoid a heavy loss through the leads
by using large -capacity batteries or, alternatively, one of the smaller types of
accumulator.

Film Festival (4) : "Babes in
Arms
THE fourth production in the Summer

Film Festival will be a revival of the
radio version of " Babes in Arms," which

was regarded at the time as a model in

intelligent compression for broadcasting
purposes. It will be heard on July 1st.
Of recent film music scores of this type this is

surely one of the most attractive-which
is hardly surprising when it is remembered

that Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart
The haunting

were responsible for it.

" Where or When " and the high-spirited
" Good Morning " are regarded as excellent

examples of the present trend in popular
music, particularly the folmer.
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Why "Y" Working?
Further Notes on Dipole Aerials, by
H.

J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.

output of the transmitter's
to radio, both in the Services and last stage. It will be
outside, who are called upon to found in practice that for

THERE are no doubt many newcomers

work with dipole aerials for the first time. most commercial purposes
Furthermore, it is possible that some of the dimensions of the feeder

the pm -war transmitting folk who used line are chosen so that it
certain types of feeder and aerial systems provides a characteristic
did so without thoroughly appreciating impedance of 600 ohms.
their real significance when it came to the
question of why certain steps were taken.
The notes which follow have been prepared
with the object of clarifying an important
point in so far as it applies to a twin -wire
matched impedance feeder system which
has been found to be very suitable for use
with push-pull transmitters, and is really a

continuation of the data and description

Surges
When the whole system
is correctly balanced, each
of the twin wire feeders is

at an equal but opposite
potential to the other, and
in consequence

radiation

from the lines is neutralfurnished in PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated ised. If this condition is
June 1st, pages 239 and 240. The success not achieved, that is, if
of this eomplete aerial system may be said phasing and matching is
to depend primarily on certain physical not accomplished, then all
dimensions, which must be correct for the the power will not be
particular operating frequency allocated delivered to the dipole
for the installation. These are shown as aerial for radiation into
X, Y and Z in Fig. 1, and when this has space, and the remainder
been erected correctly it is only necessary will surge backward and
to determine the right load conditions by forward along the line
suitably adjusting the coil taps at the causing reflections, and so
transmitter.
upsetting the efficiency of

the

installation.

Fig. 2.-An actual ex-

ample of an aerial and
feeder installation based
on the points discussed in
this article.

Under

Proper Matching
correct working conditions, however, the between 3,000 and 28,000 kilocycles and
The aerial is a dipole, erected either only toss should be the PR losses, which 0.23 for frequencies above 28,000 kilo-

horizontally or vertically as required, and is quite negligible.
cycles. The length Y now becomes
this is fed by a twin -wire open feeder.
Y= 150.000k1 metres
In the June 1st issue, referred to above, it Useful Formula
was shown that the maximum current
The form of connection between feeder
where f is in kilocycles 01
conditions occurred at the centre of the lines
y 492,000k1 feet
and aerial shown in Fig. 1 is generally
aerial, but feeder connection is not made referred
as I -matching, and if the
directly at that point.. As will be seen formulae towhich
follow are used correctly,
The final item now refers to the length
each installation should be capable of Z of
the diverging section of the feeder
providing maximum radiation at the connection
and this is given bur the formula :
wavelength or frequency selected. The

first item is naturally the length of the

Feeder to

aerial itself, and in this case a small reducing

transformer.

factor k has to be introduced to allow

for the fact that the aerial cannot be
erected in free space. This factor will vary
according to the diameter of the wire

Y

Z = 45," metres

where f is in kilocycles as before of
Z= 147,600 feet.

These simple equations only hold good
for those installations where the characlarger the thinner the wire. In addition, teristic impedance of the twin wire feeder
slight changes in k have to be made accord- line is 600 ohms, but as was mentioned
ing to the frequency employed. For fre- earlier this is the standard worked to in
employed for the aerial, the factor becoming

-Z

Spacing bars

1.-The simple
layout of the aerial
Fig.

system

described on

this page:

quencies below 3,000 kilocycles. k can be
taken as 0.96 ; between 3,000. and 28,000
as 0.95 ; and above 28,000 as 0.94. Reverting to Fig. 1, therefore, we have the length
of the dipole X given by
150,000k metres

froin Fig. 1, the feeder is made to diverge

the majority of the Service and commercial
installations. If, therefore, this figure is

substituted in the formula given on page
240 (June 1st issue). it will be found that
the distance between the wires of the twin
feeder is nearly 200 times the radius of

the wire used for the feeders. That is to say,

f
for a distance Z before the junction is where f the frequency
of operation is if No. 6 gauge copper wire was used for the
made. This is for the purpose of introexpressed in kilocycles. That is to say, transmission line, then since the radius of

ducing an exact impedance match between
the aerial and the twin wire feeder termination. This ensures a maximum transfer
of power, and also eliminates any radiation
from the feeders themselves. This matching question is an important one, and must
be accepted at this stage ; further details
concerning its working will be dealt with
in a subsequent issue.
The transmission line has a certain
characteristic surge impedance which has

been shown to depend upon the size and
spacing of the conductors comprising itsee formula on page 240-and when the
proper adjustment of the line is made at
the radio frequency employed then it will
act as a pure resistance joined across the

for a 2 metre system the aerial length would this wire is 0.08in. the distance between the
be 0.94 metres. If it is desired to express wire centres for the twin run would be
X in feet, then it is only necessary to approximately 16in.

introduce a simple conversion factor and An Example
we have
As an indication to readers of an actual
492,000k

li

feet

The next important dimension concerns
the coupling between the aerial itself,

and the diverging lines of the twin feeder
cable, and in Fig. 1 this is shown as Y.

dipole aerial erection with a Y matched twin
wire open feeder, reference can be made to
Fig. 2. This shows a dipole secured by an

arm at the top of a mast, which in turn is
guyed to a high flat roof on the top of a
building. The feeder cables are held apart

Here, again, a reducing factor has to be by insulating distance pieces of the approintroduced which changes slightly accord- priate length, and are connected to the
ing to the frequency of operation. Calling aerial proper at an exact distance based
this k1 we have k1 is 0.25 for frequencies on calculations using the three preceding
below 3,000 kilocycles ; 0.24 for frequencies formul.
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A Twelve -range Test -meter
A Home-made All-purpose Instrument
with Single Switch Control
By W. J. DELANEY
MOST readers are now aware that an
all-purpose tester may be made up
round a single range milliammeter.
It is usual to use a meter with a full-scale
deflection of 1 mA. for this purpose, and

Voltage Readings
The above explanation shows how the

meter may be made to read various current

ranges merely by switching in suitable
resistances. To enable a voltage
to increase the current reading various shunt
resistances are shunted across it. To reading to be obtained, for which purpose
meter has to be joined in parallel with
enable voltages to be read, resistances are the
supply or circuit, some form of limiting
connected in series with it, and for the the
must be included, also in series,
reading of actual resistance values a small resistance
that the total current flowing through
voltage is included in series. The basis so
meter does not exceed 1 mA. Suppose
of all these tests is that the meter passes the
wish to make the needle indicate 10
a current up to the maximum indicated on we
when it points to 1 on the scale (that
the meter, and by including additional volts
is, at full-scale deflection).
Ohms Law
gives us the rule that 1 mA. will flow
through a resistance of 10,000 ohms when
0 -/Ma.
10 volts are applied (current equals voltage
divided by resistance). Therefore, if our

meter is 100 ohms and we connect a

resistance of 9,900 ohms in series and then

.2,500
WVVVVW

,--wwvvvv-D

connect the two across a 1 -volt supply
the needle would rise to 1 on the scale
and thus we have obtained our desired
range. This may be extended up to any
desired voltage range, although if, for
instance, we wish the meter to read 1,000

+

Test

-

leads

The use of the meter for measuring resistances is carried out in a similar marmer,
including a small cell inside the instrument
so that this is connected in series when a

3V 4000 resistance is being measured, and calibrating

Fig. 1.-Theoretical circuit of the 12 -range meter.

components inside the meter case, and

choosing these properly, indications may
be provided so that instead of taking the
meter reading for, say, .5 mA., this may
represent 50 volts. For the benefit of
new readers, the idea works out as follows :

The meter will have an internal value,
usually of 50 or 100 ohms. Any meter

may be used, but the actual current range
should not be greater than 1 mA. Suppose

that we use a meter with a resistance of
100 ohms, and connect across it a resistance
of 100 ohms. This means that if a small
voltage is applied through a circuit so that

case.

difference between the average home-made

instrument and a commercial meter being
in the selection of the appropriate ranges.
the ' home-made instrument is
volts, we need not use a resistance of Usually,
999,900 ohms, as the percentage error provided with plugs and sockets, whereas

would be so small that we could use a
standard component of 1,000,000 ohms
with little margin of error on the scale.

0

Fig. 3.-The finished instrument in its home-made

the commercial instrument has a single
control with multi -switch unit for the
same

purpose,

and by

this

adopting

method of construction the use of the
meter is greatly simplified, and a more
professional finish is obtained. In the

sample illustrated, a double -band 12 -contact

switch was used, this being manufactured

A. B. Metal Products, Ltd., and may he
our scale in resistance values in ohms, by
from B.T.S.
The meter used
according to the current flowing. Usually, obtained
a home-made meter is arranged to cover was supplied by Premier Supply Stores
only one range of resistance values, external
batteries then being added to give multiples

of the resistance range as required.

A Typical Sample

and has an internal resistance of 50 ohms.
We understand, however, that these are no
longer available, but many readers may have

one of these on hand and wish to make
the instrument. On the other hand, for

those who have an instrument of 100 ohms
The following constructional details will or who obtain one of that value, we give
give an idea of the lines to be followed in below a table of the necessary shunt and

making an all-purpose meter, the main series resistances for various current and
Fig. 2.-Wiring Diagram. In this
diagram the "wafers" of the switch
are shown as though hinged open.
That is, contact
is actually im-

3 Volts

1

mediately below l a, and so on.

a current of 1 mA. flows, this will divide

and flow equally through the meter and the
extra 100 ohms resistance, and accordingly
the meter needle will only rise half -way up
the scale. If the scale is calibrated, this
would mean that the meter would indicate

.5 mA., but we suggested that the meter
had been connected to a circuit through
which lmA. was flowing, and therefore,
our meter indication is only half of the
true current. In other words, we have
multiplied the scale by 2 by shunting the
meter with a resistance equivalent to the
meter resistance. If we shunt the meter
with a resistance of such a value that only

one -tenth of the current flows through
the meter and nine -tenths through the
shunt resistance, the meter scale will be
multiplied by 10, and so on.

2

r

Ilk

/2a

to

1101111M101Wr4i 14

'010001.4.
7

Bottom

/Oa

114

'1%

a

Test
Top

7a

Leads
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From these the appro- At the end of the leads, sockets are soldered,
priate values may be chosen to give any and these are made to take crocodile clips
desired range. Incidentally, Premier Radio or other methods of obtaining contact at
voltage ranges.

TYPE.

can supply a ready -wound shunt resistance the points of a circuit which are to be
Alternatively, the Bulgin test
for a 50 -ohm 1 mA. meter which will give tested.
readings of 5mA., 25mA., 250mA., and prods may be used. As the meter in ques-

1 amp. The wiring of the shunt and tion was intended to be used for charging
series resistances to the two -bank switch purposes (on the 1 amp. range), clips had
for the different ranges is shown in Fig. 2, to be used to maintain constant contact,
and it will be seen that when set to the but this is a point which may be left to the
For accuracy,
" Resistance " range, a battery and variable individual constructor.
resistance is included in circuit, in addition the series resistances should be specially
to a fixed resistance. These are essential selected and most manufacturers can

M.E.S.
HOLDERS
for every

\\

RADIO

5 yours

1 AMP

50 VOLTS

NEED

inn VOLTS

equalled for quality
and efficiency.

I

250

25 m A --

The range of pilot
lamp holders is un-

A large variety of

different

VOLTS

any type of shell,

A, B, C, D or E can
fixed

be

5

NI

A

1mA

bracket.

\500V0
7:7,00t,00r,\ r e"Nr%
LI VOLTS
0

When a small battery is
included in series with the meter, a given
range will be provided, but as the battery
becomes discharged the reading will vary
and thus a scale could not be accurately

We also list an
extensive range of
radio components,
chokes,
switches,
plugs, etc., particulars of which we shall
be glad to supply
upon application.
If you have not yet

had a copy of our

Copies on art paper may be obtained

current
catalogue,
send now. This con-

calibrated. Therefore, if a moderately
low -value resistance is included in series,
this may be adjusted to compensate

for the varying voltage of the battery.

In the original instrument this resistance
has a total rating of 1,000 ohms, and it is

included on a small bracket inside the box,

with a hole at the top through which a
small screwdriver may be inserted for a
zero setting. The normal spindle is cut
down to about fin. in length and is then
slotted by means of a thick -bladed hacksaw or two blades mounted side by side
on a hack -saw frame. The battery used

was a standard No. 8 torch cell, a small
section of the bottom of the box (homemade) being cut out, and two spring contacts being made from the brass strips taken
from a disused flashlamp battery. A sliding

tains full details of the

supply these specially at a slight extra
charge. These are incidentally also obtainable from Premier
2%+.

whole " BULGIN "

range.

Radio, guaranteed

A SELECTION
M.E.S.
28

SHUNT RESISTANCES SERIES RESISTANCES
Multiplyin Resistance

Factor
2

in Ohms
100

6
8

50
33.33
25
20
14.29

10

11.11

3

4
5

20
30
40
50
60
80

100

200
300
400
500
600
800

5.26
3.45
2.56
2.04

1.695
1.266
1.010

0.503
0.334
0.251

0.200
0.167
0.125
0.100

Voltage
Range
Desired

M.E.S. Recessed Fix-

2 volts
5
10
15

15,000

20
30
50

20,000
30,000
50,000
100,000
150,000
200,000
300,000
500,000
1,000,000

100
150

200
300
500

,,

1,000

9

1,900

2,900
4,900
9,900

3

screwdriver inserted in the hole and the
needle adjusted to read an exact zero.

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS

The test leads are ordinary red -and -black
flex connected as shown to indicate correct
polarity. This is most important and must_
be preserved to avoid damaging the meter.

3°
3°

ing Bracket

Live.
M. E.S. As No. 60, side 3=
62

ears pinched
over.

M.E.S. Live Fixing 3°
Bracket.
61
M.E.S. As
42

27,

side

ears pinched

3°

over.
M.E.S. As 27 less side
ears.
45
M.B.C. As No.12, ears 43

3.

14 pinched over. 2
M.B.C. Baseboard or
6 chassis fixing.
S.E.S. Baseboard or ev
81 chassis fixing.
.E.S. Baseboard or 47
6 chassis fixing.

4.

and hinged to facilitate replacement when
desired. To obtain the zero setting the two
test leads are short-circuited, and the

Test Prods

Bracket.

M.E.S. Double Clip
Bracket.
33

in Ohms

metal lid was provided with a keyhole

and a fixed value of 2,500 ohms, the meter
scale will read from 0 to 200,000 ohms.

no

Dual Live

M.E.S. Springplunger 3.
Contact.
26

Resistance

1,000

With a 50 -ohm meter, a 1,000 -ohm variable

any

sentative of our wide
range.

from this office for 3d.

additions.

to

The selec-

tion below is repre-

LT S

This dial indicator may be cut out and stuck on the panel.

models is

actually stocked, and

PLUS I6F,T0 WAR
INCREASE

TABLES AND FORMUL/E
(Second Edition)

By F. J. CAMM

3/6, by post 3/10 from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.).
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

Advert. of A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd., BYE PASS
ROAD, BARKING.

Tel. RlPpleway 3474 (4 lines).
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This leads me to suspect the L.F. section

In reply
676

r:
44) u r letter

Mains Transformer Connection
" I have removed a mains transformer

of the receiver and I wonder if you can
suggest any likely cause of the trouble.

I might mention that I have carried out all

the usual tests for instability and have amply

decoupled everything and seen to correct

working voltages and values."-L. D.

S.

(Brockley).

AFORM of trouble sometimes experior in

enced in the L.F. section of a receiver

small P.A. apparatus

is

that of

instability due to the L.F. volume control.
This type of component is generally proWE would suggest a two-valver, which vided with a metal case over the element,
will give ample volume with a small and we have met a number of cases where

the trouble can only be overcome by

from a commercial set and there is one little

built-in frame for headphone use at low
H.T. voltage. The Hivac XD and XL
valves will be found quite suitable, with
transformer coupling. One of the small
45 -volt H.T. batteries used for deaf -aids

earthing this screening cover. Its exact
cause cannot easily be discovered, but the
trouble is by no means rare and our own
A.R.P. equipment installed in this building

how to use these two windings in the set, in
the absence of the centre -tapping. The large
H.T. winding is centre -tapped as usual."M. P. (Gainsboro').

dry cell. The frame could be wound in
the lid of the box, assuming a box about

manner in order to obtain maximum gain
and complete stability. We suggest, therefore, that you try this in your case.

being intended for the valves in the receiver.
This arrangement works quite satisfactorily
and on many receivers there is little difference from the point of view of hum when the
centre -tap is used. The main reason for

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
tact that the Queries Service is intended only

one of economy.

described in our pages, from articles appearing

thing which puzzles me in its connection.
There are two heater windings, one centre tapped and one not. I know the set used
6.3 volt valves and should be glad to know

may be employed with a dry accumulator or had to have the control earthed in this

Sin. by 5in. About 44 turns of wire would

needed for the medium -waveband,
many commercial receivers the recti- be
tapping this for reaction. The most suitable H.T. Battery Resistance
IN fier heater winding is not centre -tapped, point for the tap would have to be found
" I was looking through some elementary
the 11.T., positive line being taken from by experiment. A Bulgin midget trans- wireless articles recently and I see that
one side of the filament or heater. This is former could be used for coupling, with the decoupling has to be included in a battery
apparently the case in your component, small tubular fixed condensers, etc., to set in order to avoid trouble due to a runthe centre -tapped low -voltage winding make quite a neat set.
down H.T. battery. This seems rather in-

dispensing with the tapping is, of course,

congruous to me as surely when the battery

is new there is more H.T. and the trouble

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

Damaged Valve
" I was recently overhauling my set and
in thinking the valve pins were not making
good contact I tried to improve matters by

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers
poraries.

described

In

our

contem-

I am

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

as the set won't work now, and in a test
there is no anode current in the valve.
The pins are not simple slotted ones, but
bowed slightly on the sides and I had a

enclosed for the reply. All sketches and

opening the pins with a penknife.

afraid that I have damaged one of the valves

bit of a job to get the knife blade in. Do
you think I have done anything to damage
the valve ? "-B. T. (Blackburn, Lanes).

THERE is a possibility that you have
severed the leading -out wire inside

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

separate department.

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
LGeorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon mast be enclosed
with every quart,

one of the pins. Absence of anode current
would indicate that it is an anode or filament

leg and a continuity test on the filament Doublet Aerial Feeds

" I am using one of the ' J ' type aerials
In the case of the filament leads having which was originally used by a well-known
gone it will be necessary to replace both as local transmitter. I am utilising it in conit will be found that you will have to try junction with my commercial communicaand pull out the lead from the leg and if tions 8-valver and I am wondering if I can
you attack the wrong one you are bound improve on the flex feeders I am now using
to break it and thus will have to do both. with this type of aerial. Could you give
The slot should be opened as much as me your recommendations as to the most
will enable you to ascertain which is broken.

possible and the thin wire " fished for "

would thus be more intense with a new
battery. Why, therefore, do you have to
adopt the' procedure mentioned to guard
against a low -voltage battery ? "-K. E.
(Cambridge).

YOU have overlooked the fact that the
trouble is due to the fact that without
decoupling components H.F. currents will
have to pass through the battery to earth.
A new battery has a very low H.F. resistance and consequently offers little barrier
to the H.F. which is thus effectively earthed.

On the other hand as the battery becomes
discharged, although the voltage is educed
the internal resistance of the battery
increases and thus offers opposition to the
flow of H.F. This takes the easier path to

earth offered in other parts of the circuit
and accordingly troubles arise. By including
decoupling resistances in the anode circuits
and providing a by-pass condenser to

earth, the H.F. is prevented from getting
to the battery and therefore, although of
high resistance, it does not affect stability.
Obviously, however, the reduced voltage,
coupled with the fact that resistances are

in the anode circuit, will result in poor

reception due to lack of H.T. on the actual
anode and therefore the battery should not
be used when the voltage drops to a certain

level-dependent upon the circuit and the
characteristics of the valves in use.

effective way of coupling this to my set ?"

i.imm11.01.1
,,..0.4141M,
with a crochet hook or similar implement. V. G. T. (Boston).
When located and pulled out a length of
ALTHOUGH good results are obtainable
REPLIES IN BRIEF
bare thin copper wire should be soldered on
with twisted feeders used with the
The folios -lug replies to queries are given in
to the end and the solder at the base of the aerial mentioned by you, the losses are
abbreviated
form either because of non-compliance j
pin heated and shaken off to leave the hole actually far higher than with any other type
with our rules, or because the point reseed is not of
clear. The wire will then have to be of transmission line. The same results
general interest.
pushed through and pulled straight, when apply to both transmitting and receiving I31011.6i11411M.041=1.01111111,041111..011111.41=0,4111.(101.1141.M4
it may be soldered to the point of the pin aerials and we suggest that you use a
J. A. W. (Wolverhampton). Your sketch is quite
and excess solder cleaned off. Do not try properly spaced pair of feeders, coupling incorrect.
You have apparently applied 230 volts
the filament ! The 230 volt winding must be joined
to remove the pin from the base of the these to your receiver either through to
to
the
alludes,
with the centre tap to earth (H.T.--).
valve.
a small coupling coil or with a tuned matched The filament is fed
from a separate low -voltage winding,
and the centre tap is H.T.
input circuit.

Midget Receiver

" I wish to make up a very small battery
midget capable of pocket use. Will two
valves give me the desired result and, if so,
what types would you advise, especially as I
wish to keep batteries to a minimum ? I
should also like some recommendation as
to a suitable circuit for strict portability."G. F. (N.W.5).

a. E. (Bromwich). The valve is not suitable. You
must use a Class B type driver in that circuit.

L.F. Instability
J. t. C. (Glasgow). The aerial is quite suitable, but
a pre-set or small variable condenser in series with
" I recently assembled some parts into a use
the lead-in.
straight four -valve set which, although it

works well on mike and pick-up, gives a

14!1

bad howl on radio. I made several modifi-

The coupon on page 328 must be

find that the output is low on the mike

attached to every query

cations to the layout and screening, but I
circuit and the howl cannot be removed.
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ELECTRADIX

RECTIFYING EQUIPMENT

for Emergency Lighting in Shelters. Chargers
Lift
for Homes, Garages and Depots.
Control. Signals. Magnetic Tools, etc.
A.C. MAINS CHARGERS. " LESDIX " TUNGAR
CHARGERS. Two models of these famous sets. One
for 70 volts 6 amps. with meters and controls. etc.,
will handle 100 cells a day, 27/17/6. Another fine Tungar
for two 5 amp. circuits with meters and variable volt
controls, 70 volts 10 amps., for 200 cells, bargain, £12/15.
200/
WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS.

Open tor Vticuilian
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Radio Service Manual

roughly bound for reference.
I look forward to my copy each week, and

volumes

SIR,- With reference to the " Servicethoroughly digest its contents, even the
Manual," I once read this book through advertisements, and hope it may continue
prior to purchase and found it the most to flourish for many years to come.intriguing and interesting publication on D. HAY (London, W.).
modern radio I've ever read, gripping one
from beginning to end so much so I intend
to read it through again, hence my desire
for

a copy.

Suggested Club for
Huddersfield

Whilst being sufficiently

technical it does help one to see daylight
by its very practical text and illustrations,
and it is certainly a refresher for those who

have been a reader of PRACTICAL

WIRELESS for the past two years, and
like myself managed to keep up with early have found it a great help on numerous
advances in radio, but who in later years, occasions. The formation of a local shortthrough work and other factors, have let wave club appeals to me, and if any readers
the study slide. As evidence of my present in the district are interested I shall be glad
request for another book, I may say that it if they will please write to me or call.
Regarding the controversy that is going
has renewed my interest in radio and the
on between the 0-v-1 men and those who
study of it.
Wishing your publications every success support the more elaborate communicaand many recommendations which I, tions receivers, may I add that I listened in
personally,

an 0-v-1 and was able to receive all
shall gladly add to.-J. E. with
the stations worked by local amateurs, who

SSTELLE (Dagenham).

A Satisfied Prize-winner

all use 5-7 valve superhets.-J. HAwETNS
(Huddersfield).

wish to thank you for the book

250 v. A.C./D.C. Single circuit, wall type, 9in. x 10in. x
llin. 230 v. A.C. for D.C. 100 v. at 500 mia. Sale, £5110.

Wall type " R " steel case, 12in. x 19in., A.C. mains to
D.C. 40 volts 3 amps.. for 40 radio
cells, guaranteed, 27/7/6. Similar
one for car battery charging. 15
volts 6 amps., D.C. output.
26/17/6. Fine model also for
A.C. mains with D.C. output of
280 volts 250 m/a.. £71216. Two
50 -volt circuits each of 750 mla.,
D.C.
from A.C. mains, is
another bargain at £6/10.
KEEP YOUR BATTERY- PREPARED : Charging
on A.C. Mains. The NITNDAY does this without
attention and at low cost.
Model NAN, charge 2 volts l amp., 12/6.
Model N/Afli, Trickle, charge 6 volts I amp., 17/6.

Model N11161, Car Charger, charge 6 Volts 1 amp., 24/-.
Model 5/111131( Car Charger, charge 6 volts 14 amps.. 27,6.
Model NIC6/2, Car Charger, charge 6 volts 2 amps.. 37/-.

Model N/D12/1, H.M. Car Charger, 1 amp.. 38/-.
STORAGE. Yon may have charging facilities and
want to install high capacity steel accumulators which
will hold their charge almost indefinitely.
A.R.P. EDISON HIGH CAPACITY STEEL CELLS
at less than half price for stand-by lighting, 120 A.H.
to 300 A.H. at 25/- to 35-. Makers' price is £5. Ask
for leaflet.
D.C. ROTARY CHARGERS.
3 h.p. 220 volt
D.C. motor, 6 volt 250 amp., dynamo £16. 200 volt motor,
25 volts 6 amps. dynamo, £4. Motor 220 volts 8 volts
50 amps. dynamo, £6/10. And others up to 6 kW.
A.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3 -phase motor, 200
volt to D.C. Dynamo 8 volts 15 amps.. £4117,6, R.C.A.
3 -ph. motor, 220 volts coupled to D.C. dynamo. 500 volts
200 1Ma., £51.0. Single-phase to D.C., Higgs MO volt
A.C. motor coupled to D.C. dynamo. 8 volts 16 amps..
£5110. B.T.H.. ditto, li h.p. motor, with starter on
bed with 15 volt 30 amp. dynamo. £7110.
300 -CELL A.('. CRYPTO MOTOR-GEN. SET. For
220 volt A.C. mains. for radio cell circuits and ten 12 volt
10 amp. car batteries D.C. output, £32..
D.C. MAINS MOTOR GENS. D.C.iD.C. 220 v. to 30 v.
10 amps., £7/19. M.C. Crompton, D.C./D.C. 100 volts
to 17 volts 6 amps.. £476. 250 v. to 16 v. 5 amps., £5.
Estro M.G. ditto to 6 volts 1 amp., 451, Motor Generators for all outputs up to 60 amps.

A DX Log from Bristol
" Sixty Tested Wireless Circuits,"
warded me for solving a recent problem.
S111,-1 enclose a short log which may ALTERNATORS. 200 watt 500 cycle Alternators.
It will be very useful for quick reference,
52A. A most perfectly -made AC. generator,
interest other readers. The stations Type exciter
10 volts 20 amps., weight 71 lb.. in aluas I am constantly making up sets of one were received during the last three weeks with
minium cover. Belt or motor drive. Used by many
kind or another for experiment or for on a simple det. and L.F. arrangement using
ft iends.

a 60ft. vertical aerial :

I have been a constant reader of PRACTIWRUL, WGEA, WRUW, WCBX,
CAL WIRELESS from No. 1, and have all the WNBI, WPIT, WHAM, WEIL, W1JFG,

works for test 500 v. current. Cost 00. Our price,
only £3/10.
ELECTRIC SUPPLY. An Independent Emergency
or Stand-by set may be of great value to you. Can
be transported on any car that can carry 3 cwt.
A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS.
500 -watt single -cod.. 2 -stroke,

W1ABQ, W1FH, W4CYU, W1DQ, LY1S,
CR6AF,
(Bristol).

and XGOY.-H.

FROM THE TEST BENCH
Screwdriver Blades
MANY constructors find that

PROBLEM No. 406

screw

a two -valve set (battery

damaged
when tightening or loosening screws or

by means of a band-pass pair of coils. He

bolts, and this is invariably due to the
fact that the screwdriver blade is wrongly

obtained such a valve, fitting the standard
form of volume control, namely a potentiometer
across a biasing battery, with the arm of
the control connected to the lower end of the
grid coil with by-pass condenser to earth.
He found, however, that instead of varying

cut.

has

MELVYN
operated) in which an S.G. -valve was
used as detector, and the tuning was effected

decided that the introduction of a variable -mu
valve would be an improvement and accordingly

volume

this control introduced serious
distortion. Why was this ? Three books will
be awarded for the first three correct solutions

Will entrants please name their
preference for a prize, selected from the list
on page 310. Entries should be addressed to
The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George
Newnes, Ltd., ToWer House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes
must be marked Problem No. 406 in the top
left-hand corner and must be posted to reach
this office not later than the first post on
opened.

Monday, July 1st, 1940.

heads

become

badly

It should not, contrary

to

general

SIGNAL GEAR

Morse Keys, Practice Sets,
Buzzers and Aldis Lamps.

Headphones,

section of the blade should show a rectangle.

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Unfortunately, this will mean that it will
only fit certain slots, and this is generally

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
1 elephone

Central 4611

.

.

overcome by making a very slight taper on
the blade, but where much constructional
work is undertaken it will pay to have
several screwdrivers with varying thicknesses

of blade, if neatness

is

to

be
MIIIMIN111111111,

This unique Handbook
shows the easy way to
secure

The trouble in Abbott's receiver was a n open -circuited

by-pass condenser in the cathode -circuit of the output
valve. At weak or normal volumes this would have

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS 4

resistor without ILL". by-pass would result in distortion

Any of our readers requiring informal ion and

;

little effect, but at large volumes the effect of a bias

K. Pitman, 31, Elmtree Road, Pitsea, Essex.

Centrifugal, all -bronze pumps, aft. lift, 120 gals. per hour.
For Oft. fountain, Caravans. Bungalows and boats, 72.'B.
Larger pumps quoted for.
AIR COMPRESSORS for Paint Spraying. Set Cleaning.
Inflation, etc. Foot operated, 45/.. Electric, No. 1
size. A.C. or D.C. motor, £6. No. 2 Twin-Cyl. £7110.
A few S.H. in good order, cheap.

Slumped envelope musl be enclosed for Free Bargain List
N," or for replies to enquiries.

Solution to Problem No. 405

E. T. Lascelles, 3, Church Avenue, Aintree, Liverpool, O.

ready for immediate delivery
for £17/10.
150 watt sets on similar lines
but coupled to 25/30 volts.
6 amps. dynamo, £13.
300 watt Petrol Electric Alternator, 226110.
ELECTRIC PUMPS, for A.C. or D.C., 12v. to 230 v.

If possible, the
blade should be parallel -sided and the tip
should be filed flat. That is, a cross
impressions, be sharpened.

preserved.

and a limiting effect which would reduce volume.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 404, and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them :
R. C. Evans, Station House, Llangefni.

water-cooled, self -oiling Stuart
Turner meg. ign. 50/70 volts,
10 amps. shunt dynamo, 1,000
r.p.m. These are £40 sets

THAYER

S.

;
I

advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks or
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner and
Co., Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29,

Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2,
who will give free advice to readers mention-

ing this paper.

t
i

A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,

A.M.I.MeelLE.,
A. M. I. A. E.,

A.M.I.R.E., and similar qualifica-

tions. WE GUARANTEE-" NO PASS-NO FEE."
Details are given of over 150 Diploma Courses in all
branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Acre, Radio
and Production Engineering, Television, Building,
Draughtsmanship, Tracing, Inspection, Government Employment, etc. Write for this enlightening
Handbook to -day FREE and post free.

Men with-vadio knowledge can obtain attractive posts in (Se Servires.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
409, Shakespeare /louse, 17. 18. 19. Stratford Pl., W.1
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Advertisements

The "Fluxite Quins " at work.

are accepted for these columns

at the rate of Id. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

each paragraph). Series discounts -of 5 per cent. for 13,

10 per cent, for 26 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," 'rower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

AV 0M111 OR
Revd made Af&N

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

This precision -built moving -coil D.C.

instrument, with 13 ranges covering

0-120 m/A, 0-600 volts, and 0-3
megohms, provides adequate testing
facilities for checking valve performance, batteries and power units, etc.
It reduces trouble -tracking to its
simplest terms. In case with instruction booklet, leads,

interchangeable

CABINETS
A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets

(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5801.

testing prods and
crocodile clips.
0-

0

Voltage
V.
0-240 v.

0- 12 v.
0-120 v.

LITERATURE

Current

0- 6 m/empe.
0.300 v. 0- 30 miampa.
0.600 v. 0-120 miempa.
Resistance

0-10,000 ohnie.
0.60,000
0-1,200.000 ohms.
0-3 megohms.

Write for

fully

WADE

Sole Propri,Mrs & Manufacturers :Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder Rouse, Douglas St.,London,S.W.1. 'PAoau Victoria 304/7

" You ask why I dig up the earth.
Well, the earth tube, my dear,
Has broken loose-so it's clear
Here attain will Flurite prove its worth I -

See

that FLUXITE Is always by you-In the

house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering Is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in tins. 40., Sd..

1/4 and 2,S.

American Amateur Relay League
Handbook, 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/-, post 6d. 1940 Jones Handbook :
NEW Edition.

approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of

Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post 6d.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho Street, London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

descriptive leaflet.

BRITISH

Said " Eh," that is " Ee" with the girth.

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make.
24 -hour service, moderate prices.-Sinclair
Speakers. Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
London, N.1.

Cones/coils
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers.
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialcomplete with full instructions. TB.
keep. 1
TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will
round and true, unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple
-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN Is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering lob instantly. A little

esstue places the right quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for ages. Price
Till. or filled 2/13.

Write for Free Book on the art of " soft " soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASE-IIARIDENING
STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE
FLUXITE LTD. Wept. W.P.), DRAGON WORKS
BERMONDSEY ST. S.E.I.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balliam Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISE

STAMPS. -50 Italy 8d. ; 25 Bulgaria 8d.-liarrowven,

tOR

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. 5. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

223, Ring Street, Norwich.

!

columns of Practical Wireless " are scanned by most of
our readers. Here you will

MORSE EQUIPMENT

find a ready market for your
range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,

surplus components. Special
rate of I d. per word (minimum

FULL

W.1.

'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

not content merely to teach the prin
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

Wireless," Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

MORSE TRAINING
WIRELESS

1/-.)

Send your advertisement with P.O. to :" Practical
Advertisement
Manager,

Code Courses. "Book of Facts ".Free.-

Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Itingsway, London,
W.C.2.

r,

WE SUPPLY LATEST MODELS OF

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

,--

Please explain fully about your Instruction in
ARMSTRONG

reproduction.

ARMSTRONG

Television

If you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it below.

Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications

unsealed envelope.)

C

1111111111111111111110M

the

following

Model

A W 38. -8 -valve

all -wave

Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
interest, please write for catalogue, 6d. Post Free.
Armstrong Manufacturing Co., Warlters Rd., Holloway,
London, N.5.

Age

stamp on

recommending

Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including 6 watts push-pull output. Price 0/8/0
5% war increase.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, P.M. and energised 41n. to 14in. inseveral Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers,
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.
3,000

(Ube penny

Co.

economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio

Name

A

NEW CHASSIS

Dept. 13411, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
the subject marked X.

. . .

those surplus components into cash The classified

Turn

cluding

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS ON
EASY TERMS

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST tit
" TERMS. PROMPT DELIVERY, CARR. PAID.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

" WINDER," ARDINGLY RD.,BALCOMBE,
SUSSEX (Evacuation Address).

11.1.1.41.41.1.1.1.=0.114ME011.11,11,==.11.1WI10111.11.1111 /.11.04.11MH MEP,

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
This coupon is available until July 6th 1J40,
! and must accompany all Queries and Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 29r6/19.10.
411.11110.1.1=1.111041011.M11.011.1.1,41.11.110.1141.114141113

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S

Radio Map of the World enables you to

post 6d.

WEBB'S Radio Globe-superb 12" full -

iii
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PREMIER RADIO

locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30" 2 colour heavy
Art Paper, 4/6, post 6d. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6,

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY -OPERATED
KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS

colour model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount. Post Paid. 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho Street, London, W.1. 'Phone Gerrard 2089.

3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
BANKRUPT Bargains. Brand new 1039/10 models,
well-known best makes, makers' sealed cartons, with

guarantees, at less 8O%-40% below listed prices ; also

Midgets, portables. Send 2j0. stamp for lists.Radio Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road,
Aston, Birmingham.
COULPHONE

Radio, 22, Grimshaw Lane, Ormsklrk.

All goods previously advertised still available. Special
offer. Cosmocord Series III. Crystal pick-ups, 18/6.
Stamp for lists.

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are
still available ; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 163A, Strand, W.C.2.

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams, and 2 -volt Naives.
3 -Band S.W. 2 -

Valve Kit, 22,6.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
Coils to tune front 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
..
Kit
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ..
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

20/23/26/3

29/-

BOOKS
YOU need this war atlas when you read the newspapers
or listen to the wireless bulletins. " Newnes Compre-

hensive War Atlas" will make the progress of the
conflict understandable in all its aspects. 8 pages of
war maps, including the Scandinavian countries,
Western Front, Balkans, and all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
With war strengths of the Armies, Navies, and Air
Forces of the NatIone.-Of all newsagents and booksellers, le. 6d. net, or by post Is. 9d. from the Book
Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
KNOW

what to do before the doctor comes.-Learn

from the new book, " First Aid For The Householder,"
and your knowledge may be the means of saving a life.

Deals In simple language with all kinds of injuries
and their treatment, war -gases, shock, and the minor
ailments of everyday life. Clearly illustrated.Of all booksellers, Is. Oil. net, or by post Is. 0d. from
the Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower

House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

for A.C. mains,
64'10/-, complete with valves, coils and circuits.
4 VALVE S.W. RECEIVER KIT

Special Offer of Record Auto -Changer Units for
A.C. Mains by famous manufacturer. Play 8
records. Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto -

stop, Start and Rejector. Limited number only at
Carriage Paid.

A RADIO Consultant for All-" Everyman's Wireless
Book," by F. J. Carom, explains the operation, upkeep,

and overhaul of all types of wireless receivers.

111mi-

trated.-Of all' booksellers, 5:-. or by post 5/0 from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

11411916.

DENC0.-Ultra low loss S.W. components, receivers,
polystyrene insulation. Send 20. for Catalogue.Warwick Road, Clacton, Essex.
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD. See last week's lassie for
full list or lei rediiis.
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1. Holborn 4361.

Radio's Bargains.
ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Con-

SOUTHERN

densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
15/- Service Man's Component Kit. Electrolytic
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,

Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, x r x 7",
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150

Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value

85/-, 21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
4- and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Unite, 2/6. Crystal Sets,
5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
2/-; Crystals, tld. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d. " P.O."
Microphones on Stand, for use with any receiver, 5/-;
Telsen W349 iron -core Midget D.R. Coils 5/6; Morse
'Tapping Keys, 3/- ; Buzzers, 1/6.
2/- 'fool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Govern-

ment Stork. Wood 9" x 7" x 7", '21,
SOUTHERN Radio, 46. Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
PHILLIPS Transformers 250-0-250 v., 00 ma., 8/0
each. Type 83 American Rectillens a/. each. Yaxley

5 -blade Switches 2/9. Surplus Components in 51b.
boxes, comprising Switches, Volume Controls, Resistances, etc., 4/- each, post free. All other lines previously
advertised chill available.-London Central Radio,
23, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. Gerrard 2069.

READERS' BARGAINS
RADIOGRAM, good tone and working order, also all wave table receiver. Must be good and reasonable
price.-Roberts, Rural Structures, Amershani.

ROTHERMEL PIEZO
SPECIAL OFFER.
New Junior
BRUSH CRYSTAL PICK-UPS.

THE whole amazing science of wireless is contained

arm, 29/6. P.C. head only, De Luxo Model, 19/6.
ROLA MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, complete with

Over 800 pages. Illustrated.-Of all booksellers, 10/6,
or by post 11/- from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),

P.U. with arm, 13/6. Standard 8.8. Model with

Transformers, qin. P.M.

12/8. tiln. P.M. 16/6.

thin. P.M. 22)6. 012 P.M. 66/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.
All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 V. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
320 ma. 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps, C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
5 v.

75

each.

2 amps. 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T.,

Input 100-250 V., 300-300 v. 4(0 m.a. 4 v.

5 n. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/11. Output 325-326 v. 180
m a.. 5 v. 2-3 amps., 6.3 v. 2-4 amps., 12/6.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9;
6 volts at amp., 19/- ; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6 ;
12 volts at I ,roll'., 2416 ; 6 volts at 2 amps.; 38/6.

TUITION
PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio television, test
equipment design, trade -test coaching for lt.A.F.
posts, I.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams.; booklet free.Secretary, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, W.4.
(15-20 years) urgently needed to train
as Radio Officers for the Merchant Navy ; military
exemption obtainable ; short training period ; low
fees ; boarders accepted. Write or call for full particulars. Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton,
or wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
YOUNG MEN

'Power House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

AMATEUR and professional servicemen will find all

their radio problems solved in " The Practical Wireless

Service Manual," by P. J. Carom. illustrated.Of all booksellers, 6/-, or by post 6/6, from George
Newnes, Ltd. (Book De pt.), Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W .C.2.

"THE Mathematics of Wireless," by Ralph Stranger,
deals simply and fascinatingly with this essential
branch of radio knowledge.-Of all booksellers, 5/-,

or by post 5/6 from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),

'rower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., A.C. Types,

A.C. L., A.C./S.G., A.C,/V.-M.S.G.,
A.C.'H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 5/3 each.
A.C., H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/8. A.C. PensI.H., 7 6 ; A.C. P.X.4, 7 3 Oct. Fre4. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 350 v. F.W.
Rect., 5/6 ; 500 v. F.W. Rect., 6/6 , 13 v..2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5,6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 each. Full and Halt -Wave Rectifiers,
6/6 each.
TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
A.G./

;

PREMIER

Short -Wave

On the Official Admiralty List-Recommended to Wireless Operators in the
Navy

THE

Octal Base

in stock. Standard tubes 5/6 each.
tubes, 6(6 each.

Condensers

all -brass

construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mine,
1/9; 25 mini., 1/10; 40 mud., 2-; 100 mint.,
160 mine, 2/7 ; 250 mmf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-40, 78-170 metres, 2/- each,
2/3 ;

with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150
metres, 4/1) set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any circuit, 2/11. 4- or 6 -pin formers, 1;2.
PREMIER Morse Practice Key on Bakelite Base
and Brass Movement 3/3.

OUTLINE OF
WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

GENERAL PURPOSE Morse Key, 5/1C.

HEAVY DUTY TX Key on Cast Base, 10/ BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. Class Ili output complete with valves. 2 watts, 48/-; 4 watts, 83/1316.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS, 500v. working,
4 mf. or 8 nif., 1/9 ; 8+8 mf., 3/6 ; 50 mf. 12 v.,
/2 ; 25 inf. 25 v., 1/2 ; 50 nif. 50 v., 2/-.

UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials.

MILNER Unit led) volts £3. Battery Amplifier,
3 watts, 30j-. 240) copies Pnarmn At, WilteLEss,
August, 1035, to August, 1939, £1.-Spearman,
Stansfield, Sudbury, Suffolk.

6/6

in " The Outline of Wireless," by Ralph Stranger.
The entire theory of reception is clearly explained,

Direct and 100: 1

tatios, 4/3.
Dual Range Screened Coils, medium and
ong waves, 2/9 each.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/dease add Od, postage. All enquiries must be
accompanied by 214. stamp.
LISSEN

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
111 PAGES .

.

. PRICE 6d. plus postage, 2/d.

Covers the whole theory and practice
of Wireless Reception. Deals with
Matter and Energy, Electrified Matter,
Electronic Contents, Magnetism and
Electro-Magnetism, Batteries and
Accumulators, Wireless Communication and Broadcasting, Modern
Valves, Wireless Signals, Wireless

Receiving Circuits, Wireless Measur-

ing Instruments, etc.
832 pages.

Over 500 illustrations.

GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY!
ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilea Works, 167
lower Clapton Road, London, E.5. .4inhe r -I 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

tiortat 2833

or50, High treet, Clapham, S.W.4. 1114, aalay 2381

1 016 NET
From all Booksellers, or ty post 111- from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

iv

June 29th, 1940

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Invaluable to all Electrical Engineers
63

"COMPLETE

EXPERT

CONTRIBUTORS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING"

OVER

3,000 PAGES

Exclusive, Practical
Information.

of

OVER

2,500

Action
Photographs,
Plans, Tables and Calculations.

STUDY the information contained in this great new work and you will add
considerably to your earning capacity in the electrical engineering world !
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is offered to you at a price you can

SPECIAL

CHART CASE

afford to pay. It is a complete library-a ready reference to the thousand and one
applications of present-day electrical engineering.
Its contents are absolutely

containing 48 Invaluable

comprehensive and deal with everything you can possibly want to know-from

TWO YEARS'
ELECTRICAL
POSTAL ADVISORY

Electrical Data Charts.

Electrical Power Supply to Talking Picture Equipment ; from the Wiring of Modern
Flats to Electrical Timing Instruments ; from Emergency Storage -Battery Systems

to Testing Electrical Machinery ; from Lift Operation and Control to Garage
Electrical Testing Equipment ; from Time Switches and Time -Delay Devices to
Electrical Welding Plant; from Refrigeration to Electric Meters and Cookers, etc.

SERVICE

It is impossible in this space to include details of the 160 Sections, but the special

brochure which is yours for the asking-and without obligation to purchase-will'
show you that COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is the very work you have
been looking for. It can be yours within a few days !

The Electrical
Engineers' Pocket
Book presented to
every

Complete in

8 Vols.

purchaser.

A Few of the Many
Testimonials Received

474'14',

Valuable Information
" I cannot refrain from congrat-

ulating you.... The valuable information is given in simple
language, which achieves its aim
far better than if it had been

written in what would call
high -brow fashion."-J. L. P.
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(Hull).

Meets Requirements
ELECTRICAL
" COMPLETE
ENGINEERING is just the book
I am
I have been looking for.

pleased to say that it meets my

admirably."requirements
C. B. (Colindale, N.W.9).
Electrical Education

" I have gained much pleasure
and

most

valuable

education

COMPLETE
reading
from
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. It
has already repaid me its cost."-

T. A. (Southport).
"As a works engineeer I have
found COMPLETE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING most helpful and

interesting."-G.

OM=

MIR MINM INNIS NM MI 1=1,4

HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY
(George Newnes, Lid.)

Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2,
Please send me, without any obligation to purchase, full
particulars of COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
and details of how may obtain this work for a small initial
I

subscription.
NAME

Most Helpful

borough).

POST THIS COUPON NOW !
a. 1.11ER

C.

(Lough-

ADDRESS-..........«...
Age.. .

Occupation

II vizi do not wish to cut your coPu, send a postcard mentioning
Practical Wireless" to address above.
P.W. 29640.
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